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ABSTRACT 

Critics often cite John Locke’s apple to explain his vision of the transformation of 

commons into private property, but commentary on his fountains and rivers remains 

absent. Examined closely, Locke’s text reveals that by engaging with fluid figures for 

property, he evokes and fails to reconcile a revolutionary counter-model for common 

property that makes impossible his own. This dissertation’s first premise is that our 

commons are too dry. As Michel Serres reminds us, bodies of water resist unity and 

stability as objects. This extends into the realm of property where its amorphousness 

baffles the case for private, divisible, self-contained property. English thinkers knew this. 

This dissertation argues that from Gerrard Winstanley onward, fluvial figures represent 

the power of the liquid commons as both an object of capitalization and a utopic other to 

private property. Writers during the transition to capitalism did not forget the commons; 

yet this much-used trope somehow became invisible to us, and it is the work of this 

dissertation to restore its place in early modern metaphors of property. 

Laurence Buell writes that “human culture is embedded in ecological processes.” 

Commons, as dynamic spaces that intensely signify the mutual shaping of culture and 

nature, signify what viscosities in those processes threaten to catalyze changes in culture. 

These liquid commons did not only shape the political philosophy of John Locke and 

Gerrard Winstanley but also cosmological poetry, natural history, and poetic satire about 

the city. Historians often represent the dawn of the eighteenth century as the victory of 

Lockean property via Whig policy over the lingering impulses of republican 

egalitarianism and communalism. Yet English writers experienced this transition as 

uncertain and hazardous. The establishment of the Bank of England, the proliferation of 
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joint stock companies, and stock trading opened new forms of investment and exchange 

to more citizens. This development of new financial instruments and epistemologies 

coupled with events like the monetary crisis of the late seventeenth century and the 1720 

South Sea Bubble, created a profound instability in value and the capacity to make 

immaterial property. In this milieu, this dissertation argues that when authors gazed at 

flowing water and wastewater, they often saw old and new commons, the raw matter 

necessary for emerging finance capitalism but also byproducts of and alternatives to this 

form of capitalism. 
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Introduction: 

A Literature of Common Waters 

The following account appears last in a roundup of domestic news in the Tuesday, 

October 26, 1762 Gazetteer and London Daily Advertiser: 

Monday last was committed to the Castle, Henry Priors of Outwell, in the Isle of 
Ely, labourer, charged with cutting a bank in Marshlands, called the Old Podike, 
on the 26th of April last in the night, which is a defensive bank against foreign 
waters, whereby the country is exposed to inundation. This bank has been several 
times cut.1 

What does it mean to cut a bank in England’s eighteenth century? Under the cover of 

night an individual like Henry Priors or a group used spades or pickaxes to delve through 

an earthen embankment built up against a body of water. If a pond, the bank kept its 

waters in place; if a river or marsh, the bank prevented floodwaters from spilling outward 

into roadways, homes, and agricultural land. These laborers broke down a barrier built to 

shape a liquid body. They let this water freely flow. 

This dissertation is concerned with the literature of what it will call the Long 

Restoration, from 1650 to 1728. We begin with an example beyond this period’s 

boundaries because of this phrase: “This bank has been several times cut.” It reveals that 

water infrastructure was a frequent target for destruction and that by 1762 particular 

pieces of water infrastructure had long been subject to the hostility of the laboring class. 

So why were the Henry Priors of England risking death to cut banks? They often did so 

1 Gazetteer and London Daily Advertiser (London, England), Tuesday, October 26, 1762. 

17th-18th Century Burney Collection Newspapers. 

1 



	

	  
	

       

         

           

            

        

       

          

            

         

         

         

         

          

        

         

           

        

          

           

            

          

  

because they thought they were protecting or reasserting a property right against 

landlords, greedy neighbors, outside interlopers, and/or a local Commissioner of Sewers 

that erected physical barriers to the exercise of this right. Specifically, they were 

exercising a common right to access water, the subsistence it afforded, and culture it 

defined. Prior’s bank cutting occurs within a larger English history of struggles over 

water defined by the push and pull between common and private property forms. 

Struggles over these property forms were enmeshed in a weave of related issues which 

this dissertation will examine. For instance, here the Gazetteer frames the bank as a 

matter of the nation’s bodily integrity (“defensive bank against foreign waters”). 

Prior’s bank cutting occurs within a larger English history of struggles over water 

that were struggles over property rights and relations intimately tied to community 

subsistence and national identity. The modern slogan “No water, no life” still rang true in 

the Long Restoration. On one hand, without rights to water—drinking, fishing, washing, 

and irrigation—communities had to change or dissolve; on the other, members of the 

merchant and landowning classes saw enclosing messy liquid bodies as necessary for 

private profit and the survival and growth of larger social formations such as London and 

England. This dissertation argues that English literature of the Long Restoration 

summons water as a way to consider the nature of property and property relations. These 

fluvial figures were both metaphors and matter. Liquid matter was a metaphor for 

economic and social transformations as well as a powerful utopic other to private 

property. Specific liquid bodies were also objects of capitalist enclosure and popular 

resistance to enclosure. 

2 



	

	
	

         

          

          

               

      

             

      

            

         

  

              

           

        

          

         

           

           

																																																								
          

              

             

        

   

This dissertation examines texts from 1650 to 1728, Gerrard Winstanley’s Fire in 

the Bush to Alexander Pope’s Dunciad, the English Revolution’s egalitarianism to the 

savagely punitive Black Acts, the drive to level property relations to laws that enshrine 

the property’s value as greater than life. In this period, stories of flow and floods or 

damming and drying often stage revolutionary transformations in property relationships. 

In the Long Restoration, these stories occur on large and small scales, whether it is the 

liquid body of Gerrard Winstanley’s commoner irrigating the commons, John Locke’s 

biblical flood transforming the world, again, into one great commons, or Alexander Pope 

inflating the value of his poetry by symbolically drowning his competitors in linguistic 

filth. 

This examination of water as commons in literature is the first of its kind in the 

field. Other studies have turned to the role of prosaic matter in Restoration and 

eighteenth-century literature.2 However, these studies tend to treat this matter as 

metaphorical, a sign for something else. In texts of this period, prosaic matter—air, dirt, 

water—serves more than a strictly metonymic function. Through its ubiquity prosaic 

matter certainly accrues branching constellations of connotations, but it is also a material 

object. Writing about water could be about national identity but it could also be about 

2 Jayne Elizabeth Lewis’ Air’s Appearance does fine work registering the important 

literary role of air. However, Lewis falls short of treating air as actual matter. For Lewis, 

air is, above all, a social medium that evokes other mediums. Jayne Elizabeth Lewis, 

Air’s Appearance: Literary Atmosphere in British Fiction, 1660-1794 (Chicago: The 

University of Chicago Press, 2012). 

3 



	

	  
	

               

            

      

  

         

           

          

                 

         

          

         

           

 

    

         

         

        

       

      

          

     

           

            

water as a thing—what water is and what to do about water. After all, this was an era 

where so many directly labored with earth and water for their subsistence. It is reasonable 

to assume that prosaic matter’s physical properties profoundly shaped even literary 

culture. 

This dissertation’s methodological breakthrough is to treat water in the literature 

of the Long Restoration as matter and symbol. This study will contextualize its study of 

water in literature with turns to material conditions and literary, metonymic relationships. 

At its best, it will not collapse the two, but, rather, determine how these texts relate them. 

Accordingly, this introduction will place water in the following frameworks: the 

English history of water as property; the relevance of liquid commons to ecocritical 

thought; water’s relationship to personhood; and water as metaphor for language. First, it 

will make a case for why this study is anchored in the Long Restoration. 

Why the Long Restoration? 

Historians often represent the end of the Restoration and dawn of the eighteenth 

century as the victory of Lockean property via Whig policy over the lingering impulses of 

republican egalitarianism. English writers experienced this transition to a world of 

individual, absolute property relations as uncertain and hazardous. Restoration and early 

eighteenth-century literature captures these countervailing impulses in English culture at 

the moments this culture was absorbing the techniques of capitalism and using them to 

intervene in and reform English and global commons. 

This dissertation bounds its study to the specific dates of 1650 to 1728, ten years 

before the restoration of Charles II and fourteen years after the death of the last Stuart 

4 



	

	  
	

        

           

        

          

        

       

            

             

           

          

             

         

  

             

        

          

           

           

             

           

       

         

   

monarch, Queen Anne. This period marks a historical transition from relative uncertainty 

to relative certainty in regard to the most fundamental economic values that would define 

England and Great Britain. The Commonwealth was founded in 1649. 1650 marks the 

publication of Gerrard Winstanley’s Fire in the Bush and the brief spread of Digger 

colonies defined by communal property relations. This drive toward egalitarian property 

reforms was repeatedly thwarted by the Commonwealth government. By 1728 and the 

publication of The Dunciad, these egalitarian hopes were buried in cement. After a brief 

period of doubt after the death of George I, George II retained Robert Walpole as Prime 

Minister. Walpole was the architect of much policy that enshrined the value of private 

property in Great Britain and sped along the financialization of its economy. Upon 

Walpole’s return, there could be no doubt that Great Britain’s economy was firmly on a 

capitalist base that increasingly defined social relations by wages, credit, debit, and 

absolute ownership. 

One of the premises of this dissertation is that the enclosure of water was integral 

to this transition. These enclosures occurred on local, national, and international levels. 

By the time of the Long Restoration, England’s energy revolution was in motion. By 

1630 most of England’s coal fields were being exploited, with coal production at 1.5 

million tons. This amount would almost double by 1680. An increase in coal mining 

meant the appropriation of local water sources for use in water wheels that powered chain 

pumps and for use in receiving waste. A coal-reliant London also meant the increased 

channelization of rivers to accommodate barge traffic. Channelization involved intensive 

water engineering as it might include removing obstructions and widening, deepening, 

and straightening channels. 

5 



	

	
	

       

         

        

        

      

         

          

         

        

        

           

       

      

       

         

																																																								
               

           

          

       

         

         

   

The production of commodity centered landscapes meant enclosing liquid 

commons. This period’s ongoing transition to capitalist agriculture also contributed to the 

national drive to engineer waterways. By 1700, England had become Europe’s 

breadbasket. For cash-crops to become an international commodity meant further river 

channelization so grain barges could go greater distances carrying greater volumes.3 

Literature took part in these engineering projects. The Water Poet John Taylor’s Last 

Voyage and Adventure (1641), ostensibly a travelogue about him rowing a small boat 

from London through England’s rivers, becomes a sort of improvement pamphlet citing 

the economic benefits in removing obstructions from England’s waterways.4 

Massive draining projects in England’s eastern fens also led courtier projectors to 

invest in river channelization. Fen drainage was a matter of national concern. It inspired 

organized resistance throughout the seventeenth century, reaching its height in riots 

during the English Revolution that wiped away the drainage infrastructure built by 

courtier projectors to turn soggy fens into fields.5 Yet commoners, so successful in 

defending their rights and landscape, experienced final legal defeat in 1719. 

3 See J.W. Moore, “The Capitalocene, Part I: on the nature and origins of our ecological 

crisis,” The Journal of Peasant Studies 44, no. 3 (2017): 609, 617; John Richards, 

“Landscape and Energy in the British Isles,” An Environmental History of the Early 

Modern World (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 228-232. 

4 See John Taylor, John Taylors last Voyage and Adventure (London: 1641). 

5 See Keith Lindley, Fenland Riots and the English Revolution (London: Heinemann 

Educational Books, 1982). 

6 



	

	
	

        

         

          

       

      

       

         

      

           

        

       

         

     

     

        

             

    

       

           

       

																																																								
            

        

In London, the Long Restoration represents a tipping point from public to 

privatized water supplies. The privatization of London’s water supplies began at the 

beginning of the seventeenth century with the formation of the New River Company. It 

reached its apex in the early eighteenth century when the city leased the majority of its 

water resources and infrastructure to private companies.6 

During the seventeenth century, rural and urban common rights to water were 

retreating before the institution of private property. Landscapes produced in part by these 

common rights were transformed into commodity centered landscapes. As this happened, 

there were intense debates over who should manage England’s liquid abundance. 

During this period, the English would also lay claim to the world’s oceans. Queen 

Elizabeth’s navy defeated the Spanish Armada in 1588 and the Glorious Revolution of 

1688 would seem to mark a détente with another imperial rival, the Dutch. The English 

ended the seventeenth century with renewed optimism they would master the world’s 

seas. They supplemented naval muscle with financial capacity. England imported Dutch 

techniques of banking and financing as well as Dutch merchants and their considerable 

financial resources. During this period, the English built the maritime power and financial 

capacity to run a global empire. 

England’s emergent imperial vision had utopian and dystopian valences as it 

related to what could be owned and what things were worth. The establishment of the 

Bank of England, the proliferation of joint stock companies, and stock trading opened 

6 See Leslie Tomory, "London's Water Supply before 1800 and the Roots of the 

Networked City," Technology and Culture 56, no. 3 (2015): 704-37. 

7 



	

	  
	

            

        

       

         

       

           

      

        

          

           

             

         

          

            

                

         

   

        

         

       

         

             

          

new forms of investment and exchange to more citizens. The development of new 

financial instruments and epistemologies coupled with events like the monetary crisis of 

the late seventeenth century and the 1720 South Sea Bubble, created profound instability 

in how the English understood economic exchange and the production of value. 

Investment of money in imperial ventures was supposed to both multiply this money and 

create colonial land-holdings. Instead, in boondoggles like the South Sea Bubble, this 

hard-earned cash simply disappeared. This economic uncertainty was coupled with 

centuries of sometimes inconclusive naval warfare with the Dutch and other European 

powers. At a moment when England’s wealth was staked to the global transport of 

commodities by water, it began to employ the language of liquification in regard to value. 

Pairings such as this are why the material and the symbolic need to be thought together in 

a deep sense. Greater financial liquidity was promising and dangerous. It offered the 

promise that England could import the wealth of the world by mobilizing its resources to 

dominate the oceans; it offered the peril that through its new financial dynamism England 

could collect all of its wealth and toss it into the sea, where it would be lost. Water is 

where political and economic transformation occurred in many dimensions, from finance 

to commodity production and distribution. 

In the milieu of the Long Restoration, this dissertation argues that when authors 

gazed at water and wastewater, they often saw utopian and dystopian property horizons. 

These horizons were domestic and colonial. They consisted of old and emerging 

commons, the language necessary to express the dynamism of finance capitalism and 

new forms of commoning. Examining the literature of this period allows us to think about 

the ways water functions as a highly politicized literal and symbolic medium 

8 



	

	
	

 
 

     
 

      

      

         

                

   

         

        

         

          

         

         

       

           

																																																								
           

             

       

           

                

         

         

Water, property, and subsistence in pre-Restoration England 

Projectors devised and executed ambitious water works in the Restoration and 

long eighteenth century to support projects of commodity production and trade on an 

ever-increasing scale. To understand the local impacts of enclosure works, we must 

examine the many ways water was at the heart of the subsistence of the majority of the 

English population leading up to the mid-seventeenth century. 

England, like lowland Western Europe, was water rich. It received ample rain, 

was crisscrossed by streams and rivers, and contained vast tracts of fenland. English 

aquaculture, agriculture, and trade depended on these waters. The fenlands supported 

extensive eel fisheries and provided a source of fishing for individual commoners. At 

least since Roman settlements, buildings were placed near streams whenever possible. 

This allowed farmers to keep stock close. Cattle were a status symbol and important 

means by which commoners accumulated wealth.7 To be sure, small scale subsistence 

labor meant countless individuals were performing local acts of water engineering. 

7 Joan Thirsk’s monumental The Agrarian History of England and Wales provides a great 

deal of the context for this section. See Joan Thirsk, The Agrarian History of England 

and Wales, Vols. 1-5 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1967-85). On the 

historical flourishing of English aquaculture, see Thirsk, Vol. 3, 885-889. For eel 

fisheries in the fens, see Thirsk, Vol. 2, 294. On cattle, see Thirsk, Vol. 1, Part 2, 186, 

208. Neeson emphasizes the crucial margin of prosperity that large grazing animals could 

represent for the most land-poor commoners. J.M. Neeson, Commoners: Common Right, 

9 



	

	
	

      

          

       

        

         

           

       

           

     

        

       

        

     

         

          

																																																								
       

   

     

     

          

       

     

In addition to informal water engineering performed by farming, fishing, and 

husbandry communities, affluent landholders took on large waterworks projects as part of 

the larger program of rural agricultural improvement. Rowland Vaughn created an 

extensive system of water canals to “float” upland meadows, increasing their 

productivity. More productive meadows meant more cows and sheep in less space.8 

Improving landlords often built ponds that were important sources of rural industry. In 

addition to ponds, most manors had stocked moats. Landlords also diverted streams and 

rivers to power grain and fulling mills.9 These same waterways were used as arteries of 

communication and transportation of heavy bulk goods and commodities.10 Accordingly, 

regional and national administrations often worked to keep waterways free of 

obstructions, installed locks, or, more ambitiously, undertook channelization projects. 

Offices like the Commissioners of Sewers were created and maintained by parliament 

and the crown to manage these tasks. 

While many commoners worked with, in, or upon water to keep themselves alive, 

these overlapping uses could come into conflict. Chapter 33 of the Magna Carta contains 

Enclosure and Social Change in England, 1700-1820 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 1993), 64-71. 

8 Thirsk, Vol. 4, 180-2. 

9 Thirsk, Vol. 2, 904 

10 Boats laden with corn grown in Hertfordshire would travel by the rivers Colne and Lea 

to London from which they would return with manure to enrich the cornfields of 

Hertfordshire. Thirsk, Vol. 4, 52. 

10 
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the clause “Henceforth all fish weirs shall be removed from the Thames and the Medway 

and throughout all England, except along the seacoast.” These weirs, erected by 

individual landholders, prevented the many from exercising their common right to fish 

these rivers; they also decreased the navigability of the river, slowing commerce.11 As 

early as the 14th century, legal cases record numerous ways in which tenants fought 

landlords, landholders fought each other, and the crown fought local landlords over 

water. In some cases, landlords effected an almost total monopolization of the flow of 

major waterways. One landlord laid so many traps in the Trent river that it was closed to 

all traffic except at high tide; another completely dammed the Ouse.12 The Cisterians 

sometimes dammed whole valleys in creating large fishponds, surely extinguishing all 

manner of common rights to these valleys.13 Changes to water flows and drainage 

systems could have drastic, unintended consequences not just to individual landlords, but, 

11 Peter Linebaugh, “Two Charters,” The Magna Carta Manifesto (Berkeley: University 

of California Press, 2008), 40. 

12 See Earl Murphy, "English Water Law Doctrines before 1400," The American Journal 

of Legal History 1, no.2 (1957): 111. 

13 Thirsk, Vol. 3, 888-889. This was not only a tactic of monks. In 1712 the manorial 

lords of Winkfield Manor, in enlarging their ponds for fish and water fowl filled pits that 

would have been filled with gravel and peat, two resources that commoners would have 

use rights to harvest. E.P. Thompson, Whigs and Hunters (New York: Penguin, 1985), 53 

11 
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often, to commons entire communities depended upon.14 Landlords looked to capitalize 

on the latest leisure fashions by “discovering” mineral springs and developing them for 

nascent English tourist industry. Looking for new sources of revenue, these landlords 

would often seek to limit local access to these springs, enclosing commons into bourgeois 

leisure spaces.15 

Tenants considered access to water an inalienable right and registered the 

impingement of this right in courts and in public declarations. In the sixteenth century, 

claims to water rights are included in the list of demands made during Kett’s Rebellion 

by commoners, yeomen, and tradesmen resisting Tudor enclosures.16 By this point 

14 An example from a 1376 case: “That John Shamelere of Drayton diverted a 

watercourse at Colnhampton called Meon whereby the meadows of John le Vyle and 

Joan Phillipot of Meonstoke are flooded to the damage of the community of Meonstoke 

as aforesaid.” Murphy, 113. 

15 Phyllis May Hembry, The English Spa, 1560-1815 (London: Farleigh Dickinson 

University Press, 1990), 232. 

16 The demands: 

5. We pray that all marshes that are held of the king’s majesty by free rent or of 

any other, may be at such price as they were in the first year of King Henry VIII. 

17. We pray that Rivers may be free and common to all men for fishing and 

passage. 

12 
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struggles over particular watercourses were so long-standing they become a fact of life. A 

seventy-eight-year-old witness in a case describes three parties diverting a stream while 

asserting that its own course favored none: 

the water in variance [was diverted] to Morton’s mill about 50 years past, when 
Morton made a bloom-smithy, and since that time it hath been many times turned, 
sometime to Roode and Morton, sometime to Bellott…Unless otherwise 
compelled, he supposeth it would go neither to Morton’s mill nor Bellott’s 
[land].17 

Human intervention pushed and pulled out of their natural courses. Accordingly, 

landowners and tenants might resort to cutting banks or building their own dams to 

restore their access to water or rights of herbage and turbary (turf-cutting) that damming 

water to create fishponds or millponds extinguished. 

While struggles over bodies of water simmered in the courts throughout 

England’s history, they came to a boil in the seventeenth century. There was a steep 

increase in lawsuits as industry increased along watercourses and attempts to drain the 

19. We pray that the poor mariners or fishermen may have the whole profits of 

their fishings such as porpoises, grampuses, whales, or any great fish so it be not 

prejudicial to his grace. 

Stephen K. Land, “The Twenty-nine Demands,” Kett’s Rebellion (Totawa NJ: Rowman 

and Littlefield, 1977), 63-72. 

17 This quote thanks to Briony McDonagh, “Making and Breaking Property: Negotiating 

Enclosure and Common Rights in Sixteenth-Century England,” History Workshop 

Journal 76 (2013): 45. See 39–41 for further cases relating to mill leets and weirs.  

13 
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vast fens of Eastern England began in earnest.18 It is also possible that the country’s 

increasing reliance on coal and coal barges contributed to disputes over diversions of 

water and the right uses of waterways. The shift from wood to coal as a primary energy 

source also precipitated a spate of tenants bringing lawsuits against coalmine owners for 

polluting liquid commons with mine waste.19 

The rulings on these suits form a distinct body of property law because 

seventeenth-century English jurisprudence follows classical law in differentiating 

between solid and liquid property. Callis, who wrote the influential On Sewers (1622), 

comments on the impossibility of determining ownership of water flows: because this 

water is constantly in motion, it is more “uncertain in [it’s] proprietor, than a chameleon 

of his colors.”20 For this reason, English water law was quite nuanced. On one hand, 

Callis equates water with light and air. Given their diffuse and contiguous nature—their 

habit to flow through spaces without being of them and the stochastic nature of these 

flows—Common Law granted individuals rights to use air, light, and water. As in the 

18 Joshua Getzler, A History of Water Rights at Common Law (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2004), 120-136. 

19 Richards, 228-232. 

20 Robert Callis, Of Sewers (London, 1622), 56. 
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Justinian Institutes, there was general agreement that flowing bodies of water could not 

be owned outright.21 

However, waterways, when considered as the earthen channels through which 

water flowed, were a different category. They and their banks were sometimes folded 

into the exclusive property of landowners (i.e. riparian rights).22 Callis: “there can be no 

property in [bare running water], but as the same is incident to the soil, taking them two 

for one, it is drawn with the property thereof.”23 On these precedents, unlike seas and sea 

shores, legal scholars sometimes argued sewers, streams, rivers, and their banks could be 

owned and used privately. 

As a result, during this period the rights to fish rivers and use them as highways, 

to divert rivers and streams for mills, to resist the expropriation of a particular pool or 

water course, or to drown or drain common lands to create a private pool or field formed 

a distinct set of hotly contested issues. The struggles over these issues were particularly 

21 For a brief sketch of water law in both the Magna Carta and Justinian Institutes, see 

Gonzalo E. Rodriguez’s “Protecting Inland Waterways, from the Institutes of Gaius to 

Magna Carta,” Unbound: A Review of Legal History and Rare Books, Forthcoming, 10. 

22 American policy would adopt this riparian rights model, particular to water-rich 

Western Europe, until settler colonialism ran up against the realities of a semi-arid and 

arid West. Denis Cosgrove, “An Elemental Division: Water Control and Engineered 

Landscape,” Water, Engineering, and Landscape, ed. Denis Cosgrove and Geoff Petts 

(London: Belhaven Press, 1990), 1-12. 

23 Callis, 56. 
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pointed because they did not merely result in individuals losing use rights at the moment 

but also the possibility of making future claims to use right in each new verdict that 

overturned claims to customary usage.24 

When commoners did not consider the law a viable option, they often took direct 

action. Leading up to and during the English Civil War, courtier driven drainage projects 

were either halted or outright wiped away by “rioting” commoners and sympathetic 

landholders.25 Thompson emphasizes how a spate of actions undertaken to destroy the 

heads of fishponds and cut banks in the early eighteenth century were often precipitated 

by enclosures that began during the seventeenth century. The enclosers were often 

wealthy outsiders who saw drainage as a means to create more land suitable for cash 

crops and increased profits. Those contesting enclosures were often residents from 

families with deep roots in the community who found their common rights impinged 

upon. Over time, they found no recourse in the courts in preserving these common rights. 

Accordingly, many resorted to extralegal methods, among them were the Windsor 

Blacks.26 The Blacks, active in the 1720s cut the banks of fishponds, burnt fish houses, 

24 The legal uncertainties surrounding these struggles were heightened by shifts in the 

practice of law itself. The efforts of the Stuart kings led to the “separation of statues (or 

“black-letter law”) from common law (or judges’ opinions) and hence also from the 

custom of the actual commons.” Peter Linebaugh, “Charters Lost and Found,” The 

Magna Carta Manifesto (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008), 73. 

25 Lindley, “Lords, Commons, and Commoners,” 108-138. 

26 E.P. Thompson, Whigs and Hunters (Middlesex: Penguin, 1985), 83, 104-108, 191. 
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and broke sluices. In 1722-4 the Windsor Blacks were accused of seventeen counts of 

robbing and cutting the banks of fishponds. In 1725 a Newbury barber burnt the fish-

house of a local fisherman. In 1723, Blacks broke the locks of Governor Thomas Pitt’s 

fisheries on the River Loddon. Breaking the heads of fish-ponds was included among the 

many offences against property the 1723 Black Act punished with death. England’s 

gentry considered their waterworks important enough to kill for. 

Before and during the Long Restoration there was a significant English tradition 

of commoners and laborers sabotaging water infrastructure. In addition to rural 

resistance, Mark Jenner records numerous urban confrontations throughout the 

seventeenth century between London’s women and those who blocked their access to 

conduits in what he calls “the moral economy of the conduit.”27 

Economic documents, archeological records, and reports of water infrastructure 

destruction prove the important place of aquaculture and water engineering in England’s 

history leading up into the long eighteenth century. Court records give us insight into 

historical struggles over liquid property between commoners, manorial lords, the Crown, 

and private companies. This dissertation will turn to more widely circulating genres of 

writing to understand how they register these struggles in unexpected ways and provide 

unique insight into their contours, stakes, and stakeholders, particularly when it comes to 

making claims and contesting the organization and ends of English culture and ecologies. 

27 Mark Jenner, "From Conduit Community to Commercial Network?" Londonopolis: 

Essays in the Cultural and Social History of Early Modern London, ed. Mark Jenner and 

Paul Griffiths (Manchester: Manchester University, 2000), 250-70. 
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From common fields to common waters in Long Restoration history and literary studies 

Low and high literature across the Long Restoration registers struggles over liquid 

property. They extend a body of early modern and seventeenth-century literature that also 

dealt with these concerns. In Henry IV, Part I, Shakespeare uses rerouting a river as a 

sure sign of the acquisitive hubris of Hotspur and Glendower, England’s would-be rulers. 

Peering over the abstract space of a map Hotspur has designs on a vast swathe of yet to 

be conquered territory and imagines rerouting a river to make his possessions equal to 

Glendower’s: 

See how this river comes me cranking in 
And cuts me from the best of all my land 
A huge half-moon, a monstrous cantle out. 
I’ll have the current in this place dammed up, 
And here the smug and silver Trent shall run 
In a new channel, fair and evenly.28 

Shakespeare’s audience would view Hotspur’s drive toward even spoils through 

waterworks as hypocritical given how full court records are of struggles over damages 

stemming from the damming and rerouting of waterways. Hotspur’s equal distribution 

with Glendower is many tenants’ dispossession, his characterization of the river as 

“smug” an act of solipsistic projection. 

28 William Shakespeare, Henry IV, Part 1 (1600), The Complete Works of Shakespeare, 

http://shakespeare.mit.edu/. 
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Struggles over liquid property appear in literature from below such as “The 

Powte’s Complaint,” a frequently reprinted and reinterpreted ballad.29 This early 

seventeenth-century ballad is from the perspective of an eel rallying its fellow creatures 

against undertakers of fen drainage. This ballad makes fen drainage a matter of 

subsistence. The eel’s diet (and the eel as diet of fenlanders) is replaced by the cow’s 

diet: “And where we feed in Fen and Reed, they’ll feed both Beef and Bacon.” By 

adopting the perspective of the aquatic eel, the fenland balladeer positions the loss of 

their topos as a cultural death at the hands of outsiders: “For they do mean all Fens to 

drain, and waters overmaster, / All will be dry, and we must die, ’cause Essex calves 

want pasture.” The ballad envisions the hoped-for end of the undertaker’s works as a 

flood that destroys their instruments: 

...And send us good old Captain Flood to lead us out to Battel, 
Then Two-penny Jack, with Scales on’s Back, will drive out all the Cattle. 

This Noble Captin yet was never known to fail us, 
But did the conquest get of all that did assail us; 
His furious Rage none could assuage; but, to the World’s great Wonder, 
He tears down Banks, and breaks their Cranks and Whirligigs asunder. (22-26) 

29 A popular ballad first printed in 1630, reprinted in Samuel Smiles’ Early Engineering: 

Vermuyden, Myddelton, Perry, James Brindley, and remediated into the twenty-first 

century with performances of the ballad available on SoundCloud and Vimeo. See 

Samuel Smiles, Early Engineering: Vermuyden, Myddelton, Perry, James Brindley 

(London: 1874), 35-36. Thanks to David Alff for introducing and providing a reading of 

this poem at NEASECS. It informs my own. David Alff, “Undertaking Drainage, 

Remembering Fen,” Presentation at the Annual Convention of the Northeast American 

Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies, Syracuse, NY, September 25-27, 2014. 
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The flood is a captain that organizes popular resistance. It is a social agent. Within this 

context, “Two-penny Jack, with Scales on’s Back” evokes both a pike and a sailor. The 

ballad’s idiom blurs organized human resistance with the ecological actors that are fish 

and flood. Hotspur imagines water engineering from above as a matter of disciplining the 

landscape to conform to the property arrangements of the elite. The balladeer responds to 

water engineering from below as an existential threat. 

Yet scholarship has not fully recognized this period’s struggles over water as 

property and its literature’s use of water as a vehicle through which to understand the 

nature of property. Scholarship on enclosure tends to focus on common fields, pastoral 

literature, and vernacular forms of theatrical protest of land enclosure. Early modern and 

eighteenth-century studies have illuminated the enclosure of common fields and its 

literature with great facility, from the history of J.M. Neeson to the many articles on 

improvement, enclosure, identity, popular resistance, and the landscape in eighteenth-

century novels and poetry.30 We may have Marx to thank for the historical materialism 

30 For recent articles that understand enclosure in landed terms, see Nicholas Blomley, 

"Making Private Property: Enclosure, Common Right and the Work of Hedges," Rural 

History 18.1 (2007): 1-21; Christina Bosco Langert, “Hedgerows and Petticoats: Sartorial 

Subversion and Anti-Enclosure Protest in Seventeenth-century England,” Early Theatre 

12, no. 1 (2009): 119-135; Katherine Bootle Attie, “Enclosure Polemics and the Garden 

in the 1650s,” Studies in English Literature 1500-1900 51, no. 1 (2011): 135-157; Eric 

Miller, “Enclosure and Taxonomy in John Clare,” Studies in English Literature 1500-

1900 40, no.4 (2000): 635-657. 
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that enables study of the relationship between water, property, and social transformation. 

Yet we may also have Marx to blame for the preponderance of attention to the enclosure 

of soil. In Grundrisse, Marx articulates the dialectical relationship between the conditions 

of production and the relations of production: “Community presupposes its subjects in a 

specific objective unity with their conditions of production.” Yet production changes 

these conditions and, in turn, the community: 

The survival of the commune as such in the old mode requires the reproduction of 
its members in the presupposed objective conditions. Production itself...naturally 
suspends these conditions little by little; destroys them instead of reproducing 
them etc., and, with that, the communal system declines and falls, together with 
the property relations on which it was based.31 

Yet what objective conditions of production mattered most? In his later economic 

analysis, Marx often turned to soil as the material base of communal life.32 Indeed, water 

appears often only faintly, implied in the verb “pump,” which Marx used to describe the 

relationship between owners and laborers. The oft quoted passage in Capital: “The 

specific economic form, in which unpaid surplus-labour is pumped out [ausgepumpt] of 

direct producers, determines the relationship of rulers and ruled, as it grows directly out 

31 Karl Marx, Grundrisse, trans. Martin Nicolaus (Great Britain: Penguin Books, 1973), 

496. 

32 John Bellamy Foster provides insight into Marx’s interest in the study of soil nutrient 

depletion and his dialectical materialism in his later works on political economy. John 

Bellamy Foster, Marx’s Ecology: Materialism and Nature (New York: Monthly Review 

Press, 2000). 
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of production itself and, in turn, reacts upon it as a determining element.”33 Marx’s water 

describes that which owners can extract from laborers and circulate. Water is that which 

is dematerialized into numeric profit, dissipating into immateriality and metaphoricity. 

If Marx insists that soil defined culture, this dissertation recovers the fact of water 

as a powerful social agent. Water organized culture. As capital transformed culture, water 

was both a metaphor for capital and its object. As an object, it provides unique 

difficulties in regard to enclosure. As Michel Serres reminds us, bodies of water resist 

unity and stability as objects. This extends into the realm of property where it’s essential 

qualities—its tendency to flow, flux, mix and spill—baffles the case for private, divisible, 

self-contained property.34 English thinkers knew this. To escape Newtonian absolute 

space and recover a component of the seventeenth-century mindset, we cannot 

understand enclosure as spatial containment of a static object, but rather the obstruction 

of flowing bodies in specific contexts. 

Laurence Buell writes that “human culture is embedded in ecological 

processes.”35 Jeremy Schmidt has shown the long-tenure of the ideas that “water was the 

agent that connected Earth’s geological processes to social life. To manage water, then, 

was to manage the conditions that made social life possible.” Attention to liquid 

33 Karl Marx, Capital III (New York: International Publishers, 1959), 576. 

34 Michel Serres, The Birth of Physics (Manchester: Clinamen Press, Ltd., 2001). 

35 Lawrence Buell, “Foreword,” Prismatic Ecology: Ecotheory Beyond Green 

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2013). 
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commons as mobile forces that intensely signify the mutual shaping of culture and nature 

reveals the many turbulences in processes that catalyze cultural change.36 

Yet when eighteenth-century critics turn to water in literature, the liquid stands 

for anything but property and property relations. Recent studies have taken up liquid’s 

aesthetic (Lees-Jeffries) and epistemic dimensions (Mentz, Baker) or follow the turn 

toward oceanic studies. Hester Blum, who helped define oceanic studies, treats water as 

anti-metaphorical matter, but, in her oceanic context, salt waters are not analyzed within a 

property paradigm—they are a fact of nature.37 However, as we have seen, many English 

36 Jeremy J. Schmidt, “Introduction: Entering a New Era of Water Management,” Water: 

Abundance, Scarcity, and Security in the Age of Humanity (New York: New York 

University Press, 2017), 141-165. 

37 Lees-Jeffries argues fountains “could raise questions of how to look and how to read” 

(2). Hester Lees-Jeffries, England's Helicon: Fountains in Early Modern Literature and 

Culture (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007). Mentz emphasizes the ocean as 

evoking the unknowable, illusory, and transforming. Steve Mentz, At the Bottom of 

Shakespeare's Ocean, Shakespeare Now! Edited by Simon Palfrey and Ewan Fernie 

(London: Continuum International Publishing Group, 2009). Samuel Baker treats the 

world’s waters through the lens of how British understandings of them shaped its national 

and imperial understanding of itself and its organization. Samuel Baker, Written on the 

Water: British Romanticism and the Maritime Empire of Culture (Charlottesville: 

University of Virginia Press, 2010). For water as worksite, see Hester Blum, The View 

from the Masthead: Maritime Imagination and Antebellum American Sea Narratives 
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stakeholders struggled over water rights and, as this dissertation will demonstrate, 

oceanic waters were a metaphor for property and matter from which to make property. 

Accordingly, a crucial question remains unexamined: how does English literature emerge 

in conversation with struggles over water as property and water in relation to the 

production of property and property relations? By answering these questions, this 

dissertation aims to make possible the study of a new genre of literature: the literature of 

liquid commoning and enclosure. It will demonstrate that the enclosure and making 

common of liquid bodies was performed in multiple written genres: political philosophy, 

hexameral epics, geological treatises, scientific poetry, and Augustan urban poetry. It will 

illustrate how water was at the heart of plots of transformation in ontology, ecology, and 

class. Authors’ treatments of the nature of matter, the effects of bodily labor on ecologies, 

and ideal and abject visions of social bodies and relations provides crucial insights onto 

how they understood liquid enclosure and commoning. 

Liquid commons and ecocriticism 

This dissertation overlaps uneasily with ecocriticism. It hopes it can contribute to 

an ongoing course correction in that field. In a recent summary of the state of 

ecocriticism Lawrence Buell, Ursula K. Heise, and Karen Thornber make no mention of 

studies through the lens of commons or property. Those words themselves do not appear; 

(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2008). 
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neither does capitalism.38 A turn toward literary study that centers liquid commons allows 

us to follow new or neglected lines of flight in ecological thinking that bring into focus 

nature-culture relationships alert to specific historical and geographical concepts of 

property and property relations and how literature symbolized these relations. In doing 

so, this study hopes to provide a means for avoiding some newer and enduring pitfalls 

within ecocritism: treating nature and culture in isolation, universalizing the nature-

culture relation, and focusing strictly upon green ecologies. 

As the myth of virgin wilderness recedes from ecocritical analysis, the commons 

must emerge as a locus of inquiry. Ecological and archeological research has revealed 

many landscapes long considered “virgin” or “wild” such as the Amazon and Congolese 

rainforests, have been former sites of intensive agricultural cultivation.39 They are 

cultural forests co-produced by human and biological activity.40 Ecological 

38 Lawrence Buell, Ursula K. Heise, and Karen Thornber, “Literature and Environment,” 

Annual Review of Environment and Resources 36 (2011): 417-440. 

39 Michael J. Heckenberger, Afukaka Kuikuro, Urissapá Tabata Kuikuro, J. Christian 

Russell, Morgan Schmidt, Carlos Fausto, and Bruna Franchetto, "Amazonia 1492: 

Pristine Forest or Cultural Parkland?" Science 301, no. 5640 (2003): 1710-714; Lee J. T. 

White and John F. Oates, “New data on the history of the plateau forest of Okomu, 

southern Nigeria: an insight into how human disturbance has shaped the African rain 

forest,” Global Ecology and Biogeography 8, no. 5 (1999): 355–361. 

40 Fred Pearce, “Myths of the Pristine,” The New Wild (Boston: Beacon Press, 2015), 

121-134. 
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anthropologists and ecofeminist and post-colonial scholars have presented overwhelming 

evidence that the wild is, paradoxically, a cultural product. Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing 

argues that is an invention of western elites, practiced at home then transplanted abroad.41 

Struggle over property forms is at the heart of the production of wilderness. In Tsing’s 

example, European elites used claims to absolute possession to evict commoners from 

forests in which they long exercised use rights. The concept of liquid bodies as commons 

helps remind us that bodies of water, though not always physically occupied by humans, 

have long been shaped through humans’ shared uses of these bodies. Accordingly, this 

study will attempt to understand how overlapping and sometimes opposed English 

material practices shaped their environments and how English literature communicates 

their fluvial environment’s relationship with property. 

This eco-critical turn from wilderness is also underpinned by understandings of 

all systems as open and therefore contingent and subject to dynamic, periodic 

transformation.42 Examining liquid commons within the long arc of the English history of 

water engineering and claims to common rights allows us to understand that England was 

always a cultural landscape. The water resources of this landscape were the site of human 

work and subsistence that often led to their ecological transformation. Given that the 

Long Restoration was a crucial period for the capitalist enclosure of liquid commons, this 

41 Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing, “A History of Weediness,” Friction: An Ethnography of 

Global Connection (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004), 171-202. 

42 For an early challenge to the myth of sustainable self-regulating systems see Colleen 

D. Clements, "Stasis: The Unnatural Value," Ethics 86, no. 2 (1976): 136-44. 
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period provides a unique opportunity to witness how literature records how the drive 

toward enclosure transforms nature-culture relations. 

Decentering wilderness as a privileged locus of study might also mean attending 

to urban and waste-space ecologies where the interactions between nature and culture are, 

paradoxically, most intense and most intensely ignored.43 The literature of the Long 

Restoration offers us the opportunity to perform such analysis on these cultural ecologies 

as they emerge in depictions of the liquid commons of London, the world’s largest 

metropolis, and the deep-sea, which some authors boldly depict as anything but natural. 

While literary depictions of these spaces are prone to the hyperbole that defines almost all 

43 For instance, Jennifer Wolch identifies the historic exclusion of animals in 

contemporary urban theory and argues that “a trans-species urban theory is necessary to 

the development of an eco-socialist, feminist, anti-racist urban praxis” (120). See Jennifer 

Wolch, “Zoöpolis,” Animal Geographies: Place, Politics, and Identity in the Nature-

Culture Borderlands, ed. Jennifer Wolch and Jody Emel (London: Verson, 1998), 119-

138. Over the past decade, the field of waste studies has come into its own, taking up the 

projects of recognizing non-biological actors’ agency, understanding the place of spills 

and sinks in environmental systems, and the nature of the geo-bacterial ferment in 

landfills. See Jane Bennett, "The Force of Things: Steps toward an Ecology of 

Matter," Political Theory 32, no. 3 (2004): 347-72; Jennifer Gabrys, "Sink: The Dirt of 

Systems," Environment and Planning D: Society and Space 27, no. 4 (2009): 666-81; 

Myra J. Hird, "Waste, Landfills, and an Environmental Ethic of Vulnerability," Ethics & 

the Environment 18, no. 1 (2013): 105-124. 
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fictions, this dissertation suggests that if they exaggerate the particulars they prove the 

larger point that the English understood the city as an ecology surging with unruly 

hydrological forces and the deep-sea as a cultural space, rather than a tractless abyss. 

Liquid commons and the myth of a universal culture-nature relation 

Even as ecocriticism works to better consider the nature-culture relation, 

arguments about cultural impacts on environments often introduce concepts that 

troublingly universalize a nature-culture relationship. For instance, in 2002 Paul Crutzen 

introduced the term “Anthropocene” in order to name humans as the prime geological 

actors in our current geological era and the direction of this action as leading towards 

mass extinctions.44 Yet the way this term unifies cultures, natures, and histories presents 

severe limitations. Referring to “Anthropos” in general as the primary geological actor 

mystifies the specific cultural formations responsible for the carbon emissions setting in 

motion climate change. Andreas Malm and Alf Hornborg insist that “A scrutiny of the 

transition to fossil fuels in 19th-century Britain...reveals the historical origins of 

anthropogenic climate changes were predicated on highly inequitable global processes 

from the start.”45 J.W. Moore argues the term “Anthropocene” must be replaced with 

“Capitaloscene.” “Capitaloscene” lays the blame squarely at the feet of specific cultural 

formations that embraced and accelerated dirty-energy based capitalist production. As is, 

44 P.J. Crutzen, "Geology of Mankind," Nature 415 (2002): 23. 

45 Andreas Malm and Alf Hornborg, “A geology of mankind? A critique of the 

Anthropocene narrative,” The Anthropocene Review 1, no. 1: 62-69. 
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“Anthropocene” unfairly suggests this new scale of ecological devastation is the product 

of human nature, not capitalist production.46 Centering commons in literature allows us to 

avoid such reductive universalizations of the nature-culture relations by excavating 

specific rhetorics that abetted these enclosures and uncovering cultural formations, 

practices, and rhetorics that present alternatives to capitalist production. Examining liquid 

commons within the narrower context of the Long Restoration helps us understand how 

the maintenance and production of these cultural landscapes was the result of competing 

groups with sometimes radically different visions of what ecologies and their culture’s 

relations to them could and should be. During this period, these claims were connected to 

larger capitalist and revolutionary, anti-capitalist projects and their literatures during the 

English Civil War and Financial Revolution. These specific nation-defining events had 

great ecological and cultural consequences for the world considering the next two 

centuries of British Imperialism. 

Studying representations of liquid commons in a historical paradigm can also help 

lead us away from the eco-supremacy embedded within dominant threads of 

environmentalism. This eco-supremacy links green ecologies with European culture and 

fetishizes green ecologies as somehow more natural, healthier, and good than others. 

46 See Moore, “The Capitalocene, Part I.” In the last decade, a bumper crop of 

overlapping alternative terms has emerged to try to better assign blame for the ongoing 

and future cultural and environmental crises, including the Plantationocene and the 

Chthulucene. See Donna Haraway, “Anthropocene, Capitalocene, Plantationocene, 

Chthulucene: Making Kin,” Environmental Humanities 6 (2015): 159-165. 
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Such attitudes have led to colonial irrigation schemes that seek to transform arid 

landscapes into green pastures, gardens, and forests. These irrigation projects often result 

in the destruction of locals’ commons and forms of commoning and physical 

displacement of communities.47 “Green” landscapes are often not natural but highly 

engineered imperialist and capitalist projects that reflect specific cultural ideals in regard 

to the purposes of land and water. Under the umbrella of producing green landscapes, 

English improvers drained fens and channelized rivers. In colonial India, Great Britain 

would undertake major water engineering projects to expand poppy harvests for the 

opium trade. Twenty-first century governments, in the rush toward modernization, have 

monopolized water resources, replaced local irrigation systems with state controlled 

systems, and built megadams for the purposes of power and irrigation. 

47 Arundhati Roy’s landmark essay “The Greater Common Good” serves to debunk the 

myths of India’s governments’ Green Revolution which promised to feed, green, and 

enrich the nation partially through mega-dam projects. Arundhati Roy, “The Greater 

Common Good,” The Cost of Living (New York: Modern Library, 1999). On the Israeli 

drive to “conquer the desert,” its green rhetoric (“making the desert bloom”), and its 

impact on Palestinian subsistence, see Alan George “‘Making the Desert Bloom’ A Myth 

Examined,” Journal of Palestine Studies 8, no. 2 (1970): 88-100; Samer Alatout, ‘From 

Water Abundance to Water Scarcity (1936–1959): A “Fluid” History of Jewish 

Subjectivity in Historic Palestine and Israel’, Reapproaching Borders, ed. Sandy Sufian 

and Mark Levine (New York: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 2007), 203–210.  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Admirable attempts have been made to conceptualize ecological thinking outside 

of the absolute value of the “green” given how it lends itself to uncritical acceptance of 

the value of productive or pristine landscapes.48 Yet attempts to think of white, blue and 

brown ecologies in anthologies like Prismatic Ecologies often ignore subsistence, the 

most basic knot between nature and culture. In his chapter on “White,” Bern 

Herzogenrath skips from Rilke to Delueze to John Cage in ostensibly unpacking a white 

ecotheory. Nowhere does he consider what subsistence in arctic landscapes means, even 

for (his briefly mentioned) indigenous groups. 

Turning to liquid commons necessitates considering the role of cultures’ 

subsistence in ecologies while presenting an alternative to green ecologies. Attention to 

liquid commons can reveal how communities depend on fens, undammed, and 

unchannelized rivers for fishing, forage, and the irrigation of seasonal floods and how 

corporate and state projects impact these aquacultural subsistence practices, disrupting or 

intensely managing blue ecologies in the service of green ones. 

This introduction and further chapters demonstrate the important place of 

aquaculture and liquid commons in Long Restoration English life and their relation to 

larger social, political, and economic transformations. This will help lay the groundwork 

for further analysis of the relationship between the erasure of blue ecologies and 

aquacultures in England and those subject to English then British imperial hegemony. 

48 Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, “Introduction,” Prismatic Ecology: Ecotheory Beyond 

Green, ed. Jeffrey Jerome Cohen (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 

2013), xv-xxxv. 
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This puts work on liquid commons in dialogue with post-colonial ecotheorists such as 

Rob Nixon, Marxist geographers such as Vinay Gidwani and Rajyashree Reddy, and 

environmental ethnographers such as Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing. 

Water and personhood 

Long Restoration literature represents the formation of personhood on an 

ontological spectrum that ranges from the unified and solid to the liquid and porous. 

These representations powerfully express ideas about the constitution of personhood and 

property. In Locke and Winstanley’s political philosophy, bodies flow into objects to 

transform their property status. In Hutchinson’s Order and Disorder, bodies harden in 

relation to each other, reducing persons to property. In Pope’s Dunciad, hack writers’ 

gross bodily flows disqualifies them from recognition as persons in the public sphere and 

the production of valuable linguistic property. 

Understanding the stakes of these representations of personhood means 

differentiating this discussion from those that examine the period’s use of the body as a 

symbol for political organization. The ubiquitous trope of the body-polity with the king at 

its head was still a potent metaphor for hierarchical political organization in the 

Restoration. John Rogers argues that during the English Revolution and interregnum 

there was a resurgence of interest in liberal organizations of the body. William Harvey 

and Francis Glisson challenged concepts of the body as a unified, hierarchical whole 

harmoniously directed by one organ. Their bodily models emphasize the circulation of 

the blood and the local actions of tissues in preserving the body’s health. As bodies are 

models for the state, these liberal bodies forecast the possibilities of liberal states. 
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However, Rogers derives his interpretations of seventeenth-century onto-political thought 

in literature by subtracting bodies as discreet objects from the scenes their authors set 

them in. The same authors Rogers analyzes as sources of vitalist thought, like Milton and 

Winstanley, also dramatize transcorporeal contact zones between bodies that speak just as 

powerfully to how they conceptualize personhood and political relations while 

accounting for nonhuman actors. 

This study aims to offer distinctly different readings of the body when authors 

represented it as fluvial or interacting with water. It will do so on the premise that these 

representations allow authors to consider how matter and property mediate local social 

relations and organizations. After all, Milton and Winstanley dramatize bodily 

interactions with matter rather than representing the bodies as static symbols of an ideal, 

unified polity. 

Recognizing this allows us to move from seeing bodily organization modeling 

political organization (i.e. bodily nature is culture) to seeing the contact between bodies 

as symbolic of how nature and culture organize each other. This means seeing social 

organization as including things and property relations and seeing persons as strongly 

defined by their relationships with matter and property. Where Rogers’ model queries 

where agency resides in the polity, examining the dialectical relationship between bodies 

allows us to understand that these authors did not see ontology (and social organization) 

as static but contingent, dependent on a dialectical relationship with the larger material 

world. For many thinkers during the Long Restoration, the static Aristotelian cosmos was 

giving way not to a strictly mechanistic Enlightenment universe, but something in 

between. They worked to express how ecologies and social bodies could change each 
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other’s structure and often turned to motifs of flow and flood to register this. We might 

think of literary representations of flux in cultural waters as symbolizing the shifting 

relations that make social life possible or impossible. 

Stacy Alaimo’s “transcorporeality” provides a term for this relation. Alaimo’s 

transcorporeality is a recognition of “a state in which the human is always intermeshed 

with the more-than-human world.”49 Affiliations with matter constitute being. Being is 

composed and composes other things. Adult bodies are 60% water. 71% of the surface of 

the earth is covered with water. Water is the surest sign of our transcorporeality as we 

drink and bathe in water, urinate, drool, cry, swap spit, or lick a finger to turn a page. 

Early modern schema of the body express this transcorporeality. These might 

emphasize the embeddedness of the macro (the cosmological body) in the micro (the 

physical body) or the vegetal nature of the body with its roots and branches embedded in 

the larger world.50 Conceptions of the cosmos itself as a vast organism also tended to 

place their emphasis on the transcorporeal nature of being. Tommaso Campanella: 

Consider, then, the sky and earth and the whole world as containing animals in 
the way in which worms are sometimes contained in the human intestines— 
worms or men if you please, who ignore the sense and feeling in other things 
because they consider it irrelevant with respect to their so called knowledge of 
entities. 

49 Stacy Alaimo, “Introduction,” Bodily Natures: Science, Environment, and the Material 

Self (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2010), 2. 

50 Silvia Federici, “The Great Caliban: The Struggle Against the Rebel Body,” Caliban 

and the Witch (Brooklyn: Autonomedia, 2004), 133-162. 
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For Campanella, understanding the transcorporeality of one’s being is a matter of 

changing one’s perspective, which he opens a space for the reader to do by placing men 

and worms in the same set (“worms or men if you please”).51 

This dissertation will find early modern representations of transcorporeality in 

fluvial terms, whether the generative riverine body of Winstanley’s commoner or the 

leaky body of Pope’s hack writers. It is highly alert to how texts dramatize borders and/or 

interconnections between bodies and reflect on the consequences and value of these 

points of separation or connection. Alaimo argues recognizing transcorporiality allows us 

to identify crucial contact zones: “Potent ethical and political possibilities emerge from 

the literal contact zone between human corporeality and more-than-human nature.” 52 

This dissertation proceeds from the premise that understanding personhood in the politics 

and ethics of the Long Restoration can proceed from attending to the contact zones 

between humans and water in literature. 

In recognizing that liquid brings bodies into contact, authors reflected on the 

effects of mixture. Mixtures of bodies and water variously pollute, improve, and make 

property common or private. Flowing water has a double valence: it evokes an Edenic 

quality of deliciously available profusion and happily interconnected bodies but also 

possibly turbulent processes of flood, conjoined flows, or pollution and difficult 

transformations of bodies and persons in property relations. For Milton, liquid mixture is 

51 Tommaso Campanella, De Sensu Rerum et Magia, trans. Fallico and Shapiro 

(Frankfurt, 1620), 340. 

52 Alaimo, 2. 
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the lush profusion of Eden. For Winstanley, the flowing of the transcorporeal, riverine 

body is a means of making property common. Locke thought the mixture of body and 

object through labor meant that the body literally became part of that object. That object, 

in turn, became an extension of the self, creating an absolute property relationship 

between the laborer and the object of labor. Winstanley and Locke share a conception of 

the body’s elasticity, its ability to permeate objects and environments that is 

fundamentally, and a little mystically, liquid. For each, individuals’ actions upon matter 

mediated social relationships, leading one to lay the foundations for an anarcho-

communalism and the other for a society of economically autonomous men. 

Where recent scholarship has highlighted the emergence of good mixed bodies in 

eighteenth-century literature, this dissertation finds that many Long Restoration texts are 

still in the process of making up their minds about the value of mixture.53 Many texts 

associate liquid mixtures and spills with chaos, the failure of things to find forms, and 

degraded transformations. There is the practical threat of flood—waterways spilling 

beyond their shores to flood globes and destroy polities—in Thomas Burnet, John Milton, 

and Lucy Hutchinson, as well as the leaky, illegible persons Gay and Pope associate with 

Fleet Ditch. 

Water as language 

53 See Wolfram Schmidgen, Exquisite Mixture: The Virtues of Impurity in Early Modern 

England (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2012). 
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If the interaction of water and persons often symbolizes larger ideas about 

property, water was often also a symbol for metaphoricity itself. Authors employ liquid’s 

transcorporeality to express polysemous moments—the proliferation of linguistic forms. 

In this study, we will find liquid circulation and mixture gives rise to the material and 

immaterial: lush Edens, new kinds of verse, and explosions of data. 

Liquid flow has almost always described linguistic style. By the first century AD 

descriptions of poetic style in liquid terms was entirely conventional and, accordingly, the 

subject of satiric play. The novelist Petronius characterizes Eumolpus’ lack of poetic skill 

by describing his verse as “a monstrous torrent of words.” 

As Renaissance authors moved from Latin to vernacular languages, English 

poetry picked up the trope of poesy as happy flow. Sir Philip Sidney on reading others to 

irrigate his parched mind: “Oft turning others’ leaves, to see if thence would flow / Some 

fresh and fruitful shower upon my sun-burn’d brain.”54 Sidney proposes a reader who is a 

medium that absorbs the diffuse rains of other poets to transform it into their own flow. 

Language as liquid emphasizes its endless flexibility and transpersonal nature, mixing 

into listeners, precipitating further verse. This generative flow of language transforms 

readers into writers. This has a utopian valence: language is a common whose use 

increases its vitality. 

When we reach Pope and Gay, we find a more complicated relation between poet, 

flow, and property. The poet is not a perfect conduit but engaged in intervening into a 

54 Sir Philip Sidney, “1,” “90,” Astrophel & Stella, The Poems of Sir Philip Sidney, ed. 

William A. Ringler Jr (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1962), 7-8, 165. 
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flow, individuating the self through types of flow, aligning the poem with turbulence, 

byproducts, or remainders of flow. Pope uses streams of polluted waters to signify the 

corrupted language of hack poets. He represents a wide swath of bawdy polemical poetry 

and plays (think Rochester’s Sodom) in which lisping poets become anti-Helicons— 

fountains of foul language that degrade, obscure, or poison people and places. Pope’s 

gross language spills call for the linguistic enclosure his couplets perform. 

Long Restoration texts often stage struggles over who can control polysemic 

channels of representation. While early modern writers burnish irriguous landscapes with 

a utopian glow, they also position the liquid as a force sovereigns must tame. Texts 

across genres dramatize this struggle through the character of Proteus, a mythological 

river or ocean god. Virgil’s Proteus, who Aristaeus must throttle to restore his hive to 

health, is a shape-shifter. The water God embodies deceit in endless transformation. 

Aristaeus must do violence to Proteus until he takes his true form. Proteus would return 

in the Jonsonian masque. In Francis Davison’s The Mask of Proteus & The Adamantine 

Rock, the queen views Proteus, the spirit of mutability, defeated by a prince who evokes 

the queen’s “true Adamant of heart.” The prince vanquishes a mutating, liquid Proteus, 

seizing control of representation itself. As both viewer and agent in the play, the queen 

becomes the immutable foundation of reality—an “Adamant” rock. It is no coincidence 
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that Hobbes’s absolute sovereign rises from the sea: from polysemic flux comes the 

monolithic one.55 

Through representations of water, Long Restoration authors meditated on who 

could represent and what could be known through language. Though here we are 

examining water in literature as a symbol for language, this is still a matter of property. 

Was public language a common all could use? Or should it belong to only a few select 

speakers? The horizons of political representation and who and whose ideas belong in the 

public sphere were embedded in literary liquid. 

Yet the division between texts that treat water as matter or metaphor is itself 

imperfect. In many, the liquid is material and metaphorical, transforming between one 

and the other, mixing the two worlds. This is the case in John Gay’s Trivia. On one hand, 

Trivia can be quite realistic and particular in representing Londoners toiling among 

weather, human waste and waste-water infrastructure. Yet the poem also transforms 

London’s mundane trickles into effervescent signifiers for expression. These dramatic 

emergences from liquid occur over and over again in the texts of the Long Restoration. 

New verse oozed from London’s mire, new social orders and ecological imperatives 

emerged from the Deluge’s waters, and new information necessary for global empire rose 

from sea-bed ruins. 

55 The Mask of Proteus and the Adamantine Rock was performed in 1595 but only first 

printed in 1688. Stephen Orgel, “The Masque of Proteus,” The Jonsonian Masque 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1965), 8-19. 
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Why long form poetry? 

The majority of the texts in this dissertation are long poems from the Restoration. 

Given that the Restoration is often thought of as the age of drama, this requires some 

explanation. Restoration long form poetry is a space where planetary matter and culture 

meet in the form of the genres of the hexameral and scientific odes. Embedded within the 

hexameral (poems which describe the early books of Genesis, including The Creation) is 

an exploration of planetary ontology in God’s creation of the world and culture in its 

dramatization of Edenic and post-Edenic relations. While Milton’s anti-heroic Satan 

seems to mark the end of the hexameral tradition, it and other lumpy forms persisted in 

major works such as Lucy Hutchinson’s Order and Disorder and later works such as 

Richard Blackmore’s physico-theological epics. These long works injected contemporary 

scientific thought into poetry that described the nature of matter and constitution of 

planetary systems. 

The ode joined the epic in scientific, environmental reflection. Abraham Cowley’s 

odes provided a model for writers to take up more contemporary subjects, including 

science.56 This entailed reflection on the nature of the cosmos. Following in his footsteps, 

56 Cowley’s influential Pindarique Odes addressed subjects as diverse as biblical history, 

Hobbes, and space travel. His introduction to the volume recommends adaptation of 

forms over imitation. Further, Cowley wrote the dedicatory poem to Sprat’s History of 

the Royal Society. See Abraham Cowley, Pindarique Ode (1707-11) in The Complete 

Works in Verse and Prose, ed. Alexander B. Grosart (Hildesheim: Georg Olms 

Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1969), 1-40. 
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Thomas Heyrick grafts cosmological content into his long ode “The Submarine Voyage” 

to think through what it means for England to be interconnected with the world through 

unexpected hydrological channels. 

Names like Blackmore, Cowley, and Heyrick may be obscure to modern readers 

but not to their contemporaries. If we part the decisively negative critical judgement that 

begins with Pope’s excoriations and subsequent centuries of cannon formation, we can 

see that at the time these protean poems constituted a vital body of work thinking through 

culture’s relation to water on large and small scales. These works also contributed to 

what Williams has defined as a neglected Whig literary culture, as much as writers like 

Milton and Hutchinson would object to their adoption as Whiggish models.57 

Long form poetry is also this period’s medium where the exchange between 

metaphor and matter is most intense. Less burdened with the tight economy of plot that 

defines staged drama or the character driven realism of the novel, long poems placed 

human dramas within a vastly widened context that included zoomed-in descriptions of 

landscapes and zoomed-out considerations of planetary systems. Yet in conventions such 

as appeals to the muse, the long poem also reserves room for meta-linguistic thought. 

Finally, long form poetry is capacious enough to stage the ongoingness of thought 

in regard to water and property in the Restoration subjectivity such that its contradictions 

57 For the influence of Cowley and the relationship between these individual works, 

authors, and poetics to a larger, coherent literary culture, see Abigail Williams, Poetry 

and the Creative of a Whig Literary Culture, 1681-1714 (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2005). 
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are more pointed and less resolved than in essays, novels, or short poems. Authors could 

adapt poetic form to the task of holding together divergent content without making 

decisive conclusions in a climate of official, if haphazard, censorship. 

Chapter Structure 

Liquid commons shaped the political philosophy of John Locke and Gerrard 

Winstanley as well as cosmological poetry, natural history, and poetic satire about the 

city. My first chapter, “Enclosing Liquid: The Ontology of Property in Winstanley and 

Locke” proposes a new reading of Gerrard Winstanley, claiming that his revolutionary 

program depended on conceiving of bodies as rivers whose flow produces commons. 

Flowing accompanies digging as revolutionary acts. I unpack The True Leveller’s 

Standard Advanced (1649), finding that the multiple resonances of the figure of “A-dam” 

evoke a history of struggle surrounding liquid commons, which erupted in the fenland 

riots of the Civil War. Winstanley gives fullest voice to the potentialities of free flowing 

bodies a year later in Fire in the Bush (1650), where he develops the figure of a political 

subject sensorially circulating as a river to create commons. His writing style performs 

this circulation through a syntax of relentless synonymization whose meanings exceed 

the enclosing impulse of the reader. The chapter then demonstrates how Locke’s famous 

“Of Property” in The Second Treatise of Government (1689) reflects the near history of 

the theory of property relations by employing fluvial examples, shared, most 

significantly, with Winstanley. Viewed through this new lens, these figures of liquidity 

introduce a revolutionary instability that threatens to undo Locke’s model for the 
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production of private property by representing how liquid commons are only ever 

partially assimilable into property regimes. 

The second chapter, “The Eighth Day’s Work: Mass Death, Property, and The 

Deluge,” claims that fluvial tropes float from Winstanley’s tracts into the epic poetry of 

the Restoration republicans John Milton and Lucy Hutchinson. It argues that Milton’s 

irriguous Eden echoes aspects of Winstanley’s riverine body. The dual circulation of 

water and Adam and Eve through the garden reproduces the commons and provides 

physical and spiritual subsistence. After the Fall, Milton’s Deluge opens the possibility of 

Christian commons. However, these commons no longer support synchronous communal 

physical and spiritual labor; rather, spiritual work in Milton’s post-Deluge commons 

produces only individual spiritual property. In Order and Disorder (1679), Lucy 

Hutchinson takes up the revolutionary energy of the Flood to dramatize leveled property 

relations and ontological transformations. Before Hutchinson’s floods, she represents 

bodies as fluvial; afterwards, they become solid and divisible to save polities from the 

pollution of sin. This subtle shift in the ontology of personhood accompanies a rigorous 

inquiry into the fraught relationship between sovereignty, error, and property. Through 

Noah’s curse of Ham, she reveals how almost immediately after the Deluge, humanity 

must endure hierarchical property relations enforced by sovereign powers, despite the 

fact that sovereigns’ creation of these relations may rest on an irrational foundation. 

If crypto-republicans imagined revolutions in property relations through biblical 

floods, Anglican natural scientists reconsidered the horizons of property through new, 

global hydrographies. The third chapter, “Dry Edens, Deep Ruins: Planetary Ontology 

and the Body of the Nation,” argues that the hydrographic texts of these natural scientists, 
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predictably, map ocean depths as new horizons of colonial property. Yet consideration of 

global hydrographies also evokes particularly acute anxieties over England’s permeable 

body and, in turn, the nation’s capacity for self-possession. Thomas Burnet’s Sacred 

Theory of the Earth (1684) pioneers the concept of geological deep time to explain how 

the Deluge sets Christian civilization on a path to recover land from water; however, 

Burnet undermines his own narrative with reflections on the scale, instability, and power 

of oceanic commons. Thomas Heyrick’s ode “The Submarine Voyage” (1691) dives into 

aquatic spaces to dramatize a shift in English desire from physical to symbolic 

recuperation of maritime losses. Rather than salvaging solid, sunken goods, Heyrick 

envisions an England that will possess a transhistorical record of information about all 

the world’s aquatic space. The goal of aquatic exploration is not salvaging goods from 

water, but to produce surfable hydrographic information. The same global hydrography 

leads Heyrick to troubled reflections on how a world densely interconnected by aqueous 

passages allows chaotic external commons to touch England’s interior. 

The dissertation concludes by finding puddles of Winstanley’s revolutionary 

liquid circulation in London’s streets. The Long Restoration city was where new forms of 

property and profit emerged. The final chapter, “‘And the Fresh Vomit Run Forever 

Green’: Writing through the Kennels of Early Eighteenth-Century London,” argues that it 

is in the gutters, sewers, ditches that Augustan poets register the dissipation and 

emergence of various kinds of value in the liquid waste of the city. In The Dunciad 

(1729) Alexander Pope sees in waste commons deathly workers spasmodically producing 

linguistic waste. Yet Pope himself turns talk about waste into value. John Gay finds the 

circulation of the waste commons as a source of profit to its workers, a fluctuating 
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ecology of nonpurposive play and variation. Gay’s liquid waste commons exhibit an 

indeterminate value: they potentially constitute, disorder, and destroy the market. 
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Chapter 1 

Enclosing Liquid: The Ontology of Property in Winstanley and Locke 

This chapter is concerned with a crucial distinction within Long Restoration 

political theory’s treatment of property: that between the liquid and solid. This distinction 

has important consequences. For instance, liquid and solid commons can both be 

discussed within a treatment of use and use rights; however, liquid commons present a 

fundamentally different ontology of property. Liquid commons—ponds, streams, rivers, 

fountains, and fens—are sources of life that cannot be inhabited continually and which 

often flow across spaces and ostensible property lines. These bodies of water are far more 

dynamic and were often described using tropes of flow or flood. Even when contained as 

an object, liquid can suddenly spring to life as an unruly subject. Therefore, liquid 

commons cannot be treated as a subset of landed commons and we must be especially 

alert to what it means when they are or when authors place special emphasis on the liquid 

in discussions of property. 

This chapter’s examination of property as liquid is also an examination of the 

concept of circulation. However, any discussion of circulation as it manifests in watery 

tropes in Long Restoration literature must be untangled from John Roger’s argument 

about that other vital circulation—blood. Rogers has argued persuasively for seeing “a 

correspondence between the constitution of the physical world and the structure of human 

society.”58 Accordingly, a writer’s political leanings can be read into whether blood is the 

58 John Rogers, “The Power of Matter in the English Revolution,” The Matter of 

Revolution (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1996), 1-38. 
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self-moving source of the life of the whole or if the body depends on a central organ, the 

heart, to sustain its life, under which all other elements of the circulatory system are 

subordinate. In such analysis, within the political body, all flows meet each other, 

constituting a political system. This view tends to project all ways of political acting and 

organization onto the larger body of the state of England and to treat this body as a 

continuous, closed, and static system. Circulation ensured the homeostasis of this system. 

In turn, Rogers’ attraction to blood and bodily metaphors for the state tends to see 

all circulations as blood. As this chapter will demonstrate, in the writings of John Locke 

and Gerrard Winstanley the fountain, river, and dam are all potent figures of circulation, 

flow, and stoppage that suggest a different way to think about politics, agency, and 

property. They are, in these crucial texts, emphatically not synonymous with blood or 

bodily metaphors for the state. Water flows across landed borders and through other 

bodies of waters (spring, stream, river, sea). It can be inter- and trans-, that which moves 

between bodies and boundaries. These political theorists replace fluvial homeostatic 

circulation with transformative flows. They foreground the interaction between body and 

ecology in their political theories and the transformations of self and matter that occur in 

these transcorporeal contact zones. These texts suggest a more open-ended, dialectical 

ontology of the fluvial than a bound, homeostatic circulatory system. 

Further, this chapter seeks to return this hypothetical politically representative 

body back to the physical body in space. After all, before one’s political avatar can 

circulate through the body of the nation, one needs to be recognized as a political being 

and, as Sara Muñoz-Muriana reminds us, the first political act is to appear in public 
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space.59 Accordingly, this chapter will pursue the implications of tropes of flow on the 

unmaking and making of private and common property, private and public space. Finally, 

the emphasis on water, not blood, allows water to not only outline theoretical political 

systems but to use the language of water, flooding, and damming to call to mind 

embodied practices and historical struggles over liquid commons. 

Both Winstanley and Locke, the two thinkers of interest in this chapter, reflect on 

the solid and liquid in relation to the private and common. Gerrard Winstanley (1609-

1676) was a spokesperson for the radical Digger movement that flourished briefly in 

1649 and 1650. To ameliorate the plight of the poorest in England, Winstanley’s writings 

advocated opening commons and wastes for communal cultivation. The Diggers took 

direct action to do so by practicing subsistence agriculture on several commons where 

they did not have a legal right to do so. John Locke (1632-1704) is the author of Two 

Treatises of Government (1689). This book shaped thinking on property and government, 

capitalism and liberalism, throughout the Western world. 

Why examine Winstanley and Locke together, given that they are separated by 

four decades and the Restoration? First, in outlining their platforms on individual agency, 

political organization, and property, both thinkers employ crucial fluvial figures that I 

argue are responsive to this intensification of struggle over liquid commons. Second, 

59 Sara Muñoz-Muriana, “Walking (in) the Spanish Eighteenth Century: Paving the Way 

towards Modernity,” Presentation at the Annual Meeting of the American Society for 

Eighteenth-Century Studies and The Eighteenth-Century Scottish Studies Society, 

Pittsburgh, PA, March 31-April 3, 2016. 
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outside of Filmeresque absolutism, both thinkers have come to define opposing poles of 

thought on property in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries: Winstanley as an avatar 

of communism, Locke of capitalism. Other major political theorists like Hobbes shared 

with Locke in the labor of presenting property as the natural foundation for their theories 

a possessive market society in need of a sovereign power. Yet Locke represents a 

decisive rejection of Hobbesian absolutism in a governmental structure that can secure its 

citizens’ property. 

As a foil to Locke, Winstanley helps us understand the contours of how Locke’s 

thought attempts to conceive of circulation, liquid commons, and property. Winstanely’s 

radical communal property program drew upon a long tradition of defense of common 

and use rights against the nibbling of landlords and combines this with the claims of 

agricultural improvers to utilize England’s wastes. Winstanley’s platform was traditional 

and innovative, grafting traditional communal property claims with a discourse scientific 

agricultural improvement which had previously upset these relations.60 Finally, 

Winstanley represents a discourse of property that uses fluvial figures that Locke feels 

obliged to take up in his massively influential chapter on property. It has not been 

appreciated how these fluvial figures create a vital instability in Locke’s theory. 

As this chapter will demonstrate, proceeding Locke and Winstanley, flowing 

water was an important trope for representing property rights; accordingly, they take up 

60 Locke and Winstanley present visions that are decisive breaks from past, English 

precedent. As Laslett puts it, by staking his argument in natural law and ignoring 

England’s history and institutions, Locke makes “politics autonomous from history” (78). 
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this traditional figure for property. In Locke’s view, commons could be a fountain or 

river; Winstanley, in the figure of A-dam, presents enclosure as not blocking access to a 

passive space but impeding a vital flow. I will argue that how each thinker envisions the 

circulations (or noncirculations) of bodies and liquid commons illustrates how they code 

the stakes of making and unmaking property. To unsettle private property relations, as 

Winstanley does, is for the liquid to circulate through or overwhelm the solid, 

transforming it into a commons. For writers like Locke, to assert a paradigm of individual 

property rights is to attempt to transform the liquid to solid, the open to the closed, 

through the transformative circulation of the self through labor. This chapters closely 

reads descriptions of solid and liquid phenonmenology in order to afford insight into how 

each author positions the rights, capacities, and responsibilities of the embodied 

individual and the relation of the individual body to its ecology. 

Winstanley’s commoning flows 

Gerrard Winstanley was a leader of the late 1640s, early 1650s Digger movement, 

a collection of impoverished (and literally hungry) English citizens and political radicals 

operating in the twilight of the English Revolution after the execution of Charles I. The 

impoverishment of the Diggers reflected the larger deprivation and displacement civil 

war had amplified in England. To cure their need, Diggers took direct action, building 

houses on and sowing crops in a parcel of “waste” land. Their objective was to symbolize 

the need to expand common rights and redistribute communal property to England’s 

poorest (a political gesture). It was also to feed themselves through their collective labor. 
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Modern scholars interpret Winstanley’s work as expressing a sort of proto-communist or 

proto-anarchist philosophy. 

It is de rigueur for scholars to begin treatments of Winstanley by faithfully 

redrawing the image of him and his followers, the Diggers, in 1649 congregating on St. 

George Hill to dig the ground and sow parsnips, carrots, and beans. This image of 

Winstanley and the Diggers emphasizes agricultural commons reclamation through the 

direct, collective, muscular action of commoners—occupying unused land, digging it up, 

planting crops. The image of Winstanley the Digger is representative of a larger 

obsession of Marxist historians and literary critics with the common agricultural field as 

the originary site of capitalist expropriation and the iconography of fields, digging, 

fences, and fence breaking as central to understanding how the English evoked the 

struggle between private and common property, enclosing landlords and commoners. 

I argue for the necessity of countering this dominate image of the field and digger 

because an equally important trope runs through Winstanley’s writing—the dyad of the 

commoners’ body flowing like water and the dams of enclosers stopping this flow. 

Attempts to enclose English liquid commons were crucial flashpoints of large scale 

resistance throughout Winstanley’s lifetime. This suggests the importance of not just 

static fields but also liquid commons and liquid conceptions of being and property in the 

imaginary of English proletarian enclosure resistance. 

Two major texts that bracketed Digger activity employ tropes of liquid flow and 

stoppage: The True Levellers Standard Advanced, published April 26, 1649, 

Winstanley’s opening salvo in justifying Digger activity, published April 26, 1649, and 

Winstanley’s great cosmological and phenomenological tract, Fire in the Bush, published 
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in 1650 and thought to be written at the end of the community’s existence, March 1650.61 

To illuminate how Fire in the Bush is continuous (but with some remarkable exceptions) 

with Winstanley’s thought, this chapter will also turn to the 1648 pamphlet Truth Lifting 

up its Head above Scandals.62 

Winstanley’s representation of commons as constituted by liquid flow is most 

striking in his rewriting of the biblical Adam as A-dam in the The True Levellers 

Standard Advanced. Winstanley’s A-dam is the first encloser of both knowledge and 

material property though his possessiveness. Winstanley’s writing is elusive at best. His 

figures move, sometimes dizzyingly, between the historical, material world and spiritual 

allegory. Accordingly, the “dam” in Winstanley’s “A-dam” has multiple meanings. At 

first glance, the “dam” stands for spiritual oppression: “But this coming in of Bondage, is 

61 Keith Thomas, "The Date of Gerrard Winstanley's ‘Fire in the Bush’," Past and 

Present 42 (1969): 160. 

62 While this chapter will refer to the author of these works as Gerrard Winstanley, 

Winstanley was the representative of the larger Digger movement, which, in turn, gave 

expression to a wide streak of radical ideals and practices in the English peasantry. 

Winstanley’s premises were shared by others; however, his conclusions and terms can be 

quite original. This chapter works from the versions of Fire in the Bush and Truth Lifting 

up the Head above Scandals presented in Corns, Hughes, and Lowenstein’s 2009 The 

Complete Works of Gerrard Winstanley. Gerrard Winstanley, Truth Lifting up its Head 

Above Scandals [Oct 16, 1648]; In The Complete Works of Gerrard Winstanley, ed. 

Thomas Corns et al. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 408-71. 
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called A-dam, because this ruling and teaching power without, doth dam up the Spirit of 

Peace and Liberty.”63 But in Winstanley’s thought this spiritual oppression is always 

consubstantial with material oppression and both are forms of enclosure. They cannot be 

divided.64 Thus we can see the “dam” trope next used in reference to literal division of 

property: “And since the coming in of the stoppage, or the A-dam, the Earth hath been 

inclosed and given to the Elder brother of Esau, or man of the flesh” (8). 

Winstanley’s A-dam’ sin is not disobedience; rather, it is possessiveness, being 

the first encloser (i.e. privatizer) of knowledge and material property. Winstanley’s use of 

“A-dam” establishes that enclosure does not mean to simply carve up static common 

fields into private property but, also, implies that commons (n) themselves are a flow that 

a dam arrests and that ideal, Edenic commoning (v) is to flow. Though the difference 

between the literal and figural in Winstanley’s writing can be quite elusive, here he 

underscores the physical immobility that A-dam creates “by giving the bodies of one to 

be imprisoned, punished, and oppressed by the outward power of another” (7). In an 

economy which still relied heavily on water-power, the synecdochal relationship between 

the body and dammed or free flowing waters positioned the poor as a deprived of a 

source of literal power. 

63 Gerrard Winstanley, The True Levellers Standard Advanced: Or, The State of 

Community Opened, and Presented to the Sons of Men (1649), 7. 

64 In asserting the double nature of enclosure, Winstanley draws upon a long-tenured 

trope in English, populist literature. Linebaugh notes Hugh Latimer’s assertion of the 

enclosure of both mind and spirit in his “Sermon on the Plowers.” Linebaugh, 58. 
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Further, the language of the dam and related infrastructure such as drains, banks, 

and sluices was in the news between 1648 and 1650. These figures loom large in debates 

rekindled by Parliament’s passing of the controversial 1649 Second Drainage Act in 

which former royalists and parliamentarians invested in the drainage and enclosure of the 

Bedford level.65 The Bedford level was a large swathe of fens in Eastern England, a 

vibrant ecology, and a rich liquid commons, providing eel, fish, geese, rushes, and, 

between seasonal floods, sheep pasture. Keith Lindley’s study Fenland Riots and the 

English Revolution notes how these fens were able to comfortably support a larger 

number of poor who could make a “reasonable living” from them. England’s fens were 

also relatively free of gentleman. Yet far from being backwaters, as we might imagine 

such rural places, fenland population centers were growing. 

Drainage of the fens, accompanied as it was by enclosure, threatened to reinstitute 

the social hierarchies of capitalist field agriculture between gentleman landlord and 

commoner tenant while depriving thousands of fenlanders common right.66 Commoners 

fought back by breaking locks and sluices and cutting banks. As part of their 1648 Large 

Petition, the Levellers, the most egalitarian of the influential republican political factions, 

65 Though the ordinance was published May 29th, a month after The True Levellers 

Standard Advanced, the wheels had been publically rumbling since it was first introduced 

to the Commons in 1645. The ordinance itself was the focus of so much uproarious 

interest that it had to be printed twice. See Lindley, “Commoners, Adventurers, and 

Soldiers,” 165-169. 

66 Thirsk, Vol. 4, 39. 
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called for the opening of all recent fen enclosures.67 For those who hoped the new 

political order would have an egalitarian, anti-enclosure agenda, the passage of the 

Second Drainage Act of 1649 by the Rump Parliament was a crushing blow. At the time 

Winstanley wrote A-dam into The True Levellers Standard Advanced, dams must have 

been a symbol of the exploitation of commoners that the English Revolution and the 

beheading of a king utterly failed to halt. 

English radicals closely followed these debates over fen enclosure because they 

were about whether or not the people could possess their means of subsistence or whether 

the new administration would continue passing laws that destroyed commons. Though 

Winstanley’s reading diet cannot be fully proven, it is very likely that by evoking “A-

dam” in the same year dams were front-page news, he collates infrastructure commoners 

had been struggling against for years with the enclosers themselves. Accordingly, in that 

hyphen, Winstanley links the Diggers’ agricultural commoning with forms of 

commoning that extend beyond digging.68 Just as Winstanley’s other works, such as Fire 

67 Linebaugh, 83. 

68 “Dams” in drainage literature were often synonymous with banks and drains as 

waterworks that structured water flows. The differences were often in connotation, with 

“drains” evoking a successful system which delivered the waters of the fen into the sea 

and “dams” evoked as works that kept the fens drowned. The former creates happy flows, 

the latter negative stoppages. See the pro-drainage William Killigrew’s skillful flip-

flopping of these terms. Sir William Killigrew, Sr. William Killigrew his answer to the 

fenne mens objections against the Earle of Lindsey his drayning of Lincolnshire (London: 
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in the Bush, link in common the efforts of biblical and contemporary “Shepherds, 

Husbandmen, Fishermen” as a gospeling proletariat, his use of A-dam links the efforts of 

the Diggers with parallel commoner resistance to fen enclosure, of which the “dam” 

would be a prominent symbol. 

Winstanley may have evoked agrarian and aquaculture topoi, mindful that the 

New Model Army (and so Levellers) drew substantial members from the fens.69 These 

soldiers would have constituted part of Winstanley’s audience, an audience many radicals 

still thought might serve as the vehicle through which egalitarian reform could be 

achieved. 

In addition to pointing to current events, Winstanley also mobilizes “A-dam” into 

the language of prophesy. Here he echoes 8 Isaiah to forecast the Diggers as the vanguard 

in upending property regimes: 

And the world is now come to the half day; and the Spirit of Christ, which is the 
Spirit of universal Community and Freedom is risen, and is rising, and will rise 
higher and higher, till those pure waters of Shiloe, the Well Springs of Life and 
Liberty to the whole Creation, do over-run A-dam, and crown those banks of 
Bondage, Curse, and Slavery. (17) 

In light of the debates raging over drainage, a contemporary audience could read this 

passage as hearkening to the universal arrival of the Christian millennium and the 

toppling of local, physical infrastructure to reassert common right against enclosure. In 

this elaborate metaphor, the efforts of thousands of commoners protesting enclosure are 

1649), 7-8. 

69 Hill suggests the Isle of Ely was a recruiting base for Cromwell. Christopher Hill, The 

World Turned Upside Down (London: Penguin, 1991), 57. 
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identified as an expression of a larger spirit of Christ, community, and freedom coursing 

like a flood. As such, the force of this flood is transformative, freeing bodies both from 

imprisonment, punishment, and oppression that A-dam causes. At the same time, the 

metaphor itself transforms the local efforts of individuals into a universal providential 

flood, a material cultural process into a spiritual miracle that marks a turning point in 

Christian history (“the half day”). 

Winstanley’s tropes of blockage (daming) and flow reference historical enclosure 

projects and expresses a potent ontology. To make this point, we will turn toward the 

fluvial phenomenology Fire in the Bush elaborates. Here Winstanley describes this 

subject as having senses like rivers. The flows of these rivers “refresh and preserve the 

whole Creation, both of the out coasts, and of the Garden” (177). In Winstanley’s 

ontology, to be riverine, to circulate through and across, is to make space common via 

sensory apprehension. Though this passage may seem like a launching pad into an 

environmentalist reading of Winstanley, our emphasis is not on the preservation of nature 

in Winstanley but the phenemonology he models: the reproduction of the commons 

through bodily circulation.70 

70 Ariel Hessayon warns us against the temptation to project contemporary ecological 

ideals onto Winstanley’s practice, illustrating how similar his view of the environment is 

to that of his peers. They all held that the earth was there for the profitable use of 

mankind. See Ariel Hessayon, “Restoring the Garden of Eden in England’s Green and 

Pleasant Land: The Diggers and the Fruits of the Earth,” Journal for the Study of 

Radicalism 2, no.2 (2008): 1-25. 
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This may seem counter-intuitive. Winstanley was the mouthpiece of the Diggers, 

not the Flow-ers. Certainly, this is the case of the Winstanley of True Levellers. At the 

beginning of his communal experiment on St. George Hill Winstanley’s emphasis is upon 

muscular, productive work: bread, sweat. New crops—carrots, parsnips, beans—in hand, 

he aligns himself with the super-capable, the productive improver. To those who cannot 

work, he claims, “Bring in our stock into this Common Treasury, as on Offering to the 

work of Righteousness; we will work for you, and you shall receive as we receive.”71 The 

assumption of physical ableness underpins his program of communal production and 

equitable distribution. 

But this is not the whole case in Fire in the Bush with its truly exceptional 

emphasis on not production from the commons but the reproduction of the commons 

through the body of the commoner. Fire in the Bush was written, it is thought, at the end 

of the colony at Cobham. By this point, the Diggers had faced imprisonment and 

beatings; their houses had been torn down. Through this they worked to plant and re-

plant, build and rebuild, all while waging an unsuccessful pamphlet campaign to win over 

supporters.72 After this difficult period, Winstanley rails against familiar foes: teachers 

and law makers, the crafters of abstractions which secure power and property. Yet Fire in 

the Bush also identifies a new oppressor: the super-productive worker. He castigates the 

“The stranger, or elder brother” for denying the weaker younger brother the surplus of his 

work: “Seeing the outward objects before him, [the elder brother] thereupon imagines, 

71 True Levellers, 22. 

72 Hessayon, 3-5. 
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and saith, why should I that doe all the worke, be such a servant to those that doe least 

worke, and be equall with them? It is fit I should have some larger part of the Earth” 

(215). Winstanley emphasizes that to claim labor power as a right to property is an act of 

imagination. To imagine, in Winstanley’s system, is a negative act; it destroys the 

interchange of thought and being in order to enter the realm of abstraction, where one can 

quickly make errors.73 Rather than celebrating work, in Fire in the Bush, it is the fallen 

man who is “striving” (184). The aim of Winstanley’s communism in Fire in the Bush is 

not “false peace” or “peace of flesh” based upon satisfaction of objects or even the 

consumption of communally produced bread but “rest” and enjoyment. 

This rest and enjoyment is bound up with the free circulation of the sensory body 

(178-80). For the Winstanley of Fire in the Bush, preservation from tyranny is not the 

spatial containment and stasis of a More-like agrarian Utopia of small holders (though 

Winstanley would become more programmatic in The Law of Freedom). Rather, the 

“stoppage” of the teacher and ruler “A-dam” is figured as spiritual and spatial 

containment that becomes a universal, fallen condition of the social relations of 

production. Winstanley poises these fallen social relations against the possibility of an 

ideal Edenic state of being in which people have senses like rivers whose flows 

regenerate matter: 

And when this tree of Life is fed upon and delighted in, (by the five Senses, which 
is the Creation, Mankind, or the living Soule) then these five Rivers are called 
pure Rivers of the waters of life; for the life of truth and peace is in them and they 

73 Winstanley on the effects of imagination: “This imagination is he that fills you with 

feares, doubts, troubles, evill surmisings and grudges, he it is that stirs up warres and 

divisions.” Winstanley, Fire in the Bush, 177. 
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are the sweet conveyors of the waters, or breathings of life, from one to another 
through the whole body. (179) 

Here the senses are “five Rivers” that are intersubjective (“from one to another”) and 

circulate through a single subject (“through the whole body”). Their vitality is defined by 

ontological porosity and against containment. Their ultimate end is to reproduce the 

commons, to “refresh and preserve the whole Creation, both of the out coasts, and of the 

Garden.” To “refresh” is crucial as it suggests that the commons can be lost or dissipated 

and that bodily presence helps actively make something common. 

In this way, Fire in the Bush presents a phenomenology of being using, as 

Matthew Kendrick notes, bodily existence as the common human referent. Whereas 

Kendrick places emphasis on Winstanley’s use of the laboring body and body in pain, 

Fire in The Bush’s phenomenology allows us to see the double of this laboring, pained 

body as the body flowing in sensory fullness.74 

74 Matthew Kendrick, "The Politics and Poetics of Embodiment in Gerrard Winstanley's 

Digger Writings," Clio 42, no. 3 (2013): 284. Here an aside is necessary to address 

previous interpretations of Winstanley’s model of being. Christopher Hill has written that 

Winstanley gives reason the same supreme validity as Hobbes and that Winstanley 

equates contact with God with achieving reason. Winstanley’s prioritization of reason is 

unequivocal in the 1648 Truth Lifting Up Its Head. However, Hill does not recognize a 

major turn of Fire in the Bush: reason’s dialectical relationship with the senses and 

property. The senses are where the struggle between reason and imagination takes place. 

Winstanley’s Adam is the “plain-hearted man” who lives in a state of innocence and 

through his five senses (205). He is not fallen but is likened to impressionable wax. This 
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Winstanley supplements this image of riverine, sensory circulation with more 

familiar representations of embodied circulations—walking. This allows Winstanley to 

distinguish multiple kinds of circulation of the citizen and to emphasize the public 

dimension of bodily circulation. In Truth Lifting Up Its Head, the first, fallen Adam 

circulates in the present public: “We may see Adam every day before our eyes walking up 

and downe the street” (120). Knowledge animates the manner of this subject’s walking 

and Winstanley acknowledges the diversity of knowledges circulating outside of those of 

the fallen Adam. Of the diversity in experience and its expression in public space: “I can, 

without grudging, suffer others to walk to that measure of knowledge they have received, 

though it differ from mine” (141). Here walk certainly also refers to conduct in the 

religious sense.75 In Fire in the Bush, imagination creates turbulence in the circulation of 

the walker, a “walke disorderly” (456). The imagining subject “beates the even ground 

before him, like a blinde man, that imagines that hill or block lies in his way” (457). 

Chasing the outward objects, the imagining subject “must run abroad” (457). Turbulent 

circulation encloses the consciousness of the individual. God “takes no delight, to walke 

man, though without reason, is also not yet under the sway of imagination. Rather, 

Winstanley argues that in a fallen world reason cannot constitute itself and God cannot be 

found without a return to the body’s senses. This is part of Winstanley’s radical 

materialism. 

75 From the Oxford English Dictionary definition of “walk”: “IV. A course of conduct or 

action. a. In religious language: manner of behavior, conduct of life; (later also) a 

particular choice or course of conduct, esp. in relation to spiritual or moral matters. 
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in [the imagining man’s] garden” (459).76 This is Winstanley taking up a figure he used 

in Truth Lifting Up Its Head to describe the embodied, public practice of the subject. 

How Winstanley describes the circuit of the righteous between Truth Lifting and 

Fire in the Bush marks his waning militancy and a development in his ontology. In Truth 

Lifting, the subject who experiences inner-revelation becomes ambulatory. Winstanley 

reworks the Holy Ghost into the “Go-host,” which moves the individual to quite literally 

begin “walking in the flesh…a hoste of men, or a strong army, or a Go-host, going or 

travelling among enemies, and subduing them under his feet” (131-132). This muscular 

walker walks as the prelapsarian subject does, “treading the objects of the creation under 

his feet” (133). 

One major turn in Fire in the Bush is that Winstanley reframes these walks as the 

subject circulating through the garden in the self and without. In Fire in the Bush, right 

living creates divine walks: “When man lives in the life of universall Love, then God 

walkes and delights himself in his garden mankind; and man who is the living soule, 

consisting of hearing, seeing, tasting, smelling, feeling, hath sweet content and 

communion, with that ruling spirit of love, righteousnesse and peace within” (459-460). 

One must be wary of treating this as a strictly figurative walk. Winstanley emphasizes it 

is apprehended sensorily—the citizen actively touching a circulation. Winstanley 

emphasizes that before man falls and afterwards “The man is plaine, honest hearted, even 

76 This motif of errant walkers perhaps resonated with the real condition of England’s 

roads as unprecedented numbers of itinerants, ranters, and seekers made them teem 

physically and ideologically. Hill, The World Turned Upside Down, 39-56. 
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Innocent Adam” and so provides each reader with the possibility of taking an Adamic 

walk in the Eden of his apprehended self. Towards the end of the volume, Winstanley 

explains that, pre-enclosure, “mankind walked in singlenesse and simplicity each to 

other” (489). Following Winstanley’s premises, to walk as Adam is to be the river of 

multiple senses that irrigate the common. This extended moment of Edenic riverine 

circulation is echoed in other Puritan irriguous representations of Eden in both the 

movement of the topographical gaze and Adamic walks by rivers. 

Perhaps for Winstanley the walk provides a figure for transmitting how commons 

were sustained. Rogations, or communal processions along the boundaries of a village 

and town were common throughout England until the Edwardian Royal Injunctions of 

1547.77 These rituals affirmed the individual’s participation in community and 

dependence on their topos. Rogation rituals, such as the beating of the bounds, were 

moments when communities discovered and confronted the enclosure of or other 

encroachments upon the commons by landlords. By being collective, the walks 

emphasized the commons as not the property of any one individual. The act of tracing the 

commons through ritualized walks was one that helped reproduce the commons in a 

material and socially symbolic way. Further, merely walking across enclosed space, 

trespassing, was a time honored anti-enclosure tactic, signifying how enclosure stopped 

up roads, paths, and droveways that commoners depended upon for their economic and 

77 Todd A. Borlik, “The Reformation and the Disenchantment of Nature,” Ecocriticism 

and Early Modern English Literature: Green Pastures (New York: Routledge, 2011), 

106-7. 
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social lives.78 Here and throughout, we should see Winstanley’s language of 

circulation—walk and flow—as condensing and extending the practice of commoners. 

To common meant, often, to recreate easement, a path through diverse spaces that are not 

one’s own property. It also meant to meander and ramble in a general circuit or course 

but with stochastic variation. To forage—acorns, mushrooms, kindling, turf, furze, ferns, 

acorns, wool snagged on briars—is to find the unknown in a known territory by 

following different paths and angles through space. J.M. Neeson puts in succinctly: 

“Access [to waste] meant walking, looking, being,” emphasizing the surprise and 

aesthetic pleasure often involved in traversing these spaces ostensibly for work; for 

children, the relationship between work and play in these spaces was quite fluid.79 

78 Hedge-breaking was not unusual during rogation. See McDonagh, 46-48. Royalty also 

took these boundary-shaping walks. Linebaugh notes that Charles II authorized a 

perambulation of the New Forest in 1671 in order to enlarge royal jurisdiction over 

forests. Walks were often contestatory circulations, pulling space in and out of common 

use. See Linebaugh, 74-75. 

79 Neeson, “The Uses of Waste,” 158-184. The poems of John Clare, that rambling 

laborer-poet, tend to ramble through the landscape, aligning themselves with Gypsies 

(who Cuojati describes as the first victims of enclosure) in practicing a kind of 

nomadology. See Francesca Cuojati, "John Clare: The Poetics and Politics of 

Taxonomy," In The Exhibit in the Text: The Museological Practices in Literature, ed. 

Caroline Patey and Laura Scuriatti (Bern: Peter Lang, 2009), 29-48. 
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It is also possible that Winstanley is rescuing the figure of the mobile citizen from 

the anxiety which surrounded them in a period of what Christopher Hill calls “masterless 

men.” Enclosure, England’s moribund economy, and emerging, more extensive, trading 

networks made many men mobile: vagabonds, radical preachers, urban poor, rural 

cottagers, squatters, and peddlers. In this period landlords did not see enclosure merely as 

a way to maximize profits but as a way to clear land of these masterless men who were 

increasingly coming to rely on commons and wastes. Economic migration and enclosure 

constituted a negative feedback loop. In an age of this remarkable, anxious mobility, 

Winstanley employs the negative figure of A-dam and the positive figures of fluvial 

senses and divine walks to affirm the potential positive value of such mobility as it 

reproduced commons.80 

Winstanley’s emphasis on circulation creating commons stands in stark contrast 

to mercantile and proto-capitalist emphasis on the circulation of goods and knowledge. 

Literature could trumpet this economic free flowing. The poet-ferryman John Taylor’s 

1641 John Taylor’s Last Voyage is account of his attempt to row a boat from London 

through several of England’s rivers. It is a tract that promises picaresque adventure but 

mostly chronicles Taylor’s rough passage through a number of obstructed waterways and 

endorses projects to improve the navigability of England’s rivers. Taylor anticipates 

Winstanley’s figures in which the dams of the self-interested block the common good: 

From shore to shore brave Rivers are dam’d so 
That not a wooden dish hath room to go, 
no not a hand breadth, but that all is stop’d 
And from the poore man all reliefe is stop’d. (7) 

80 Hill, The World Turned Upside Down, 52. 
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But if Taylor begins on this note of sympathy for the “poore man,” he ends on a more 

general theory of the value of freely flowing rivers in which they increase the general 

wealth of the nation, because, more than anything, value is created from exchange: 

That commerce and Trade is the strength and sinews of the commonwealth, the 
chiefe and onely subsistence of cities and Corporations….And the greatest honour 
and glory of Kingdoms, and the reasons why severall meanes there are that brings 
wealth and honour to a citie, all of them put together in one balance, and the trade 
of Merchandising in the other, [Merchandising] shall overprize them al, upon it 
alone hangs and depends all other trades. (24-5) 

In Taylor’s celebration of exchange over production, rich man and poor man disappear 

behind the trader. 

The working of this water infrastructure was crucial to the timely transportation of 

commodities such as grain. Further, the economic specialization of communities could 

only occur if they had access to relatively speedy and reliable waterways to import and 

export goods. The development and intensification of capitalism and capitalist agriculture 

in England depend on the improvement of water transportation.81 Yet this drive toward 

clearing rivers did not always benefit local commoners. Drainage proposals often 

lamented the sluggish waters of the fens and knotty meandering of its rivers and promised 

to straighten them out, speed up transport, and more tightly bind Eastern England to the 

rest of its body. The other side of this easing of the transportation of goods via drainage is 

the enclosure of vast swathes of fenland commons and the blockage of the bodies of 

commoners from these lands and subsistence economic activity. 

Against the discourse of mercantile flow of commodities to produce trade, 

Winstanley insists on the superior value of the free flow of commoners, because bodily 

81 Thirsk, Vol 4., 491-2. 
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circulation through space produces the subsistence commons, the all. Where Taylor 

imagines engineering projects that transform London’s waterways into a mercantile 

circuit of freely flowing goods, Winstanley posits that flows of commoners transform not 

matter but property relations. Winstanley represents this sensory flowing as an accessible 

utopic practice. His stopped “A-dam,” through inner revelation, is capable of becoming 

the riverine body. In a sense, then, their analysis are built on the same premise: freely 

flowing English bodies were a hindrance to capitalist production and social relations. 

Linguistic circulation and the commons in Winstanley 

Winstanley’s multiple trapes of bodily, sensory circulation emphasizes the 

unsettled, highly contingent nature of knowledge in Fire in the Bush. Winstanley also 

expresses this ideal ontology of a flowing body through how his sentences make 

meaning. Now we will turn to our most speculative reading of circulation in Winstanley: 

that which he performs in and across his sentences to level subject object relations. 

In Winstanley’s Aristotelian cosmology, the element of earth has priority and is 

the product of itself, mediating into stasis the other elements, fire water and air: “For as 

Man is compounded of the four Materials of the Creation, Fire, Water, Earth, and Ayr; so 

is he preserved by the compounded bodies of these four, which are the fruits of the 

earth.”82 Just as man reproduces creation as common through sensory contact, earth 

82 Gerrard Winstanley, The Law of Freedom in a Platform: Or, True Magistracy 

Restored, In The Complete Works of Gerrard Winstanley, ed. Thomas Corns et al. 
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reproduces mankind; hence, Winstanley’s exclamation in Fire in the Bush on this cycle 

of reproduction mediated by the senses: “the pure creation of the Living soule; the single 

life of the five Senses, which is called the Earth. Oh Earth, Earth, Earth, & c” (213). 

Here Winstanley quotes the prophet Micah who finds his forecast of the destruction of 

Jerusalem and arrival of a savior fall on deaf ears, so he speaks to the ground itself. The 

earth as an audience is fitting. Winstanley’s violent anti-clericalism goes hand-in-hand 

with his radical materialism: he places a high premium on inner revelation paired with 

sensory apprehension of the material world. The telos of revelation is the sensual body: 

[W]hen the Seed, or blessing in thee kills that Serpent….he now delivers up the 
Kingdome to his Father, who is the one spirit of righteousnesse and peace, in 
whom there is no sorrow; And this God, or Almighty ruler, becomes all in all, the 
alone King in that living Soule, or Earth; or the five living senses. (213) 

In a monist world where gross and spiritual matter are yoked together by “or,” sensory 

fullness is kingdom come. Compare this to a previous passage: 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 278. Note the Aristotelianism of this passage. 

Rogers and, recently, Schmidgen overstate the politics that can be ascribed to any 

ontology as they equate Winstanley’s Aristotelianism with stasis and purity and atomism 

with mixture and proliferation. See Schmidgen, Exquisite Mixtures, 70-82. Atomism and 

Aristotelianism were capacious discourses that could be turned to divergent and 

overlapping ends. It is crucial to also examine alongside ontology, the embodied 

phenomenology these writers elaborate and their socio-political implications. Winstanley 

is not interested in how individual bodies hypothetically combine to create a unified 

political system (mixed or not). Winstanley’s Aristotelianism makes room for contact and 

porosity—constant saturation in the material and social world. 
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And when this tree of Life is fed upon and delighted in, (by the five Senses, which 
is the Creation, Mankind, or the living Soule) then these five Rivers are called 
pure Rivers of the waters of life; for the life of truth and peace is in them and they 
are the sweet conveyors of the waters, or breathings of life, from one to another 
through the whole body. (179) 

The local sensory delight of taste circulates through intertwined subjects. Winstanley’s 

listing syntax (and what Piciotto refers to as his “relentless synonymizing”) perpetually 

performs the circulation of objects through each other.83 The grammatical effect is to 

decenter the subject of the sentence, representing instead the constant transference of 

objects into and through one another. Accordingly, Winstanley’s sentences do not fix 

definitions in a Hobbesian manner but constantly affiliate related terms: here, for 

instance, “the Five Senses” are “Earth” are “Mankind” are “the Soule.” Sensory 

experience and spiritual experience, the world and soul are equated with one another. 

Revelation clarifies the senses; the senses are the conduit for revelation. Their end is not 

accurate perception through precise linguistic definitions but a movement of language 

that performs how the individual will come to accurate embodied perception. 

Winstanley’s relentless synonymizing frustrates the distinction between inner 

light and sensory experience, positing each as the source of the other, such that the 

revelation is, indeed, sensory experience of the father: “when the Father rules and shines 

in him bodily, then he can declare the Father by all his senses”; “for his soul now sees, 

feels, tasts, smels and hears the Father spiritually in all things.”84 Of course, in 

83 Joanna Picciotto, “Digging up the Hortus Conclusus,” Labors of Innocence in Early 

Modern England (London: Harvard University Press, 2010), 62. 

84 Truth Lifting, 439, 419. 
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Winstanley’s iconoclastic experimental mysticism, internal and external movements and 

perceptions are in dialogical relationship. If world and self, thought and sense, are in a 

state of constant transfer in Winstanley’s prose, his sentences perpetually regather and 

reverse the terms and order of the processes they describe, illustrating a perpetual 

circulation of Edenic man between self and world, between the mystic circulations within 

the body and the body circulating through space. 

Winstanley shares a general sense of the mystical unity of being with other 

radicals; however, his syntax proposes a different relationship with this unity than other 

radicals’ who perform powerful acts of similitude such as the Ranter Laurence Clarkson. 

The Ranters believed in the present divinity of all humans. Based on this identification, 

they denied that humans could commit immoral acts. While Winstanley’s listing 

sentences stage their revelations of identity as a work in process between the individual 

and the world, the structure of many of Clarkson’s phrases stage this identity as complete 

and easily graspable (“God is light, and light is God”; “for all the he made were in him, 

of him, and to him”).85 Whether through hermetic chiasmus or the repetition of the 

sentences object as the subject, Clarkson writes sentences into small, tight circles. 

Winstanley’s sentences flow between arrays of different objects. They drive toward unity 

but never arrive. 

Winstanley’s language in Fire in the Bush, his sentences and paragraphs, do not 

present quite unified bodies or quite divisible subjects. This makes exegesis quite 

85 Laurence Clarkson, “A Single Eye All Light, No Darkness,” A Collection of Ranter 

Writings,” ed. Nigel Smith (London: Pluto Press, 2014), 114-127. 
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difficult, given that any pithy quotation of Fire in the Bush may be subject to reversal. 

And this difficulty may be the point: the text itself is like the river, defined by the 

incessant flow of its sense through the various vehicles of language. One may use it but 

not satisfactorily own its meanings, as it presents an excess of signification. 

Joanne Picciotto, eager to link Winstanley to a Baconian experimentalist program, 

suggests that Winstanley was interested in the collaborative production and free 

circulation of knowledge. 86 Yet Winstanley’s perambulating syntax of endlessly 

affiliated terms makes it quite difficult to capture or deploy his meanings in epigrammatic 

quotes. His sentences demand the reader move with them along each link in a mazy 

grammatical chain. He does not perform the production of knowledge as an easily 

transferable good, something crucial to Baconian systems of recording and disseminating 

empirical phenomena. Further, Winstanley’s Adam is A-dam, the tyrannical teacher and 

encloser. To characterize Winsanley’s positive Adam as accumulating facts for an 

information market is close to the negative version of A-dam the teacher, who 

monopolizes information. Indeed, in the exclamation of the above passage “Oh Earth, 

Earth, Earth,” Winstanley quotes the prophet Micah speaking to the earth because no one 

will listen to his forecasts. Winstanley transforms Micah’s despair at talking to no one to 

addressing the essential thing—ideas in language can only be grasped through the 

medium of earthly matter. 

Winstanley’s syntax also works to make flexible what this practice could be. It 

deterritorializes the common and, therefore, imply acts of commoning beyond digging. In 

86 Picciotto, 56-87. 
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Winstanley’s version of the hexameral story, God gives all people possession of the 

earth. Winstanley’s deterritorializes Eden: “The living Earth is the very Garden of Eden.” 

This living Earth should not be confused with soil: “For as the great Earth, and the 

inferior creatures therein are as the Commons, Forrests and delights of God in the out 

Coasts of the Creation” (176). The syntax of this sentence links the commons to “out 

Coasts,” that which is at the edge of apprehension. The murkiness of this phrasing is the 

point: commons are found in all material things known and to be discovered. 

Winstanley’s syntax spreads outward from his agrarian location as he speaks to a shift in 

the location of interpretive power from the priest or monarch to the producers, which 

includes “Husbandmen, Shepherds, Fishermen” (201). The mode or place of production 

is not critical as long as production involves sensual circulation of the subject’s 

possession by “the spirit of freedom” within “Earth”; this circulation serves as the 

foundation for the reproduction of the world as a common (213). 

At the same time, for Winstanley the citizen who finds inner light is brought back 

“to his estate of Innocencie, and plaine heartedness, and so in the eye of the world is a 

foole before he be made wise” (488). What this may suggest is the powerful alterity of 

radical knowledge. It is not legible or transferable to those of the dominant social order 

(“the eye of the world”).87 Knowledge cannot circulate easily; the sensory bodies must 

walk together, not just stand on the same ground. 

87 On the prevalence of the radical fool in the Commonwealth era, see Hill, “The Great 

Island of Bedlam,” The World Turned Outside Down, 277-86. 
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And while this chapter has traveled quite far from our material, historical context, 

that, indeed, seems necessary in accepting the double valences of Winstanley’s True 

Levellers Standard Advanced and Fire in the Bush. It both argues for the right to practice 

material commoning and interrogates intellectual enclosures. It articulates a local 

program and attempts to develop a vocabulary flexible enough to make this program not 

homogenously reproducible but adaptable to local interpretation. 

This double engagement with material commons and language as a common 

could also be read as a self-dampening tension within Winstanley’s work. This section 

has argued that his works employ tropes of dams and floods to resonate with 

contemporary anti-enclosure struggles and the immanent need for direct action. However, 

his use of a syntax of relentless similitude requires patient parsing on behalf of the reader. 

The need to patiently circulate through Winstanley’s twisted sentences to makes sense of 

them may suspend the reader from circulating physically through space— 

and vice versa. 

Mystical transformations in Locke’s production of property 

My goal is to track figures of circulation through the works of the political 

philosophers Gerrard Winstanley and John Locke because this leads us to surprising 

insights on the nature of property in Long Restoration literature. What these texts argued 

property was and could be underpinned visions of political organization and the place of 

the citizen. If Winstanley’s cosmology in Fire in the Bush implies the necessity of the 

mobility of the citizen to reproduce a commons, Locke’s writing on property is built upon 

the presupposition that commons exist before the actions of the citizen and serve to 
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underpin the creation of private property and systems of government that, above all else, 

secure citizens’ right to private property. 

As he puts forward his argument, Locke feels obliged to take on fluvial figures. 

These fluvial figures introduce crucial, unexplored tensions in Locke’s work. As his 

theory unfolds, we discover that his commons undergo a series of mystical 

transformations to satisfactorily integrate established tropes of property into his new 

discourse. These include labor making liquid predictably divisible and commons 

transforming from liquid to solid across national boundaries. 

Locke’s theory of property would seem to dramatize the natural and right 

transition of property from immobile (land) to mobile forms (money/credit) and the 

concomitant enclosure of commons and transition to wage labor. However, examination 

of Locke’s liquid commons reveals that the boundary between mobile and immobile 

property forms is not as definite as Locke would like it. Rather, it is defined by flux. 

Turning to Locke’s liquid commons allows us to identify the implicit conditions and 

contradictions that define this flux between mobile and immobile property forms.88 

Part of this flux in property forms is rhetorical. The threat of Locke’s theory is 

that it radically unsettles property relations in England by adding further weight to the 

push to drag them off a common law basis that secured the manorial order for centuries. 

88 This investigation proceeds from Schmidgen’s position that the boundary between 

mobile and immobile forms of property is not stable but rather in constant flux. Wolfram 

Schmidgen, “Introduction,” Eighteenth-Century Fiction and the Law of Property 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 3. 
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Part of Locke’s appeal is that his theory of property promises the progressive growth of 

wealth by sanctioning new claims to property. His fluvial figures help ease these 

anxieties by engaging with familiar figures for property; yet these also add unresolved 

contradictions within his system of making commons private. 

These contradictions manifest themselves in Locke’s presentation of property as 

liquid and mobile at home and in the past and immobile and landed on a colonial, futural 

horizon. To illustrate this, this chapter will engage with Locke’s classic chapter on 

property and his less commented upon engagement with Filmer’s biblically sanctioned 

absolutism. Turning to these neglected sections of Locke allows us to see how Locke tells 

a story of the historic evolution of the ontology of property. In this evolution, Locke 

performs transformations of commons and property from liquid to static and mobile to 

immobile forms in order to undo Filmer’s assertion of the monarch’s divinely authorized 

right to own, inherit, and transmit property “exclusive of all other men” (204).89 

In his chapter on property, Locke’s earliest examples of property are often both 

mobile and divisible. In these chapters, the mechanics of property appropriation without 

consent of commoners takes place in the familiar context of the manor and the transfer of 

labor from one subject to another: “Thus the Grass my Horse has bit; the Turfs my 

Servant has cut; and the Ore I have digg’d in any place where I have a right to them in 

common with others become my Property, without the assignation or consent of 

89 John Locke, Two Treatises of Government, ed. Peter Laslett (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1988). 
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anybody” (289). Here property is mobile—bit grass, cut Turf, dug Ore—and, in the case 

of grass and turf, regenerate. It can be trucked. 

While Winstanley’s model of producing communal property is based on a porous, 

fluvial ontology and the saturation (and indivisibility) of subject and object, Locke’s 

theory of property is based on clear divisibility. The subject detaches the object from its 

place. Like Winstanley, in Locke there is a porousness in this exchange but it is of the 

object as the subject mystically saturates and enfolds the object into the subject’s being.90 

The laborer mixes their labor into the detached object, making it property. And, by nature 

of its divisibility, making it ready to enter systems of circulation and exchange. Locke’s 

final example is meat: “What portion a Man carved to himself, was easily seen; and it 

was useless as well as dishonest to carve himself too much, or take more than he needed” 

(302). Simple enough. 

Yet Locke strains the self-evident nature of this logic of divisible, quantifiable 

property when employing water as an example. After discussing grass, turf, and ore 

Locke then appeals to the inexhaustibility of the fountain, the deer, and the fish in the 

ocean to prove his point. Because these things are self-replenishing or thought to be 

infinite, they are common to all and everyone has a right to them through their labor. The 

meat stands in the reader’s eye as a static hunk, a thing with boundaries. Water’s 

90 It may seem strange to describe the beliefs of someone so foundational to utilitarianism 

unless we recall that Locke believed in sympathetic magic and the imminence of 

doomsday. Christopher Hill, “Last Years,” Milton and the English Revolution (New 

York: Viking, 1977), 218. 
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boundaries are dynamic—it flows, rains, seeps, and slips through one’s fingers. It is only 

given a relatively stable shape by impermeable containers. What fraction of a water flow 

one appropriates is not so immanently visible as what one has taken when one rips a 

drumstick off a turkey. Water often frustrates quantification, division, and, when it comes 

to large amounts, containerization. It is an uneasy example for his model but one he must 

have felt compelled to grapple with given the tradition of water law and the use of fluvial 

figures in other theories of property such as Winstanley’s and Filmer’s. It is also uneasy 

because it defeats a containerized ontology of absolute possession of an object created by 

labor. As the history of water rights case law demonstrates, to take in large amounts of 

water often means rerouting flows and changing or impinging others’ property. In the 

end, rather than as containerized property, water is more comprehensible through the lens 

of mutual use rights. 

Further, Locke’s conceptions of ownership and being hinge on a distinction 

within the natural rights philosophers of ownership and occupation in which the liquid 

cannot be occupied and entirely owned because it has no definite limits, whereas the 

limited thing, such as an island, can be owned by only occupying a part. As Schmidgen 

has pointed out, Locke’s phenomenology of labor is quite suggestive: one mixes oneself 

into the object of labor, making it an extension of the self. The nomination of something 

as property does not merely make it at the disposal of the owner but ontologically 

continuous with the owner. 

Schmidgen recognizes this play of part, whole, and being in Crusoe’s anxiety over 

one footstep that challenges his ownership of the whole island; it may be the sign that 

another claims the island as property. Crusoe experiences an uncertainty in the very 
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nature of his being.91 Yet if Schmidgen were to go further, he may recognize the strategic 

deployment of property as mobile/immobile, liquid/solid, uncontained/contained in 

Locke’s thinking. After all, if one literally mixes oneself with the solid object of labor it 

implies a liquid-like nature of the laborer’s being in how easily and variously it extends 

itself into and mixes with other things. Locke and Winstanley share unexpected ground in 

this quasi-magical bodily fluidity. However, both lead to different visions of occupation. 

Locke’s bodily mixture creates a permanent ontological continuity between the possessor 

and the possession: if labor mixes the self into an object, the self always occupies the 

object of labor, strengthening claims of possession. However, Winstanley’s bodily 

fluidity moves the individual through objects, establishing not identity but chains of 

likeness between objects that create the conditions for those objects to become common. 

Physical occupation in Winstanley is not perpetual but periodic. 

Returning to Locke, mixing the self with vast liquid objects presents a troubling 

limit to his conceit of possession through physical continuity. For one to own an object as 

absolute property, that depends on that object—apple, field, ore—having a firm 

boundary. A river or ocean defies mixture that makes them an object of another subject. 

Rather, in a relation with a vast liquid thing, one becomes the property of this vastness. 

As one is dissolved into this larger, common thing, one might then have to 

imagine how one is responsible to/shapes the larger commons as one is dissolved into it. 

One might have to consider what happens to one’s property when one becomes the 

object. This is precisely what Winstanley recognized in his cosmology—the precarious 

state of the commons and the necessity of action to reproduce them but, also, the 

91 Schmidgen, Eighteenth-Century Fiction, 47. 
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porousness of the self and the self’s absorption into their place through the river of the 

senses. 

This leads us to the question of why Locke bothers with fluvial figures at all. 

Though it is not to Locke’s advantage, he must take up fluvial figures in his meticulous 

refutation of Filmer. One such instance is the figure of the fountain. In Chapter VII of the 

First Treatise, “Of Fatherhood and Property Considered together as Fountains of 

Sovereignty,” Locke takes on Filmer’s assertion that the position of father was vested 

with original property over both Earth and its subjects, i.e. the father’s children (195). 

The fountain is Filmer’s symbol for this authority in the quotes Locke provides: “This 

Subjection of Children to their Parents is the Fountain of all Regal Authority”; 

“Fatherhood…is the sole Fountain of all Power” (176, 195).92 

Filmer offers familiar monarchical symbolism. Fountains were tokens of 

absolutist conspicuous consumption. Though Italian and French gardens and city spaces 

outstripped the English in their employment of fountains as spectacle, there was a vogue 

for elaborate garden fountains in the late Elizabethan period. In monarchs’ use of 

fountains as symbols for themselves, they positioned themselves as mediators of the 

92 Locke’s selection of quotes where Filmer employs the trope of the fountain is by no 

means exhaustive. Filmer also refers to “the natural and private dominion of Adam” to be 

“the fountain of all government and property” (71). Robert Filmer, Patriarcha and Other 

Political Works, ed. Peter Laslett (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1949), 49-126. 
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fundament of life.93 A fountain also represents a continual flow or supply of property and 

a perpetual dependence of the subject on the monarch’s ongoing authorization of the right 

to this property. One cannot withdraw from the fountain in one day all that one will need 

for the rest of one’s life; one cannot claim a fountain, a public piece of infrastructure, as 

one’s own. Filmer’s subject relies on his life, privileges, and property by the perpetual 

license of the monarch, whose grant of authority or right is always contingent, a flow that 

can be shut off like a faucet. The fountain is a soft figure for the sovereign’s power over 

the subject’s life, emphasizing a happy dependence in which the subject retains a degree 

of agency; this subject chooses when and how they draw from the fountain. The fountain 

was also a sign of soft power given its vulnerability to pollution.94 

Locke, in beginning another lengthy refutation of Filmer’s triangulation of 

monarch, father, and transmission of supreme authority places Filmer’s word fountain 

somewhat mischievously in italics (“Monarchs, who as our A. obliges them, must all 

derive their Power from these Fountains”). Locke argues that “with a little Attention” the 

reader will see the contradictions in Filmer’s positions and in an offhand way suggests 

the symbol of the fountain serves to mask these contradictions. In The Second Treatise 

Locke sets off to materialize Filmer’s symbol, transforming this sign for regal authority 

93 Iconography across multiple media, including her own dress, represented Elizabeth as a 

fountain. See Lees-Jeffries, 7, 197-217. 

94 The obscene play Sodom, dubiously ascribed to John Wilmot, represents the effect of 

the debauched reign of Charles II as that of a poisonous fountain. Anonymous, Sodom, or 

the Quintessence of Debauchery (London: 1684). 
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into a mundane, unlimited source of private property: “Though the water running in the 

fountain be everyone’s, yet who can doubt, but that in the pitcher is his only who drew it 

out? His labour hath taken it out of the hands of nature” (289). This is a happy image. 

The fountain signifies the bountiful, unlimited natural commons: the source of property is 

an objective thing that bubbles up in a communal space, infinitely replenishes itself, and 

flows toward the thirsty. All one has to do is receive it. In receiving it, no one else may 

lay claim to the contents of that pitcher. The citizen’s labor now produces property not by 

the beneficence of an active patriarch but from the plenty of nature. It becomes the job of 

the sovereign to protect the natural right of the laborer to the property their labor creates. 

Locke’s examples of liquid commons also emphasize how drawing water and 

producing property from it does not inhibit the capacity of others to do so: “No Body 

could think himself injur’d by the drinking of another Man, though he took a good 

Draught, who had a whole River of the same Water left him to quench his thirst” (291). 

Many of Locke’s figures of inexhaustibility are liquid and they flow in the direction of 

the thirsty. Watering holes are places of communal gathering and mutual use. Further, 

there is no downstream in Locke. He does not imagine that use of water resources might 

itself change the resource and its availability. Overall, Locke presents a decidedly 

optimistic ontology of liquid commons: they are flowing and infinite. Rather than 

exhausting or removing access to property, producing it, or as Locke narrates it, to draw 

water, makes room for the next producer. One carries one’s pitcher back to the home, 

making room for the next citizen to receive property. 

Though liquid commons introduce instability into Locke’s model, he uses them 

most often when talking about domestic national spaces. This has its advantages in 
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overturning Filmer’s motifs. They provide an ontology where the existence of easily 

accessible liquid commons is an a priori. Subjects who want to generate property do so 

through their own individual agency, not the license of the patriarch who organizes and 

powers these flows. Further, Locke often deploys liquid commons when discussing the 

generation of property within England. Doing so invites the reader believe domestic 

spaces are full of self-replenishing fountains of mobile property. Locke’s liquid commons 

secure a foundation and utopic horizon where no political organization is rooted in an 

original, continuous hierarchy of power but, instead, an equal distribution of right and 

capacity to produce property and enter into contracts to secure property. 

However, as this dissertation demonstrates in its introduction, England had a long 

history of fierce disputes over the diversion of streams and rivers’ waters. To satisfy his 

theory, Locke cannot address in these figures the many struggles over the flows of rivers 

and therefore, other forms of property which are continuous flows and not easily 

divisible.95 Moreover, in Locke’s view, water is folded into acorns, leaves, and skins, a 

group of four free “provisions of life” that nature supplies but which are far inferior than 

the products of labor: “Bread, Wine, and Cloth are things of daily use, and great plenty, 

yet notwithstanding, Acorns, Water, and Leaves, or Skins, must be our Bread, Drink and 

Clothing, did not labour furnish us with these more useful commodities” (297). Locke 

95 Lockean property ill-equips us to think about distributions of voltage, bandwidth, 

highways, easements, etc. 
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assumes access to a water supply alongside other highly mobile things, leaves and acorn, 

is produced without labor; it simply happens.96 

In making laborless the existence of acorns, leaves, and skins, Locke depopulates 

the forest of cultural actors. He helps install into property theories the myth that forests 

are not managed spaces and lumps waterways and forests together as unmade spaces that 

stand in opposition to the agricultural field. Further, the natural freeness of water 

overwrites the perpetual maintenance of urban fountains. Locke and Winstanley agree on 

the durable richness of the earth but here we see a major difference: where Winstanley 

sees the necessity for contemporary labor to maintain and reproduce the commons, 

Locke’s commons are God-given and, in liquid-commons, self-renewing. Labor never 

reproduces commons. 

As Locke discusses the production of immobile property (agricultural 

improvement), his verbiage changes and the location of such production shifts. Here 

labor containerizes space: “As much Land as a Man Tills, Plants, Improves, Cultivates, 

and can use the Product of, so much is his Property. He by his Labour does, as it were, 

inclose it from the Common” (290-1). Locke’s syntax is crucial. His turn toward the 

result of labor as enclosing, creating immovable property, is sandwiched between two 

examples of liquid sources of movable property. Locke concludes a paragraph which 

plays a key role in laying the groundwork for the validity of enclosure because it does not 

96 Tsing reminds us that Europe’s forests were partially produced by cultural actors. 

European states put a great deal of effort into clearing forests and maintaining these 

clearances to make them ‘wild.’ Tsing, 201. 
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hurt other men: “Nor was this appropriation of any parcel of Land, by improving it, any 

prejudice to any other Man, since there was still enough, and as good left” (291). 

The paragraph ends with a surprising moral equivalence between the production 

of mobile liquid and immobile landed property: “And the Case of Land and Water, where 

there is enough of both, is perfectly the same.” It is how the production of property moves 

the subject in space that this discussion glosses over. To draw a pitcher of water from a 

source is to enter an unenclosed social space and to leave that space with property. No 

matter how many citizens draw a pitcher from a well or fountain, it remains a public 

space. The more a fountain is used, the more intensely public it becomes. This is what 

prevents Winstanley’s Fire in the Bush from being merely individualist anarchism, 

because its emphasis is on the reproduction of the commons that served as a space of 

social engagement.97 But Locke is clear that to use land for agriculture is to enclose it—to 

prevent others from gaining spatial, social, and economic access. Work makes land 

private. The privatization of land—making it a capitalist space—physically moves the 

landless individual to a margin. Enclosure forces peasants into wage labor to work 

another’s land or to a colonial frontier where they can gain land. 

In enclosure’s constant dispersal and rerouting of the circulation of social humans, 

it profoundly transforms social structures.98 What Locke’s figures belie is how the mode 

97 Silvia Federici underscores how enclosure of the commons as a social space was 

particularly harmful to women. See Federici, 71. 

98 This is not to say that happy stasis defines non-capitalist space. When philosophers of 

space like Henri Lefebvre posit capitalism produces spatial chaos, they assume a reality 
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of production of property impacts the social relations of production. Locke was dedicated 

to advancing the art of political arithmetic that Petty introduced into English thought and 

management. In Locke’s political arithmetic land and agriculture constituted the wealth 

of the nation and this necessitated a system of property of absolute ownership of 

quantifiable goods. Locke’s utopic system is built on a hierarchy of possession and rights 

and a binary relationship to the space of production between owners and laborers.99 Only 

the owner may continually inhabit the space of production. The laborer may only occupy 

this space when performing labor on behalf of the owner. All other uses of this space are 

illicit. Immobile ownership makes labor mobile. Locke himself uses the language of a 

privileged immobility when describing the status that should be afforded the agricultural 

landholder. The agricultural landholder is he whose “interest is chiefly to be taken care 

of, it being a settled unmoveable concernment in the common wealth.”100 If, as Lefebvre 

asserts, one product of the churn of capital is spatial chaos, the collation of producing 

property from liquid and land as one and the same process is an early mystification of this 

spatial chaos. Though capitalism might create spatial chaos, Locke tries to secure 

of spatial change in which capitalism’s production of space is unprecedented in scale and 

speed. These speeds and scales maximize profit for capitalists and socio-economic 

upheaval for those whose lives the creation of this space reroutes. 

99 Neal Wood, “The Context of Economic Ideas,” John Locke and Agrarian Capitalism 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), 37. 

100 Wood quoting Locke in Some of the Consequences that are like to Follow upon 

Lessening of Interest to 4 Percent, 38. 
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landholders from it by insisting on the unshakeable value and privileged immobility of 

the agricultural landholder. 

It is at this moment that Locke turns his attention fully to the inexhaustibility of 

immobile property and his examples turn toward the Americas. After staking the truth of 

the natural right to property via labor in examples of mobile property, Locke turns to land 

and enclosure, emphasizing land’s (immobile property’s) primacy in value: “But the chief 

matter of property being now not the fruits of the Earth, and the Beasts that subsist on it, 

but the Earth it self” (290). Here Locke studiously points out that local compact— 

common law—has superseded natural law in England before using agricultural 

improvement techniques in Spain to prove the superior value of labor over land. Where 

Locke establishes the necessity of land and labor to create substantial value, the vastness 

of the Americas proves an inexhaustible supply of immobile commons on which to stake 

the continuing applicability of the natural right to individual property. 

Locke transforms the nature of commons as his attention crosses national 

boundaries—from the mobile, liquid fountains of common property within England to the 

immobile commons of the colonial horizon. At home, to establish that labor creates 

property and the inexhaustibility of property, Locke mingles liquid examples with the 

rest. Yet in discussing the Americas (and the inexhaustibility and necessity of land to 

create real value), property suddenly becomes immobile and ready for enclosure. 

These associations (domestic property = mobile = present / colonial property = 

immobile = futural) perform an important rhetorical function in forestalling the reader’s 

fear that Locke’s model of property production will create a static domestic monopoly 

(one always has access to property (food, water)) while opening the door to colonial 
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sovereignty over the means of production (agriculture). We might also think of Locke’s 

double ontology of property as this: internal right to unlimited mobile property from 

which one can reproduces one’s labor power/external access to an immobile means of 

production (land). 

Indeed, highly mobile property made Locke quite nervous, as his various writings 

on money suggest. His deafening silence on trade and exchange also suggests this. Where 

the words “property,” “own,” and “make” appear in The Second Treatise well over one 

hundred times, the language of transaction is remarkably scarce, as the table below 

illustrates: 

Word Frequency 
Trade 1 
Buy/bought 1 
Barter 2 
Sell/sold 4 
Exchange 4 

Accordingly, the figurative language often used to imagine the circulation of money, 

goods, or individuals is largely absent. “Flow” and “vent” appear once each in the text. In 

laying down the foundations of government, Locke builds a world of stone. Individuals 

produced property but somehow this property rarely moves out of the individual’s 

possession as he patiently walls off meaningful discussion of the role of circulation in 

holding together propertied society. For an instructive counterpoint, one might look to 

Bernard Mandeville’s Fable of the Bees (1714) and its celebration of the utility of 

thieves, frauds, and parasites in keeping value moving through the constant constellation 

of exchanges illegal activity sets in motion. Mandeville follows the money as it circulates 

through illicit and licit economies and understands all production as implicated in social 

circulations of matter and social capital. Mandeville relentlessly writes property and 
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value as relational. It is what it is not because of the labor of the producer but because 

someone else wants it. It is no coincidence that Mandeville’s most detailed riff on this 

happy circulation is through a purveyor of liquid—gin sellers. 

This analysis is not to suggest that Locke’s treatment of liquid and mobile 

property is entirely intentional or beneficial to the coherence of his theory of property. 

Rather, this discussion has striven to demonstrate how Locke shares with Winstanley a 

fluvial ontology of personhood while expressing a radically different phenomenology of 

property production. This discussion has also demonstrated why Locke felt compelled to 

engage with liquid property and fluvial tropes while bracketing his discussion of liquid 

and mobile property in time and space. This allows Locke to privilege and universalize 

field-agriculture in the production of value and property and, accordingly, an ontology of 

property as solid, divisible, and countable, and, therefore, capable of being wholly 

owned. 
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Chapter 2: 

The Eighth Day’s Work: Mass Death, Property, and The Deluge 

And the waters prevailed exceedingly upon the earth; and all the high hills, that 
were under the whole heaven, were covered. Fifteen cubits upward did the waters 
prevail; and the mountains were covered. And all flesh died that moved upon the 
earth, both of fowl, and of cattle, and of beast, and of every creeping thing that 
creepeth upon the earth, and every man: All in whose nostrils was the breath of 
life, of all that was in the dry land, died. And every living substance was destroyed 
which was upon the face of the ground, both man, and cattle, and the creeping 
things, and the fowl of the heaven; and they were destroyed from the earth: and 
Noah only remained alive, and they that were with him in the ark. 

Genesis 7.19-24, King James Version 

Christopher Hill claims that one of the reasons Milton wrote Paradise Lost was 

because “England in 1559-60 re-enacted as macabre farce the tragedy of the Fall.”101 The 

Interregnum and Restoration certainly inspired authors to take up biblical narratives that 

echoed their own experiences. This chapter proposes that in addition to the Fall, 

Restoration authors took up the biblical flood of Genesis 8 and 9, a story about titanic 

destruction and renewal, to reconcile themselves with the tumult of their period. Part of 

this reconciliation was to inlay the period’s transformations in property relations and 

political organization, the outcomes of turbulent cultural processes, in a narrative of 

providential natural disaster. To find echoes of the disaster that was the Restoration in 

101 Hill’s Milton and the English Revolution provides the majority of biographical and 

political context of Milton’s Paradise Lost in this chapter. Hill, 344. 
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history ordered by providence was to begin to accept this disaster and let go of egalitarian 

visions of property relations. 

The biblical story of the Flood seems to communicate a simple message: God can 

use global weather to take away everything: livestock, homes, the lives of many. Yet God 

can also save: Noah, his family, the creatures on his ark that would repopulate the planet. 

A crude property reading of the story would be that through the Flood God takes the 

world away from the many and gives it to the few. Or, in the case of Filmer’s absolutist 

theory, God takes the world away from the sinful many and gives it to the one good 

man—Noah, the proto-monarch. Locke, on the other hand, sees the Deluge creating a 

new, global commons from which individuals can claim private property. For both 

political theorists, the Flood’s mass deaths create a simplified polity in which to model 

who gets what and why. Both Locke and Filmer assume ontological continuity 

throughout history: though the Flood is a global catastrophe, the nature of the 

relationships between humans, matter, and property remains the same. Filmer’s patriarchs 

always own the earth; Locke’s individuals always mix labor with matter to make private 

property. 

Restoration hexameral poets like John Milton and Lucy Hutchinson had a 

different understanding of the Flood, property, and history. They tend to pause over the 

Flood’s human cost and conflicts that beset Noah’s polity. These coincide with changes 

in the nature of matter and property. The hexameral was a common genre in the 

seventeenth century. Du Bartas’ The Divine Weeks (translated into English in 1605) was 

on the shelves of many Protestants. Milton’s Paradise Lost was quickly absorbed into the 

canon and remains a literary touchstone. In Du Bartas’ retelling, Noah, the survivor of 
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global catastrophe and inheritor of the world is struck with “bitter griefs…/ To see with 

mud so many Roofs o’re-growen.” These muddy remnants remind Noah that he is “Left 

almost in the World alone.”102 Noah’s grief is an understandable response to mass death, 

and it takes part in a wider tradition of treating the Flood quite literally by imagining the 

particulars of its human drama. 

While Restoration political theorists’ Floods assume ontological continuity, this 

chapter argues that Restoration republican hexameral writers’ Floods dramatize the 

turbulence of ontological change in matter through human dramas. These ontological 

changes, in turn, underpin surprising and difficult transformations in the nature of 

property and property relations. 

Through these human dramas in the wake of environmental disasters, Milton, 

Hutchinson and other Restoration hexameral writers attempt to revise the deepest codes 

of Western political theory and the property relations embedded within these codes. 

During the English Revolution and Commonwealth, the subject of property divided 

Commonwealth supporters, with groups like the Diggers and some Ranters advocating 

communal property relations while moderates, including Cromwell, who held the reins of 

government, supported traditional property relations and class divisions. James Holstun 

has argued that the failure of the English Revolution was the failure of land reform.103 

Milton himself considered reforms to property relations in his last-ditch pamphlets in 

102 Guillame Du Bartas, The Divine Weekes, trans. Joshua Sylvester (London: 1608), 312. 

103 James Holstun, Ehud’s Dagger: Class Struggle in the English Revolution (London: 

Verso, 2000). 
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support of the Good Old Cause, outlining a scheme for the division of waste commons in 

Proposalls of Certaine Expedients.104 

Given the outsized role of property in the promises and failures of the English 

Revolution, hexamerals make belated attempts to understand what ideal, Edenic property 

relations are, why unjust property and class relations exist, and whether just property 

relations can be restored. The Flood represents the crux around which these questions 

revolve. Yet there has been a dearth of readings of the property and socio-political 

content of the Deluge in hexamerals. Current eco-critical and history of science readings 

have taken up accounts of the Deluge but do not address their political and property 

dimensions even though Filmer and Locke both do.105 There is a vast body of 

104 For Milton’s belated turn to land reform see Hill, Milton and the English Revolution, 

201. 

105 Long eighteenth-century scholarship is seeing an eco-critical and science studies 

return to Deluge narratives. We can read in them and, in particular, physico-theological 

treatises spawned by Thomas Burnet’s The Sacred Theory of the Earth, attempts to 

square creation and planetary catastrophe with natural history, and a providential God 

with natural law. These efforts concretized concepts such as planetary climate and deep 

time, though not in these terms. These investigations into ontological and cosmological 

planetary thinking have not extended to analysis of the property relations ostensibly 

scientific texts use the Flood to stage. Indeed, as long as thinkers tie geology to Mosaic 

history, it is inseparable from debates on property, and Mosaic geology is alive and well 

in twenty-first century creationism. See Martin J.S. Rudwick, Bursting the Limits of 
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commentary on the Creation in Milton and the cosmology it expresses (monist, vitalist, 

etc) but no prominent treatments of what the Flood—the destruction of this creation— 

means for this cosmos and Milton’s unorthodox monism. 106 John Rogers and Karen 

Edwards have noted that Milton’s earth of good monist matter an active agent in the 

Creation.107 But if matter is good and self-organizing, what does it mean that through the 

Time: The Reconstruction of Geohistory in the Age of Revolution (Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press, 2014); Martin J.S. Rudwick, World’s Before Adam: The Reconstruction of 

Geohistory in the Age of Reform (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008); Rhoda 

Rappaport, “Geology and Orthodoxy: The Case of Noah’s Flood in Eighteenth-Century 

Thought,” The Flood Myth, ed. Alan Dundes (Berkeley: University of California Press, 

1988), 383-404. 

106 This is particularly confounding in John Rogers’ chapter on the later books of Milton. 

In order to prove that Paradise Lost moves from liberal to authoritarian models of social 

organization, Rogers claims that Milton’s poetics of vitalist agency recede in Paradise 

Lost’s later books (144). This claim depends on glossing over the Flood, which is written 

as a vitalist event on par with the Creation. See Rogers, “Milton and the Mysterious 

Terms of History” in The Matter of Revolution: Science, Poetry, & Politics in the Age of 

Milton (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1996), 144-176. 

107 See John Rogers, “Chaos, Creation, and the Political Science of Paradise Lost,” 103-

143; Karen L. Edwards, “The ‘World’ of Paradise Lost,” The Oxford Handbook of 

Milton, ed. Nicholas McDowell and Nigel Smith (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

2009), 496-509. 
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Flood earthly matter kills almost all human life? How does the revelation of good 

matter’s lethal force relate to questions of nature-culture relations, social organization, 

and property? Finally, the field of Milton studies has taken up Milton’s treatment of 

dissent and religious killing in Sampson Agonistes with no mention of Milton’s 

Deluge.108 Milton’s treatment of the Deluge’s mass deaths and Michael’s staging of those 

deaths should be part of a conversation employing such heavy linguistic artillery such as 

“theatre of terror,” “annihilation,” and “atrocity.” 

Though the Flood has not given modern commentators pause, the mass deaths of 

the Flood gave pause to other hexameral writers.109 Restoration republicans, through 

some of their most ambitious works, John Milton’s Paradise Lost (1667) and Lucy 

Hutchinson’s Order and Disorder (1679), were preoccupied with the Deluge and how the 

ontological shifts it causes transform polities. In Milton’s Paradise Lost, Adam’s grief in 

witnessing the Flood signals a new relation between matter and human effort in which the 

world no longer supports communal, spiritual work. Rather, individuals must irrigate the 

world to achieve their own spiritual salvation. In Hutchinson’s Order & Disorder, Noah’s 

108 For the fullest expression of this turn in Milton studies, see Milton in the Age of Fish: 

Essays on Authorship, Text, and Terrorism, ed. Michael Lieb and Albert C. Labriola 

(Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 2006). 

109 Hexameral poems developed increasingly nuanced psychological portraits of Genesis’ 

characters. Given this, events like the Flood could not be treated as myths; rather, they 

were historical events that presented acute challenges of meaning and interpretation to the 

characters that endured them. 
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drunkenness and judgement of Ham reveal a new post-Deluge relationship between sin, 

human agency, and the place of property hierarchies in social bodies. Both authors’ 

polities divide in the wake of the Flood but with different property emphases. Milton’s 

emphasis is on what work upon the commons produces. Hutchinson’s is on hierarchies in 

property emerge to secure social stability. 

This chapter will proceed by first examining the Noahic covenant in further depth 

in the works of the important Restoration political theorists, Robert Filmer and John 

Locke then the broader field of interpretations of the Flood. It will then examine the 

republican resonances in descriptions of irriguous flow and how these define Milton’s 

monist, Edenic ontology of mixed bodies and communal property relations in Paradise 

Lost. This chapter will demonstrate how these utopian relations are transformed in 

dialectic of global and personal flooding in Paradise Lost’s Books 10 and 11, where 

Milton’s cosmos takes a Lockean turn and fluvial mixture creates personal spiritual 

property. Lucy Hutchinson’s Order and Disorder will then serve as a counter example to 

Milton’s Edenic monism: her fluvial metaphors present an impossibly fragile Eden of 

dualist matter defined by purity ideals. This chapter will conclude by examining how the 

awfulness of Hutchinson’s Flood causes Hutchinson to rethink the relationships between 

bodily ontology, class hierarchy, and property. It places Hutchinson’s interpretation of 

Noah’s curse in conversation with other Restoration writings that used the hierarchical 

Noahic polity as the genealogical foundation for their own. 
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The Noahic Covenant’s impacts on property in Restoration political theory 

Lucy Hutchinson and John Milton participate in the conversation among 

seventeenth- and eighteenth-century theorists that assumes the Deluge and Noahic 

covenant settled property relations in ways relevant to their historical moment.110 

Filmer used the Deluge as a stage to prove the validity of Noah’s absolute, 

patriarchal power. Noah’s absolute dominion is a direct continuation of an originary 

lordship “which Adam by creation had over the whole world, and by right descending 

from him the Patriarchs did enjoy.” In Filmer’s precedent-oriented reasoning, biblical 

examples of patriarchs exercising king-like powers proves that these powers should 

belong to sovereigns. The Flood provides a convenient stage for naturalizing absolute 

property relations. The death of everyone but Noah and his family creates a globe wholly 

available to division and distribution by the remaining patriarch. It symbolically 

liquidates all property by killing all owners such that Noah’s absolute ownership can be 

restaged. Filmer draws upon an apocryphal story of Noah surveying Asia, Africa, and 

Europe from a boat in the Mediterranean in order to divide and distribute land to his sons. 

110 This parallels historical English experiences of flooding. John Emrys Morgan finds 

that through the lens of Parish registers floods set in motion processes of assigning new 

duties and works in regard to flood prevention, indemnification of guilty parties and 

reparations in regard to victims of malfeasance. Through the lens of parish registers, 

flood events resulted in much renegotiation and writing on property, customs, and rights. 

John Emrys Morgan, “Understanding Flooding in Early Modern England,” Journal of 

Historical Geography 50 (2015): 37-50. 
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Where Locke sees the world as a commons after the Flood, in Filmer’s account, the 

world’s land does not exist in any form outside of Noah’s presupposed possession. It is 

always already absolute property transmitted through the Adamic line and fathers only 

appear to transmit, in a particular moment, property to their sons.111 

Locke’s influential Two Treatises of Government refutes Filmer’s treatment of 

post-Deluge and property relations at length: “Anyone but our [Filmer] would be 

mightily suspected, to be blinded with Prejudice, that in all this Blessing to Noah and his 

Sons, could see nothing but only an Enlargement of Commons” (167). Locke’s major 

argument against Filmer is that the Deluge does not represent a moment where once 

again all property is placed in the hands of the patriarch of the Adamic line, Filmer’s 

precedent for an absolutist ruler. Rather, against a theory of patriarchal property 

transmission, Locke reads the Deluge as expanding the scope of the planetary commons 

available to a community of men to transform into private property. 

Filmer and Locke took part in a larger, far ranging seventeenth- and eighteenth-

century conversation about the meaning of Genesis 8 and 9. A steady stream of Mosaic 

histories debated the universality versus locality of the Deluge and, in turn, whether the 

post-Deluge covenant was a global or limited grant of sovereignty.112 Edward 

Stillingfleet’s 1662 Origines Sacrae argues that the Flood spread out from the biblical 

111 Filmer, 53-60. 

112 Edward Stillingfleet, Origines Sacrae, Or, A Rational Account of the Grounds of 

Christian Faith (London: 1662); William Whiston, A New Theory of the Earth (London: 

1696). 
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holy lands no farther than Asia. Thomas Burnet and William Whiston work out 

geological grounds for the universality of the Flood. Some argue the Noahic covenant 

simply reiterated God’s contract with Adam; others insist that it enlarges the Adamic 

contract.113 Others, reflecting common Protestant belief, suggest that this moment in 

Genesis anticipates the Mosaic covenant and that the commandments explicit in the 

Mosaic contract are implicit in the Noahic one. Relevant to this chapter are debates over 

the nature of Noah’s curse of Ham, which was distorted by some into a justification for 

slavery.114 Heidegger’s De Historia (1667) and Pierre Bayles Dictionnaire Historique et 

Critique (1697) put forward limited interpretations of the curse of Ham. The popular and 

reprinted Elizabethan preacher Lancelot Andrews assumes the curse extended to all of 

Ham’s descendants. Samuel Bochart’s influential Geographia Sacra (1646) affirms the 

application of Noah’s curse of Ham to all of his descendants and link Ham to blackness. 

113 Johann Heinrich Heidegger took up this debate, arguing that in terms of the right to 

kill animals the Noahic covenant was identical to that of God’s with Adam. Therefore, 

the original must have authorized Adam the right to kill and eat animals. See Johann 

Henrich Heidegger, De Historia Sacra Patriarcharum (Amsterdam: 1667). 

114 Lancelot Andrewes, Pattern of Catechistical Doctrine at Large: Or, a Learned and 

Pious Exposition of the Ten Commandments (London: 1650); Samuel Bochart, 

Geographia Sacra Cuius Pars Prior Phaleg (Frankfurt: 1674); Morgan Godwyn, The 

Negro’s & Indians Advocate, Suing for Their Admission into the Church or a Persuasive 

to the Instructing and Baptizing of the Negro’s and Indians in Our Plantations (London: 

1680); Pierre Bayle, Dictionaire Historique et Critique (Rotterdam: 1697). 
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Morgan Godwyn would mobilize the curse of Ham into an argument for the perpetual 

slavery of Africans. There were also debates over whether the Noahic contract’s 

affirmation of humans’ right to kill and eat animals, which Genesis 9 makes explicit, is 

new or not. This is a debate over the stakes of livestock as absolute property or property 

held in usufruct. 

In sum, Long Restoration authors wrangled over the scale and nature of property 

relations affirmed by Genesis 9, what could be owned, and what ownership meant one 

could do with this property.115 Milton and Hutchinson’s treatments of the Flood jump into 

a lively, complex debate. Like these Restoration political theorists, Milton and 

Hutchinson depict the Deluge as a hinge in property relations. For Milton, labor after the 

Deluge no longer reproduces a common wealth but, rather, private, spiritual gain, a 

roughly Lockean stance. Hutchinson’s new world is one where Filmerian property 

relations, though presented as deeply flawed, must eclipse usufructory relations in order 

to protect the polity from periodic destruction. 

The liquidity of property in Paradise Lost 

115 For an overview of how the later eighteenth century would receive these debates, See 

John Swinton et al., eds., “The History of Noah after the Flood, and of his Descendants to 

Abraham,” An universal history, from the earliest account of time to the present. 

Compiled from original authors; and illustrated with maps, cuts, notes, chronological, 

and other tables. In twenty volumes, Vol. I (Dublin: 1745). 
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Christopher Hill notes that property was the limit point of Milton’s radicalism. 

Milton could oppose tithes and embrace monism, toleration (except for Catholics), 

Arminianism, anti-trinitarianism, and (mostly) free speech. But unlike Diggers, some 

Ranters, and authors like that of Tyranipocrit Discovered (1649), he held fast to his belief 

in private property and the necessity of class divisions. In this he stood with Cromwell, 

the Levellers, and educated elite Commonwealth supporters such as Lucy Hutchinson. 

Yet during the time of composing Paradise Lost, Milton received a letter from Moses 

Wall that urges him toward sympathy for the material conditions of the English people 

and correlates poverty with servility of the sort that makes a commonwealth impossible. 

It is possible this letter moved Milton to begin proposing schemes of improving 

commons and wastelands to benefit England’s poorest.116 Improvement, of course, often 

meant transforming the property relations that engirded these common and waste spaces 

from the common use of many to the absolute possession of few. 

Paradise Lost is a protean poem. It is about many things, and one of those things 

is property. David Norbrook sees England’s imperialist ambitions in Satan’s seizure of 

hell and attempted conquest of the Earth, arguing that Satan’s conquests have “more 

affinity with Cromwell’s Western Design than with any Stuart project.”117 Others see in 

the drama of Adam and Eve’s cultivation then eviction from Eden resonances of 

England’s and New England’s enclosures. Mary C. Fenton and Katherine Bootle Attie 

116 Hill, Milton and the English Revolution, 100, 201, 249. 

117 David Norbrook, Writing the English Republic: Poetry, Rhetoric, and Politics, 1627– 

1660 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 453. 
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make compelling cases that Milton likens Adam and Eve facing to tenant facing eviction, 

not the colonized facing violent dispossession.118 Amy L. Tigner argues that Milton’s 

God is a model agricultural improver.119 Keith Stavely argues that Eve’s proposal to 

divide their labors and work separately reflects the American Puritan impulse for 

autonomy as reflected in the movement from open-field communal farms to enclosed 

individual farms.120 In this case, Eve is more colonist than colonized. 

This camp’s Milton follows a traditional interpretation of the Fall: sin spoils the 

commune of Eden and creates class relations. Adam and Eve choose the sin for which 

they are evicted. The fact of Milton’s world’s unique monist unity, complicates the 

authoritarian cycle of sin and dispossession as punishment. If matter remains godly after 

the Fall and outside Eden, why can’t this original community in property be regained? 

Why must property become private? This section demonstrates how Milton presents 

visions of Edenic ecological and social unity, then, through the device of the Flood, 

transforms the nature of matter and goals of labor. Through this transformation, Milton 

establishes a historical threshold for the relationship between community and the earth 

118 Mary C. Fenton, “Hope, Land Ownership, and Milton’s “Paradise within,” Studies in 

English Literature, 1500-100 43, no. 1 (2003): 151-180. 

119 Amy L. Tigner, “The Revolutionary Garden: Milton and Early Modern Environmental 

Thinking,” Literature and the Renaissance Garden from Elizabeth I to Charles II (New 

York: Routledge Publishing, 2016), 195-240. 

120 See Keith Stavley, “Adam and Eve,” Puritan Legacies: Paradise Lost and the New 

England Tradition, 1630-1890 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1987), 43-46. 
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and splits subsistence work from being-in-community. Attention to tropes of bodies 

irrigating and mixing with one another—rain, floods, tears—reveals how Paradise Lost 

dramatizes these transformations in property and property relations. 

The utopian rivers of republicans 

Some commentators argue that Milton writes the positive value of agricultural 

improvement into God’s Eden.121 However, these authors must ignore the active agency 

of water in producing Edenic space. The world that the Flood destroys in Milton is a 

world of irriguous plenty. Its flowing water represents an ontology of happy 

transcorporeality—decentralized, open-ended, life-giving interconnection between nature 

and Adam and Eve’s tiny polity. It is a world in which nature retains a great deal of 

agency. 

Milton’s Edenic rivers are active, good agents untied to God’s providence or 

rationale ordering. They suggest spontaneous plenty secured by material nature and a 

landscape composed of happy diffusion and mixture. Water and Adam and Eve’s use 

rights structure Eden. Fountains, streams, pools, and waterfalls guide the reader’s gaze. 

Through tracing the passage of water in Eden, Milton’s emphasis is upon both the 

porousness of matter in this topos and, in turn, the dense interconnectedness of its 

elements. 

Milton’s mazy syntax performs this ontology. Over the course of over forty lines, 

one sentence follows the flows of a river through Eden. It unites these waters in its 

tumbling sweeps and divides them with its many clauses, beginning with “Southward 

121 See Tigner. 
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through Eden went a river large,” ending with “Hours in dance / Led on the eternal 

spring” (4.264). This is one of the longest sentences in a book full of long, byzantine 

sentences. In this sentence, outside waters irrigate Eden: “Southward through Eden went 

a river large” (4.223). Eden’s permeability allows in Satan but, also, waters from other 

territories. Rivers running from Eden link it to other territories. These exterior waters go 

on to divide and join above and below ground to form the landscape’s diffuse features as 

Milton traces them feeding a fountain which feeds streams, waterfalls, and lakes. Giving 

water agency to make life distances Adam and Eve’s subsistence from providence. 

The sentence’s verbs emphasize how mixed elements compose Eden. Its objects 

are “interposed,” “spread,” “dispersed,” and “knit.” There is a bothness to the objects of 

Eden. They are themselves but also tightly bound up with other things. Water, as it 

moves, makes liquid the larger landscape. Classical descriptions of a crystalline, eternal 

landscape as “vegetable gold” give way over the course of the sentence to figures of 

liquidity and diffusion: “nature born / Poured forth profuse” and “Groves whose each tree 

wept odorous gums and balm.” Streams are dividing and rejoining, “murmuring waters 

fall / … dispersed or in a lake / … unite their streams.”122 This landscape is remarkably 

porous, variegated, and in process. Milton’s sentence stages a polysemous topos defined 

by proliferation and liquid’s transformation in forms. This liquid Eden is “profuse,” 

“various,” “of all hue” (4.243, 4.241, 4.256). Plenty springs from the landscape from 

multiple nodes. Through its diverse waters, this is a landscape of horizontal distribution. 

122 John Milton, “Paradise Lost,” The Major Works, ed. Stephen Orgel and Jonathan 

Goldberg (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), 4.220-263. 
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We might contrast its meanings to those of the fountain that so often represents the 

sovereign. The fountain centralizes water supply and figures the sovereign as the sole 

mediator of a community’s subsistence. 

Milton’s expansive, interconnecting syntax presents the circulation of matter 

through a porous topos as ensuring Earth’s abundance. This is more than an accident of 

style rhyming with form. Christopher Kendrick makes a strong case for how Milton’s 

move from the Grand Style of Paradise Lost to a middle style of shorter, simpler 

“magisterial-propositional” sentences in Paradise Regained expresses his enthusiasm for 

agricultural improvement as compatible with a larger narrative of Christian 

improvement.123 The folds and knots of Milton’s long sentences give way to sentences as 

tidy, less ambiguous enclosures. Milton’s verse does not become as decisively regulated 

as the Augustan’s couplets but it moves in that direction. 

Milton’s irriguous Eden shares with prior hexamerals like Du Bartas’ the 

transformation of forms into each other in an irriguous, transcorporeal landscape. 

However, where Du Bartas’ seems to celebrate the hybrid forms and luxurious 

intellectual wandering of his Adam’s Eden, Milton’s Eden offers its inhabitants 

something sturdier and embodied: happy communion through consumption. Adam and 

Eve’s first staged act is to incorporate the wet landscape into themselves through eating 

and drinking: “The savoury pulp they chew, and in the rind / Still as they thirsted scoop 

the brimming stream” (4.335-6). They depend and compose themselves of the river 

123 Christopher Kendrick, “‘Majestic Unffected Style’: Quakerism and Improvement in 

Paradise Regained,” Early Modern Culture 4 (2004). 
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immediately through drinking from a rind and at a remove through the fruit trees feeding 

on the river. The good that the irriguous landscape provides is happy communal labor and 

subsistence. 

In its seeming independence from sovereign power, Milton’s river reflects a 

republican charge within seventeenth-century literature’s representations of rivers. 

Lucan’s Civil War, a literary touchstone for seventeenth-century republicans, is written in 

rivers and flows. Lucan yokes descriptions of rivers to the limitations of sovereigns, 

providing a sort of republican ontology expressed by landscapes. Lucan’s greatest 

treatment of water is in his extended description of the Nile. At first glance, the Nile is a 

strange subject for Lucan to spend so much time on, coming as it does after Caesar’s 

decisive victory at Pharsalia and receipt of Pompey’s head in Egypt. Yet the description 

of the Nile comes from the priest Acoreus’ mouth, who is part of Cleopatra’s court. It 

subtly rebukes the ambitions of sovereigns to own both knowledge and territory by 

celebrating how the Nile delivers its plenty directly to people and, in doing so, transcends 

national boundaries and exceeds knowledge. 

Lucan’s language emphasizes how the river both exceeds and defines nations and 

their rulers. Acoreus tells Caesar that other rulers have demanded to know the source of 

the Nile. Rather than becoming an intellectual conquest, the river, by hiding its source, 

refuses to satisfy the ambitions of kings. It denies nations the “boast” of owning it; 

instead, the Nile passes through territories as a “conquering stream.” Lucan also frames 

the Nile as defining and exceeding nations through its own divisions and fluctuations: 

“Thy parted channel doth incompass round Meroe fruitful to black husband-men.” 

“Division” allows the river to “incompass.” The passage ends with a description of the 
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Nile’s seasonal flooding, crucial to Egyptian agriculture and Roman grain stores: “At 

Memphis first thou runn’st in fields, and plains, / Where thy proud stream al banks, & 

bounds disdains. / Thus they secure, as if in peace, a part / Of night discours’d.”124 

Lucan’s Nile surpasses individual ownership while feeding nations by mixing with their 

soil. The Nile’s flow connects nations while defining their borders. Here he argues 

through a sourceless Nile that what constitutes nations comes from outside of them, not 

of them. Nations, then, are not static territories but a relation to a dynamic flow of 

sustenance. This sustenance is outside of a kings’ mediation: the river directly delivers its 

bounty to husbandmen. Lucan’s final touch is to suggest how Acoreus’ discourse on the 

Nile itself diverts a bloodthirsty Caesar who everywhere else in the poem rushes toward 

conquest. Lucan’s and Milton’s rivers provide a groundwork for a republican ontology of 

diffuse agency and interconnection through flows that escape absolute ownership. 

Irriguous commons, dry empires 

Edenic drinking helps remind us that Milton’s irriguous, transcorporal Eden is an 

idealized common in the way that seventeenth-century readers would understand 

commons: as a means of direct subsistence. We might look to the obvious passages for 

confirmation that Eden is a common. On Adam and Eve’s retreat to their bower: “Hail 

wedded love, mysterious law, true source / Of human offspring, sole propriety / In 

Paradise of all things common else” (4.750-2). Adam and Eve’s wedded love is the only 

private property they hold in Eden, something emphasized by the menagerie of animals 

124 Lucan, Pharsalia, trans. Thomas May, 4th ed (London: 1650), 252-3. 
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that use all the same space as them except the bower (“other creature here / Beast, bird, 

insect, or worm durst enter none”) (4.703-4). Eden is also framed perpetually as 

something God provides for Adam and Eve to use, not own absolutely.125 And while life 

in Eden may seem easy, it still requires agricultural work that does not destroy it. 

Accordingly, its waste is a subject of work. Adam and Eve “prune” and “tend” that which 

is “overgrown” and dispose of the excesses of growth: “Those blossoms also, and those 

dropping gums / That lie bestrewn unsightly and unsmooth” (4.436). This work may 

seem to have aesthetic ends; however, Adam argues the purpose of their work is so they 

may “tread with ease.” Their work is about access to their subsistence and circulation 

through the landscape. Pruning is a rogational act in which pathmaking defines 

communal property. If the good the irriguous landscape provides is happy subsistence, 

the work it demands is maintaining a way to walk. This makes the relationship between 

Adam, Eve, and their irriguous landscape one of kinetic mimesis. They simultaneously 

maintain the landscape and ensure their subsistence by circulating through it, just as 

Edenic rivers maintain the landscape through flow. 

The subsistence the irriguous landscape provides is also spiritual. Adam and Eve 

work to order the landscape; its re-growth moves them to work. This cycle provides a sort 

of moral balance. In Book 5, the irriguous landscape moves Adam and Eve to 

spontaneous prayer whose form also rhymes with that of the landscape. Adam and Eve’s 

125 “[I]t was a place / Chosen by the sovereign planter, when he framed / All things to 

man’s delightful use” (4.690-1). 
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prayer is “Unmediated” and “Flowed from their lips.” This prayer is improvisatory, “each 

morning duly paid / In various style.” In this improvised prayer, Adam and Eve invite the 

landscape itself, in turn, to praise God: “let your ceaseless change / Vary to our great 

maker still new praise” (5.183-4). The language of Milton’s Edenic prayer emerges as a 

fluvial co-production of nature and culture marked by formal profusion. 

Milton defines the irriguous transcorporal nature of Eden against a satanic 

ontology of desiccation and atomization. Against the rivers of Eden, its symbols include 

the heat of hell, the ashes Satan chokes on at the height of his delusions, and consumption 

as agony or destruction. Above all, satanic ontology is defined by Satan’s painful 

separation from anything or anywhere but the painful hell of himself: “Which way I fly is 

hell; myself am hell, / And in the lowest deep a lower deep / Still threatening to devour 

me opens wide” (4.75-7). Satan produces the eternal same, whereas Adam and Eve’s 

relationship to their environment consists of recognizing and producing variety and 

difference. 

Further, the satanic gaze does not see Eden as a common but absolute property. 

While Milton lets us eventually know Adam and Eve are literally commoners, it is in 

Satan’s jealous, hierarchical eye that they first “seemed lords of all” (4.290). Though we 

know Eden is a coproduction of God the planter and the irriguous earth, Satan 

immediately carves Eden into a potential imperial possession, a “divided empire with 

heaven’s king” (4.111-3). Further, Milton reminds the reader that Satan’s ambition to 

own is simply bad use of that which cannot be owned: 

So little knows 
Any, but God alone, to value right 
The good before him, but perverts best things 
To worst abuse, or to their meanest use. (4.201-4) 
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And while much has been made of God’s eviction of Adam and Eve from Eden as 

rehearsing an eviction of commoners from their commons, it is Satan who first, in 

proposing to own Eden, seeks to alienate them from their means of subsistence. Here 

Satan addresses Adam and Eve, who cannot hear him: 

League with you I seek, 
And mutual amity so strait, so close, 
That I with you must dwell, or you with me 
My dwelling haply may not please 
Like this fair Paradise, you sense, yet such 
Accept your maker’s work; he gave it me, 
Which I as freely give; hell shall unfold, 
To entertain you two, her widest gates, 
And send forth all her kings; there will be room, 
Not like these narrow limits, to receive, 
Your numerous offspring. (4.375-85) 

Satan both wants to dwell with Adam and Eve, to join the commune, and evict them into 

hell. This passage tests and defines the ontological limits of the Edenic commons. What 

Satan wants does not betray Eden’s nature as a place of common use to all and as 

territory defined by the outside. Perhaps, Satan could live in Eden. However, Satan’s 

propositions that he can give anything that is God’s or populate Eden with kings makes 

this impossible. Doing so—and accepting that God could make an Eden that could be 

given—encloses the common Eden within a framework of absolute property. It is not 

Satan’s entrance into Eden that transforms Eden into hell, it is the acceptance of and 

action upon Satan’s propositions. The irriguous ecology of Eden does not have to remain 

“pure” or hermetic to operate as a common. Through rivers Eden is composed of its 

outside. It can also abide satanic dwelling. Rather, Adam and Eve’s implicit agreement 

with Satan’s propositions and subsequent violation of the terms of Eden’s use alienates 

them from the commons. Satan does not fully sever the relationship between Adam, Eve, 
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and earth’s good matter; however, he does help change its tenor. Milton fully reveals this 

change through the Flood. The Flood will stage the relationship between human choice 

and environmental agency in ways that continue to affirm the monist vitality of the earth; 

however, human and liquid flows will no longer create communal unity. 

“Drowned and sunk...as they sons”: grieving mass death and the dialectic of 

improvement through water works 

Waters return after the Fall in the form of a double flood—the Deluge and Adam 

weeping in despair at this Deluge. Before we move to Adam’s despair over witnessing 

the death of his sons, it is useful to consider Milton’s own moment of despair in 1659-60. 

During this time Milton’s writing voices apocalyptic anxieties over the dissolution of the 

Commonwealth and restoration of monarchy even while it attempts to salvage the 

Commonwealth by outline progressive schemes of land improvement. Here for the first 

time Milton calls for “The Just division of waste commons” and “an improving of our 

native commodities as our manufactures, our fishing, our fens, forests and commons.”126 

This enclosure-friendly plan is ostensibly populist, designed to win support for the 

Commonwealth by promising the alleviation of poverty through interventions in property 

relations. 

Yet this populist sop from middle-class Milton also accompanies his acute fear of 

the masses. In The Readie & Easie Way to Establish a Free Commonwealth, Milton 

126 Hill, Milton and the English Revolution, 201. 
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positions himself as a Noah fruitlessly warning his countrymen to change. Here he pleads 

with the multitudes to not become a flood that destroys the Commonwealth: 

But I trust I shall...exhort this torrent also of the people, not to be so impetuous, 
but to keep their due channel; and at length recovering and uniting thir better 
resolutions, now that they see already how open and unbounded the insolence and 
rage is of our common enemies, to stay these ruinous proceedings; justly and 
timely fearing to what a precipice of destruction the deluge of this epidemic 
madness would hurrie us through the general defection of a misguided and abus’d 
multitude.127 

From Milton’s perspective, the Noahic figure preserves, amid adversity, right principles. 

Yet doings so means liquefying the rabble into flood waters. In 1660 the flood Milton 

was afraid of happened. Upon the Restoration, like many nonconformists and radicals, he 

put aside his utopian political ambitions in favor of individual survival under tyranny. 

Milton’s Deluge in Paradise Lost expresses the same sympathy-fear dichotomy in 

regard to the masses. The angel Michael shows Adam the Flood killing the masses then 

rationalizes these deaths while forecasting the atomization of the polity into self-

improving individuals. Under Michael’s tutelage, pliable Adam moves from lamenting 

his sons’ deaths to describing them as “wicked” and rejoicing in Noah’s goodness. Milton 

emphasizes the necessity of destroying the masses while outlining a path for the salvation 

of an elect few. In this, the Flood serves as both Judgment Day and Creation. Milton’s 

earth remains monist but it is implicitly less vital and supports a different kind of labor 

and transformed social relations of production. 

127 John Milton, The Readie & Easie Way to Establish a Free Commonwealth (London: 

1660), 462-3. 
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As he does throughout Paradise Lost and echoing Genesis’ own double Flood 

narrative, Milton tells the story of the Deluge twice. First, he presents the Deluge through 

the gaze of Adam, the fallen subject, then though the exegesis of Michael, the stern 

pedagogue. Through Adam, Milton rehearses the meanings of the Flood and its mass 

deaths as a sorrowful natural disaster with a human cost. The telos of Adam’s flood is 

grief over the wasted lives the Flood represents and his responsibility for these deaths. 

The angel Michael presents a different flood, one that replaces sympathy and guilt for the 

global dead with the usefulness of their death. Michael reveals the post-Deluge world is a 

spiritual common space cleared of irredeemable sinners. However, this common space 

does not produce communal subsistence or meaning but individual, private consolation. 

Milton suspends his reader between these two readings: the Flood as a vitalist event that 

makes possible spiritual redemption through sympathy; the Flood as a providential act 

that dispossess of the irredeemable and marks the beginning of an era of tyrants and 

political hibernation. 

Adam’s reading of the Flood occurs after he has committed original sin with Eve 

but before he is exiled from Eden. It is, in a sense, still during the Fall and part of 

Milton’s consideration of what the Fall means. The scenes of Adam’s reading reiterate 

Milton’s ontology of vitalist materialism but with a difference. Through the dialectic of 

people and matter, Adam and the globe, person and place, are materially entangled 

through sympathetic weeping. In this weeping, Adam and Eve’s work moves from 

pruning matter to irrigating it. 

The first post-Fall water work occurs at the end of Book 10, Adam and Eve 

repent, their anguish signified twice by the image of “pardon beg” and “pardon begged” 
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with “tears / Watering the ground” (10.1089-90, 1101-2). Jesus presents to God their 

penitence as sorrowful irrigation analogous and superior to their cultivation of Eden. 

Adam and Eve “Watering the ground,” anticipates Jesus’ metaphor of repentance as 

gardening: 

See Father, what first fruits on earth are sprung 
From thy implanted grace in man, these sighs 
And prayers, which in this golden censer, mixed 
With incense, I thy priest before thee bring, 
Fruits of more pleasing savour from thy seed 
Sown with contrition in his heart, than those 
Which his own hand manuring all the trees 
Of Paradise could have produced, ere fallen 
From innocence. (11.26-30) 

Jesus experiences repentance through the senses ("pleasing savor") and establishes a 

macro-micro cosmological link between the implanted bodies of Adam and Eve and the 

garden of Eden. God recognizes Adam and Eve's sorrow as a kind of self-irrigation (“He 

sorrows now, repents, and prays contrite” and “For I beheld them softened and with 

tears”) that makes a superior product. Jesus delights in the irriguous bodies of Adam and 

Eve just as Adam and Eve delight in the irriguous body of Eden.128 Upon this recognition 

instructs Michael to offer Adam and Eve parole, the possibility of redemption conditional 

on their return to obedience (11.90). 

The inclusion of bare matter (“ground,” “seed” “fruit) within the processes of 

spiritual regeneration through contrition may seem simply like a convenient metaphor yet 

Milton is quite clear in his major theological work De Doctrina Christiana that bare 

128 See the beginning of Book 5 where Adam wakes to the pleasures of Eden’s “vapors” 

and “fuming rills” (5.5-6). 
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matter helps produce goodness: matter is “instrinsically good, and the productive seedplot 

of all subsequent good.”129 Sorrowful tears are vitalist matter that flows into spiritual 

fruit. Here Adam and Eve take part in the productive agency that had once only belonged 

to Eden’s waters. 

Adam and Eve must improve the material world as part of their own redemption 

from sin, because sin moves the earth itself to destroy sinners. Milton describes the Flood 

itself as a vitalist (i.e. not providential) event resulting from a complex set of natural 

actors. Noah builds the ark unprompted after judging the masses. Winds, hills, sky and 

rain perform the actual meteorological event (11.740-5). In Michael’s account, Milton 

implicates providence through the subject of heaven but not explicitly God’s hand. 

Absent in both Deluge accounts are statements of prime causation that appear in Genesis. 

Genesis’ authoritarian God directly punishes man: “I am going to bring a flood of waters 

on the earth”; “[God] blotted out every living thing that was on the face of the ground.” 

(6.17 and 7.23). In Milton, we have “heaven” as subject indistinguishable from sky: “all 

the cataracts / Of heaven set open on the earth” and “all the fountains of the deep / Broke 

up” (11.824-7). Given the absence of God’s hand, Milton’s Flood is a vitalist counterpart 

to the famous self-parturition of the earth. However, in the Flood, the earth works not 

129 Lewalski’s translation from the Latin. Barbara K. Lewalski, “‘In Darknes, and with 

Dangers Compast Round’ 1660-1665,” The Life of John Milton (Oxford: Blackwell 

Publishers, 2000), 427. 
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toward self-organization but the destruction of humanity. Both are examples of an anti-

providential earth-system.130 

Many commentators note how Milton describes the consequences of original sin 

as a fall of global nature, a kind of permanent pollution dampening its generative powers. 

However, few recognize how Milton frames the Deluge as a sort of global defense 

mechanism—a spontaneous weather event that destroys sinning humanity. The earth both 

absorbs their corruption and also works to expel or destroy them via the Flood (a global 

version of Adam and Eve’s expulsion from Paradise). In this vitalist mode, Paradise Lost 

becomes a material dialogue between the state of the earth and Adam and Eve. The Flood 

itself can be seen as the climax of Earth's weeping given that Earth responds to original 

sin with rain described as "some sad drops / Wept at completing of the mortal sin / 

Original” (9.1000-4). This sin multiplies over time and the earth responds in titanic ways. 

If Milton’s self-moving matter is good, then part of its goodness, however difficult it is to 

understand, is how it works toward the near extinction of humanity. 

Moreover, before original sin, whereas it is the earth’s irriguous being that 

preserves plenty, after original sin, Adam and Eve must perform an unexpected kind of 

water work. They irrigate the earth through grief to subsist. Nature and culture interact 

with and move each other in a paradigm in which a hemostatic relationship is no longer 

possible: either liquid matter destroys humanity or humanity ameliorates matter through 

130 Rogers emphasizes the anti-providential impulse behind this conception of causation. 

Rogers, “Milton and the Mysterious Terms,” 148. 
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irrigation. It is within this vitalist framework that we can understand the significance of 

the Flood. Upon viewing the Flood in the theatre of the future Adam weeps again: 

How didst thou grieve then, Adam, to behold 
The end of all thy offspring, end so sad 
Depopulation; thee another flood, 
Of tears and sorrow a flood thee also drowned 
And sunk thee as thy sons. (11.754-8) 

Adam’s reaction to the Flood is extraordinarily sympathetic; it is world-ending for him to 

witness mass death. His psyche liquefies. 

As Adam’s tears over the Flood recall the tearful prayers of Adam and Eve after 

original sin, Milton invites the reader to understand Adam’s tears as the right reaction to 

what he witnesses. As Mandy Green argues, through a complex set of allusions and 

typological repetitions where Milton likens his Adam to Ovid’s Deucalion to frame 

Adam’s act of weeping as spiritually self-saving.131 Adam and the reader experience the 

Flood as a vitalist planetary response in order to understand the full scope of providence. 

That Adam weeps when faced with the Flood, means that he meets the 

precondition of acknowledging the enormous consequences of his sin before leaving the 

garden, moving him closer to salvation at the moment he experiences punishment. This 

suggests that Adam’s flood is a realization of his agency and the agency of embodied 

human emotion that is situated as parallel to planetary agency. Tears bridge the micro-

and macro-cosmos in a dialectic of irrigation. 

131 Mandy Green, "'Ad Ferrum [. . .] Ab Auro': Degenerative and Regenerative Patterning 

in the Final Books of Paradise Lost," Modern Language Review 102 (2007): 654-71. 
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Lonely, monist planet 

The mass death of the Flood almost psychologically crushes Adam. Michael must 

step in to help him reread the Flood and make bittersweet meaning from mass death. 

Michael reads the Flood as an occasion in which Adam redeems himself and in which the 

earth becomes a common to all to transform into private spiritual property. Michael 

presents Adam a vision where the death of the collective is acceptable, because the 

individual may find spiritual elevation without the collective. This hinges on Michael 

revealing to Adam the continuing monist nature of the post-Deluge world, one where 

God is found in all matter, not only through conversation. 

To train Adam to look for God in matter, Michael demystifies Eden. With original 

sin, it appears nature falls and pollution enters the world, yet nature’s fall occurs only at 

the periphery of Adam and Eve’s Edenic world: the earth trembling below them, the 

gross fumes they exude in their sleep, the hound pursuing a hart to Eden’s east gate 

(9.1000-4, 1046-54; 9.181-190). After original sin, Adam and Eve still treat Eden as 

Paradise. Through Michael’s pedagogical lens, Adam sees a vision of Eden, the place he 

is sitting, washed into the ocean as an ungreen island inhabited by seals. Michael spells 

out this vision’s meaning: “God attributes to place / No sanctity, if none be thither 

brought / By man who there frequent or therein dwell” (11.836-8). The Flood physically 

destroys Paradise to prove that the Eden Adam inhabits has no intrinsic sanctity after his 

Fall. Though God acts as a mediator, human activity determines the value of place. 

In this, Milton nuances what monism means after Adam’s expulsion from 

Paradise, the Deluge, and God’s covenant with Noah. Earlier in the poem, Raphael 

reveals to Adam his world’s monism. But this is before the Fall, and the goodness of 
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matter is thrown into doubt by the Fall and motif of polluted matter that the Fall ushers 

into Adam and Eve’s world. The earth groans immediately after the sin. Sin now exists in 

the world materially (“now in body, and to dwell / Habitual habitant” (10.586-8). God’s 

punishment seems to degrade matter: “Cursed is the ground for thy sake” (10.201). God 

himself proclaims that the work of Death is “to lick up the draff and filth / Which man’s 

polluting sin with taint hath shed / On what was pure” (10.630-2). “Was pure” suggests 

that sin successfully debases matter, as does “Cursed is the ground.” Yet Michael’s 

reassertion of the world’s monism—and God’s immanence in matter—suggests that sin 

does not totally pollute matter; rather, sin is something closer to a toxin, residing in 

bodies but not transforming or destroying them. 

Michael’s lesson on monism undoes the physics of sacred spaces created by the 

sovereign’s expulsions, reversing the dynamics of creative acts critics write brilliantly 

about. Denise Gigante sees within creation from chaos the expulsion of waste (“dregs”) 

to create a limited economy of divine/tasteful eating. Gigante’s Eden itself is a restricted 

economy from which Satan, Adam, and Eve are expelled.132 Yet here the Earth expels 

Eden to re-assert monist space. Michael reveals to Adam God’s presence in all matter and 

places: “his omnipresence fills / Land, sea, and air, and every kind that lives” (11.336-7). 

Michael departs from Adam with the reminder that the ideal garden is cultivated in the 

self (11.48-54, 12.585-7). Like the scattered signs of truth in Areopagitica, signs of God’s 

132 Denise Gigante, "Milton's Aesthetics of Eating," Diacritics 30, no. 2 (2000): 88-

112. 
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paternal love can be found in any topos. In Michael’s cautiously optimistic interpretation, 

Eden is lost but Adam gains the world as a monist commons for spiritual self-cultivation. 

This marks the major difference in pre- and post-Fall monism. After the Deluge, 

God is available everywhere but Christian labor is not totally communally integrated as it 

is in Eden. The concept of the Eden within splits physical and spiritual subsistence: the 

tearful cultivation of repentance pays an abstract, individual wage to be redeemed at a 

future date and is altogether different than the hard labor of post-Edenic subsistence (“In 

the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread”) and the failure of these meals to ease the post-

Edenic community (“thou in sorrow / Shalt eat thereof all the days of they life”) (10.205; 

10.201-202). Where Adam and Eve’s work in Eden maintains the irriguous unity of the 

landscape, post-Edenic manual labor is ultimately desiccating and atomizing: “For dust 

thou art, and shalt to dust return” (10.208). This passage occurs directly after the 

infamous lines where God subordinates Eve to Adam, emphasizing how gender and class 

hierarchy corresponds with the despiritualization of manual labor and the failure of a 

community to happily subsist through their labor. If in some interpretations, expulsion 

from Paradise is likened to enclosure of commons, here Eden, is dissolved back into the 

world’s commons. And while Raphael let Adam know Eden is monist, here Milton re-

asserts God’s immanence is in matter with an important difference: labor will no longer 

produce communal unity from these commons, but, rather, individual spiritual revelation. 

Adam weeps alone, except for an angel on his shoulder. This angel unfolds a bible 

history defined by “The one just man” (11.818). While a skeptic might point to the final 

chapter’s premise of an elect community of the saved, the final two chapters generally 

frame redemption as the result of the actions of one righteous man. As a model for ethical 
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behavior, it celebrates unilateral action. Indeed, Milton’s next works, Paradise Regained 

and Sampson Agonistes, are the dramas of lonely men making just choices. And in 

Paradise Lost, when Adam rejoins community with Eve, this communal experience is 

tinged with alienation. They are both “in one faith unanimous though sad.” They leave 

Eden in “their solitary way” (12.603, 649). 

Further, The Flood, described by Hutchinson as cleansing the world, suspends the 

category of purity. Places are known through the process of judged the moral disposition 

of its people. This passage asks the reader to view the special sanctity of Eden in 

retrospect as entirely precarious and dependent on the actions of its inhabitants, 

introducing environmental reflexivity into the Long Restoration English consciousness. 

The Flood teaches Adam that human actions shape environments on a macro scale.133 

One might also note the timing of Milton’s re-establishment of monist unity. 

Milton’s angel can only propose monist unity in a moment just after sovereign will has 

touched all and killed most through the Flood. As Empson, skeptical of Saurat’s assertion 

of Milton’s thoroughgoing monism, remarks on the timing of Michael’s monist 

pronouncement, 

The trouble with [this] position, I think, is that he welcomes the liquification of 
God the Father, making Him wholly immanent in his creation, and argues that 
Milton intended that in his epic, without realizing that Milton and his learned 

133 This is an inconvenient passage for those who want to see Milton’s cosmology as 

strictly defined by traditional Christian categories of pure/impure, clean/unclean. See 

Regina Schwartz, “‘And The Sea Was No More’: Chaos vs. Creation,” Remembering and 

Repeating: Biblical Creation in Paradise Lost (Cambridge: University of Cambridge, 

1988), 8-39. 
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contemporaries would think the liquification of all the rest of us a prior 
condition.134 

Empson is right: Paradise Lost’s Flood performs this grisly liquification. While Raphael 

reveals to Adam that Paradise is monist, the Flood’s destruction throws this into doubt 

and Milton reasserts monist global commons when they coincide with the clearances of 

humans from these commons.135 After the fragmentation of the radical left after the 

Restoration, monist matter only emerges when faith becomes a private matter and not a 

political project. 

Other pieces from this period reflect this understanding of the Deluge as a vehicle 

for expressing the puritan self-image of being the secret caretakers of a revolutionary 

impulse among disposable masses. The 1659 jeremiad Sea of the Seed’s Suffering by the 

Quaker mystic and evangelizer John Perrot seeks to console persecuted nonconformists 

by recognizing the vulnerable position of believers and forecasting the immanent 

annihilation of their persecutors. It does so by blending the biblical Deluge and Judgment 

134 William Empson, “Heaven,” Milton’s God (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1981), 142. 

135 Rogers speculates that the introduction and persistence of dregs within Milton’s 

cosmology corresponds with his shift toward seeing irredeemable dregs in England’s 

political body as foiling the possibility of popular sovereignty and necessitating an 

enlightened oligarchy. Rogers, “Milton and the Mysterious Terms,” 141. 
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Day and their most prominent symbols and projecting them onto Perrot’s historical 

moment.136 

As Empson suggests, sorrow and consolation with mass death occupy close 

quarters in Paradise Loss. It is after Adam weeps in sympathy that Michael begins to 

provide traditional rationalizations for the mythic genocide that assert the absolute 

irredeemability of the many. Victims are made sinful in their victimization: “The 

conquered also, and enslaved by war / Shall with their freedom lost all virtue lose” 

(11.797-8). Michael introduces Noah (“The one just man alive”) as the pious exception 

that proves the rule of the many as beyond redemption (11.806-21). 

Milton attends closely to the affect of Adam that reminds the reader of the actual 

loss of life the Flood represents. Yet at the same time his method of representing this 

affect threatens to collate Adam’s sorrow with the flooded planet and the death of the 

many. This occurs within Milton and Michael’s larger lesson on how to achieve 

redemption in a fallen world and how to find conciliation in individual redemption 

among depressing collective moral failure. What begins in sympathy for the other 

eclipses that sympathy with interest in the future improvement of one’s own spiritual 

condition. Drowned bodies become pedagogical text. What seems to affirm the value of 

life lost renders it into an instrumental lesson, turning the world of communally worked 

vitalist matter, whose destructive powers are dampened by the Noahic covenant, into a 

symbolic terrain for the individual reader. 

136 John Perrot, A Sea of the Seed’s Suffering Through Which Runs a River of Rich 

Rejoycing (London: 1661), 33. 
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In reconciling Adam’s grief, Milton returns to his familiar, anti-populist stance; 

his text exchanges the loss of Edenic irriguous community in property for a scheme in 

which God credits the individual spiritual wages for the hard labor of ameliorating the 

planet with tears. The pivot of this transformation is the Flood, nature’s spontaneous 

reaction to errant culture. 

Transformations in property in Lucy Hutchinson’s Order and Disorder 

During the English Revolution, Milton resided in London while he penned his 

major political works—the divorce tracts, Areopagitica (1644), The Tenure of Kings and 

Magistrates (1649), and Eikonklastes (1649). During Cromwell’s administration, Milton 

worked for the Commonwealth as a translator of high-level diplomatic correspondence 

until blindness and disenchantment moved him toward a more private life aside from a 

short burst of pamphleteering before the Restoration. Upon the restoration of monarchy 

in England, Milton’s fortunes fell as he feared execution for vocally supporting the 

Commonwealth and defending the execution of Charles I to an international audience. 

Despite this, Milton’s modest household remained relatively intact. His work was 

writing, and he published his masterpiece in 1667. 

While Order and Disorder’s first five cantos were published anonymously in 

1679, Hutchinson likely composed Order and Disorder during the 1660s and perhaps 

early 1670s.137 Commentators have read Order and Disorder as both an imitation and 

137 David Norbrook, “Order and Disorder: The Poem and its Contexts,” Order and 

Disorder, xii-xxi. 
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rejection of Milton; however, it is still not known whether Hutchinson began composing 

Order and Disorder before or after the 1667 publication of Milton’s epic. Whether or not 

Order and Disorder speaks to Paradise Lost, its revolutions in property relations—the 

Fall, the Deluge—are certainly in conversation with Hutchinson’s historical moment: the 

shockwaves of civil war, Cromwellian dictatorship, and Restoration entailed seizures and 

forfeitures of property between republicans, royalists, opportunists, and the unprotected. 

Milton carried a sword through the streets of London, but Hutchinson’s 

experiences of violence and property struggles were far more immediate than Milton’s. 

As the wife of a governor actively defending Nottingham Castle, the war was at her 

doorstep. Her family estate at Owthorpe was subject to the search and seizure of goods 

and arms by Royalists. Frequently glossed over portions of Lucy Hutchinson’s biography 

of her husband, Col. John Hutchinson, reveal her keen attention to how property claims 

and attempts to seize or hold property were flashpoints of struggle. She reveals this 

competition and confusion as it arises between and within individuals, groups, localities 

and national factions and over discreet things: powder kegs, cannons, pay, horses, solid 

ground, labor, fortified structures, plate, livestock, artworks, debts. Hutchinson also 

records her families’ particular gains and losses in the form of John Hutchinson’s land 

deals and improvements after parliamentary victory and his struggle to hold onto this 

property after the Restoration. In all these matters, Lucy Hutchinson is a meticulous 

accountant, noting the exact value of seized arms and artworks.138 

138 Here is John Hutchinson, parliamentary governor of Nottingham at this point, 

speaking on behalf of the people of Nottingham who are attempting to resist seizure of 
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Despite the Restoration and imprisonment of John Hutchinson, the Hutchinsons 

remained substantial landowners.139 Yet these events were experienced by Hutchinson as 

a sea-change. The Restoration meant the removal of her husband from the pleasant 

grounds of Owthorpe to the damp quarters of Sandown castle where Lucy made frequent 

visits. John’s death plunged Lucy into the work of paying family debts and her children’s 

education. While Milton fought ideological battles in the public sphere, Hutchinson was 

often involved in-person or at a short distance in economic and political struggles. 

Where Milton’s publications could voice high-flying ideals, Hutchinson’s 

memoirs record someone having to act in an impromptu fashion in regard to imperfect 

situations. She presents herself as someone making practical compromises to protect both 

the cause and her household, though these things were not necessarily coincident. It was 

not only Royalists gentry who perceived groups such as the Levellers and Diggers and 

their insistence that everyone should live “with a natural, innate freedome and propriety” 

as a threat to their customary property privileges.140 Hutchinson aligned herself with 

moderate Levellers while embracing the view of its radical branch as communists “who 

their arms by the Sheriff and Lord Newark: “it was their property and they all had interest 

in it as bought with their money for the particular defence of the country” (78). Lucy 

Hutchinson, Memoirs of the Life of Colonel Hutchinson (London: Everyman, 1995). 

139 See David Norbrook, “Hutchinson, Lucy (1620-1681),” Oxford Dictionary of 

National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). 

140 Richard Overton, An Arrow against all Tyrants (1649), The Levellers in the English 

Revolution, ed. G.E. Aymler (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1975), 69. 
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endeavoured the levelling of all estates and qualities; which these sober Levellers were 

never guilty of desiring.”141 In all, a major thread of Hutchinson’s account of the Civil 

War is the defense of property, best symbolized by the extended treatment of holding 

Nottingham castle. 

Hutchinson’s Order and Disorder is acutely concerned with property as it 

intersects with personhood and social organization. In these matters, the epic reflects a 

fundamental tension between utopic ideals and an essentially defensive, aristocratic 

outlook. This is best revealed by examining metaphors of liquidity in relation to the 

poem’s rendition of The Flood and its aftermath. 

Recent scholarship on Order and Disorder has rightly made much of the feminist 

and republican tenor of its later cantos as biblical heroines seize reproductive power and 

undermine patriarchal authority. Shannon Miller argues convincingly that Order and 

Disorder was motivated by the Exclusion Crisis, the question of who was fit for 

government. Its treatment of marriage, maternity, and political authority directly counters 

Royalist tracts such as Filmer’s.142 However, Miller and others construct this roundly 

141 Hutchinson, Memoirs, 222. 

142 Shannon Miller finds in Order & Disorder Hutchinson dramatizing the production of 

contracts and celebrating maternal reproductive power that refutes patriarchal views of 

reproduction and authority. See Shannon Miller, “Maternity, Marriage, and Contract: 

Lucy Hutchinson’s Response to Patriarchal Theory in ‘Order & Disorder’,” Studies in 

Philology 102, no. 3 (2005): 340-377. E.G. Jones sees the telos of Hutchinson’s narrative 

as positioning an elect Puritan polity free from gendered spiritual hierarchies approaching 
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feminist republican Hutchinson by downplaying the centrality of the Flood cantos in 

order to present a unity in Hutchinson’s thought better understood as an evolution. This 

chapter will argue that if the poem later emerges as feminist and republican, it must first 

reconcile itself and the reader to tyranny—the necessity of patriarchal authority and 

absolute, unequal possession to forestall the destruction of the social body. This involves 

Hutchinson pivoting away from Edenic conceptions of a more egalitarian, elect social 

body unified with God. Hutchinson uses the fountain as a symbol for these relations. The 

other prong of this chapter’s argument is that the Flood marks the historical end of these 

unified relations and Hutchinson’s fluvial language for them. After the Flood, the 

egalitarian polities of fluvial bodies transform into hierarchical polities of divisible 

bodies. 

Fragile flows and Edenic usufruct 

Further, all things into each other passe 
As flowing streames, greene browse, and pleasant grasse, 
All turne into the gentle heard, and they 
Into our bodies, from whence birds of prey, 
And wild beasts often haue their flesh renewd. (2.880-4) 

-Lucretius, Translated by Lucy Hutchinson (1675) 

In the first cantos of Order and Disorder, to explain the relationship between the elect 

and God as usufructory, Hutchinson depicts the universe as defined by an ontology of 

redemption. See E.G. Jones, “‘My Victorious Triumphs Are All Thine’: Romance and 

Elect Community in Lucy Hutchinson’s Order & Disorder,” Studies in Philology 112, 

no. 1 (2015): 162-193. 
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flows and provides the epic simile of God as a fountain that orders these flows.143 

Certainly, a consistent view of property relations cannot be extracted from the occasional 

liquid metaphor; however, the sheer repetition of metaphorics of flow and fountain are 

remarkable in Hutchinson’s work. The fountain is Hutchinson’s first, most frequent 

symbol for God; flood is her vehicle for sin. God is “the fountain of all joy and bliss” 

(1.140).144 The fountain is where pious Isaac turns to God.145 As a simile, the fountain 

expresses God’s self-supplying, unsurpassably full nature: 

No streams can shrink the self-supplying spring, 
No retributions can more fullness bring 
To the eternal fountain which doth run 

143 That God is a fountain that orders flows gives Hutchinson’s dualist cosmos a 

Lucretian tinge. David Norbrook has spent a great deal of energy unpacking 

Hutchinson’s translation of Lucretius’ De rerum natura which she presented to the Earl 

of Anglesey in 1675. Hutchinson’s preface to Order and Disorder disowns this 

translation as a foolish dance with a heretical text. The poem itself forcefully repudiates 

the basics of Lucretius’ doctrine, particularly its atheism and materialism. Lucretius’ 

cosmos is materialist; Hutchinson’s cosmos is one of thoroughgoing dualism. Further, 

Hutchinson refutes Lucretius’ insistence on chance’s role in the composition of the world 

by installing God as a prime orderer. However, despite these differences, Order and 

Disorder begins with a God who presides over a cosmos that moves like Lucretius’. 

144 This chapter uses the version of Order and Disorder edited by David Norbrook. See 

Lucy Hutchinson, Order and Disorder, ed. David Norbrook (Oxford: Blackwell, 2001). 

145 “Good Isaac from a fountain came, where he / has used to exercise his piety.” Ibid., 

16.247-8. 
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In sacred circles, ends where it begun, 
And thence with inexhausted life and force 
Begins a new, yet the same course. (1.145-150) 

God provides a centralized architecture for vital matter. If God is a fountain, matter is a 

less orderly spring. Her epic begins by contemplating 

...the rise of everything 
That with Time’s birth flowed from th’eternal spring: 
And the no less stupendous Providence 
By which discording natures ever since 
Have kept up universal harmony. (1.3-7) 

Providence orders chaotic flow. By advising Abraham to prefer Isaac, the word of God 

channelizes Abraham’s affection (and property): “Let not longer thy affections flow / In a 

divided channel” (14.315-6). This prime fountain metaphor means that God supplies all 

goodness in the world, unifying the elect with God: “So all the goodness mortals exercise 

/ Flows back to God out of his own supplies” (2.69-70). The fountain provides a rational 

model for this: the elect are simply conduits, a bend in the pipe where God reaches his 

furthest point from himself and returns. The power of God is that of magical, perfectly 

efficient distribution: the more God gives, the more God has: 

...th’increasing bread 
Wherewith the Lord so many thousands fed, 
By distribution adds to its own store, 
And still the more it gives it hath the more. (3.375-8) 

Plenty and unity from flow define Edenic ontology. 

In terms of property, the fountain simile strongly suggests an outlook of 

usufructory relations and the precariousness of such relations. God supplies good for 

individuals to experience. One only touches a flow which God provides; one may use but 

not create or possess good absolutely. On the material side of the dualist divide, 

Hutchinson describes as usufructory the relationship between Adam and Eve and the 
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matter of Eden. God decrees that Kings are “guardians,” not “owners” of the land and 

defines proper land use against both wasting its fruits and destroying it outright (3.633-

80). Usufruct is a persistent term through long eighteenth-century writing. Derived from 

Roman civil law, usufruct is the “right of temporary possession, use, or enjoyment of the 

advantages of property belonging to another, so far as may be had without causing 

damage or prejudice” to the property itself. As a right of “temporary possession, use, or 

enjoyment” rather than absolute or outright ownership, the power usufruct grants is 

limited to that which is compatible with the long-term stability of the environment. 

Usufruct implies both an ultimate but absent owner (God) and other users, past, present, 

and future.146 

Hutchinson describes this active use as consonant with human nature through 

another trope of flowing water: 

For man a nature hath to action prone, 
That languishes and sickens finding none. 
As standing pools corrupt, water that flows 
More pure by its continual current grows, 
So human kind by active exercise 
Do to the heights of their perfection rise. (3.656-661) 

If God’s goodness perpetually flows, so must man perpetually move. This movement 

maintains the purity of body, mind, and soul: “Where health maintained is, then the 

sound mind / In its employment doth its pleasure find”; “Tis’ sin to neglect, not use or 

prize / As well as ‘tis to waste and idolize” (4.666-79). More than “idle hands are the 

devil’s workshop,” Hutchinson places emphasis on right use and most values use that 

146 See Erin Drew, “‘Tis Prudence to Prevent Th’Entire Decay’: Usufruct and 

Environmental Thought,” Eighteenth-Century Studies 49, no. 2 (2016): 195-210. 
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reflects the ideal of the self-supplying fountain. God wants good men to “taste the joy 

[they] reap in their own fruit, / Loving that more to which they contribute / ... Than better 

things produced by others’ pains” (3.650-3). Just as God mixes good only into those that 

return it to him, the virtuous laborer works in a self-supplying economy, mixing his labor 

into what he consumes. 

This active labor is not necessarily physical. Early in Order and Disorder, active 

intellection is the noblest use of God’s vitally flowing good. Hutchinson describes this 

activity as beyond motion (“life ris’ above motion, sound and sense / To higher reason 

and intelligence”). The goal of active reason is to be at rest so as to witness the spring of 

one’s own life: 

And this is truly termed life alone 
Which makes life’s fountain to the living known. 
This life into itself doth gather all 
The rest maintained by its original 
Which gives it being, motion, sense, warmth, breath, 
And those chief powers that are not lost in death. (3.19-24) 

In the activity of self-reflection, the form of one’s own life mirrors the form of God. This 

sustains one’s life. Where authors like Winstanley emphasized the necessity of embodied 

practice or did away altogether with the distinction between embodied and mental action, 

Hutchinson’s highest activity is the exercise of reason. Hutchinson maintains the value of 

separation from subjects whereas for Milton the soul is tested, foiled, and refined through 

contact and digestion. In this, Hutchinson quickly stakes off a position distinct from 

Milton. In idealizing self-watching, she rejects what Milton ascribes as Eve’s first error— 

self-reflection in a pool in Eden. While relations to property may be usufructory, Edenic 

labor, physical or spiritual, may be solitary. This stands in contrast to Milton’s 

communally laboring, gregarious Adam and Eve. 
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Hutchinson also uses goodness as flowing liquid to express the intense fragility of 

shared flows. Hutchinson stages this fragility time and time again using the motif of 

polluted liquid to express a hierarchical dualism where sin corrupts absolutely, effecting 

ontological transformations in matter and sinners. 

Hutchinson’s chief sin is idleness, which she frequently figures as still waters 

escaped from the circuit of godly animation. Those who deviate from God’s propulsion 

transform into “a noisome, dead, and poisonous lake, / Infecting all who the foul waters 

take” (4.24-26). In such an environment, spiritual purity is assigned an absolute value. 

Individuals stay pure by turning away from the noxious mixtures of the material world. 

In the case of original sin, Hutchinson pairs the motif of sin as potent poison that 

rapidly circulates through bodies with that of sin as precipitating flood. Sin 

simultaneously saturates the sinner’s interiors and overwhelms their exteriors. Upon 

eating the forbidden fruit, Eve is “Poisoned with the sweet relish of her sin” (4.213). The 

sickening poison is figured as an oceanic inundation. Eve’s soul must deal with “Dread, 

guilt, remorse... / Like raging billows,” and Hutchinson figures Eve’s physical body as 

“disordered in the storm,” facing liquefaction as it dissolves. Hutchinson wants to 

impress upon the reader that sin is world destroying, but, also, by figuring God as a 

fountain and sin as encompassing waters, the utter fragility and porousness of both 

consciousness and body. The liquid Christian cannot have a partial relationship with sin 

or expunge it; rather, sin totally, irrevocably pollutes them. Moreover, to this point 

Hutchinson had employed the fountain and flow as symbols for the immaterial 

relationship between God and the condition of the soul; original sin introduces a material, 

toxic, disordering flow into the body. The Fall triggers an ontological crisis. 
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Order and Disorder’s early liquid symbolic lexicon expresses a roughly orthodox 

Calvinist outlook, particularly this Calvinism’s conceptions of radical corruption and 

irresistible grace, wherein the sinner is beyond redemption and cannot choose grace. 

Water is easily polluted and not easily cleansed. Through sin, most humans corrupt and 

are corrupted by the world. This is the other side of Hutchinson’s view of usufructuary 

property. The sinful individual can have no relationship with God’s good stuff because as 

a magnifier and conduit of poison they would pollute what is rightly God’s. Hutchinson’s 

pure/polluted waters express the concept of a limited elect but uneasily interacts with the 

idea of usufruct. A fluid ontology defined by the threat of mixture and irrevocable 

pollution, calls for a strict separation of bodies, yet within forms of unexclusive 

ownership, bodies inevitably meet each other through the medium of the shared good. 

In Hutchinson’s Eden, Adam and Eve’s original sin—framed as bodily 

pollution—accompanies a breakdown in use relations and personhood. Sin causes a loss 

of self-possession to another possessor: “Now wrought the poison on the guilty pair, / 

Who with confusion on each other stare / While death possession takes.” Their confusion 

inverts the image of Godly self-regard; it also allows an outsider to take possession of 

this which Adam and Eve are only guardians. Hutchinson likes this as entrance into a 

wordly money economy—a bad deal: “O wretched man! who at so dear a rate / 

Purchased the knowledge of his own frail state” (4.275-6). “Possession” and “purchase” 

are new terms to the poem. They suggest individual, absolute forms of property. Eden as 

an impossibly precarious state is no new thought, but Hutchinson’s language here 

suggests participating in a usufructuary economy means exercising perfect virtue. 
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Otherwise, sin sells one’s rights, converting that mutually used thing to Satan’s absolute 

possession. 

The Deluge repeats and elaborates Hutchinson’s motif of sin replacing ordered, 

good spiritual waters with vile, material liquidity through crimes against property. It is 

easy to lose the giant’s actual sins which cause the Deluge amongst Hutchinson’s 

invective, but if we look carefully, Hutchinson frames them as crimes against property or 

muddying of property relations explicitly and metaphorically. Adultery: “[They] broke 

the fence of matrimonial law” (7.45). This consequence of adultery, which is symbolized 

as fence-breaking, and rape is the destruction of a property relation as children are born 

“to uncertain fathers” (7.50). Hutchinson “violent empire” of giants is also one in which 

through destruction of property and property relations, the giants enjoy to excess the 

commons God supplies without acknowledging that fact (7.143-158). 

This helps Hutchinson justify the death of the giants as a form of necessary 

cleansing. Before the Deluge, Hutchinson describes the sinful population of giants as 

viral tubes. As such, they cannot do good: “Pure waters which through stinking channels 

run / Become corrupt in their declining stream: / Such all good actions are, performed by 

them” (7.182-4). This is followed by an image in which oceanic matter floods and 

extinguishes the light of consciousness: “The salt floods quench the day’s radiant fire” 

(7.202). Individual, immaterial floods proceed the material, global one. The implication is 

clear: if the vast majority of individuals are an irredeemable, morass of leaky, virulent 

bodies in a world where what is good is utterly permeable, God must destroy them all to 

save his goodness. 
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Noah’s curse: divided, recoverable bodies 

Compared to other hexamerals, Hutchinson’s stands out for its preoccupation with 

the destruction of the world via flood, God’s final planetary labor. Where Milton’s Flood, 

from the introduction of Noah to the curse of Ham, is over and done in three hundred 

lines, Hutchinson devotes to the Deluge about 1,300 lines in three cantos and about 450 

more to God’s covenant with Noah and Noah’s curse of Ham. In Paradise Lost, the 

Deluge is an important event in chapters read as unimportant. In Order and Disorder, the 

Deluge occupies a central position. It is where the poem shifts from being a “meditation” 

(summary and gloss) to a text that makes audacious alterations to biblical narrative.147 

Thematically, the Flood dramatizes transformations in ontologies, political relations, and 

property relations. By dwelling on the costs of revolutionary global and bodily floods and 

enacting a shift from an ontology of porous, fluid bodies in pure polities to hermetic 

bodies in mixed polities, Hutchinson’s Flood communicates the message that to live with 

sin and sinners means creating social and material divisions. This transformation of 

bodies from fluid to solid makes necessary a shift from usufructory to absolute, 

hierarchical property and property relations. 

Hutchinson signals the crisis that necessitates an ontological transformation 

through images of painful mixture in the Flood. One of Hutchinson’s final images of the 

Flood itself juxtaposes the possessions of the high and low to symbolize the violent 

hierarchical relations that cause the Flood: 

The gallants’ scarves and feathers, soldiers’ tents, 

147 For this definition of meditation, see Norbrook, “Order and Disorder: The Poem and 

its Contexts,” Order and Disorder, xxv. 
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The poor man’s rags and princes’ ornaments, 
The silken curtains and the women’s veils, 
Themselves too borne up with light robes like sails, 
Bandied in sport awhile, at last did all 
Equally lost into the hazard fall. 
Thus did the flood its victory complete. 
No living soul was left, no fixed seat, 
No relics did of the late world remain. (7.491-499) 

Water swallows the world, turning it a mélange of crude matter. This is a dialectical 

image: satisfying because it levels signifiers of class—scarves, silks, and ornaments mix 

with rags; it is disconcerting because it is an image of disorder in which the entire world 

is liquidated. 

Hutchinson carefully works toward this moment where the morass eclipses the 

divine fountain. The Flood extends earlier motifs of moral transgression causing pollution 

and stagnation. The sea itself becomes “black” with carcasses. While the sea “swallows” 

and “devours,” the life it swallows is “choked”: “choked carcasses,” “choked birds in 

their cloudy nests” (7.480-516). The choked bodies become, like the stagnant soul, a bad 

mixture and blocked circulation. They provide an image where the liquid sink of the 

world eclipses the divine circuit of spiritual flows. Hutchinson’s initial fluvial metaphors 

for Calvinist personhood anticipates subsequent biblical history. Pollution of the spirit’s 

waters causes material social and environmental destruction by water. 

Order and Disorder follows Genesis in preserving a select few from the Flood. 

However, within Hutchinson’s porous ontology this is only a small consolation. In the 

subsequent new world of porous bodies, contagious human error, and active providence, 

the periodical global destruction of social bodies and common ground would be 

inevitable. Accordingly, the aftermath of the Flood is where Hutchinson must retreat 
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from an ontology of pure flows and polluted sinks. She does so by lingering upon the 

destruction caused by the Flood and rewriting Noah as a fallible but necessary sovereign. 

Hutchinson invites readers to sympathize with those God kills with the Flood by 

dramatizing the final moment of their lives. She represents individual repenting, groups 

starving in boats, lasting days in high places only to eventually drown. Her Deluge 

tableaux includes images of collateral death, blameless birds and animals drowning in 

their nests and burrows. These repeated images of the destruction of sympathetic figures 

subtly throw into question the justice of a universal flood and its effectiveness as a 

pedagogical tool. 

The following cantos then begin to dramatize the decisions of Noah, the survivor 

of this disaster. This picks up a tradition carried forward by hexameral writers like 

Dubartas, whose Noah grieves when he finds roofs in the new world’s mud. After 

lingering over what “cleansing” the social body means, Hutchinson changes her symbolic 

grammar and the ontology it expresses. This begins immediately after the Flood in her 

unorthodox treatment of Noah’s drunkenness. In Genesis, one of Noah’s first acts in the 

new world is planting a vineyard and fermenting wine. Ham commits the new world’s 

first sin when he discovers his father drunk and naked. Instead of covering his father, as 

filial duty would demand, Ham tells his brothers. 

Hutchinson renders this occasion with new variations on her trope of the sinner 

plunged into a liquid morass. Wine surrounds the drinker in “Black misty vapours” that 

“drown [the drinker’s] sense” and “quench” their “understanding,” much like the salt 

floods quench the reason of the pre-Deluge polity. 
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On one hand, in Noah’s immediate literal and spiritual self-drowning, Hutchinson 

uses these familiar images to emphasize the persistence of human fallibility despite the 

punishment of the Flood. Yet something curious happens at this point in the epic. This 

contact with sin is temporary: it does not totally pollute Noah’s body. Rather, it clouds 

his senses and Noah preserves his body and soul through active choice. The divisibility of 

Noah’s body anticipates the divisibility of the polity. In cursing Ham for not covering his 

shame, Noah saves his body and the body of his little polity from sin: 

Who sentences his sons his own sins doom 
And his own executioner becomes, 
Cutting those rotten limbs off that were fed 
With corrupt influence from the unsound head. (9.236-9) 

The sovereign who judges and punishes divides himself from the social body. 

Within this mix of metaphors and bodies is a crucial transformation in the body of 

the sinner. No longer is it a stream or conduit for the liquid that can totally pollute or be 

totally polluted; rather, it is a social body of solid, divisible parts. It can destroy these 

parts to save the whole. We can contrast Noah and the Noahic polity with that of the 

giants. Noah’s polity, though it sins, can be saved. The giants’ polity, though some repent 

at the onset of the Flood, cannot. Here Hutchinson explores a more nuanced vision of 

moral economies that coincides with her narrative’s entrance into politics. In theological 

terms, Hutchinson’s new toleration of imperfect sovereignty signals a shift from 

unconditional election to conditional election, radical corruption to expugnable sin. It 

also results in a shift from usufruct to absolute, hierarchical property relations. In 

ecocritical terms, she turns from a binary paradigm of pure/polluted to that of toxicity— 

mixture that only becomes negative at a certain level. 
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From this point onward, the motif of sinner’s bodies as polluted waters disappears 

from Order and Disorder as does the conceit it represents—radical corruption. Sin may 

create difficult ecologies as in the later cases of Sodom and Gomorrah, which sink into 

putrid lakes, or the Philistine’s well destruction. Protagonists might irrigate, as in 

Rebecca pouring water for Isaac or Isaac sinking wells. However, no longer do the bodies 

of people become totally pure or polluted. Even Lot’s incestuous daughters are spared the 

simile of the polluted sink.148 

This shift allows Hutchinson to dramatize the choices of her Biblical heroines. 

Sarah “drunk down love’s infection with delight,” yet chooses not to sin (11.62). Like 

Milton’s protagonists, Hutchinson’s heroines might consider sin without sinning. This 

allows Hutchinson to celebrate the choices and compromises of her biblical heroines in 

difficult circumstances while withdrawing their sometimes subversive acts from a 

morally binary framework. 

Noah’s curse: life as property and the end of usufruct 

However, Hutchinson’s shift from an ontology of interconnected fluvial bodies to 

one of solid bodies also underpins the emergence of social hierarchy defined by the 

transformation of people into property. She dramatizes this transformation through the 

decisions of Noah. Noah is both a sinner that saves himself through judgment and a 

148 Penelope Anderson notes Hutchinson’s muted response to Lot’s daughters in “Lucy 

Hutchinson’s Sodom and the backward glance of feminist queer temporality,” The 

Seventeenth Century 30, no. 2 (2015): 249-264. 
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biblical patriarch who models sovereign-subject relations. In explaining Noah’s curse, 

Hutchinson joins a line of thinking by supporters of the Commonwealth that overlapped 

with Hobbes. They both justified authoritarian rule by arguing that sovereigns are 

necessary to maintain the space of politics against disorder. A ruler that keeps the peace 

justifies itself, even if this ruler is unjust.149 

To understand the Noahic curse and its impact on sovereignty and property 

relations, it must be put within the larger context of the Flood and God’s consequent 

covenant with Noah. In Genesis, God’s covenant with Noah is spoken by God to Noah 

and his sons. Where God grants Adam “Dominion” over all mobile life, God grants Noah 

power over non-vegetal life. God “gives” plants to Adam explicitly as matter for 

consumption: “See, I have given you every plant yielding seed that is upon the face of all 

the earth, and every tree with seed in its fruit; you shall have them for food.”150 God’s 

grant to Noah defines humans’ power over non-vegetal life as an absolute property 

relation; rather than use animals for milk or wool, humans may now kill and eat them 

except for their blood: “Every moving thing that lives shall be food for you; and just as I 

gave you the green plants, I give you everything.”151 This covenant has another major 

149 For the spectrum of defenses of the Commonwealth see Quentin Skinner, “Conquest 

and Consent: Hobbes and the Engagement Controversy,” Visions of Politics Vol III: 

Hobbes and Civil Science (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 287-307. 

150 “Genesis,” The New Oxford Annotated Bible, ed. Michael D. Coogan (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2001), 1.28-9. 

151 Ibid., 9.3. 
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feature: God transfers to humans lethal retributive power, charging humans to kill killers. 

Together human sovereignty over life expands: it may possess animals absolutely 

through consumption and dispossess people of their own lives. 

Through the Flood, God gives the world to the righteous by purging sin through 

mass death and intensifying the righteous’ claims to absolute property. Hutchinson’s 

narrative is faithful to Genesis’ with the crucial exceptions that it both amplifies 

sovereigns’ power over human life by transforming it into property and undermines the 

rationality of these property relations. 

Hutchinson’s Flood and Covenant destabilize Edenic usufruct in multiple ways. 

God himself violates the terms of the deal by reasserting absolute possession through 

destruction. God’s killing of animals and animal-like giants coincides with his transfer of 

possession and killing power to Noah. This power over criminals was widely understood 

by seventeenth- and eighteenth-century English to coincide with property. Property held 

absolutely granted one the right to destroy a thing (which may include killing) for any 

reason; property held in usufruct only granted one the right to destroy property to 

ultimately preserve it, such as culling the sick members of a herd. Absolute property is 

understood as wholly owned by the possessor; property in usufruct is held, in trust, for 

another (God, successors) and so cannot be rightly destroyed. Locke evokes these 

categories (even if he does not name them as such) in his reading of the Noahic contract. 
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Locke’s God withdraws his claim to animals as property in order to change humans’ 

relationship with animals from usufructory to absolute.152 

Hutchinson immediately drives the tensions between God’s charge of sovereignty 

and the imperfection of human agents to its breaking point through Noah’s Curse of 

Ham.153 If God’s covenant extends the property claims of humans to animals and gives 

humans the right to execute each other in retribution, Noah’s curse of his son Ham is how 

he lays claim, for the first time in Genesis, to human life itself as possible property in the 

form of the master-servant relation. Noah’s curse introduces fixed property hierarchies 

within society: the master receives either the person and/or the labor of another. 

Restoration and early eighteenth-century exegetes spent a great deal of energy on 

the Noahic Curse, the first major property event following God’s grant to Noah. 

Medieval and Renaissance interpretations could diverge wildly. While some argued 

descendants of Ham were serfs, those producing royal genealogies often cited Ham as a 

kingly ancestor. During the early modern era of Locke and Lucy Hutchinson, a 

transformation of interpretation took place.154 It was a common place of Mosaic histories 

of this time claim that Japhet was the father of European civilization and Ham was the 

152 Prominent conceptualizations and translations from latin into English of usufruct had 

to do with herds of cattle. See Drew, 197. 

153 Discussions of Noah’s curse of Ham often refer to it as the “Hamitic Curse.” Yet I will 

use the term “Noahic Curse” to emphasize the implications of Noah as the issuer of this 

curse and what this means for conceptions of sovereignty and property. 

154 Whitford, 10. 
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father of African civilization.155 Some go so far as to argue that not only does Noah curse 

Ham’s progeny to servitude but that in doing so he “enlarges” Japhet’s “great 

possessions.” A great many of the sources cited suggest that the curse of Ham extends to 

all of his posterity.156 Many designate them as cursed to become “servants” but others 

“slaves.” The extended treatment of this subject in the eras Mosaic histories affirms its 

prominence in seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century thought and the high stakes 

surrounding interpretations of the property relations established just after the Flood.157 If 

the Noahic covenant stages the production and definition of property relations, this 

episode dramatizes the sovereign patriarch’s power to both exclude people from the class 

of owners and to transform them into property. God’s Flood and Covenant do not solve 

the problem of transgression, rather they make it one which Christian polities must take 

up. Analysis of Hutchinson’s treatment of the Flood, Covenant, and Curse provides 

insight into her attitudes in regard to genealogy, class, and human property. 

Hutchinson steps in to comment on the inadequacy of this transfer of power in a 

long digression on the prevalence of violent desires in the masses of the post-Deluge 

world: “the wild thirst of blood, / Not quenched with all the wastes of the flood, / In 

155 An universal history, 349. 

156 Andrewes, 346. 

157 No passage better exemplifies the anxiousness surrounding this biblical episode as one 

account where Ham deviously castrates his father for reasons of property: “[Ham] feared 

his share in the division of the world would be too small.” Castration prevents Noah from 

producing further sons who would diminish Ham’s inheritance. An universal history, 355. 
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man’s polluted nature lay concealed.” This leads man to collective violence (8.317-323). 

Rather than see a solution to violence in the Noahic Covenant, Hutchinson’s 

understanding of human nature leads her to forecast that the covenant will lead to a 

proliferation of violence. 

If the mass death of the Flood and transfer of sovereignty cannot stop the problem 

of violence, Hutchinson compounds this problem by emphasizing the fallibility of 

sovereigns. Hutchinson innovates on the text by blaming Noah for his drunkenness. 

Whereas historically sensitive commentators note that Noah’s drunkenness is an occasion 

for Ham to forget his duty in caring for his enfeebled father, Hutchinson uses it as an 

occasion to blast the intemperance of rulers: 

...Princes, who thereby 
Make themselves cheap, profane their majesty, 
Expose their shame unto their subjects’ eyes, 
Who, seeing their importance, their rule despise. 
Noah, the new world’s monarch here lies drunk. 
His awful dread is with his temperance sunk; 
And Ham, finding him naked on the earth, 
Dares make him thus the subject of his mirth. (9.59-60) 

Describing Noah as the “New World’s Monarch,” Hutchinson claims that human political 

rule begins and continues in misrule. This passage would have served as a none too subtle 

critique of Charles II’s licentious court. Other passages echo this sentiment, presenting 

Noah’s sin as that of a sovereign failing to perform his social role: “The understanding 

and the memory fails. / Forgotten are friendship’s and nature’s ties”; “Princes forget their 

ranks and great affairs, / Cast off their kingdoms’ necessary cares” (9.54-6, 9.59-60). If 

Noah’s covenant with God is a claim of sovereign possession, it affirms this absolute 

possession often accompanies its “abuse.” Here, as David Norbrook argues, Hutchinson’s 
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republican impulse carries through her writing.158 Shannon Miller finds that this episode 

serves as one of Hutchinson’s many illustrations of the “dangers of an entirely male-

determined line of authority.”159 What is of more interest here is not only that his abuse 

occurs but in how Hutchinson illuminates the contradictions in how sovereignty 

maintains itself despite its fallibility. This is where Norbrook and Miller’s readings of 

Hutchinson find their limit. More than another example of Hutchinson’s feminist 

republicanism, this episode also reveals the authoritarian and elitist content of that 

republicanism. 

What follows is some of Hutchinson’s most sophisticated thinking on 

sovereignty. Again, she makes a major intervention in identifying the first sin (“One frail 

sin”) of the new world as a mutual sin of sovereign and subject: 

A prince and father yielding to his sense 
Divests himself of awe and reverence, 
Gives the more pious children cause to mourn 
And yields occasion to the rebels’ scorn. (9.218-20) 

This world seems to reflect Hutchinson’s pre-Flood conception of sin as contagious, with 

sovereigns as a prime vector of this contagion. Yet, Hutchinson only goes so far. In 

Genesis, it is Ham who does wrong and Ham who is punished. Hutchinson must now 

provide a new rational for why this is so despite Noah’s fault: 

Yet when a father is a judge, he must 
Impartially discharge his sacred trust. 
When guilty grace favours one criminal, 
Injustice draws down vengeance upon all. 

158 See Norbrook, “Order and Disorder: The Poem and its Contexts,” Order and 

Disorder, xl-xli. 

159 Miller, 372. 
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Those who the reins of government remit 
Because they’ve sinned must not persist in it, 
Lest, finding a slack curb, the headstrong beast 
In its loose fury run down all the rest. (9.244-249) 

Though imperfect, Noah must judge Ham to preserve the polity from violence. 

Hutchinson illustrates the contradictory nature of sovereignty: Noah is an irrational judge 

who reason dictates must judge reasonably. To square her novel portrait of Noah as a 

sinner with Genesis' and common exegesis of Noah as a good patriarch, Noah must 

legitimate his sovereignty through judgment. This is not to say Noah judges impartially, 

but rather that the sovereign effectively claims rational impartiality through the act of 

judging and that this claim reigns in the violent social body. 

Hutchinson expresses the messiness of the sovereign-subject relation and their 

painful and imperfect differentiation from co-parties to sin to judge and judged in a 

welter of syntactical ambiguity and catachresis: “That scorn a father’s dreadful wrath 

provokes / Whose tender hand still smarts with its own strokes”; “Who sentences his sons 

his own sins doom / And his own executioner becomes, / Cutting those rotten limbs off 

that were fed / With corrupt influence from the unsound head” (9.222-3, 236-9). In this 

latter example, the metaphor of the body fluctuates between the individual and the social, 

between violently interconnected and porous (“fed / With corrupt influence from the 

unsound head”) and violently divisible (“his own executioner becomes, / Cutting those 

rotten limbs off”). If we remember our understanding of this moment as also representing 

an ontological sea-change in the text, we can see here that the body of the sovereign can 

withstand contact with sin only long enough to divide that sin from the self by projecting 

one’s sin onto the very subjects that recognize it as such. 
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Those subjects are then further divided from the sovereign through hierarchical 

property relations. In Hutchinson’s version, Noah’s curse falls on Ham’s descendants: 

“slavery [is] on his successors tied” (9.271). The wording here is crucial, as Hutchinson 

moves from “servant” as spoken by Noah in Genesis and repeated in her dramatization of 

the scene to “slave” in her exegesis of the meaning of this moment. Ham’s descendants 

are “a hapless race” that Hutchinson explicitly removes from the Noahic property 

contract: “His children, equal to his brothers born, / Excluded from the special blessings 

were” (9.280, 277-8). Noah punishes Ham by revoking his children’s equality, cancelling 

their claim to the post-Deluge world, and transforming them into property. Here 

Hutchinson dramatizes the full extent of the Noahic property contract: not only can the 

sovereign receive property and retributive violence over human life but can also, in the 

name of justice that is just because it preserves the goodness of the sovereign, revoke 

property and transform human life to property. 

To ensure the maintenance of these hierarchical relations, Noah’s curse writes 

Ham's body, another act of symbolic bodily division: “So heinous, so degenerate a crime 

/ Deserved a brand to all succeeding time” (9.282-3). While some biblical exegetes limit 

Noah’s curse to Canaan himself, Hutchinson intervenes to argue for its permanence and 

futurity through this continually signifying “brand.” Unlike before the Flood where sin 

had an ontological effect on the sinner’s body, sin’s cause and punishments are now 

about social signification of difference between bodies. 

Indeed, though this initial division proceeds from the sovereign’s judgment, this 

process begins in Ham’s brothers’ judgment. Their accusation is that Ham “Dares make 

[Noah] thus the subject of his mirth / Fears not to publish his indecent shame” (9.190-1). 
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In this judgment, they position themselves as “pious” and obedient and Ham as “lewd” 

and insubordinate. They initiate their father’s efforts to project error onto the son. The 

brothers’ affirmation of Noah’s judgment—an irrational judgment—becomes a contract 

between Noah, Shem and Japheth into ownership of labor and its benefits—moral 

superiority, material blessings, the possession of the children of Ham. Noah’s curse of 

Ham is Japheth and Sham’s claims to future property. 

The capacity of this brand to signify also depends on the stage mass death creates. 

Depopulating the world down to an ur-family creates a fiction where every reader can 

know what this brand means. It also enables the practice of tracing genealogical roots of 

rules, classes, and nations back to the Noahic family, allowing the brand to continue to 

signify in Hutchinson’s reader’s present. Hutchinson participates in this genealogical 

project. Her Japhet is the father of “The spreading European colonies” (10.6). She 

follows “accursèd Ham” to “the scorched sands of Libya” (10.101-2). Hutchinson works 

to ensure that the sign of Noah’s curse still signifies by mapping people coming into 

possession of particular, depopulated geographies.160 To be clear, Hutchinson’s brand 

does not racialize her subject in the modern sense—by phenotype—but, rather, by 

160 Where Hutchinson’s brand is something of a floating signifier, other Restoration 

authors would use the episode of Noah’s curse to quite concretely racialize Ham in the 

modern sense. Edward Ecclestone’s Noah’s Flood (1679) dramatizes Ham’s racialization 

and links it to his contact with a poisoned post-Deluge nature. Ham enters the stage “with 

a Bough of Fruit bleeding in his hand” and remarks, “[the bough] make my ruddy Skin a 

sable take” (39). 
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geography and geneology. Hutchinson associates Noah’s curse more with class, 

providing a biblical justification for owning the labor of others. 

This episode is more than Hutchinson simply identifying Agamben’s paradox of 

sovereignty.161 What forces the confrontation of this paradox is a representation of the 

first sovereign of the second biblical world abandoning his position as sovereign almost 

immediately after receiving an expanded grant of sovereignty. Though the sovereign 

abandons his role he maintains his exceptional status by administering the law, policing 

the limits of representation and creating hierarchical property and social relations. 

Using the stage of the Flood, her elaborations on Genesis, and turn from fluvial to 

solid, divisible bodies, Hutchinson globalizes a sovereign/master and subject/servant 

relation while also dramatizing how this relation is built on an irrational foundation. 

Understanding the sovereign as at fault, cannot change this relation because Hutchinson 

provides no post-Deluge paradigm outside of it, no dramatization of “equality” gained or 

sustained between subjects. 

Hutchinson is careful to not explicitly identify these turns in Genesis as unjust, 

yet, ultimately, it seems that her dwelling upon Noah's abandonment of his role as 

sovereign and strained attempt to justify his judgment and punishment of Ham subtly 

throws doubt on the claims of kings and queens to power while still affirming the 

161 “The paradox of sovereignty consists in the fact that the sovereign is, at the same time, 

outside and inside the juridical order.” Giorgio Agamben, “The Paradox of Sovereignty,” 

Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 

1998). 
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necessity of such claims. Even while Milton, Hutchinson's nearest model, left out many 

biblical events that did not square with his beliefs, Hutchinson faithfully accepts the 

Noahic curse as part of bible history while working to underscore the irrationality at the 

heart of authoritarian interpretations of Genesis 9. Individuals can recover from 

transgression. Polities can survive the outbreak of error—but only by doing away with 

permeable bodies and property held as usufruct. What replaces them are systems in which 

sovereigns can transgress so long as they detach transgression from themselves by 

projecting it onto others, institute hierarchies in property relations, and produce symbols 

that maintain these hierarchies. 

Conclusions: property after the Flood 

The mass deaths of the Flood paralleled the waste the Restoration made of the 

lives and resources of those who struggled for the Commonwealth. For Restoration 

writers, making sense of mass, human death was a way to make sense of this waste: it 

rewired the ontology of matter and relation between human sin and nature so that the 

individual could spiritually subsist in a sinful polis and so the polis can survive contact 

with sin. This drive to reconcile the reader to mass death can be troubling to a modern 

reader. Milton frames his micro- and macrocosmic floods as, yes, lamentable, but also 

spiritually necessary. Adam weeps over the deaths of his countless sons; Michael 

gladdens him by explaining the necessity of these deaths within God’s providence. 

Though Eden is lost, its regenerative spiritual potential is now everywhere. However, this 

spiritual-environmental relationship is personal, splitting spiritual work from social work. 
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Though Milton’s world is irriguous before and after the Flood, after the Flood the 

ameliorating action of humans’ tears matters most. 

Hutchinson’s Flood teaches the reader that the cost of ideological and social 

purity is repeated catastrophe. Where Milton’s Adam reads the Flood as an important 

lesson that will set him on the path of self-improvement, Hutchinson emphasizes how 

subsequent polities repeatedly fail to heed its lessons. If the Flood (and the punitive 

materialization of sin) cannot teach societies not to sin, sovereigns must affix general 

social errors to particular bodies. 

In this new, self-disciplining world, God will not kill the world and Hutchinson 

will not present the spiritual being as instantly and irrevocably polluted by contact with 

sin. Motifs of flow and interconnection, fountains and streams, give way to less 

permeable bodies and characters making decisions which are more ambiguous (and some 

of which redeem those characters). There’s a tradeoff in this state of affairs—abiding 

spiritual error is to accept political and property hierarchy. Punishment transforms from 

inundation to separation. Hutchinson’s greatest innovation is in suggesting that this 

hierarchy is the result of the sovereign’s projection. She represents this to the reader with 

the image of the sovereign’s judgment painfully dividing the social body from itself, 

transforming this body from a thing of flows to a thing of discreet parts. 

In this image, Hutchinson’s republicanism finds its limit at property: she could 

not give it up and was willing to insert into the matrix of Biblical myth justifications for 

class hierarchies even while critiquing sovereignty. Here ex-revolutionary ruling classes 

meet Royalists. They could dissolve their differences by securing each other’s property 

through marriages such as Maria Thwaites’ to George Villiers, second Duke of 
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Buckingham. In this marriage William Fairfax, commander of Parliament’s army, used 

his daughter to secure an alliance with a prominent Royalist opponent, each landholding 

family using the other to shore up political and material fortunes.162 We might also look 

to the Hutchinson’s relationship with Lucy’s brother Sir Allen Apsley. The Hutchinson’s 

shielded Apsley from the worst of the confiscations of Royalists’ estates; in turn, Apsley 

helped Hutchinson avoid execution and soften the conditions of Hutchinson’s 

imprisonment.163 Hutchinson’s Deluge and the retreat of her symbolic grammar of utopic 

flows dramatizes the movement from the egalitarian aspirations of the Commonwealth to 

pragmatic compromise between elites in the face of the Restoration. 

162 See Brian Patton, “Preserving property: history, genealogy, and inheritance in ‘Upon 

Appleton House,” Renaissance Quarterly 49, no. 4 (1996): 824+. 

163 Paul Seaward, “Apsley, Sir Allen (1616–1683),” Oxford Dictionary of National 

Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
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Chapter 3: 

Dry Edens, Deep Ruins: Planetary Ontology and the Body of the Nation 

For Restoration English writers, ruins in liquid spaces stimulated uneasy 

narratives about the world’s body. Describing the bottom of the ocean in his popular and 

controversial 1684 English edition of Sacred Theory of the Earth, Thomas Burnet (1635-

1715) claims “the Sea-Chanel is but a ruine, and in a ruine things tumble uncertainly and 

commonly lie in confusion.” Burnet’s post-diluvian globe is defined by ruin. He places 

particular emphasis on the ocean as a site of ruins; it is “much more rugged, broken, and 

irregular than the face of the land” (131).164 

At first glance, Burnet describes this sunk world as passive. However, closer 

reading reveals that this is actively destructive: “When I present this great Gulf to my 

imagination, emptied of all its waters, naked and gaping at the Sun, stretching its jaws 

from one end of the Earth to another, it appears to me the most ghastly thing in Nature” 

(128). This and similar passages transform the sea-floor into a grotesque terrain quaking 

with hostile force. For the English, the sea-floor was an object of fascination and 

repulsion. Authors stretched their imaginations to their limits in describing it, forcing 

them to consider the limits of human agency and English empire against and within the 

cataclysmic force of hydrological and geological earth-systems. Meditation by 

Restoration authors on waste and ruin at the bottom of the sea became thought about the 

nature and limits of English property. The remarkable feature of these Restoration texts is 

that despite the many practical obstacles to exerting agency in deep-sea spaces, they 

164 Thomas Burnet, The Sacred Theory of the Earth (London: Walter Kettilby, 1684). 
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responded to these limits with narratives of global, liquid mastery. This active strain of 

Restoration thinking sought to explain nature and English intervention into it as part of a 

larger narrative of global recovery from liquid ruin via state projects.165 Where 

Hutchinson and Milton’s Deluge’s stage moments of sorrow where the globe is 

swallowed by ocean, other Restoration authors envisioned recovering English empire 

from the ocean. Accordingly, Restoration geological, hydrographical, and cosmological 

texts such as Burnet’s were highly political and must be read as informing England’s 

sense of global administrative purpose. 

This chapter will identify two narrative forms that spring from confrontations 

with liquid ruin. First, Thomas Burnet’s geological plot in the Sacred Theory of the 

Earth. Second, Thomas Heyrick’s circulatory sublime in “The Submarine Voyage” 

(1691). It will demonstrate how each text responds to innovative contemporary scientific 

thought or invention, how this scientific innovation reveals planetary forces that threaten 

to dissolve English empire, then how, around the scene of ruin gazing, narrative forms 

emerge to attempt to fit English environmental hegemony over liquid spaces into a future 

defined by these forces. Simply put, via the Restoration, the English imagined they could 

transform the most remote liquid commons into forms of solid property. 

This chapter challenges scholarly narratives about the time of ruin gazing and the 

space of waste in English literature. Burnet and Heyrick’s texts force us to place the birth 

165 In “liquid ruin,” “liquid” retains the ambivalence of being a noun and verb that 

alternative formulations such as “wet ruin” do not. The ruins this chapter is concerned 

with were in liquid and located in highly mobile spaces such as the deep sea. 
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of English ruin-gazing before the eighteenth century and outside of the city or mountain. 

Authors from Marjorie Hope Nicolson to Julia Hell put forward a chronology and 

topography of ruins in the English imagination that place the mid-Eighteen century as 

when “the scenario of the ruin gazer” emerges in English literature.166 This eighteen-

century ruin-gazing tended to revolve around maintaining traces of antiquity in or 

imported from continental Europe. Restoration England’s ruins were immersed in 

dangerous liquid spaces of planetary wreckage. Restoration authors invested the scene of 

ruin gazing with its own unique narrative affects and forms. Against Romantic 

melancholy at seeing ruins inscribed with time gnawing away the traces of human 

endeavor, what Ann Laura Stoler calls the “pathos of ruins,” this period’s ruin-gazing 

produced both horror and optimism. The outcome of global ruin gazing was to see nature 

as fragmented and volatile, itself a ruin. This danger produced the necessity for projects 

of mastery to prevent further ruination. This optimism in regard to imperial projects of 

mastery over far-flung liquid space was sometimes cautious, sometimes delirious, 

forecasting the total recovery of the losses ruins represent. This optimism goes far beyond 

the tidy impulse of restoration that arrests the work of time that characterizes the ruin 

culture of the late eighteenth century and Regency poetry.167 It imagines it reverses time. 

166 Julia Hell, "Imperial Ruin Gazers, or Why Did Scipio Weep?" Ruins of Modernity, ed. 

Julia Hell and Andreas Schönle (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010), 172. 

167 See Ann Laura Stoler, "Imperial Debris: Reflections on Ruins and Ruination,” 

Cultural Anthropology 23, no.2 (2008), 197; William Keach, “The Ruins of Empire and 
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This chapter will begin with a fuller examination of how Burnet’s Sacred Theory 

of the Earth translates a Cartesian ontology based on fragmentation and porosity into a 

vision of earth as ruins sunk in liquid spaces. It well then demonstrate how Burnet 

employs what I will call “the geological plot” to harmonize Cartesian geophysics, 

Platonic aesthetic ideals, and biblical history. Burnet’s integration of these schemas 

provides a powerful justification for colonization as land improvement. This chapter will 

then turn to Thomas Heyrick’s deep-sea ruin gazing in his long ode, “The Submarine 

Voyage.” It will demonstrate how Heyrick imagines ruin in subaquatic spaces and its 

ambivalent meaning to the ontology of the nation and the physical limits of English life. 

The chapter will conclude by examining how Heyrick responds to his unsettled 

geological understanding of world and nation by performing an anxious, almost 

compulsive aquatic, global chorography in a poetics that I will call “the circulatory 

sublime.” This gesture reveals the dynamic relationship between property ruin, 

incomplete hydrographic knowledge, and painfully uncertain English identity. 

Draining toward Eden 

Thomas Burnet’s Sacred Theory of the Earth is the period’s great account of wet 

waste. It ushers into the Long Restoration consciousness an enormously influential 

account of a world composed of volatile ruins waiting to be painstakingly, through 

drainage, repaired and smoothed back to an Edenic state. While this reading of Burnet 

the Contradictions of Restoration: Barbauld, Byron, Hemans,” Romanticism and 

Disaster, ed. Jacques Khalip and David Collings, 2012. Online. 
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will primarily focus upon how Burnet describes his present and past planet, it will begin 

by turning to a remarkable hypothesis Burnet presents in regard to the planet’s future. 

After the Deluge, in which great bodies of water broke out of the shell of the 

earth, Burnet proposes the earth was in the process of total drainage in which the oceans 

and all large bodies of water would sink into the earth’s subterrain, returning it to a 

smooth, egg-like Edenic form. As evidence, Burnet notes both the recession of seas in the 

biblical narrative in Noah’s family’s descent into the Plains of Shiner and, through 

observations of receding shorelines, the general, universal recession of seas into the 

interiors of the earth. 

Burnet links this global drainage to the growth and health of the human 

population. Burnet asserts that for populations to grow, land had to dry: “And as they 

grew more numerous, the Earth proportionally grew more dry, and more parts of it fit for 

habitation” (70). Burnet sets the quantity of dry land as a limit on human habitation.168 

However, this process does not happen entirely on its own. After the Noahic Deluge, 

Burnet invites readers to imagine, 

There were innumerable such Lakes and Bogs and fastnesses for many years after 
the Deluge till the World begun to be pretty well stockt with people, and humane 
industry cleans’d and drain’d those unfruitful and uninhabitable places. And those 
Countries that have been later cultivated, or by a lazier people, retain still, in 
proportion to their situation and soil, a greater number of them. (70) 

Burnet’s audience would read those industrious cultures as Christian, European nations 

that undertook drainage projects such as the English and Dutch. Further, a familiar 

168 This is a fallacy if we consider the many form of human community that subsist via 

aquaculture. 
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metonymic link emerges between wet places and unclean, lazy peoples. In turn, the 

spread of the Christian elect depends on the elimination of these spaces, what Burnet 

terms the “restitution of the earth to an habitable form.” This is a teleology in which the 

earth will approach its original dry form through geophysical process and human 

industry. Burnet finds a space for human agency to repair the Earth toward an Edenic 

state. By implying that drainage of wet places on a global scale is a crucial marker of the 

progress of Christian civilization, Burnet provides a schema to English projectors who 

sought to enclose liquid commons, as equally useful to drainers in England as colonists in 

the Mid-Atlantic. 

This chapter’s treatment of Burnet would like to examine how Burnet’s narration 

of ruins is instrumental to how he hypothesizes the direction of planetary geophysical 

processes and the place of English agency in these processes. 

First, some context for Burnet’s Sacred Theory. Burnet’s popular and 

controversial work was first published in Latin in 1681 then English in 1684. Burnet was 

a prominent clergyman, butted heads with James II over his catholic appointments, and 

served as the private chaplain of King William III. He maintained a close correspondence 

with Isaac Newton and was a friend of Edmund Halley.169 

While justification of English enclosure of liquid space is one of the many 

outcomes of his theory, Burnet’s primary goal in Sacred Theory was reconciling the 

Mosaic history of the earth with natural philosophy, particularly Descartes’ search for a 

169 Scott Mandelbrote, “Burnet, Thomas (c.1635–1715),” Oxford Dictionary of National 

Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
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physics of natural causes. To square the Bible and science, Burnet devises a geophysics 

in which Noah’s Flood is the outcome of geophysical laws and crucial cause of the 

present topography of the world. Burnet’s geophysical laws produce an Edenic globe that 

is smooth, fecund, and beautiful and a post-Flood world that is rough, sapped of life, and 

ugly. Christian work may repair this globe. His account is decidedly thin on empirical 

geological data; rather, it uneasily blends elements of Aristotle, Bible history, and 

Descartes such that the earth is both subject to providence and behaves via mechanistic 

physical principles. The earth moves through geological epochs but also slowly moves, 

aided by Christian work, back to its Edenic form. 

William Poole provides us with a comprehensive outline of The Sacred Theory’s 

reception: Burnet’s peers received his work with interest then intense skepticism. The 

Restoration intellectuals who refuted or revised his account are a who’s who of the 

intellectual elite: Edmund Halley, Robert Hooke, John Locke, and Isaac Newton. Debates 

over the geophysical mechanisms of the world’s creation and the Flood raged for two 

decades following this publication. It was an early and most significant entry in a genre 

of over fifty works called the Mundi Origines Mosaicae. Later scholarship would paint 

Burnet’s treatise as a signal failure, detrimental to geological study in its fixation on 

catastrophic flooding as the earth’s primary shaper.170 

170 William Poole, "Sir Robert Southwell's Dialogue on Thomas Burnet's 'Theory of the 

Earth': 'C & S Discourse of M-r Burnetts Theory of the Earth' (1684): Contexts and an 

Edition," Seventeenth Century 23, no. 1 (2008): 75. 
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Though his conclusions were wrong, Burnet’s treatise did inaugurate modern 

geology. It did so by powerfully concretizing notions of deep time and a planetary 

environment. This put in motion decades of debate, refinement, and rejection of Burnet’s 

ideas in which his geological diluvianism was replaced by a more general catastrophism 

then Hutton’s uniformitarianism.171 Methodologically, Burnet’s top-down totalizing 

deductive approach would gradually give way to Cuvier’s empiricism, which led Cuvier 

to reject the theory-of-the-earth genre altogether.172 

This section will support the chapter’s argument by identifying the crucial role of 

the sea-floor as a ruin in Burnet’s Theory of the Earth and how these ruins set in motion a 

narrative of planetary recovery. Ruin-gazing plays a central role in Burnett’s geological 

diluvianism. Burnet stages the planet through acts of impossible anatomization; his 

descriptions of these anatomized landscapes make necessary the theorization of 

alternative topos through their sheer ugliness and cataclysmic power. These maneuvers 

are part of what this chapter will call “the geological plot” which stages the rejection of 

the actual planet then uses Cartesian geophysical deduction to propose an ideal past and 

future. This narrative allows the English to participate in the geological history of the 

planet. 

A cosmos of wet fragments 

171 Michael Kempe, “Noah’s Flood: The Genesis Story and Natural Disasters in Early 

Modern Times,” Environment and History 9, no. 2 (2003): 151-171. 

172 Rudwick, Worlds Before Adam, 12. 
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Burnet’s audacious move is to stage the planet as a ruin, and his narrative method 

is self-reflexively predicated on ruin. It insists that the planet is a ruin then rationalizes 

the catastrophe necessary to prove that the planet, particular the ocean, should be seen as 

a space of ruin. 

To stage the planet as a ruin Burnet adopts and revises Descartes’ intensely spatial 

geophysical principles. Descartes’ and, in turn, Burnet’s spatial account of nature is 

remarkably porous and mobile. In Books III and IV of Descartes’ Principles of 

Philosophy, which describe the gradual fragmentation of porous matter in liquid space, 

Descartes’ language emphasizes the universe’s porosity, fluidity, and fragmented nature. 

Descartes transforms Ptolemy’s crystalline spheres of the heavens into “fluid” (liquids). 

The earth is not fixed, nor does it move, but is “carried along by {the current of} that 

heaven.”173 Throwing Aristotelian elements overboard, Descartes’ proto-earth is a soup 

of elements and particles of various shapes and sizes intersecting each other. This 

planetary evolution is characterized most dramatically by the collapse of an exterior layer 

of earth into an interior layer of water, creating earth’s variegated surface and implying 

vast quantities of water remain in its subterrain. The interaction of these various layers 

and the movement of these particles through each other result in springs, volcanoes, and 

173 The particulars of Descartes’ geophysics in Books 3 and 4 of his Principles of 

Philosophy are often left out when excerpting his works on the premise that his 

methodology is more pertinent than his (incorrect) conclusions. Rene Descartes, 

Principles of Philosophy (1644), trans. Valentine Miller et al. (London: D. Reidel 

Publishing Company, 1983), 85, 93-94, 102-103. 
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earthquakes. Descartes’ diction is suggestive: the outer layer of the earth is “broken” 

(rompu) into “fragments” (pièces) (4.202). The earths of Descartes and his English 

interlocutors such as Burnet are porous, broken, and marked by circulations of diverse 

matter from subterrain to atmosphere, some beneficial and some destructive. Descartes’ 

world tends toward increasing complexity as the bifurcation and interaction of elements 

and particles, “shavings” and “scrapings,” accrete into distinct geological layers that 

continue to interact with each other. In Descartes’ hands, matter itself became far more 

dynamic on macro and micro scales—both dwarfing and entangling the human figure. 

Burnet adopts Descartes’ ontology of porous fragments in narrating a world 

ruined by the Deluge into miniature scenes that unsettle his readers’ present. In his 

dedication to Charles II, before any mention of the Deluge, Burnet pronounces, “We have 

still the broken Materials of that first World, and walk upon its Ruines.”174 The present 

tense of “we...walk” places the reader on this wobbly planetary stage. Later Burnet 

concludes: “They [the earth and moon] are both in my judgment the image or picture of a 

great Ruine, and have the true aspect of a World lying in its rubbish” (110). Burnet’s 

language serves to shock. In “broken Materials,” “greate Ruine,” and “rubbish” he 

describes the condition of the planet in a way that exceeds the persistent early modern 

trope of the “decay of nature” or Milton’s fallen nature as earth’s body groaning with the 

wound of Adam and Eve’s fall.175 Burnet’s earth is a shattered post-consumer thing that 

174 Burnet, “Preface.” N.p. 

175 The famous lines: “Earth trembled from her entrails, as again / In pangs, and nature 

gave a second groan.” Milton, Paradise Lost, 9.1000-1. 
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surrounds the subject, not a failing organic body. Burnet returns to several variations on 

this figure. In one, the earth is failed human infrastructure and islands are “the Arch of a 

Bridge [that] is broken, and falls into the water” (111). Burnet claims his reader’s 

attention by globalizing ruin and narrating its production as a hydrological process. 

While he defines his entire post-diluvian globe through ruin, Burnet stages the 

ocean as the most intensive site of ruin. The ocean is “much more rugged, broken, and 

irregular than the face of the land”; “the Sea-Chanel is but a ruine, and in a ruine things 

tumble uncertainly and commonly lie in confusion” (131). On one hand, total 

fragmentation equalizes places. On the other, Burnet’s Cartesian cosmology makes water 

a sign of particularly intense ruin and loss. This ruin is liquid, fluttering between mobility 

(“tumble”) and rest (“lie”). Though in Burnet’s metaphorical language, it seems as if the 

world has killed itself, paralleling the Fall of Adam and Eve, it still retains a sort of 

unsettling, latent, self-moving agency. 

Burnet works to convince the reader that this space of ruin is closer than they 

realize, describing subterranean rivers that run through England, across national 

boundaries, and which terminate in the “hollow” earth. Burnet posits that if we were to 

fully imagine the extent of these spaces “we should be affrighted to see so often Waters 

or Caverns under us” (116). Burnet makes sure to place this porous environment in a 

spatial relation to the body of his English reader. Given that Burnet makes the past earth’s 

hollowness responsible for the biblical Deluge, its present place under the reader presents 

the reader with possible future catastrophe. If in Romantic ruin-gazing, the destroyer is 

the nebulous force of time, for Burnet, ruin-gazing signifies a more precise danger: that 

of liquid spaces and geophysical principles that produce these ruins. 
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While attention grabbing, Burnet’s imminently dangerous nature also challenged 

Enlightenment sensibilities. As the narrative goes, the Enlightenment turn is one in which 

Nature becomes “an inert object to be possessed, protected, or otherwise acted upon.”176 

In being inert, nature loses its teleological quality and depends upon man to give it 

coherence.177 These Enlightenment accounts lend themselves to pictures of thinkers 

achieving an objective distance from nature, coolly considering the projects they might 

effect. Yet geophysics in the Cartesian vein that Burnet takes up, with its shift toward 

intermixture, discontinuity, arbitrariness, and titanic catastrophe, created profound 

anxieties in regard to humans’ relationship with nature. It certainly did so with Margaret 

Cavendish, who concluded a world made of Cartesian matter itself rotating on its axis 

while revolving around the sun “would make this world a very weak, dizzy, and tottering 

world.”178 Descartes’ description of the nature of matter offended Cavendish’s because it 

reduces God to a mediocre “turner” who fashions the world not from wood but sawdust 

thrown off from the lathe; God makes a world from unstable, unvital matter, a thing 

176 Jesse Goldstein, “Terra Economica: Waste and the Production of Enclosed Nature,” 

Antipode 45, no. 2 (2013): 359. 

177 Eric Ash, “Amending Nature: Draining the English Fens,” The Mindful Hand: Inquiry 

and Invention from the Late Renaissance to Early Industrialisation, ed. Lissa Roberts, 

Simon Schaffer, and Peter Dear (Chicago: Edita and University of Chicago Press, 2007), 

135. 

178 Margaret Cavendish, Observations Upon Experimental Philosophy (1666) 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 74. 
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perpetually crumbling into itself. For this reason, Cavendish rejects Descartes. The other 

rattling consequence of Burnet’s treatment of the evolution of the earth in deep time— 

telling the story of earth’s matter—is that it radically decentered the human from the 

story of creation and human action from the fall of nature. While Burnet was quick to 

highlight the unsettling consequences of Cartesian ontology in showy prose, he also must 

have felt that he had to account for the common, sensible Restoration-era critiques of 

Cartesian earth systems. To maintain his model, Burnet devises a narrative form, the 

geological plot, that mitigates the possibility of further planetary catastrophe, envision a 

prior vital world that reveals God to be an able craftsman of geological laws, and finds a 

place for human agency in this geological transformation. 

The geological plot and restoration as global drainage 

To both prove the existence and solve the problems of his Cartesian ontology of 

wet ruins, Burnet develops a new narrative form and a novel model of the Edenic earth, at 

the heart of which is the scene of ruin gazing. Burnet’s narrative form is what I call the 

geological plot. 

For Burnet, the geological plot’s primary actor is water; its primary drama is 

water’s destruction of the world. Across texts, the geological plot dramatizes the 

discovery of evidence that explains the condition of the present global topography and 

the existence of a prior, different global topography. To do so, it often simulates the 

experience of empirical observation of ruin through imaginative optical ascents and 

physical descents into the sediment of liquid space. By creating a linguistic theatre of 

discovery to discover traces of the past in the present, the geological plot invites the 
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reader to believe that they are discovering, with the author, the “true” or “original” state 

of the land. This often means distinguishing between true and false “bottoms” to both 

demonstrate the fungibility of the landscape and to determine its “natural” state. From 

ruins found in the dig, dive or decent downwards and often simultaneous angelic rise of 

the gaze above the subject, the authors of these plots often elaborate visions of alternative 

landscapes, dramatize the differences between past and present landscapes, and sift 

through explanations of what cause these differences.179 Finally, as we will see with 

Burnet, the discovery of a radically different Edenic past often sets the course for future 

human endeavor. 

When wielded by catastrophists like Burnet, the discrepancy between present and 

past means narrating the discovery of the present as fatally damaged. Burnet takes great 

pains to linger in these estranging moments. Burnet combines the objectivity of 

Enlightenment astronomical perspective with a showman’s flair to dramatize the 

unveiling of ruins: “But I must beg leave to draw a Curtain before the work for awhile, 

and to keep your patience a little in suspence, till material are prepar’d, and all things 

179 For instance, John Philips’ descent into England’s soil leads to a discovery of a 

shockingly violent Roman past. He decides to leave this past buried so that soil can digest 

the blood and bones of Romans and improve its present produce. In this case, the 

geological plot confirms the topos of the present. See Courtney Weiss Smith, "Georgic 

Realism, an Empirical-Devotional Poetics," In Empiricist Devotions: Science, Religion, 

and Poetry in Early Eighteenth-Century England (Charlottesville: University of Virginia 

Press, 2016), 200-203. 
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ready to represent” (32). He places the reader in the perspective of an angel: “We may 

with more reason suppose the good Angels to have lookt down upon this Ship of Noah’s; 

and that not out of curiosity, as idle spectators, but with a passionate concern for its safety 

and deliverance” (110). In communicating the nature of the post-diluvian earth, Burnet 

translates this angelic gaze into a scientific one of spectacular verification: “And such a 

body as the Moon appears to us, when ‘tis look’d upon with a good Glass, rude and 

ragged; as it is also represented in the modern Maps of the Moon; such a thing would the 

Earth appear if it was seen from the Moon” (110). The method of the geological plot is to 

simulate descent, ascent and empirical verification. The content of this movement is to 

find proof of geological change. In Burnet’s case, he is sorely lacking systematic 

organized empirical evidence he can site that proves the scale and causes of geological 

change. In this absence, he makes his proof his own aesthetic revulsion at the irregularity 

of the earth his dual ascent/descent provides. Burnet employs language to invite the 

reader to share his disgust. We see this in his metaphors of the planet as “ruin” and 

“rubbish” and adjective piling (“rugged, broken, and irregular”). 

Burnet also performs the drama of empirical verification though anatomical 

dissection, peeling away the layers of the earth. It is in doing this entirely hypothetical 

exercise that Burnet employs his most extreme vocabulary: 

The Valleys of the Earth, if they were naked, without Trees and without Grass, 
nothing but bare ground and bare stones, from the tops of their Mountains would 
have a ghastly aspect; but the Sea channel is the complex of all these. (128) 

Peeling away earth’s green skin in a sort of imaginative stratigraphy, the earth becomes 

“ghastly” and the ocean floor is the apotheosis of this ugliness. Burnet goes on to 

symbolically drain the ocean: 
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When I present this great Gulf to my imagination, emptied of all its waters, naked 
and gaping at the Sun, stretching its jaws from one end of the Earth to another, it 
appears to me the most ghastly thing in Nature. (128) 

Without its waters, the bottom of the ocean springs to life—transforming from passive 

rubbish to an active, monstrous “thing.” Burnet frequently draws his reader to this image 

of the drained ocean to stud his explanation of the Deluge with pleasurable terror. He 

returns to the image in more extreme terms a few pages later: 

But if we should suppose the Ocean dry, and that we lookt down from the top of 
some high Cloud upon the empty Shell, how horridly and barbarously would it 
look? And with what amazement should we see it under us like an open Hell, or a 
wide, bottomless pit? So deep, and hollow, and vast, so broken and confus’d, so 
every was deform’d and monstrous? (132) 

This passage negatively genders space (the ocean as vagina dentata). Burnet extends his 

unequivocal revulsion at “rough” female spaces to over half of the post-deluvia earth. Its 

ugliness corresponds with its non-productiveness: its monstrousness is that which is 

marked by otherness because it cannot bring forward life. On a planetary scale, this view 

of the sea-floor renders the planet profoundly at odds with itself with the sea-floor a 

source of self-destruction. Characterizing the planet as non-productive and self-

annihilating, Burnet places it out of the realm of the natural. The roots of geological 

thought are far outside of the empiricism that grounds inductive reasoning; rather, to 

prove the geological laws he has deduced, Burnet stages the planet as a ruin to simulate 

an encounter with empirical truth. 

Reception of Burnet emphasizes how his powerful sentence-making and figures 

of shattered landmasses informed Romantic aesthetics that, in Nicolson’s terms, translate 

an affect of gloom into one of sublime glory. Nicolson cites a number of eighteenth-

century descriptions of mountains that echo almost verbatim Burnet’s vision of a ruined 
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world in thunderous prose.180 Yet doing so splits Burnet in two: he was just as concerned 

with the intense affective experience of viewing the depths of the earth, and it is in 

viewing the sea-floor that Burnet’s language inflates to its furthest limits in expressing 

the world’s badness. 

This badness of the post-Deluge world is also a theological puzzle. If there is to 

be any relation between God as a good lawmaker and the results of natural laws, he must 

discover how these laws might also be implicated in the production of a different, better 

planet. Bolstered by Biblical precedent, Burnet theorizes that what preceeds his present, 

ruined world must be its opposite. Burnet’s pre-diluvian earth is defined by how it 

successfully contains watery chaos within a thin shell of earth. He describes this fanciful 

antediluvian earth as containing rivers that flow toward the equator from the Edenic 

earth’s north and south poles. These rivers evaporate as they reach the equator. They 

form no major bodies of water. The majority of the earth’s water is, instead, contained 

within its shell. The result: “The Ante-Diluvian Earth was smooth and uniform, without 

Mountains or Sea” (64). This earth is “a wide and endless plain, smooth as the calm Sea.” 

This antediluvian earth is an aesthetic triumph to Burnet: “This structure is so marvelous 

that it ought rather to be consider’d as a particular effect of the Divine Art than as the 

work of Nature” (45). If Burnet’s present globe is misshapen by the Deluge, the Edenic 

globe offers him consolation that the laws of geophysics accord with providential will by 

180 See Marjorie Hope Nicolson, “The Burnet Controversy,” Mountain Gloom and 

Mountain Glory (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1997), 225-270. 
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creating a beautiful, fecund globe. Burnet refers to this theorized world as “this smooth 

Earth.” 

Yet if the geological plot’s staging of the planet’s stratigraphy allows Burnet to 

intuit this prior world, Burnet’s present imperfect world still hovers beneath its surface in 

his descriptions of it in the negative: “it had the beauty of Youth and blooming Nature, 

fresh and fruitful, and not a wrinkle, scar, or fracture in al its body; no Rocks nor 

Mountains, no hollow Caves, nor gaping Chanels, but even and uniform all over” (90). 

What Eden is remains generic, what it is not predicts its future granularity. Burnet’s 

rapture over his own ideas projected onto natural law and divine providence presents the 

tabula rasa, the featureless space, as an Eden ontologically proceeding any particular 

place or granular structure.181 It is this earth, the epistemically simplified earth, which 

Burnet emphasizes is immanently “habitable” (60).182 

181 Henri Lefebvre reminds us that Cartesian absolute space underwrote the capitalist 

production of space. Examining Burnet’s popularization of Cartesian space allows us to 

understand how highly binary aesthetic evaluations of topographies and, in turn, what 

space was deemed suitable for life, was at stake in the production of Cartesian, capitalist 

space. See Henri Lefebvre, “Plan of the Present Work,” The Production of Space, trans. 

Donald Nicholson-Smith (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991), 1-68. 

182 John Wilmot found such theorizing on the earth’s origins immanently mockable. He 

devotes the poem “Upon Nothing” to playfully arguing that a proliferation of creation 

theories can only affirm the total negation they all take as a starting point. See John 

Wilmot, “Upon Nothing,” Restoration Literature: An Anthology, ed. Paul Hammond 
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These passages reveal another manner of producing a “tottering” planet 

fragmented by hydrological forces is ascribing unity and beauty to the theory that 

produces its Edenic other. On his theory, Burnet insists, 

These things we do not make or contrive ourselves but find and discover them, 
being made already by the Great Author and Governor of the Universe: And when 
they are clearly discover’d, well digested, and well reason’d in every part, there 
is, me thinks, more of beauty in such a Theory, at least a more masculine beauty, 
than in any Poem or Romance. (A3) 

Here Burnet applies aesthetics to the consistency of theory. Elements of theory that make 

theory beautiful migrate to his aesthetic evaluations of the topographies of the earth. It is 

as if this Earth “had been drawn by rule and line in every part” (88). Classical aesthetics 

of symmetry and proper proportion certainly inform Burnet’s emphasis on the earth’s 

uniformity. The Edenic globe’s uniformity becomes virtuous: “the smoothness of the 

Earth made the face of the Heavens so too; the Air was calm and serene….’Twas suited 

to a golden Age, and to the first innocency of Nature” (65-68).183 

Burnet’s theorization of a prior, other geological world is a revolutionary move. 

In this deductive planetary theorization, Burnet anticipates a shift in intellectual tides 

from Baconian experimental induction to armchair deduction, a shift cemented when 

Newton became the head of the Royal Society in 1703. Joanna Piciotto describes a 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 378-390. Burnet’s Cartesianism was one of the 

many ways in which critics tried to reduce the importance of his work. “Meer Cartesian,” 

opined Roger North. See Mandelbrote, “Burnet, Thomas.” 

183 This follows a tradition of biblical exegesis that considered the Edenic world as 

generally smooth. See Nicolson, Mountain Gloom, 91-92. 
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genealogy of English experimental practice from Bacon to Hooke in which knowledge 

production means both laboring with hand and mind to produce sensory verification of 

phenomena. They used “Adamic ingenuity” to see matter anew. On the other hand, the 

deductive, Newtonian camp celebrates “the miracle of genius,” the individual who in a 

flash of insight possessed a “sensorium…uniquely continuous with the creator’s.”184 

Burnet’s popular geophysics sits between Descartes’ and Newton’s ascendance. Its 

scenes of ruin-gazing attempt to simulate empirical verification within a framework of 

deductive theorizing. 

If Newton and Descartes perform the platonic move of boiling the complexity of 

material phenomena to perfect, formulaic laws, writers such as Burnet develop narrative 

maneuvers through which to perform this move upon the geological history of the earth, 

privileging its prior, simple form against its present complex ruin and a spectacular single 

event to explain the difference. 

Burnet’s aesthetic revulsion to the irregular shape of the oceans leads him to split 

this space off from Edenic nature. The past, model-perfect earth hovers over the present 

material one. In turn, Burnet describes his present Earth as a “succedaneous” space. This 

word narrowly means ‘substitute,’ connoting inferiority and artificiality. In not belonging 

to the first order of nature, something less than natural, the ocean becomes an illusory 

space behind which a platonic ideal lurks. 

Against a smooth, healthful and relatively static Eden produced through what 

Burnet terms the “masculine beauty” of theory, he posits the monstrous, leaky, mobile 

184 Joanne Picciotto, "The Professional Observer,” 587. 
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body of his current planet. To tolerate this “seccondacous” present, Burnet finds a place 

for human agency alongside hydrological force. Industrious Christian polities assist the 

process of draining this artificial word back to its natural state. 

Settler colonists and domestic enclosers often worked to define land and water 

holders as unfit managers who wasted its potential. Burnet’s geological plot shows us 

another dimension of this argument for expropriation: landscapes themselves were 

morally and aesthetically bad and in need of reform on an unprecedented, planetary scale. 

Luckily, ongoing hydrological processes and Christian drainage speed this global reform 

along. In Burnet’s hands, the geological plot justifies works that transform topographies 

and displace their peoples. 

As this section has shown, in terms of literary techniques, Burnet must do some 

remarkable things through the geological plot to open a space where English activity is 

meaningful in regard to deep-time planetary process. First, he anatomizes the planet’s 

body then invite the reader to gaze at the planet’s grizzly body through imaginative 

ascents and descents. It is here, on the stage constructed to simulate an empirical 

encounter with the body of the planet, that Burnet names the planet a ruin. The resulting 

grotesque descriptions of the planet serve as springboards to theorize an ideal form for 

the planet to which it can be restored.185 His negative aesthetic evaluation of this ruin 

185 A counter narrative to Burnet’s hydrophobic catastrophism might be that of Linebaugh 

and Reydiker’s hydrarchy. Entrance into the maritime life of hydrarchy unyokes the 

individual from grand narratives of time, history, and the endeavors of civilization. It 

becomes a space outside of the nation and a stage for intensely presentist struggles. Peter 
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replaces systematic empirical data as an anchor for chains of deductive thought which 

result in the improbable, egg-like form of the past and future planet. 

Sea-floor property and imperial futures in Thomas Heyrick’s “The Submarine Voyage” 

Sea-floor ruins appear in other texts that imagine the farthest reaches of English 

terrestrial exploration. This includes one of the Restoration’s most fanciful poems, 

Thomas Heyrick’s 1691 “The Submarine Voyage.” 

Heyrick is an obscure figure in English literature. His life was defined by his 

1670s Cambridge education and Market Harborough, where he was baptized and returned 

to in the position of curate and lecturer of St. Dionysius. He would later become the 

master of the grammar school he attended in Market Harborough. His only other notable 

publication of poetry, The New Atlantis, is an undistinguished and unanswered rejoinder 

to Dryden’s Hind and the Panther.186 A handful of his published sermons reveal that his 

politics are blandly Tory: he preaches duty to church and monarch on the accession of 

James II and in the wake of the Monmouth Rebellion.187 While no gentleman scientist, it 

Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker, “Hydrarchy: Sailors, Pirates, and the Maritime State,” 

The Many-Headed Hydra (Boston: Beacon Press, 2000),146-48. 

186 Thomas Heyrick, The New Atlantis: A Poem in Three Books with Some Reflections 

upon the Hind and the Panther (Cambridge: 1687). 66. 

187 Thomas Heyrick, The Character of a Rebel: A Sermon Preached at Market Harborow 

on the 26th of July, 1685 (London: 1685). Thomas Heyrick, A Sermon Preached at 
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is possible that he was exposed to Cartesian and materialist strands of thinking in his time 

at Cambridge. His attendance overlapped with that of Isaac Newton’s. Heyrick’s person 

and his poem are not concerned with intervening in factional politics and the flame wars 

of coteries surrounding figures like Dryden and Rochester in the metropole. He was not 

even a particularly able stylist of poetry. But he demands our attention in regard to how 

his poem formulates the futurity of the English empire in maritime space. 

Through gazing at sea-floor ruins, Thomas Heyrick’s 1691 “The Submarine 

Voyage” reveals that the Long Restoration’s ambivalence about empire was ambivalence 

about property itself. In this sixty-nine page mytho-scientific Pindaric ode Neptune 

transforms the narrator into a dolphin that claims to travel all the waters of the world 

including ocean bottoms that it finds richly sedimented with wreckage.188 Through its 

Market Harborow in the County of Leicester, on the 17th day of February, 1684/5 

(London: 1685). 

188 John Hayes, the Cambridge University Printer, published “The Submarine Voyage” 

within the 1691 Miscellany Poems. Hayes’ tenure at Cambridge lasted between 1670 and 

1700. Hayes was a nonconformist who lost his shop in the Great Fire. Miscellany Poems 

is an exception to the bibles, dictionaries, grammars and almanacs for the local market 

the shop busied itself with. Miscellany Poems was attached to three booksellers including 

one in London. See David McKitterick, A History of Cambridge University Press Vol. 1: 

Printing and the Book Trade in Cambridge, 1534-1698 (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1992); Thomas Heyrick, “The Submarine Voyage,” Miscellany Poems 

(Cambridge: 1691). “The Submarine Voyage” had a readership. Commentary on “The 
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submarine descent, Heyrick’s poem dramatizes what matter and knowledge, at the 

deepest limits of its maritime reach, English imperial power can and cannot transform 

into property. 

John Locke saw the seas as one of the world’s greatest frontiers for private 

property, calling it “that great and still remaining Common of Mankind” (289). European 

legal scholars agreed, but wrangled over whether these oceanic commons should remain 

open to all for trade and fishing or whether nations could enclose them as property. Hugo 

Grotius’ 1609 Mare Liberum crystalized the ideal of the sea as a common by arguing for 

the essential impossibility of continually occupying or enclosing portions of a massive, 

fluctuating body of liquid. John Selden wrote Mare Clausem (1635) to refute the 

universality of Grotius’ claims, emphasizing the capacity of nations to virtually enclose 

and join tracts of ocean to the body of the nation.189 At the heart of this debate over ocean 

Submarine Voyage” surfaces in eighteenth-century compendia on fishing and maritime 

phenomena. According to the English Short Title Catalogue, there are twenty-seven 

extant copies of Miscellany Poems, including copies in Australia and the United States. 

As a point of comparison of the scale of this readership, there are a hundred or so extant 

copies of the three 1687 editions of Dryden’s The Hind and the Panther. 

189 Hugo Grotius, Mare Liberum, trans. Ralph Van Deman Magoffin (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1916); John Selden, Mare Clausum (London: 1634). 
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commons, which Grotius and Selden framed well into the eighteenth century, was what 

effective reach into and occupation of liquid bodies meant.190 

Yet these legal discussions of reach, occupation, and enclosure only represent the 

ocean as a horizontal surface that served as a medium for travel, trade or fishing. Current 

scholarship on English Empire also almost uniformly treats the ocean as a horizontal 

medium of travel; accordingly, it appears as something through which routes are forged 

between imperial nodes to define the exchange of knowledge, culture, and property. This 

paper aims to correct this view by arguing that our maps of Imperial networks need a 

vertical axis.191 It will do this by establishing that Heyrick’s “The Submarine Voyage” is 

not a fanciful aberration but, rather, helps make visible his era’s scientific study of the 

deep-sea and considerable submarine salvage efforts. This heady mix of scientific study, 

190 Cornelius Bynkershoek’s De Dominio Maris Dissertatio (1703), for instance, shades 

in Selden’s argument by providing a more concrete definition of what sea could be 

expropriated by staking it to how far a cannon could shoot. 

191 In their introduction to Science and Empire in the Atlantic World James Delbourgo 

and Nicholas Dew define Imperial activity via a series of Atlantic crossings and the 

exchange of knowledge—cartographic, medical, botanical—between colonial peripheries 

and the centers. Oceanic decent and salvage and the circulation of knowledge on a 

vertical axis are never treated. The ocean remains as a medium for exchange and not a 

site of production. See James Delbourgo and Nicholas Dew, “Introduction: The Far Side 

of the Ocean,” Science and Empire in the Atlantic World (New York: Routledge, 2008), 

1-28. 
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technological invention, and economic investment served as a springboard into 

speculation on the English horizons of oceanic occupation and knowledge and property 

production. 

Moreover, Heyrick wrote his ponderous ode during a particularly turbulent period 

for what the English imagined empire might be. While English settler colonialism of 

America and the successful expansion of the East India Company were well underway, it 

was not clear in 1691 that these approaches would define English Imperialism well into 

the eighteenth century. The English had also recently held Tangier from 1661-1684. 

Tangier, as a crown-colony and free port at the mouth of the Mediterranean, represented a 

departure from settler colonialism and the exclusive systems of trade established by the 

Navigation Acts. Broadly put, Tangiers represented monarchy taking the lead in 

England’s commercial and colonial development. The fall of Tangiers and unrest of the 

Revolution of 1688 threw into question the direction and scope of further English 

imperial activity.192 

Through Heyrick’s poem, we can understand how the Long Restoration’s re-

imagination of empire, the deep-sea represented, for a brief moment, a tantalizing frontier 

for property production. To prove this, this paper will first demonstrate that Heyrick 

considered the sea-floor not merely as a symbolic terrain but as a liquid space embedded 

with commonable matter, often in the form of sunken ruins. Accordingly, alongside 

aesthetic and affective responses, these ruins inspire commercial and colonial speculation 

192 See Tristan Stein, “Tangier in the Restoration Empire” The Historical Journal 54.4 

(2011), 985-1011. 
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over whether this matter and these commons could be enclosed as property. This paper 

will then consider how Heyrick’s treatment of these ruins in an explicitly imperial 

context demonstrates a dilemma over how knowledge and property can be unified in a 

chaotic, fluctuating medium such as the sea. Moreover, the deep-sea as a poetic stage also 

causes Heyrick to confront the porous ontology of the globe, fragile body of the nation, 

and, in turn, the unsettled the nature of property itself.193 In Heyrick’s poem, the 

extension and dissolution of Empire are both found at the bottom of the sea. This crisis of 

knowledge, property, and hydrographic place plays out in a distinctive poetics that 

compulsively attempts and fails to unify its subject. The failure of this poetics reflects, 

originally, English anxiety over the capacity of its maritime empire to unify what it 

touched when traversals of oceanic depths. 

Because this ode has not received more than a passing mention in contemporary 

scholarship, a brief summary is in order. The ode is in twenty-eight stanzas and is divided 

into four larger sections. As with Cowleyian Pindaric odes, Heyrick’s does not formally 

recognize the classical strophe-antistrophe-epode structure within individual stanzas but 

instead performs the ode’s turns in content and tone in and across sections. In a loose way 

193 This anxiousness over value reflected a general cultural attempt to recalibrate after the 

coinage crisis of the 1690s and the Financial Revolution that included the establishment 

of the major borrowing and financial institution of The Bank of England, the introduction 

of government bonds, and public joint-stock companies. These financial instruments and 

entities made the production of value less material and more abstract. They also made the 

market more volatile. 
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the first three sections follow the strophe, anti-strophe, epode movement of the ode. The 

fourth, curiously and painfully redundant section, I will term the re-pode. 

In the ode’s first section the narrator is transformed into a dolphin and surveys the 

ruins of past empires. The first section’s theme: the great wealth lost to the deep oceanic 

commons and ambivalence over whether it can be recovered. The second section 

meditates on the loss, preservation, and improvement of empire and spatial and temporal 

knowledge of aquatic territories. As an anti-strophe to the first section, a visit to the sea-

floor archives of Atlantis affirms England’s capacity to unify the scattered maritime 

knowledge of both contemporary nations and historical maritime empires. In the archive, 

the narrator examines histories of naval warfare and technology as well as maps that 

communicate economic and nautical data over time. It presents a vision of an English 

subject seizing all maritime intellectual property. The third section is an exploration of 

the hydrological cycle. Heyrick travels northern and tropical oceans, proceeds to the 

bottommost depths of the oceans then reveals that the ocean feeds all fountains, lakes, 

and seas through sub-surface, aqueous passages. His hydrographic discoveries, though 

they unify the globe, unexpectedly lead to an anxious view of the porosity of England’s 

body. In the ode’s final section, the re-pode, Heyrick attempts to reunite the body of the 

world by recapitulating his circumnavigation of the watery world as a tour of the ruins of 

maritime empires of antiquity and those of the present. 

Heyrick’s poem’s central conceit—the dolphin-narrator as a deep-sea explorer— 

is in dialogue with a seventeenth-century wave of Dutch-English submarine military and 

financial speculation and invention. In the 1620s the Dutch inventor Cornelis Drebbel 

built and demonstrated several submarines for James I. James was so taken with 
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submarine technology that ocean salvage became a part of his unfulfilled “great design” 

to expand English trade and military power in the Indian and Pacific oceans (Keller 

331).194 In 1675 Robert Boyle took an interest in the mechanics of subaqueous mobility 

in a brief “Conjecture” on the operation of the air bladders in fish that allowed them to 

ascend and descend into different depths of water (310-11).195 Denis Papin continued 

Boyle’s work in publishing the results of experiments with air pumps through the 

Glorious Revolution.196 In 1689, two years before the publication of Miscellany Poems, 

Edmund Halley tested a new diving bell (or “engine” in Defoe’s terms) in the Thames 

River.197 England took part in a transnational effort to produce scientific knowledge, 

194 For a full account of the employment of Drebbel’s inventions in projections of English 

global power, see Vera Keller, "Air Conditioning Jahangir: The 1622 English Great 

Design, Climate, and the Nature of Global Projects,” Configurations 21, no. 3 (2013): 

331-367. 

195 See Robert Boyle, “A Conjecture Concerning the Bladders of Air That are Found in 

Fishes,” Philosophical Transactions (1665-1678) 10: 310-11. 

196 See “Papin, Denis (1647-1712?),” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, ed. Anita 

McConnell (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). Web 23 Jul. 2015. 

197 For a larger situation of salvage within the commercial and scientific efforts of the day 

as well as an aesthetic appreciation of “transformations between wet and dry,” see James 

Delbourgo, “Underwater-works: voyages and visions of the submarine,” Endeavor 31, 

no. 3 (2007): 115-120. The outline of Halley’s career is drawn from Alan Cook, “Halley, 

Edmond (1656–1742),” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, ed. H. C. G. Matthew 
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practical invention, and political policy that would make the deep-sea an inhabitable 

terrain that produced property. Heyrick’s “The Submarine Voyage” vividly illuminates 

the enthusiasms and misgivings surrounding these efforts to occupy and salvage property 

from the sea. 

Deep-sea ruin and financial speculation 

Heyrick’s poem follows this invention to become the first to represent an 

embodied journey to deep-sea spaces. If Steve Mentz asserts that the early modern sea 

was “no longer distant or entirely supernatural,” rather “it becomes instead the salt tang 

of the world as it truly exists,” “The Submarine Voyage” follows applied science to 

represent a crucial milestone in the movement toward writing the sea in a realist fashion 

(4). This does not mean Heyrick always succeeds but for crucial stretches of the poem he 

treats what he finds on the ocean bottom as not allegorical symbol but potential, 

commercial property. 

Upon viewing a sunken merchant ship, Heyrick concludes, “Nothing to enrich a 

Kingdom doth remain, / but once to make Her Tight and Fit to sail again” (394-5). A few 

lines later, upon viewing another wreck, Heyrick references English salvage 

achievements: “And oh! thought I, might I be Guide / To English Ships, that there might 

freight, / I could do more than PHIPPS and all his Divers did” (456-8). “PHIPPS” refers 

to the 1687 Phipps voyage in which the Duke of Albemarle recovered 50,000 pounds 

and Brian Harrison (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012). For Defoe’s reference to the 

diving bell, see Daniel Defoe, An Essay Upon Projects (London: 1697). 
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from a Spanish treasure ship. Advances in diving technology made less fanciful 

Heyrick’s rehearsal of the quick movement from viewing sunken matter into its 

description as probable national wealth. 

Through Heyrick’s descriptions, the seafloor becomes a rural waste a la Milton’s 

Comus. On the sea-floor, nature produces exuberant and threatening excess, a meadow-

like “plain” supporting “massy Heaps of Pearl and Golden Oar” (145-8). Elsewhere he 

salivates over pearls that “ly in their Mother-Bed” (240). On a sunken trade vessel: 

Oysters, that Pearls breed in their Fruitfull Womb, 
Do in her empty Cabbins ly: 

Mountains of Golden Sand do for Her Ballast come, 
And Amber-grease doth all the Hold employ. (390-3) 

Here natural waste and imperial ruin mingle. The ship’s chambers transform from a static 

tomb to an active womb producing luxury goods. The natural limitation of salvage 

ventures is that the quantity of wreckage salvaged outpaces the production of wreckage to 

enclose. Through these images, Heyrick presents submarine space as escaping this limit 

by multiplying matter and value. The sea-floor becomes a sort of frontier ecology 

spawning limitless wealth that Heyrick festoons with modal verbs (“but once to make,” 

“might I be guide,” “there might freight,” “I could do”) that provisionally enact the 

location and salvage of this matter. He asserts that these are riches beyond the capacity of 

indigenous people to reach: “No daring Negro from the Bottom bore. / But th’ o’rstock’d 

Soil, press’d with the too Rich Load, / Might send new Colonies abroad” (251-3). That 

the soil is “o’rstock’d” and “too Rich” frames its produce as a poorly managed excess on 

the verge of going to waste; within the modal verb “might” is the possibility of English 

technology magically converting subaquatic waste into colonial surface holdings. Even 

when viewing the deep-sea, the English imagination symbolically cleared it of indigenous 
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claims and performed a wishful, alchemical enclosure. In its grasp, wet riches turn to dry 

agricultural land. This is a conversion of property from a difficult to occupy space of 

liquid flux into a static place. Dry land was, for English economic philosophers like 

Locke, the basis of national wealth. At his most ebullient, Heyrick envisions investment 

in sea-floor salvage as expanding the colonial boundaries of England and cementing the 

bedrock of its economy.198 

This vision of turning deep terrain of the earth into potential property is fanciful, 

but nevertheless motivated real scientific, economic, and maritime activity. Edmund 

Halley was one such speculator in regard to subsurface spaces. In the 1686-1692 volume 

of the transactions, based off of magnetic compass readings taken at different points in 

the globe, Halley puts forward a wildly incorrect model of an earth that contains another, 

smaller earth revolving within it. Despite the technical and empirical gaps that would lead 

to such an incorrect conclusion, Halley’s treatise moves beyond understanding the earth’s 

subsurface to projecting the occupation and improvement of this unverified territory 

(575). During the Restoration, the scientist-projector’s transformation of apprehension 

into economic, colonial projection was remarkably swift in speed and vast in scale. The 

proto-science fictions of the Restoration such as Margaret Cavendish’s The Blazing 

World rehearse this narrative of possession and revision of adjoining worlds at almost the 

moment of apprehension. Like many an Enlightenment scientist-speculator, Heyrick’s 

198 Wood argues that “land, the landholder, and the agricultural laborer represented for 

Locke the sine qua non of the English economy” (38). See Neal Wood, John Locke and 

Agrarian Capitalism (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984). 
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text often understands oceanic depths, at the very moment he sees them, through the 

binary of waste and value—what can be enclosed as property, what remains trash.199 

What distinguishes his vision is that he imagines what had been waste—lost to the sea— 

as enriched over time by the excessively productive nature of the sea-floor ecology 

interacting with these ruins. 

While Heyrick makes imaginative investments in the deep sea, Halley himself 

attempted to capitalize on his inventions by forming an ultimately unprofitable public 

company to salvage oceanic wrecks.200 Later, Defoe would lose a sizeable investment in 

a salvage company for which he was also treasurer and refers to the Phipps voyage as a 

prime example of a poor project. Speaking with the benefit of hindsight and the bitterness 

of the loss of his own investments, Defoe finds investments in salvage projects to be 

romantic, damaging gambles in the face of the availability of more sober investments: 

[W]itness Sir William Phips’ Voyage to the Wreck; twas a mere Project, a Lottery 
of a Hundred Thousand to One odds; a hazard which if it had fail’d every body 
wou’d have been asham’d to have own’d themselves concern’d in; A Voyage that 

199 Drawing upon the work of John Scanlan, Tim Cooper notes the productive 

relationship between waste and the Enlightenment: “The Enlightenment, whose objective 

was the production of an improved knowledge progressively cleansed of error, is 

constructed through and produced by the attempt to capture and improve waste. The 

Enlightenment therefore produces a binary between ‘waste’ and ‘value’” (1117). Tim 

Cooper, “Recycling Modernity: Waste and Environmental History,” History Compass 8/9 

(2010): 1114-25. 

200 Colin Ronan, "Halley, Edmond," Complete Dictionary of Scientific Biography, Vol. 6. 

(Detroit: Charles Scribner's Sons, 2008), 67-72. 
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wou’d have been as much ridicul’d as Don Quixot’s Adventure upon the 
Windmill.201 

True to the ode’s spirit, which Congreve would characterize as “perplexed,” Heyrick’s 

reflections on the many wet ruins in oceanic commons swerve between optimism and 

anxious uncertainty.202 If the poem projects the futural production of property on deep-

sea commons, it also uses them for a didactic lesson in which the desire for wealth leads 

the greedy to drown. On the sea-floor, a corpse 

Doth hold, 
Embraces, what his Ruine was, his Gold, 

201 Defoe, An Essay Upon Projects, 16. As Delbourgo argues, diving projects loomed 

large in the English economic imaginary during the final years of the seventeenth century 

as potentially lucrative investments. After many subsequent failed salvage ventures and 

squandered fortunes, these investors would realize the Phipps’ voyage was merely the 

exception necessary to prove the rule: salvage didn’t pay. Delbourgo notes how quickly 

these projects were perceived as failures. By the time of the publication of Swift’s “The 

Bubble,” “terra firma became a key metaphor for good credit…[and] the watery depths 

connoted an abyss of deception and wasted investments.” Delbourgo, “Underwater-

works,” 115. 

202 Congreve on Cowleyian form: “The Character of these late Pindariques, is a Bundle of 

rambling incoherent Thoughts, express’d in a like parcel of irregular Stanzas, which also 

consist of such another Complication of disproportion’d, uncertain, and perplex’d Verses 

and Rhimes” (par 3). See William Congreve, A Discourse on the Pindarique Ode (1706), 

English Poetry 1579-1830: Spenser and the Tradition, Online. 
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And what for more than Life was priz’d above, 
Retains below unalterable love. (400-3) 

In this seafloor tableau, property assumes a phantasmagoric quality. The ocean is a 

medium in which property sinks and becomes commonable matter, yet its value is 

unrecoverable as property and efforts to recuperate this value create further loss. Here, 

Heyrick reverts to the tradition of using the sea as a cultural mirror. This tableau maps 

metaphysical meaning onto liquid verticals: greed in life (“above”), leads to hell in death 

(“below”). These passages of rather standard moralizing counter Heyrick’s economic 

enthusiasm for salvage, leading to an essential ambivalence in regard to the value of 

extending its reach if it cannot grasp matter as property. 

If in gazing at ocean commons, Heyrick is both drawn to and repelled by salvage 

ventures, his poem drives more forcefully to redeem imperial knowledge from submarine 

space. The climax of the poem’s second section is Heyrick’s entrance into the watery 

archives of Atlantis, itself a ruin, and his description of a “Secret Book.” This book 

accounts for all interior and exterior bodies of waters and their depths; it also notes all 

past and future circulations of water and islands and their changing names, catastrophic 

geological events, and the rise and fall of empire. Here the poem moves relentlessly 

between past and future, human empire and geological formations, catastrophe and 

potential salvage. In mapping change over vast scales of time encompassing the past and 

the future, Heyrick acknowledges the flux of aquatic, coastal, and marine terrains and 

civilizations while representing a sea-floor archive immune from this change. This 

impossible Borgesian total book expresses the English synoptic urge to arrange all land 

and waters through time into an easily traversed interconnected totality, to know their 

place in regard to past and future maritime Imperial endeavors, and, in the book’s 
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secrecy, to produce and maintain a monopoly over cosmographic knowledge.203 Of 

course, the reader is only told about the book, not shown its tables. Accordingly, it works 

as an aspirational symbol. Though matter may not be recoverable by submarine reach, by 

descending into literal and historical sediment (here the ruins of Atlantis) Heyrick finds 

the imperative to add to the current body of empirical knowledge in the faith that it can 

be completed. Through the symbol of this book, Heyrick posits submarine exploration 

will produce for England an explosion of data. 

However, possession of global hydrographic and geological knowledge proves 

disruptive to Heyrick’s sense of the nation by revealing the globe itself as unexpectedly 

porous and temporary. Through the whimsical device of an Atlantean planetary register 

of knowledge, Heyrick reads “all / The memorable Conquests of the Sea: / E’r since the 

Univesal Floud” (675-7). The books’ record of the Deluge conjures up catastrophic 

203 Alison Sandman outlines the motivations behind state monopolies over cartographic 

knowledge and the practical obstacles to this goal with a particular emphasis in the 

differing values between global knowledge, the dissemination of which was inevitable in 

order to enforce territorial claims, and granular, local knowledge far more relevant to the 

practical task of nautical navigation. Maritime empires sought to maintain their 

monopolies over local knowledge. The disclosure of this knowledge is the climax of 

Heyrick’s account of the secret book. See Alison Sandman, “Controlling Knowledge: 

Navigation, Cartography, and Secrecy in the Early Modern Spanish Atlantic,” Science 

and Empire in the Atlantic World, ed. James Delbourgo and Nicholas Dew (New York: 

Taylor and Francis, 2008), 31-52. 
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images of “Continents broke” and Sicily and Britain “rent” from Europe (686). Heyrick’s 

ocean perpetually produces ruins in the figure of coastal erosion that destroys past and 

present empires: 

th’ Ocean shall new Conquests make, 
When, what did once belong to Her, retake. 

When Holland must Her Debts repay, 
And count for all Her Provinces stole from the Sea. (712-4) 

Heyrick savors the end of England’s rival in envisioning the destruction of Dutch coastal 

drainage project. Yet the language of economic transaction in which the sea eventually 

settles its accounts with Holland precisely reverses Heyrick’s previous optimism (“But 

th’ o’rstock’d Soil, press’d with the too Rich Load, / Might send new Colonies abroad”), 

revealing that property gained from the liquid commons are only ever on loan. His work 

reflects a larger anxiety about water ravaging lands that are the result of his embrace of 

geophysical models of a radically porous earth. His continents are under assault by the 

erosion of waves: “I saw, where floating Woods of Timber, rent / From th’ undermined 

Continent” (1350-1). Heryick amplifies the motif of solid terrestrial bodies 

“Undermined” by flowing water to a global scale: “Water doth thro Rocks and Mountains 

wind, / And in each Particle of Matter ly” (1280-1). These liquid circulations connect 

interior and exterior bodies of water: “Nor to my Curious Search did secret lie / The 

devious Ways in Regions deep below, / That do ‘twixt distant Lakes and Oceans go” 

(1405-6). Such dense interconnection of exteriors and interior waters, surfaces and 

depths, and Heyrick’s investment of them with geological force threatens to disrupt the 

unity of land. No passage better illustrates the unsettling discovery of this porosity than 

Heyrick’s rapid journey from the very bottom of the ocean to the top of the Alps, which 

climaxes in this passage: 
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Below the Alps now my Dark Course is led, 
Where PELION upon OSSA’S thrown, 

Where Hills on Hills, Mountains on Mountains stand, 
Till they to Heaven lift their Aspiring Head; 
And do not seem the Work of Nature’s hand, 
But broken Ruines of the former World. – 
The Monstrous Caverns, that Vast Depths do hold, 

In their wide Arms do Seas enfold. 
Who can their secret Sources show? 
Whether they swell from melted Snow, 
Which ever Crowns their Hoary Head: 

Or whether from condensed Air they’re bred, 
In Great Vacuities below: 

Or whether from the Sea their secret Course doth flow. (499-512) 

Nicolson sees this passage as a precedent of Romantic mountaintop sublime, proving that 

later authors would leap from the implication that mountains “do not seem the Work of 

Nature’s hand” into frothy meditations on the power of God. However, Heyrick does not 

make this leap. Rather, he quickly moves from the hint of the sublime in the ruins of the 

Deluge back to a confusing finitude: an unclear, bounded system. Heyrick’s climactic 

ascent via watery passages posits a Cartesian geophysical model defined by the 

porousness of land and vast subterranean waters. Heyrick’s Parnassian view of a deep 

planetary structure supports a raft of discomforting questions. The subjects of the passage 

dissolve into murky syntax. The ‘their’ of “their secret source” would seem to refer to the 

“Seas,” “Depths,” and “Caverns” of previous sentences. However, “their” in the 

following line seems to refer to snowy mountaintops. In this ambiguity, the different 

positions of mountain and sea collapse into “their.” Heyrick dramatizes how topos safely 

thought of as interior spaces threaten to be undermined by unexpected circulations with 

vast liquid spaces. Exteriors discomfortingly touch interiors. While one might argue the 

interrogative mode of this passage points to the answer “Only God knows,” the poem 

itself belies this by also suggesting that an English subject can imaginatively show us 
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these things. In this sense, the “or” of Heyrick, a syntactical move that he repeats 

throughout the poem, is one of a genuine uncertainty. This hydrophysical uncertainty 

combined with the revelation of a densely, interconnected liquid flows that brought 

mountains closer to sea-floors, forms a strong millenarian current to the poem underneath 

which the ground melts: “For when we would below the surface know, / Out native Soil 

an unknown Land doth grow” (117-118). If voyages across the Atlantic put colonial 

peripheries more firmly in the grasp of imperial centers, voyages from oceanic depths 

through land threatened to estrange Empire from itself. 

Heyrick’s global swim, his dives and surfaces, expresses what Samuel Baker 

terms a sense of “dynamic totality” upon which writers developed a maritime conception 

of culture defined by “flux and circulation.” For Baker, alertness to these liquid 

circulations allows the English, as island subjects, to think of their culture flowing 

outwards on the waters of the Thames to touch distant shores while still protected by this 

medium via its insularity (6). However, if distant ocean depths touched national interiors 

through shadowy subterranean rivers, this dissolves the land-sea binary and providential 

insularity that the English liked to believe secured their commerce and global empire. As 

the English history of agricultural enclosure has shown, landlords physically enclosed 

lands with hedges and fences to strengthen their claims to it as their private property. A 

vision of terra firma undergirded and perforated by liquid commons that posses the power 

to erode it profoundly challenged the notion that any land can be wholly enclosed and, in 

turn, privately possessed. Given this, a totality of flux and circulation are not necessarily 

positive qualities. They threaten to dissolve the base from which the English sought to 

dominate this totality. 
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The poem is animated by a fundamental dilemma in regard to knowledge and 

property. It forecasts English possession of total hydrographic knowledge, yet that 

knowledge is also insight into the transformative power of water and the porous and 

shifting nature of the body of the nation. To make total knowledge property is to realize 

its contingency. Heyrick enacts this tension in the long poem’s final section, which 

attempts to mimic the comprehensiveness of the Atlantian secret book by having its 

dolphin narrator traverse the entire world’s complex network of liquid pathways, naming 

all he passes. If the world is subject to change, it can only be unified through constant 

verification that what it was still is. 

The poem’s final section condenses and speedily recapitulates much of what the 

poem already illustrated—histories and territories, chronology and voyage. In this rapid 

circulation of the poems final section, Heyrick is again drawn to ruins. On one hand, 

Heyrick’s poem envisages a concomitant attainment of hydrographic knowledge and 

mobility. On the other, by repeating images of the material and intellectual property of 

empire sunk into the oceanic commons, Heyrick’s poem responds to a national mood in 

which the English doubted their own maritime capacity and, in a larger sense, the 

colonial and mercantile projects it supported. In this ruin tour, the poem views several 

explicitly English ruins. In viewing these monuments, Heyrick registers the death of 

English explorers, defeat at the hands of imperial rivals, and internal political division. 

The re-pode elaborates its theme of imperial loss through references to the Roman 

and Cartheginian conflict via their aquatic and coastal ruins. These become 

confrontations with the limits of knowledge’s recuperability. On passing the site of 

Carthage, Heyrick is stricken with emotion, as a dolphin-Scipio in viewing these ruins. 
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This North African-Roman nexus gives Heyrick’s ruin gazing a particularly turbulent 

imperial affect. As Julia Hell notes, at the 146 BC Roman destruction of Carthage, the 

conquering Scipio was recorded as weeping over its ruins. Scipio weeps because at the 

moment of Rome’s ascendancy, he can see its fall as an empire, in the fall of Carthage, a 

moment of identification with the enemy once the enemy is safely destroyed (170). On 

viewing the site of Carthage, Heyrick finds “Her very Ruines ruined” and responds “I 

could not without Indignation see, / That once stood Candidate the Universe to Guide” 

(773-5). Heyrick identifies with Carthage not merely because it was a fallen Empire but 

because it had almost surpassed the prominence of Rome. This is particularly melancholy 

because even the object that signifies loss is displaced as “Ruines ruined.” Through the 

England-Rome-Carthage chain of identification, Heyrick imagines the end of his nation 

via the loss of its trace in the chaotic space of the ocean. At this moment, the ocean 

transforms from a sink from which to salvage the ruins of empire to a space which, given 

enough time, swallows the memory of empire. At the frontier of scientific knowledge, 

just as it approaches total unity and enclosure, deeper, opaque frontiers appear. If 

Heyrick’s goal is to perform knowledge of maritime spaces, part of this knowing is the 

confrontation of the destruction of the record, the trace, which is the precedent for 

knowledge.204 

204 It is likely that the tenor of these passages grew from Heyrick’s knowledge of recent 

fruitless imperial projects such as the Charles II’s port at Tangier. This involved the 

English investing in a massive harbor building project in 1663 only to grudgingly 

demolish the harbor and the adjoining fort in 1684 under pressure from parliamentary 
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To add to this epistemic uncertainty, while Heyrick imagines his speaker fluidly 

moving through aquatic space, hopping from one ruin to another, the poem struggles to 

deliver on its promise to map ruins and coordinate submarine space. In describing the 

suspicion of the project and besieging forces under the command of Mulsi Ismâil, King 

of Morocco and Dutch ally. The poem “Tangier’s Lamentation” makes it clear that the 

event is a massive financial loss and an expression of English political fracture: “How 

many ton / Of precious coin / Lie buri’d in the ruin?” (472-4). This poem notes that the 

sinking of this remote dock and fort are a collective financial loss to the nation while 

laying the blame squarely on internal Whig opposition to the crown. A 1684 print of the 

English destruction of Tangiers is simply titled “Tangier in Ruins” (Schless 873-874). 

Child’s War (1686-1690), in which the English East India company found itself humbled 

by the Mughal Empire can be added to this list of embarrassing defeats. However, 

Heyrick’s poem is not interested in mobilizing these defeats into a pointed political 

critique. While Dryden’s Annus Mirabilis sought to frame the Second Dutch War as 

proof of Charles’ good administration, the opposition in poems such as “Second Advice 

to a Painter,” attributed to Marvell, hammered home the disastrousness of the war by 

lingering on images of English ships sunk into the silt of the River Medway (700-4). In 

the vein of Marvell, Heyrick’s ruins evoke a general, melancholy response to the state of 

England and a larger reflection on the precariousness of empire. See Andrew Marvell, 

"Last Instructions to a Painter," Restoration Literature: An Anthology, ed. Paul 

Hammond (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 32-38. 
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features of the seafloor, Heyrick constantly employs deixis (“Nor did I miss,” “There,” 

“Here”). However, he does not coordinate these points (281, 294, 375). He simply moves 

his gaze from here to there without positing a spatial relationship. In the lack of a 

satisfactory language to describe the seafloor, his ruins remained unmoored in space. 

Passages where Heyrick describes sea floor objects as “shuffled” or “justling” emphasize 

ruins’ mobility (421, 426). Though Heyrick desires to memorialize Imperial histories 

through his poem, he represents the ruins that give this memorialization a space and 

substance as highly precarious. Through the discovered porousness of the globe, they are 

both brought closer to the body of the nation while threatening to become unknowable by 

disappearing in the flux of the ocean’s waters and the insufficiencies of Heyrick’s own 

spatial language. 

We can see in Heyrick’s peripatetic ruin chasing a compulsively effort to unify 

this particularly mobile mass of unstable semantic potential into an English object of 

knowledge. It also alleviates the anxiety created by his experience of the globe’s porous 

ontology by re-mastering liquid interstitial spaces. In this space, the poem’s final section 

and its recursive voyages attempt to organize and touch upon this immanence as a field of 

available possibility but not yet action. Put another way, Heyrick’s poetics is one in 

which the number of lines he devotes to particular places—and potential property— 

becomes shorter and shorter in the fourth section, the re-pode. Demonstrating the radical 

compression of this final section, the narrator discovers every unknown island in one 

couplet: “I found out all the Solitary Isles, / Where Uncorrupted Nature smiles” (1640-1). 

In modeling this final, fourth section of the book after the Atlantian text read in the 

second, Heyrick fastidiously notes that he leaves nothing out: “Nor did I the Arabian 
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Gulph omit,” “Nor could I miss Cape Comori” (1732, 1714). The irony is thick. In noting 

Cape Comori is not missed, it is all but missed, signifying no specific content and 

serving, instead, as another name in a list whose effect is the simulation of speedy travel 

of a complete global circuit. Yet the poem’s own performance of empiricism can only go 

so far as naming and deixis. Heyrick may purport to visit “Florida,” “Panama,” and “the 

Amazonian River” over a few stanzas, arranging them in a roughly southern coastal 

trajectory; however, his descriptions of them flounder into generic formulations: “Florida, 

that ope’s her beauteous Bosom wide,” “Panama; The Glorious Island” (1607-32) 

When the re-pode turns to touring ruins, what replaces the impression of 

individual ruins is the sense of a sea densely, almost suffocatingly, packed with trans-

historic ruins. The imaginative extended tableaux over several stanzas early in the poem 

in which riches, wreckage, and aquatic life mingle as prospective property are replaced 

by Heyrick hammering out his atlas in rhyme: “Thro all the TYRRHEN and the 

ADRIAN Sea / I cut my untrackt Way: / And saw the Wrecks in their unrifled Bed, / By 

Carthaginian Ships or Roman made” (1910-3). Note how Heyrick quickly defers 

representation of these ruins then moves on: 

And could th’ Antiquities, that there are laid, 
By Art be thence convey’d, 

How would they please the Curious Eye? 
The Rarities what Sums could buy? 
Not Hercules Pillars could my Course confine. (1914-8) 

In an obsessive global circulation, he returns to the place of ruins without precisely 

describing them. Rather, Heyrick moves toward and hovers over the space of ruin and the 

immanence of ruins as objects that fluctuate between potential material or intellectual 

property. If Heyrick cannot celebrate any particular recent Imperial triumph or 
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confidently project the enclosure of property from the sea, these failures threaten to 

unmoor the meaning of English Empire. In response, Heyrick projects English enclosure 

of the representational space of ruins as what empire might mean. It has the power to 

name everything, even if it cannot represent any single place or coordinate places into a 

space. 

Boredom as circulatory sublime? 

As with Milton’ Eden, encounter with the fluvial landscape inspires song, yet this 

song is experienced by the reader not as pleasant variety and profusion but a sort of 

linguistic informational overload, a profusion of signs that fail to signify. Though 

Heyrick’s faint pointing may be tedious to a modern reader and self-defeating in purpose, 

read generously Heyrick intends the expansion of the scope and intensity of liquid 

circulations in his poem to effect an under recognized form of the sublime. The figure of 

Heyrick’s dolphin traversing the passage from the bottom of the ocean to the top of the 

Alps is not merely a precursor to the romantic sublime of an over-awing, churning 

oceanic nature or of the mountain that reveals the ponderous force of God. Nor is it 

precisely what Williams terms a Whig religious sublime that characterized the works of 

Blackmore, where the physico-theological poem acts as a telescope or microscope to find 

divine traces at the limits of the perceptible; nor is it quite the sublime of Williamite 

panegyrics whose biblical and classical images celebrate contemporary military might.205 

Rather, Heyrick’s ode represents the power of a subject’s easy propulsion through a 

205 Williams, “The Sublime and the Liberty of Writing,” 181-191. 
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circuit that unites these two spaces, maritime periphery and island state, the ocean bottom 

and the English spring: this is what Heyrick calls “roving” or moving by “inclination.” 

We might call this aesthetic effect the circulatory sublime. 

The circulatory sublime is not about leaping from the cusp of perceptible objects 

into a light-shot infinitude, but, rather, has as its focus one object and its rapid traversal 

via the complex network of pathways which engird it. Heyrick’s figure of the Atlantian 

secret book, a four dimensional map of the totality globe, is a figure of such sublimity. It 

also reveals that the circulatory sublime requires empirical science which might produce 

total accounting. 

In his ruin tour, Heyrick also tries to practice a poetics of the circulatory sublime. 

Heyrick’s poem’s fourth section condenses and recapitulating much of what the poem 

already illustrated—histories and territories, chronology and voyage—as representing to 

his contemporaries an effect of speed, a sublime acceleration and condensation in which 

the entire liquid globe becomes a predictable, interconnected, total medium. The other 

side of modern boredom could be Long Restoration delight in epic travel squeezed into a 

line of poetry and the exotic juxtapositions of place this creates. 

In his total circulation, Heyrick aligns himself in both content and form with the 

expansionist, imperial ambitions of the nation within a paradigm of absolute monopoly of 

these watery circuits of circulation that provide access to both wet wastes and rich shores. 

Certainly, the nation’s maritime strength was growing at a breakneck speed, and the 

production of triumphalist military odes followed suite.206 “The Submarine Voyage” 

206 By the 1690s investors were pouring capital into maritime ventures via a rapidly 
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appeared alongside several Williamite panegyrics celebrating England’s military strength 

and mastery of the sea and shares thematic features with these poems.207 Later Georgian-

era writers would transform the relatively local triumphs of the panegyrics of the 

Glorious Revolution into visions of total oceanic mastery.208 “The Submarine Voyage” 

growing number of joint stock companies. To protect this maritime capital, the Royal 

Navy had grown to become the nation’s largest employer, having tripled in size over the 

course of three Dutch wars. Linebaugh and Rediker, 146-48. 

207 Between 1689 and 1692, Pindaric Odes celebrate William of Orange’s ascension to 

the English throne, his successes against James Stuart at Battle of the Boyne, and the 

victory of his navy over that of the French in the battle of La Hogue See John Dennis, An 

ode upon the glorious and successful expedition of His Highness the Prince of Orange, 

now King of England, who landed Novemb. 5, 1688 (London: Randal Taylor, 1689); 

Anonymous, Britain reviv'd in a panegyrick to their Most August Majesties William and 

Mary: a pindaric poem (London: 1689); Philanax, A Pindarique ode by way of 

panegyrick, upon the glorious conquests of magnanimous K. William in the campagne of 

92. Presented to him at his return (London: 1692); Richard Ames, Britannia victrix, or, 

The triumphs of the Royal Navy in the late victorious ingagement with the French fleet 

May, 1692: a pindarick poem (London: 1692). 

208 “The main, the main Is Britain’s reign,” Edward Young would write in his 1728 

mercantilist panegyric “Ocean: an Ode.” Young’s oceans are “vast fields of commerce 

and big war,” surfaces for English ships to plough, slice, or cut through in carrying out 
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shares a sense of an imperial national destiny with later and contemporary Whig 

panegyrics. It exceeds these poems by hybridizing the Whig panegyric with underwater 

scientific efforts to reflect a different national vision of oceanic space. In Whig poetry, 

oceans are chaotic surfaces mastered technologically and militarily for the purposes of 

travel and transport. Heyrick’s oceans are a complex, knowable space with depths to 

inhabit and from which to extract value from ruin and waste from which England may 

reproduce itself. 

Heryick’s ode is a hopeful projection of ideal circulations that ignores actual 

circulations outside of the English imperium by fixing competitors in the wreckage of 

previous empires. Royalist monopolies and groups of traders and merchants struggled 

with each other to develop new modes of production in the Americas until the end of the 

Interregnum.209 This struggle continued into the Restoration as colonial merchants, often 

in defiance of British trade laws, organized inter-Imperial trading networks.210 Against 

transatlantic military and mercantile projects. Edward Young, Ocean. An Ode (Dublin: 

1728), 43-44. 

209 Robert Brenner, “The Dynamics of Commercial Development,” Merchants and 

Revolution: Commercial Change, Political Conflict, and London’s Overseas Traders, 

1550-1653 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993), 3-51. 

210 Christian Koot, “‘A Conspiracy in People of All Ranks’: The Evolution of 

Intracolonial Networks,” Empire at the Periphery: British Colonists, Anglo-Dutch Trade, 

and the Development of the British Atlantic, 1621-1713 (New York: New York 

University Press, 2011), 181-214. 
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the reality of this struggle, Heyrick’s poetics of circulation symbolically stabilize and 

vertically extend the body of the English nation. 

In terms of Restoration literature’s relationship to empire and property, submarine 

exploration in Heyrick’s poem paradoxically promises to become a new frontier for 

property production and to trigger an ontological crisis in the nature of property itself. 

The sea-floor provides a potential route to enrich the nation and repair its pride from the 

disasters of Charles II’s reign.211 On the sea-floor, ruins mingle with a tantalizingly 

salvageable and dangerous excess. The poem turns away from such commercial 

speculation to dramatize an English subject gradually performing the imperial impulse to 

unify them into intellectual property, an aquatic version of the bourgeois Grand tour that 

replays what Ann Laura Stoler calls “the ‘salvage’ rescue operation that European 

empires claimed as their benevolent task.” Yet the particular flux and dense 

interconnection of this oceanic space threatened to make that task impossible. Further, 

deep-sea water could only be occupied with difficulty, enclosed not at all, and 

represented a hydrological force so potent it threatened to unsettle the unity and stability 

of dry land (194). In imaginatively exploring submarine ruins, Heyrick links England’s 

own anxieties over continuity and discontinuity with its capacity to reach and salvage 

matter and knowledge as property from wet, frontier spaces. 

211 Of course, one alternative would be to see in the ocean depths not potential property 

but the mutilated or starved bodies of enslaved Africans, Irish, spirited children, 

transported commoners, pirates, and mutineers. See Peter Linebaugh and Marcus 

Rediker, “Hewers of Wood and Drawers of Water,” 61. 
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If the deep-sea was a self-conflicted site of speculation for Restoration thinkers 

over what property could be, Jonathan Swift’s “The South Sea Project” has come to 

represent the eighteenth century’s definitive literary take on the wisdom of such 

speculation. In this poem, Swift savages the promise of the South Sea Company’s 

directors to multiply the value of initial investments. He likens the stock to the South Sea 

itself and investment in it as wise as throwing money into the ocean through a cavalcade 

of images that play off the absurdity of seeking solidity and fixity in a space of liquidity 

and flux: 

While some build castles in the air, 
Directors build them in the seas; 
Subscribers plainly see them there, 
For fools will see as wise men please. (173-6) 

Swift views the sea as a chaotic medium that irrevocably swallowed human endeavors— 

the sky and the deeps are the last place one should look to produce property.212 If Heyrick 

does not exactly predict the South Sea Bubble, his self-consciousness of the deep-sea as a 

space where value becomes phantasmagoric certainly shows us the appropriateness of 

Swift’s metaphors for the South Sea Bubble. 

Conclusions 

212 See Jonathan Swift, “The Bubble,” The Poems of Jonathan Swift, vol. 1, ed. Harold 

Williams (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1958), 248-59. 
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Long Restoration authors sought to understand and represent the planet’s physical 

structure. To do so, was to propose geophysical processes that would both produce this 

structure and destroy it. This endeavor profoundly unsettled their views of nationhood. 

As Burnet and Heyrick’s narratives illustrate, English authors confronted the 

geophysical limits to empire in the form of sunken ruins. This ruin gazing had a double 

valence. It revealed the titanic force of planetary hydro- and geological processes and 

salvaged narratives of recovery from the ruins. For Burnet, the seafloor as a ruin suggests 

the global Deluge shattered the Earth. This transforms the planet into a profoundly 

fragmented, porous, and unstable place, placing disaster not only in the past but 

potentially on the horizon of the future. Burnet’s planetary ruin-gazing creates the 

aesthetic effect of the sublime in providing access to deep time and titanic geophysical 

forces. For Heyrick, journeying to gaze at ruins reveals the unexpected ways in which 

oceanic and national spaces touch, unsettling the body of the nation and binding exteriors 

and interiors into a denser circuit. 

Both authors developed narrative forms that both acknowledge the dangers these 

submarine spaces signified while also working to quarantine these dangers. 

Affective moments of ruin gazing propel narratives of global ecological and imperial 

recovery and unification. For Burnet, this means employing a geological plot to simulate 

views of the planet’s body. In this theatre, he discovers a past Eden in the sea-floor and a 

future Eden in the geophysical principles that produce this ruin. He intuits a past 

perfection on which to model an optimistic geological future, forecasting the recession of 

the seas and drainage of swamps through natural geophysical processes aided by civilized 

nations. Sea-floor ruins make right English projects of drainage. For Heyrick, the planet’s 
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porosity necessitates imperial projects mastering these interstitial spaces and linguistic 

forms such as the circulatory sublime that simulate planetary unification through 

imaginative visitation and compulsive naming. Those narratives make room for English 

agency in the face of planetary forces. Both rely on the essential fiction that sea-floor 

ruins can easily and totally gazed upon. This England has the power to make property 

from liquid space whether this is land or information. In a sense, these optimistic 

narratives disclose the lies English empire needed to tell itself. Water engineering aids 

providential geophysical processes and will not be wiped away by natural catastrophe. 

Compiling knowledge of a porous world will help the English master its interstices, 

rather than revealing the many ways England is always already touched by exterior flows 

it cannot master. 

Finally, this chapter began with a claim that the texts of Burnet and Heyrick force 

us to reconsider when and where the scene of the ruin gazing emerges in English 

literature. It would like to end with a consideration of the larger conceptual category that 

enfolds ruin—waste. These texts make us reconsider the space of waste in the Restoration 

imagination and, in turn, the horizons of English projects of improvement. Scholarship 

has been picking through the dumps, writing stories about the role of waste in the 

literatures of each era, and speculating on the overall direction of this story. Numerous 

scholars remind us that waste initially designated unoccupied, uncultivated land but not 
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necessarily unused lands.213 In this sense, wastes were often and continue to be sites of 

commoning. 

Told by scholars as different in disciplinary approach as Sophie Gee, a scholar of 

English literature, and Vinay Gidwani and Rajyashree N. Reddy, geographers with their 

eyes on contemporary urban India, one prominent version of the story of waste’s place is 

that the transition to modernity is marked by the movement of waste from the country to 

the city.214 If, as Gidwani and Reddy put it, “‘waste’ is the political other of capitalist 

‘value’” and polities moved to enshrine capitalist value as the only possible economic 

value, the designation of an object as waste increased in potential political force.215 

Gidwani and Reddy demonstrate that in modern India the deployment of waste moved 

from British colonial agricultural irrigation schemes to post-colonial discourses of urban 

development. Along the way, waste became highly mobile, a constantly shifting internal 

horizon of clearance and development. Wastes often support form of commoning. In this 

213 Waste operated within political-juridical discourse in England as early as the 

Thirteenth Century in disputes between tenants and landlords to describe tenant use of 

land that did not produce “value” or did not keep the land “in repair.” What value and 

repair were became less subjective as capitalist agriculture took root. See Vinay Gidwani 

and Rajyashree N. Reddy, "The Afterlives of ‘Waste’: Notes from India for a Minor 

History of Capitalist Surplus," Antipode 43, no. 5 (2011): 1625-58. 

214 See Sophie Gee, Making Waste: Leftovers and the Eighteenth-Century Imagination 

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2010). 

215 Gidwani and Reddy, 625. 
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narrative, commons are constantly produced and dispersed by capitalist exhaustion of 

spaces and redevelopment. Following this tendency to see waste as moving from country 

to city, Sophie Gee argues compellingly that with the 1666 Great Fire of London, the 

wasteland moved to the city in the diaries of John Evelyn and poems of Dryden: “When 

the fire swept through London, the capital of England became the wasteland that had 

always been imagined elsewhere.”216 Through this break, authors such as Dryden can 

reconstitute from the rubble a triumphant view of the nation. 

Through these stories waste goes from being relatively static, underexploited rural 

common to a mobile feature of the urban landscape; it moves from an uncivilized space 

of pre-production to a space of post-consumption and post-culture —a ruin. Though 

Restoration waste is pre-cultural and ruin is post-cultural, with images of each evoking 

different affects, waste and ruin retain the same unifying feature: they contain untapped 

potential as a resource for capital. Each has not been brought within a regime of 

ownership that can give it value. Pre-cultural waste remains unworked. It needs all the 

genius of English technical application. Sunk in the dimness of the ocean, the ruin needs 

symbolic or actual salvage to have value; it needs the searchlight of the imagination or 

the stage of the museum. Waste and ruin both need a new master—and capitalism needs 

to symbolically and materially produce this material to master. Accepting these premises, 

we can consider unrecognized ruins as a subset of waste and, in turn, a form of commons. 

In addition to planting ruin-gazing firmly in the Long Restoration, this chapter has 

tried to provide an alternative to this story where waste moves from the country to this 

216 Gee, “The Invention of the Wasteland,” 26. 
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city. In Restoration literature, alongside waste erupting in cities, waste sunk. It was in the 

viscous mud and silt of fens and the bottom of the sea both as ruins and lost land (and for 

Burnet, a lost planet). Water and silt were horizons for the recovery of waste to transform 

both nature and the nation. 

Poems like Swift’s “The Bubble” would emphasize that investment in these wet 

wastelands would swallow the wealth of the nation. They would eventually come to 

represent a hard limit to England’s imperial reach. In this sense, sea floors would become 

true wastes, spaces that could not be imagined as valuable under any circumstances. The 

true strangeness of these Restoration works is that their optimism wins out: they imagine 

even ocean bottoms as commons the nation would eventually absorb. 
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Chapter 4: 

“And the Fresh Vomit Run Forever Green”: Writing through the Kennels of Early 

Eighteenth-Century London 

Where Chapter 3 highlighted how English authors used ocean depths to sound 

English Empire’s nature and limits, this chapter turns to the waters running into drains 

and sinks in Augustan urban poetry. The sudden proliferation of waste-water and water 

infrastructure in literature corresponds with the explosive growth of London and 

Edinburgh. The sinks and drains in this urban literature include waterspouts, puddles, 

kennels, ditches, and rivers. They are both de facto or designed infrastructure that collect 

or channel liquids and viscous matter. This infrastructure often connected private and 

public places, bodily interiors and public exteriors, as well as cultural and natural spaces 

such as kennels and rivers.217 They were premier sites of mixture. Though these mucky 

mixtures were often represented as waste, literature made quite a bit of use of them. 

Augustan writing is remarkably fixated on London’s drains and sinks. Take 

Swift’s “A Description of a City Shower”: 

Now from all parts the swelling kennels flow, 

217 Though early eighteen-century legislation tried to make it illegal to dispose of waste in 

the streets, collective resistance made these laws toothless. People still tossed their waste 

into street kennels. For a fine synopsis of tensions between common rights and laws 

seeking to enclose the waste commons of the street, see Stephen Copley and Ian 

Haywood, “Luxury, Refuse and Poetry: John Gay’s Trivia,” John Gay and the 

Scriblerians, ed. Peter Lewis and Nigel Wood (London: Vision Press, 1989), 62-82. 
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And bear their trophies with them as they go: 
Filth of all hues and odors seem to tell 
What street they sailed from by their sight and smell. (72-5)218 

The kennels mix heterogeneous spaces and citizens. We might read this passage as 

Stallybrass and White, finding that it characterizes the Augustan tactic of representing 

mixed social bodies in execrable terms.219 Yet, this particular braid of filth represents 

spatial knowledge as well as urban chaos. It suggests a relation between the site of waste 

and its source (“filth of all hues and odors seem to tell / What street they sailed”). 

However, this relation is only tentative: filth and stink only seems to communicate space. 

Waste flows offered to both disorient their reader and define urban space. 

We can call official and unofficial liquid urban infrastructure “commons” and 

“waste commons” because they share Linebaugh’s rough and ready distinction of being 

owned by one and used by many for subsistence.220 Wells, water conduits, water pumps, 

kennels and sewers might have been built by charter or charity but their use belonged to 

the many as a free right. This use muddled the boundary between the public and private. 

Households disposed of their most intimate wastes in streets tramped by the multitudes. 

218 Jonathan Swift, "A Description of a City Shower," In Eighteenth-Century Poetry: An 

Annotated Anthology, ed. David Fairer and Christine Gerrard (Oxford: Blackwell 

Publishing, 2004), 508-9. 

219 Peter Stallybrass and Allon White, “The Grotesque Body and the Smithfield Muse: 

Authorship in the Eighteenth Century,” The Politics and Poetics of Transgression 

(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1986), 80-124. 

220 Linebaugh, The Magna Carta Manifesto, 33. 
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Though not a means of total self-reproduction as rural commons could be, urban liquid 

commons served to reproduce Londoner’s labor for the market, performing the humble 

job of by receiving and separating them from their bodily wastes. 

Augustans also wrote into these flows a story beyond subsistence—one of profit 

and loss through use of these commons. In them they represented both crises of 

subsistence and novel forms of commoning and commodity production. Social and 

economic writers have admirably documented the origins of capitalism and traditional 

forms of resistance to capitalism in protests against rural enclosure and the market; 

however, what these accounts miss is that which arises as capitalism’s other in cities: new 

forms of commoning, profit and revolt centered around urban water and waste-water 

commons. 

In turn, this chapter also proposes that the Augustan employ London’s liquid 

commons as a symbol for England’s new financial order. Writers were trying to 

understand the new nature of economic value that resulted from the coinage crisis of the 

1690s and the Financial Revolution that consisted of the establishment of the major 

borrowing and financial institution of The Bank of England, and introduction of 

government bonds and public joint-stock companies. Together, these entities created new 

instruments of capitalist financialization. Pocock argues that the early eighteenth-century 

emergence of the stock market and expansion of debtor/creditor relations was the 

decisive moment in which the English began to realize “that political relations were on 
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the verge of becoming capitalist relations.”221 An unsettling consequence of this 

transformation was that the market for immaterial goods (stocks) had enveloped and 

determined the value of the market for material goods. 

Critics such as Sherman apply Pocock’s observations by arguing that writers 

created texts that reflected this new financial climate defined by debit-credit relations and 

immaterial value through narrative strategies of delayed pay-off, seriality, and nested-

narratives that distance the word from its “originary authenticator.”222 Sherman illustrates 

how these strategies respond to and participate in a moment where the intensification and 

proliferation of debit-credit relations creates a fundamental disorientation in regard to 

where value resides. To remedy this disorientation, authors needed to produce narratives 

to map this new financial landscape. This chapter argues that the drive to represent this 

new economic paradigm manifested itself in a London defined by waste flows and 

intense contradictions in regard to the value of the labor producing and managing these 

flows. Cynthia Wall argues that, following the destruction of London in the Fire, Gay’s 

Trivia took part in a robust outpouring of literature partaking in “the effort within the city 

to remap itself imaginatively, to resignify its spaces, to rename itself.”223 This chapter 

221 J.G.A. Pocock, Virtue, Commerce and History (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 1985), 110. 

222 Sandra Sherman, “Introduction,” Finance and Fictionality in the Early Eighteenth 

Century: Accounting for Defoe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 5. 

223 Cynthia Wall, “The Art of Writing the Streets of London,” The Literary and Cultural 

Spaces of Restoration London (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 116. 
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assumes that part of this resignification was finding ways to both map the city while 

expressing how this city space was the setting for novel economic transformations 

between the material and immaterial that threatened to undo this legibility. That is, 

writers like Pope and Gay materialize the financialization of England’s economy through 

images of heterogeneous stuff flowing through its streets. They map and unmap this new 

London by following these flows of filth. 

It is through this lens that we may re-examine two of the Augustan era’s most 

important urban poems, Alexander Pope’s Dunciad, Variorum (1729) and John Gay’s 

Trivia (1716). This chapter argues that poems reflect on London as a financial hub 

through imagery that thickly interrelates turbulent flows of mire with London’s laborers 

and market spaces. Pope plunges “dunce” writers into London’s filth, pulling his poetic 

competition out of a reputable discursive realm and plunging them into a fetid material 

one. Gay differs from his fellow Scriblerian: he sees filth as matter that makes possible 

capitalist self-advancement. Gay finds in common flows of mire unexpected pleasure and 

an unlikely path to legitimate market spaces through the work of dematerializing filth. 

Both authors identify revolutionary potential in the waste commons. Pope 

represents waste flows and writers who make them as revolutionary forces to purge 

because they threaten to contaminate literal markets and the marketability of language. 

Gay saw filth as integral economic matter that both threatened markets and made possible 

new economic forms. In both works, images of flowing water and waste express how the 

city and its particular neighborhoods were understood as interrelated economic systems 

that sustained or smothered the lives of those who worked those spaces. 
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This argument that Augustan poets defined their city through flows is directed 

against Wall’s argument that the urban poems of Pope and Gay “seems intent of 

containing change, fixing motion to place, pinning Dunces into eternally stable identities. 

Spaces in these poems guarantee meanings.” Wall argues that Gay’s poem provides a 

sunny order to the city with an emphasis on his language pinning and containing things 

and places into a static order, ignoring how Gay’s poem addresses London as a financial 

city of flows that interrelate people and space.224 New instruments of financialization 

made the market more dynamic and volatile; this dynamism, is expressed in 

representations of the city that emphasize flux and circulation, not stasis and 

containment.225 

Yet all liquid Londons are not the same. Some authors, like Daniel Defoe, 

describe the flows financialization creates as smooth and energetic. In his A Tour 

Through the Whole Island of Great Britain, new, highly visible, well-heeled foot-traffic 

is “the prodigious conflux of the nobility and gentry from all parts of England to London” 

and “a constant daily intercourse between the Court part of the town, and the city.”226 The 

224 Though Wall does note that this is not uniformly true in the Augustan’s works, she 

nevertheless concludes her treatment of Gay by asserting Trivia is about ordering the 

streets, providing reliable signs, and illustrating the need for containment. Wall, 128-133. 

225 Linebaugh: “Finance capitalism permitted violent swings of attention to wherever 

expropriations from common lands were most profitable.” Linebaugh, 99. 

226 Daniel Defoe, “City of London,” A Tour through the Whole Island of Great Britain 

1724-6 (London: Penguin Books, 1986), 307. 
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stock market defined routes and created traffic and Defoe gives these flows of money-

makers a sort of robust, cyclical animation. The noun “conflux” emphasizes the liquid, 

flowing nature of this traffic. Using the terms of Michel Serres, who looks to Lucretius, 

we can describe Defoe’s vision of London’s human conflux as laminar, smoothly 

flowing. As Jonathan Gil Harris notes tropes of a flowing city are particularly unstable 

given the nature of water to spill across and permeate surfaces.227 Orderly flows could 

easily turn disorderly, mixing matter and spaces in unexpected ways. 

Unlike Defoe’s, Pope and Gay define their liquid London by this turbulence. In 

Pope’s London, individual bodies, writing, and spaces contaminate each other. Gay’s 

poem, in particular, is about the itineraries (and often transformations) of people and 

matter between places; Gay orders the streets not merely through naming streets and 

shops but by describing vectors and pulls that interrelate them. The poem’s connection of 

spaces through itineraries of people and mire allow us to see how Gay is making 

powerful and particular differentiations about the value of these places and the people 

and matter within them while also representing these spaces as the function of their often 

hybrid relationship with each other. Through his images of waste flowing from here to 

there, Gay emphasizes how waste commons are inseparable from the city whole, how 

kennels and ditches of material sludge and markets for immaterial goods are productively 

227 Jonathan Gil Harris, "This Is Not a Pipe: Water Supply, Incontinent Sources, and the 

Leaky Body Politics," In Enclosure Acts: Sexuality, Property, and Culture in Early 

Modern England, ed. Richard Burt and John Michael Archer (Ithaca: Cornell University 

Press, 1994), 203-28. 
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related. Pope and Gay together reflect the spectrum of Augustan responses to the 

financialized city through their images of waste flows. 

This chapter will prove its arguments about Pope and Gay’s use of turbulent 

waste-flows to reflect on the relationship between subsistence and the era’s 

transformations in value. This chapter will proceed by looking at the Stowe’s influential 

antiquarian representation of the city, the 1598 A Survey of London. It will demonstrate 

how Scriblerians depart from Stowe’s representation of the city as defined by a happy 

excess of flowing water. Scriblerians like Pope transform Stowe’s happy liquid excess 

into turbulent waste-flows and waste commons. These materialize and discredit the hated 

and feared revolutionary potential of subversive writing. The chapter will then turn 

toward Gay’s more ambivalent view of the waste commons and waste commoners: he 

associates waste commons with potentially apocalyptic labors embodied by women who 

plunge the city’s economic energies into abyssal, plebian spaces. Through the figure of 

the writer-as-shoeshine, Gay also sees waste-commons as a potential new locus of 

capitalization and a means of capitalist self-improvement that binds the plebian and 

bourgeois spaces of the city into a happy circuit by transforming turbulent waste flows 

into diverting language. 

Liquid urban commons: Stow’s plenty, Pope’s pollution 

In the London letter in his A Tour Through The Whole Island of Great Britain, 

Daniel Defoe writes, “To enter here into a particular description of the city of London, its 

antiquities, monuments, &c. would be only to make an abridgement of Stow and his 

continuators” (295). John Stow’s 1598 Survey of London was a massively popular history 
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of London’s architecture and customs. Over the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries, Stowe’s text was reprinted five times and many authors borrowed from him 

wholesale in an attempt to produce a ‘protestantised’ or Jacobean Survey.228 Over the 

course of the century, the Survey became a canonical and nostalgic text, profoundly 

informing how Londoners imagined their city. A century later after its publication, Defoe 

felt that the Survey’s London was well known to his readers and so it was unnecessary to 

recapitulate the city’s history and topography in his own book. 

Stow’s past and present London is rich in liquid commons: “[the citizens of 

London] had in every street and lane of the city divers fair wells and fresh springs.” Its 

infrastructure tidily contains these flows: “The fountain called St. Clement’s well, north 

from the parish church of St. Clements, and near unto an inn of Chancerie called 

Clement’s Inn, is fair curbed square with hard stone, kept clean for common use, and is 

always full.”229 These commons are a point of civic pride and carry an indefatigable 

energetic and economic charge. After narrating the city’s decision to pave over several 

watercourses, Stow notes that High Oldborne Hill “remain[s] full of springs, so that water 

228 Alexandra Gillespie, “Introduction,” John Stow (1525-1605) and the Making of the 

English Past, ed. Ian Gadd and Alexandra Gillespie (London: The British Library, 2004), 

5. 

229 Stow and his publisher reprinted and expanded the Survey through the first half of the 

seventeenth century. By mid-century, several other authors appropriated large swathes of 

Stow’s text to serve as the foundation for their versions of London. John Stowe, A Survey 

of London, 2nd ed (London:1603), 7. 
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is there found at hand, and hard to be stopped in every house” (7). The city ensured that 

London’s supply of water flowed freely to the public outside of the cash nexus.230 Stow 

represents London to its residents as a great, liquid commons put in happy motion toward 

Londoners by rivers, conduits, fountains, pumps, and wells. This was a lasting 

impression. Though Defoe felt it unnecessary to recapitulate Stow, he still put forward 

Stowian sentiments: “[I]t cannot be denied, that the city of London is the best supplied 

with water of any great city in the world, and upon as easy terms to its inhabitants.”231 

Their discourse resonates with that of Locke: a seemingly self-replenishing water 

common feeds the city’s productivity. 

In Stow’s irriguous London, waste is only ever an occasional problem that is 

resolved by collaborative civic action. After noting the pollution and depletion of the 

Well’s River, Stow lists a series of orders by King and the city’s common councils 

toward the repair and maintenance of the river. Over the course of these actions Well’s 

River becomes Turnmill Brook. Though the river shrinks and joins with the notoriously 

filthy “Fleete dike,” Stow concludes his account with the cheerful note that through this 

effort the brook serves the city as “a great commodity” (6). 

Stow’s narrative belies the fact that the borders between London’s water and 

wastewater infrastructure could be dynamic. Fleet Ditch was a sink to dump waste in and 

a shipping canal. The Thames River was everything: fishery, toilet, household water 

source. Pumps provided household water and water for washerwomen but this work also 

230 Jenner, 250-70. 

231 Defoe, 319. 
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turned pumps into sinks of wastewater from the wash. In later narratives of London’s 

public waters, water and waste-water would become one and the same; however, even 

when describing one of London’s most notoriously polluted arteries, Fleet Ditch, dirtied 

waters have no permanent place in Stow’s narrative of civic progress. 

Where many chose to represent Fleet Ditch “as a Great Commodity,” others 

focused on its turbulent materiality. Ben Johnson’s 1612 “On the Famous Voyage” 

narrates a mock-heroic voyage through Fleet Ditch where the ditch is likened to the 

alimentary canal of London’s Body. Fleet Ditch is a site of troubling appetites, putrid 

waste and sick bodies roil Fleet Ditch. This bodily ferment threatens the social and spatial 

stability of the city.232 Defoe himself, in the role of civic reporter, registered the noisome 

nature of The Ditch as evidence in support of enclosing public wastes to defend against 

plague.233 

The Scriblerians would also gleefully puncture the cheerful civic vision of “Fleet 

Ditch as a Great Commodity” by presenting it as a turbulent flow, pulsing with dangerous 

revolutionary energy. Stow and Locke see liquid commons as civic glue; Winstanley sees 

in the flowing of liquid commons a positive, revolutionary force. Pope shares 

Winstanley’s recognition of their liberatory power, but it is a potential to be hated. The 

Dunciad, makes flows of urban filth synonymous with degraded physical and linguistic 

labor. His streets and gutters overflow with hack-writers spouting rotten language and 

232 Andrew McRae, "‘On the Famous Voyage’: Ben Jonson and Civic Space." Early 

Modern Literary Studies Special Issue 3 (1998): 1-31. 

233 Copley and Haywood, 63. 
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sporting in linguistic mire. Pope employs this imagery of noisome public flows— 

splashing mud, vomiting, and pissing—to express fear of the contamination of language 

as a common and this language’s subsequent unmarketability. 

Pope defines London by turbulent flows in a multitude of ways. The publisher’s 

footrace is punctuated by pratfalls and great splashes of mud. This city-wide turbulence is 

most literal in Pope’s famous lines on the confluence of Fleet-Ditch and the Thames, the 

river most identified with London: 

To where Fleet-Ditch with disemboguing streams 
Rolls the large tribute of dead dogs to Thames, 
The King of Dykes! than whom, no sluice of mud 
With deeper sable blots the silver flood. (2.261-264)234 

There’s turbulence both in the rotten content (dogs) of the ditch staining the silver 

Thames but also in the ungracious gerund “disemboguing” and its internal slant rhyme 

with “dog” and “blot.” 

It is also telling that in the final lines of Book 1 Pope compares Grubstreet to a 

bog. Bogs are difficult landscapes with a dual nature. They are sources of stagnant 

waters, or, in rainy weather, unsystematic, treacherous flows. Pope then introduces 

turbulence into London’s flows through the ironies established between text and footnote. 

Book II begins with an image of Tibbald, the Dunce King, on whose “Curlls the Public 

pours / All-bounteous, fragrant grains, and golden show’rs” (2.3-4). His footnote to this 

line reads: “Edm. Curl stood in the pillory at Charing-Cross, in March, 1727-8.” This 

footnote embeds London’s geography in a mock conventional tableau. Here language and 

liquid mingle in “pour,” which describes in the poem a shower of adulation and, in its 

234 Alexander Pope, The Dunciad Variorum (London: 1729). 
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footnote, the public heaping verbal abuse on Curll the publisher and the “pour” of verses 

from the unwittingly buffoonish Camillo Querno (“[He] drank abundantly, and poured 

forth verses”) (24). Pope troubles “pour” with the irony between representations of 

textual adulation and paratextual scorn. 

The turbulence of Pope’s urban “pours” becomes explicit a few lines later when, 

following the Queen of Dulness’s command, “An endless band / Pours forth, and leaves 

unpeopled half the land; / A motley mixture!” (2.15-17). “Pour” begins in a minor key 

what will become one of Pope’s major motifs, what Harris describes as the linking of 

incontinent water and incontinent citizens.235 While the early moderns often feminized 

the citizen’s body as a leaky urban pipe, Pope varies this theme by attaching this 

leakiness to hack writing. In his excoriation of party writers, Pope metaphorizes their 

labor into “slinging dirt” that “wide pollutes around / The stream.” Later, he parallels 

books with matter plunged into liquid: “Then down are roll’d the books; stretch’d o’er 

‘em lies / Each gentle clerk, and mutt’ring seals his eyes. / At what a Dutchman plumps 

into lakes.” Later, “fluent nonsense trickles from his tongue.” 

The accretions of writing contaminate the hacks’ bodies and language itself, the 

commons authors draw on. The “filth” and “quaking mud” of Fleet Ditch, which the 

poem loads with “dead dogs” and which the English reader would associate with human 

excrement, becomes the medium these authors work: 

And oh! (he cry’d) what street, what lane, but knows 
Our purgings, pumpings, blanketings and blows? 
In ev’ry loom our labours shall be seen, 
And the fresh vomit run forever green! (2.145-148) 

235 Harris, 209. 
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Language animates the writer’s body (“our purgings, pumpings, blanketings, and blows”) 

and becomes a material stream of public filth. Initial alliterated plosives roil the sentence. 

Gerunds push the action forward into a continuous stream. The organizing metaphor here 

is the poet as an anti-Helicon: a leaky orifice spewing unexchangeable filth into public 

space. His furious paroxysms deprive both himself and the reader of sustenance and 

debases and intensifies London’s waste commons.236 This inverts the trope of the writer 

as a happy pipe for the waters of Helicon, transmitting these waters to others or 

transforming the nectar of poesy into verse that achieves exchange and stimulates 

imitation. 

“Pumping” is particularly resonant given the public visibility of working a water 

pump. It is an oscillative, nonprogressive movement of the body, much like the 

convulsions of vomit and laughter that surrounds Pope’s execrable writer-laborer. It is 

236 The picture of the writer as spasmodic orifice turns on its head ideals of knowledge 

production. As Joanna Picciotto notes, early modern England afforded the innocent, 

objective eye epistemic privilege. Unclouded observation was the foundation of 

knowledge production. This ideal found its expression in Adam, digger and name-giver, 

who unifies bodily and intellectual labor. Yet the eighteenth century began to reassert this 

division, the bodylessness of Mr. Spectator being one such example of the new 

intellectual. If the public intellectual’s “acquisition of literacy originated in physical 

expenditure,… [it] ended in corporeal transcendence.” Here physical expenditure is a 

wretched act of waste-commoning—vomiting into London’s streets. Joanne Picciotto, 

"The Professional Observer,” 509. 
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this bodily, spastic quality of their labor that marks these writers as illegitimate hacks, 

given the mystical and intellectual ease which is supposed to surround the production of 

poetry. It also devalues the public, commoning labor of using a neighborhood pump by 

associating it with the paroxysmal language-commoning of the hack. Pope presents a 

profoundly unegalitarian horizon for public discourse by likening language making to 

proletarian bodily work and representing both as without value. 

Writing work as an abject public flow continues in the Fleet Ditch games’ pissing 

contest. Chetwood, like a baby, urinates on his own face, confusing the vertical hierarchy 

of his body in a negative, infantile autotelism. The winner, the hack publisher Curll, has 

burning urine. This implies he has a venereal disease. Curll takes home as his prize Eliza 

Haywood, who is figured with “Two babies of love close clinging to her waste.” With a 

sneer, the poem proposes a publisher-writer circuit of illegitimate, libidinal production 

that threatens to contaminate the larger circuit of the city. Public pissing reveals Book 2’s 

initial pour of verses as a pour of excrement: Curll’s golden showers of public praise 

transform into public self-urination, an abject form of narcissism. To top it off, this 

syphilitic urine inspires Pope’s commentator to engage in a particularly buffoonish 

instance of logorrhea as he lists seven instances of Homer’s use of “glow” in the Iliad and 

insists it possesses a certain “Jenescay quoy” (38). 

Pope’s situation of writers and publishers as Helicons of filth in Fleet Ditch 

emphasizes the failure of their contaminated language to find the right market. Bad 

individual works flood the same spaces to dissolve into an undifferentiated, execrable 

mass. Pope relentlessly underscores the unscrupulous methods of booksellers, 

particularly Edmund Curll. The brilliance of Book 2 is in the sheer variety of ways it 
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reveals the pursuit of book sales as self-defeating. In winning Dullness’ contests, writers 

and publishers embarrass themselves in public space. They do not debase themselves to 

gain access to a market in which they can gain a modest or even meager subsistence; 

rather, in pursuing their labor, they symbolically remove themselves from the market into 

the depths of Fleet-Ditch. Pope uses London’s topography to narrate this descent. The 

game’s race begins with reference to market spaces (a “neighbor’s shop” and “the 

Strand”) and unscrupulous market practices (the sale and publication of Pope’s letters to 

Cromwell). The poem then moves to hacks vomiting in the streets and, in the footnotes, 

to Curll’s public beating by Westminster students and probable poisoning at the hands of 

Pope (or at least this is what Pope would have the reader believe), which results in Curll’s 

incontinence (“purging and vomiting”) (2.68-322).237 The games then move to the depths 

of Fleet-Ditch via a diving contest. We begin in recognizable market spaces and, after 

surveying a number of leaky bodies, end in the inscrutable depths of the waste-commons. 

Pope’s mix of scatological humor with a scathing assessment of the writing 

market is very funny. It is also part of a body of Augustan poems such as Swift’s “On 

Poetry: A Rapsody” that send up “starv’ling bards” making bad investments in their verse 

in the junk market that is Grubb Street. What is unique about Pope’s entry in this genre is 

237 Pope narrates the result of him poisoning Curll: “[Curll] incontinently fell a vomiting 

and straining in an uncommon and unnatural Manner, the Contents of his vomiting being 

as Green as Grass.” Alexander Pope, A Full and True Account of a Horrid and 

Barbarous Revenge by Poison, On the Body of Mr. Edmund Curll, Bookseller, With a 

Faithful Copy of his Last Will and Testament” (London: 1716). 
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that after the laughter it presents a dim view of the state of language. The images of poets 

working debased mire or contributing to it presents language itself as an abundant 

common fatally polluted by misuse. The games climax with Smedley revealing an 

alarming confluence of waters at the bottom of his prize-winning Fleet-Ditch dive: a 

place where a branch of the river Styx “tinctur’d” with “Lethe’s streams…Pours into 

Thames.” These mixed waters contaminate the city’s water supply and its citizens: “Each 

city-bowl is full of the mixt wave, and all who drink grow dull” (2.316-22). Pope defines 

London as animated by a turbulent circuit of language production. Through images of 

liquid and viscous waste, he betrays the anxiety that in the intensified production of 

language by more actors in a freer market has fatally polluted the common of language 

itself. 

These poets’ labors can no longer bring immaterial language to market or 

exchange. Rather, their efforts make language more grossly material. This intensifies 

language’s toxicity and, in turn, the difficulty for other poets to bring it to market by 

contributing to the general dullness that infects London’s literary milieu. Fleet-Ditch is a 

site of great flux and confluence without value, a leaky artery of stupefying draughts. In 

“Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot,” Pope calls hack writing “dirty work” and briefly employs the 

trope of a spider’s web to suggest the flimsiness of the work of an individual writer. The 

Fleet Ditch games provides Pope with an epic simile that suggests the virulent, clownish, 

and valueless nature of masses of writers and their larger threat to the public sphere. The 

Dunciad attempts to stir up a kind of glossophobia. 
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Moreover, Pope places this bodily language labor within a market defined by bad 

credit. Curll, the hack publisher, finds that the poet he chased after to publish is a fraud at 

the exact moment he wins his race against the other publishers and attains this prize: 

And now the Victor stretch’d his eager hand 
Where the tall Nothing stood, or seem’d to stand; 
A shapeless shade! it melted from his sight, 
Like forms in clouds, or visions of the night! 
To seize his papers, Curl, was next thy care; 
His papers light, fly diverse, tost in air: 
Songs, sonnets, epigrams the winds uplift, 
And whisk ‘em back to Evans, Young, and Swift. 
The embroider’d Suit, at least, he deem’d his prey; 
That suit, an unpaid Taylor snatch’d away! 
No rag, no scrap, of all the beau, or wit, 
That once so flutter’d and that once so writ. (2.101-12) 

The prize poet explodes, revealing a hollow core. By reading the detritus, we find he is in 

artistic debt to the verse of superiors and in monetary debt to the work of an unpaid tailor 

for his pleasing appearance. Pope’s images reveal a market where to invest in immaterial 

linguistic products is to take on nested debts. Publishing these debt-ridden vehicles 

thickens an already toxic soup of language made material waste. Pope extends this 

sentiment in his footnotes. Decrying the practice of attributing works to authors who did 

not write them or authors who are not real through an instance of Curl trying to reveal the 

true authorship of a text, Pope’s Scriblerus remarks, “Is his second assertion to be 

credited any more than his first?” (32). This completes a circuit of bad faith credit-debit 

relationships between author, publisher, and reader. If for Defoe, words turned “Paper 

into Money,” credit mixed with the hack language turns paper into a stream of excreta. 

Pope’s poem impugns bad writing and unscrupulous publishing by likening it to the 

hollowness it finds at the core of the newly emergent economic paradigm driven by debt 

and credit. 
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Here it is important to remember what Curll and other writers and publishers hope 

to win: full citizenship in the bourgeois sense via entrance into the public sphere. They 

seek credit, profit, and an audience to legitimate their pamphleteering and political 

journalism. Pope serves them literal obscurity by piling on them heaps of mire and 

associating them with plebian spaces of the city whose contact with other city spaces is 

represented as a pollution. 

If Pope’s literary market is a farce, he must still thrive in this market. His 

solution? To purge the market of laborers by performing a symbolic charivari, dunking 

well known enough writers in foul waters just as villagers might ritually dunk in ponds 

and rivers those who break social norms. Yet Pope at least partially conceals himself as a 

source of withering criticism through images of writers gleefully fleeing from the market 

to the gutter. They appear to be the source of their own unacceptability to the public 

sphere; the city’s waste-water infrastructure seems to help usher them away. These 

images of language as filth flushed by gravity through the city’s waste-water 

infrastructure elide the process of critical reception of writing; rather, they make its 

badness self-evident. 

So, in broad terms, Pope is not asking the market to restore a just price to 

linguistic labor; Pope is making sure the market enforces powerful differentiations in the 

value of literary products. If we were to turn back to this chapter’s larger concern with 

the financialized city and its spaces, we might say that Pope’s Dunciad registers the fact 

that a financialized poetry market produces a great deal of toxic waste. In turn, just as the 

poem reflections on the condition of its market, it powerfully remediate this waste by 
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becoming an infrastructure that symbolically drains bad actors from market spaces to the 

Thames. In this, Pope becomes a sort of master waste-water engineer. 

Pope also performs the purge of bad writers in The Dunciad’s play of text and 

paratext. Pope’s heroic couplets tightly regulate his fluvial content. The messy, digressive 

footnotes self-consciously perform hack writing. These footnotes’ sheer quantity enfold 

the poem, acting as a sort of sink or gutter for what streams from the verse. There is an 

energetic tension here between metrical containment and messy freedom, where the verse 

efficiently forwards the narrative of the poem and the footnotes, while threatening to 

spoil this momentum in their parodic excess, among many things, give the reader access 

to the ironies of the verse. 

Conveniently, this purge of othered writers allows Pope to fill the space he’s 

cleared. A robust body of scholarship underscores Pope’s genius in making money 

through skillful marketing and a willingness to defend his words as property in court and 

on the page. 238 Part of Pope’s marketing strategy was to play a double game where he 

constructs himself as transcending the market by relentlessly pointing to others’ debased 

attachment to it. While certain of Pope’s works betray a nostalgia for the patron relation, 

he never relied on patronage. Pope lived free of debt thanks to his verse translations of 

the Iliad (1720) and The Odyssey (1726). He increased his own solvency by hanging debt 

238 Scott Hess, “‘Books and the Man’: Alexander Pope, Print Culture, and Authorial Self-

Making,” Authoring the Self: Self-Representation, Authorship, and the Print Market in 

British Poetry from Pope through Wordsworth (London: Routledge, 2005), 53-86. 
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on as many other authors as he could and by boasting in poems like “Epistle to Dr. 

Arbuthnot” about his freedom from debts: 

Above a patron, though I condescend 
Sometimes to call a minister my friend: 
I was not born in courts or great affairs; 
I pay my debts, believe, and say my pray’rs. (265-8) 

Pope’s logic is ultimately circular and self-confirming. Because he is not in debt, he is a 

good writer; he is not in debt, because he is a good writer. He masks this logic with the 

bold mystification that in “Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot” that he is part of an elect group 

“born to write” and baptized in ink. His relation to writing is part of his ontological being, 

while he accuses others of have strictly debased, because market-driven, relation to 

writing. 

Pope’s need to plunge a noisy host of writers into the public mire is emblematic 

of new pressures on poetry production as London emerged from an age of censorship. 

During Charles II’s reign books had to be licensed, leading to the circulation of much 

poetry in manuscript form. Putting subversive messages in public print, could be fatal; 

Stephen College was executed in 1681 for his satires. Though its true censorship was 

practiced haphazardly at best, the political stakes of writing in the Restoration were 

palpable.239 Accordingly, much literature circulated in private networks and many books 

resided in locked desks. 1695 marked a sea-change in publishing with the lapse of the 

Licensing Act: seditious and profane poetry could now circulate outside of the privileged 

networks of manuscript culture and back within public, market spaces. Scriblerians like 

Pope, Swift, and Gay wrote when the threshold to publishing had been lowered. They 

239 Hammond, 31. 
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were also writing at a point where there were little alternatives to this more open 

publishing market. Further, the end of Queen Anne’s reign in 1714 marked a further 

decline in the culture of patronage which all but completed the ascension of mass market 

writing. 

Scriblerians identified language as entering a compulsory relationship with the 

market through metonymizing language with liquid and putting images of London’s 

liquid excess as always in relation to business, whether it obstructed and produced this 

business. Their view of this compulsory relationship with a more open market was two-

faced. They embraced it via their own licentious poetry while critiquing it through images 

of language as vomit or excrement ejected into the streets or, as borrowed from Horace, 

used as wrapping or wiping paper. If Defoe’s gentry rushing across the city cared most of 

all for “that prodigious paper commerce,” the stock-market, Pope registers an acute 

awareness of the debasement of his own currency. Following Sherman, we might also see 

this linguistic mire as emblematic of the ways in which suspicions of London’s Post-

Bubble financialized market were a suspicion of discourse itself: “In the deep structure of 

credit, a capacity to proliferate discourse stymies identification and interrogation of those 

who authored a cheat.”240 Words were not merely cheap; they could conceal profound 

cheats. Yet Pope’s poems on urban filth were themselves an attempt to alchemize this 

fetid material into social and economic capital by positioning himself as prime arbiter of 

literary value via by grossly materializing other writers and their works. 

Of course, The Dunciad could not drain hacks from the market, but it did help 

quarantine them from the cannon. Meanwhile, London’s officials inaugurated the lengthy 

240 Sherman, 36. 
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process of enclosing Fleet-Ditch in 1737, less than a decade after The Dunciad’s 

publication. 

Gay’s urban liquid excess 

Pope grew up on a small estate as part of a solidly middle-class family and lived 

most of his adult life in the comfort of his villa in Twickenham, which he paid for largely 

through his writing. John Gay, Pope’s friend and fellow Scriblerian, was born into an 

impoverished household, educated at a free grammar school, and was a long-time 

resident of London who did not experience financial security until the age of 27. Though 

experience is not always a predictor of attitude, it is not surprising that the middle-class, 

suburban Pope held a dismal view of London while the Gay, who climbed the social 

ladder in London, has a more nuanced view of the city. 

In Trivia, the hapless speaker declares he will impart the art of walking the 

perilous streets of London to the reader. True to the georgic, Trivia is a heterogeneous 

poem. As a mock-Georgic its parts can seem comically mismatched. Along the way, the 

expected grace of “art” gives way to the walker’s utilitarian concerns and the poem 

becomes a list of hazards, the majority of them having to do with the rainy, muddy nature 

of London’s streets. This mire, as a common, is our analytical touchstone as well as the 

unexpectedly economic urban substance that binds The Dunciad and Trivia. If Pope’s 

Dunciad presents waste-commons as a symbol for language that contaminates the city 

and resolves anxiety over the location of value by flushing writers from the city, Gay’s 

Trivia (1714) offers a decidedly more optimistic view of London’s flows of liquid matter 

and matter as language: it is a drag on the work of some yet is itself a site of novel 
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economic activity. 

If we are to understand how to read Trivia’s mire, we must take into account the 

two main camps in studies of Gay’s Trivia. The first echoes Diane Ames’s formulation 

that “Gay frustrates the reader’s expectations of learning anything.”241 This Gay uses the 

georgic’s heterogeneity to perform a master-class in neo-classical allusion bungling. For 

instance, the poem incongruously compares the drowning of a pippin seller with 

dismemberment of Orpheus in Ovid then tries to stuff Virgil’s account of lucky days of 

the month into a reading of the days of the week. This playful bungling becomes, in 

Ames’s view, Gay’s artful synthesis of neo-classical sources. The ultimate effect of this 

poem about London? The reader does not learn about London; rather, the reader “learn[s] 

to love good poetry instead.” Ames’s Trivia is pure mock-georgic given that the synthesis 

or concordia discors is at the stylistic level. Following this line of interpretation, Dianne 

Dugan appoints Gay the first modern poet in her monograph, “Deep Play: John Gay and 

the Invention of Modernity” (2001). 

The other camp takes Trivia more or less at its word that it is faithfully trying to 

instruct the readers on London’s streets and the art of walking them. Though they 

recognize Gay’s buoyant humor, they see the text as, above all, providing a mass of 

empirical observations about London. Penelope Cornfield uses Trivia for authentic 

enough historical flavor alongside more traditional documentary evidence such as court 

241 Diane Ames, “Gay’s Trivia and the Art of Allusion,” Studies in Philology 75, no. 2 

(1978): 200-22. 
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records.242 Much of Brant and Whyman’s 2007 collection of essays on Trivia follow this 

view of the poem but with more emphasis on the discrepancies and consonances between 

some slice of Gay’s literary London and that of the historical record. 

Ames’ camp assumes the poem’s stylistic self-consciousness means it cannot 

document the urban real. The documentary camp quarantines empirical description from 

Gay’s metapoetics. Is his mire matter or symbol? This chapter will question the 

exclusions of both camps to demonstrate how Trivia, even as a mock-georgic, attempts to 

coordinate the metapoetic and urban mundane. Trivia is about poetry’s relation to flows 

of mire; these subjects are connected by a larger consideration of the spaces of the 

production of value that is highly particular to the geography of London. Even without 

Gay explicating the meaning of his poem’s many flows of water and waste, his habits of 

description speak volumes. This London resident’s commentary on the place and 

potential of the writer’s work in a value-hierarchy of labor depends on at least a general 

sense of accuracy in regard to the city’s topography. By mixing the city imaginary and 

the city real, Gay’s Trivia reveals waste commons begin to reemerge in urban space as 

both a natural excess and a byproduct of capitalist production. Notating place and vector, 

the poem represents the energetic force of liquid commons as they represent both a utopic 

channel to the market and an execrable other to it. As such, manual and linguistic 

commoning produces wildly divergent outcomes: unexpected value, free play and, as in 

Pope, the death of the laborer and draining of London’s economic energy. 

242 Penelope J. Cornfield, “Walking the City Streets: The Urban Odyssey in Eighteenth-

Century England,” The Journal of Urban History 16 (1990): 132-174. 
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Gay’s city real: infrastructure and mire 

Gay’s representation of common waters expresses his intimacy with London’s 

liquid infrastructure. Though the narrative goes that this was an age in which water 

supply was privatized and brought into the private residences by water companies, the 

fact remains that the majority of Londoners still fetched water or had water carriers draw 

water from public fountains, pumps, and wells. Poorer residents were often forced to 

wash their clothes and linens at conduits by lack of indoor space or the difficulty of 

hauling water.243 This water work was invariably done by the women of the house or 

female servants.244 

Waste-water infrastructure was most famously defined by kennels that ran down 

the middle of most streets into larger waste ditches such as Fleet Ditch. Most houses had 

cesspits that night soil men emptied periodically. Both water and waste-water commons 

blurred the line between public and private, particularly kennels which made public the 

waste that in modern cities is always private and which often the responsibility of the 

homeowner to keep free of blockages. Gay frequently shows the reader public, 

commonable water joining with and becoming waste. Through description of the passage 

of water, water and water-waste commons overlap and transform each other. 

243 See Emily Cockayne, Hubbub: Filth, Noise & Stench in England (New Haven: Yale 

University Press, 2007), 201. 

244 Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker, “Hewers of Wood and Drawers of Water,” 36-

70. 
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Trivia’s transformation of liquid commons into waste-water commons curiously 

echoes the historical privatization of water and subsequent devaluation of urban water 

commons.245 The privatization of London’s water supplies that occurred at the beginning 

of the seventeenth century with the New River Company reached its apex with the city 

leasing the majority of its water resources and infrastructure to private companies in the 

early eighteenth century. The city even destroyed several conduits to improve traffic flow 

in the 1730s. Though historians of London’s water supply note that by the 1660s the era 

of free water in London had ended, this is not quite true. The transition from free public 

water drawn in public space was slow and discontinuous.246 

245 Privatization in the strict sense occurred as these companies took over the 

maintenance of public water infrastructure such as conduits. It may seem that 

commodification best describes what the companies did in building new infrastructure to 

deliver water into the city. However, this depends on the assumption that doing so was to 

transform a free natural resource into an exchangeable commodity. The flows of water to 

which water companies laid claim were most certainly already engirded by an 

overlapping mesh of use rights. Enclosure might, then, also accurately describe aspects of 

this process that involve the establishment of water companies’ riparian rights. 

246 Though Jenner argues that a radical transformation in water supply occurred after 

1660, Jenner’s figures show that the percentage of households contracting with a water 

company in 1677 was over half in a wealthier neighborhood and one third in a poorer 

neighborhood. It would seem that the lived reality of the majority of Londoners still 

revolved around public water sources (257). 
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These nodes of water-drawing and disposal defined social and neighborly 

relations. Pumps, conduits, and wells were also sites of public festivals and performances. 

They were social and symbolic centers around which revolved what Jenner describes as a 

moral economy of the conduit.247 Gay’s Trivia retains a faint echo of this moral economy 

in the dousing of a thief under the spout of a neighborhood pump, which echoes the 

charivari of villages in which a violator of community norms might be dunked in a pond 

or river. Privatization transformed social relations. 

As privatization progressed, water commons became degraded in fact and in 

perceived social and economic value. Londoners always saw private water supplies as a 

mark of class distinction. As private supply spread to include the middling sort and were 

even found in some tenements, the space of public water drawing moved from those of 

democratic mixing, public procession and festival, and collective moral action, to 

becoming proletarianized, associated with disease, prostitution, and danger.248 The 

privatization of London’s waters occurred under the condition that private companies still 

247 Jenner, 250-70. 

248 For the role of fountains in urban public processions and festivals, see Lees-Jeffries, 

“Ad Fontes: Elizabeth and the English Bible,” 103-121. For the water supply class divide, 

see Cockayne, Hubbub 153. Here is one of Defoe’s few mentions of a London well in his 

Tour: “Well Close, now called Marine Square, was so remote from houses, that it used to 

be a very dangerous place to go over after it was dark, and many people have been 

robbed and abused in passing it; a well standing in the middle, just where the Danish 

church is now built, there the mischief was generally done” (298-99). 
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supply public conduits and prisons.249 Predictably, the state of some of these conduits 

deteriorated. They also become synonymous with the chimney sweeps who would gather 

by them. Privatization catalyzed a symbolic reversal: cleansing and life sustaining waters 

become synonymous with dirt and dirty laborers.250 Later in the eighteenth century, 

drawing water would be racialized as work for slaves or the lowest servants.251 This 

narrative of the degradation of urban liquid commons within the indivisibility of water 

and waste commons reaches its climax in the many recapitulations of the discovery of a 

polluted pump as a breakthrough understanding how cholera spread. Rachel Carson: 

A London Physician, John Snow, mapped the occurrences of cases and found they 
originated in one area, all of whose inhabitants drew their water from one pump 
located on Broad Street. In a swift and decisive practice of preventative medicine, 
Dr. Snow removed the handle from the pump.252 

We should see in this story not only the progress of science, but also the end of urban 

liquid commons. What had pumped free, life-sustaining water, pumps death mixed with 

subsistence for those who did not have access to the private water-grid of London, 

forcing those who could afford it to seek access to the water market. 

Given the transformations public waters were undergoing, eighteenth-century 

authors use liquid commons and the metaphorics surrounding urban waters to make 

arguments for what fundamentals of human subsistence should be absorbed into the 

market, which could be left out of the market, and which were acceptable to fatally 

249 See Tomory, 704-37. 

250 See Jenner, 263-4. 

251 Linebaugh and Rediker, 47-49. 

252 Rachel Carson, Silent Spring (Boston: Mariner Books, 2002), 240. 
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pollute. The privatization of some water resources led to the eventual neglect and 

pollution of others. The just, civic work of maintaining urban liquid commons became 

economically irrational. No longer did liquid commons undergird the productivity of the 

citizen. Rather, they impeded it. 

Through his descriptions of draining water, Gay rehearses the transformation of 

rain into highly charged waste and the touching of commonable water and waste 

commons. His waste’s place in relationship to the market is unstable and not always 

negative. The waste commons promise to both swallow the market and become an 

unexpected locus of capitalization. Above all, Gay’s waste commons are an inextricable 

feature of the city. That all contribute to and have access to this mire is one of the jokes 

of Trivia. No one emerges from the poem unspattered or unsoaked, though the narrator 

tries mightily to avoid it. Indeed, Gay finds surprising pleasures and value in the mire and 

much of the verve of the poem derives from this fact. 

Gay’s attention, particularly in the poem’s first part, is an excess of commonable 

matter—rain water. He follows the energetic progress of rainwater as it falls from roofs, 

awnings, and rainspouts down to the umbrellas, wigs, and clothes of walkers, and, finally, 

down to the kennels, vaults, and sewers: “the bursting Clouds a Deluge pour”; “The 

rushing Flood from sloping pavement pours”; “Kennels swell with rapid Streams, / And 

rush in muddy Torrents to the Thames” (1.131, 91, 160).253 He defines London by the 

253 Unless otherwise noted, all quotations from Trivia are from the 2007 version of the 

poem edited by Bryant and Whyman. John Gay, Trivia (1716), In Walking the Streets of 
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downward movement of water through public spaces to the Thames, charging city streets 

with an inhuman circulation. In our everyday life, rain and water are treated as a sort of 

boring static that can be tuned out, or as setting a scene—a thing that sustains life but 

disappears in representations of life. Yet Gay makes invisible liquid matter visible as an 

excess that defines urban life. Trivia recalls Stow’s and Defoe’s plentitude, but its waters 

are not only a civic asset; neither is this ordinary liquid stuff, as in Pope, only ever visible 

as filth in need or purgation; rather, it is difficult excess whose flows define the city. 

In theory, rain cleanses the city, flushing the streets and kennels down into the 

Thames. Yet Gay is keen to note that instead of draining off in the official wastewater 

infrastructure or recharging its aquifers, rain pools in the streets, intensifying the waste of 

the city: 

… Kennels break their Bounds; 
Ungrateful Odours Common-shores diffuse, 
And dropping Vaults distil unwholesome Dews, 
E’er the Tiles rattle with the smoaking Show’r, 
And Spouts on heedless Men their Torrents pour. (1.170-4) 

Note the terminal position of liquid in each line after the first in the form of the noun for 

liquid or the verb that sets it in motion. Like Stow, Gay’s London is energetically fluvial, 

but now this can be a bad thing. That which should contain waters is overwhelmed by the 

relentless “pour” of excess matter out of the drains and sinks meant to contain it. Gay 

attends to everyday failures of sinks and drains to contain water and to spill waste. This 

marks waste not as an occasional, resolvable issue or horizon external to the city but as a 

Eighteenth-Century London, ed. Clare Bryant and Susan E. Whyman (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2007), 169-218. 
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permanent feature of the city system. Further, images such as this and those in Swift’s “A 

Description of a City Shower” transform Stow’s well-defined happy common waters into 

an uncertain excess. 

Fluvial excess and the itineraries of class 

Scholars such as Gee have found that Augustan London’s waste is entirely post-

consumer or the energetic remainder of capitalist production. The downward progress of 

rainwater into waste complicates this view because this rain and the pools it makes are 

extra-economic, a surplus of liquid matter whose vectors make waste what it is and 

define its space. As the text traces its downward movement, it helps map the differences 

in city spaces and the specific gravitational pulls that define London’s spaces. 

Let’s start with the contours of the city Gay provides then look at how it interacts 

with rain and mire. What defines Gay’s map of London? We can trace the flow of the 

poem through London through proper names. It begins in “The Mall,” a fashionable 

promenade then progresses most often downward and Eastward to Fleetstreet and Fleet 

Ditch. The only prominent London places named in Book I are “The Mall,” “Court,” and 

“White’s.” These are recreational and governmental spaces of social aspiration in the 

West End, where the bourgeoisie and demimonde mix. The poem persistently moves 

between the traditionally exclusive West End and the humbler eastern neighborhoods. In 

Books II and III, Western spaces of privilege give way to Fleet Street, Fleet Ditch, and 

Thames Street, spaces more firmly of the artisan and laboring classes. They are spaces of 

commerce, labor, and more humble pleasures separated from the bourgeois recreations 

and governmental centers at the Western end of the city center by The Strand. Gay 
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locates his bookseller and the sale of his book on Fleet Street, between the refined space 

of The Mall and the humble Thames Street. 

Gay describes the grid of the streets as exerting a gravitational pull, draining 

walkers down to lower city-spaces and the innumerable transitory pools, puddles and the 

permanent sinks of Fleet Ditch and the Thames. In avoiding the riots of London rakes, 

the Walker passes “Where from Snow-hill black steepy Torrents run” (3.330). Water 

rushes down a street where convicted criminals trudge: “Where common Sewers a lulling 

Murmur keep, / Whose Torrents rush from Holborn’s fatal Steep” (2.173-4). Mud is 

flung backwards down Ludgate-hill (“dashing Hoofs, behind them, fling the Mire” 

(2.292). On Arundel Street, “Behold that narrow Street, which steep descends, / Whose 

Buildings to the slimy Shore extends” (2.481-482). For the Walker’s readers, the pitch of 

the streets, the excess charge of water, and gravity represent the threat of draining them 

into the city’s viscous waste spaces. Through their gravitational pressures, Gay’s streets 

to do not provide easy access to all parts of the city as streets should. 

Trivia’s scenes, more often than not, end with its characters bespattered, soaked, 

or drowned in London’s low places. These figures of waste-water pooling in low spaces 

are not just in the poem; they are its telos. This can be read as a simple reevaluation of 

Stow’s irriguous London: water and water infrastructure are not a great “commodity” to 

the city that underpin its economic activity; rather, it’s a troublesome excess whose 

presence connotes the poorer parts of the city. Gay’s genius here and in The Beggar’s 

Opera is in tracing circulations. The excess and force of nature (rain and gravity), the 

topography of the city, and the waste-water infrastructure interrelate neighborhoods into a 

network where the lowest neighborhoods serve as sinks for matter that begins elsewhere. 
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Accordingly, these poor places cannot be split from the rest of the city as exceptions but 

are, rather, a product of the city system. On one hand, Gay’s images of stuttering heads, 

wrecked ships and carriages, and Cloacina shooting through Fleet Ditch with her dingy 

equipment echoes Pope’s figures of publishers and poets diving headlong into pools of 

filth. They both present bodies pulsing with life as they strive to participate in the market. 

On the other hand, Gay represents this excess as the result of processes integral to the 

ordering of the city. For instance, citizens rain turnips and eggs on a pilloried criminal 

and pump water onto a thief, contributing to mire in maintaining a vernacular order. 

Gay’s apocalyptic urban waste commons 

Increasingly, Augustan writers defined London through its waste-flows. Pope and 

Gay represent these flows as turbulent. Pope raises anxieties over the nature of value in 

the linguistic market by synonymizing leaky writers with waste-infrastructure. Through 

the hack’s partaking the downward draining motion of matter through water-

infrastructure, Pope spatializes how the hack’s work results in a negative spiral of self-

abjection and mutual-discredit. For Pope, this is a civic problem: through images of the 

Thames’ pollution the hack’s language-as-waste-water threatens to contaminate the entire 

city. Gay’s turbulent flows have additional valences. On one hand, we will see the 

resultant waste commons are a source of capitalist self-advancement. On the other, Gay, 

like Pope, associates them with deathly labor that contributes to a quagmire that threatens 

the city. 

If Gay’s gaze upon the waste commons is conflicted, what defines how he feels 

about them? Gender and geography. Men circulate through a generalized urban space or 
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simply move toward their business. The poem affixes women laborers (prostitutes, fish 

sellers, oyster sellers, Cloacina) to specific places: the “fair Recluse” “travel[s] Drury-

Lane”; “The Harlot’s guileful Paths” are “Where Katherine-street descends into the 

Strand;” the oyster-wench and Cloacina are near “Fleet-Ditch.” The “draggled Damsel” 

who appears in a non-specific urban “here and there” is “From Billingsgate,” a market 

around Lower Thames Street. As Cloacina “descends” from the realm of the Gods to 

shoot into Fleet Ditch, Gay’s “Harlot” stands “Where Katherine-street descends into the 

Strand” (3.263). Here the street that drains water toward the Thames becomes an 

instrument of misogynistic sadism: “Matrons, hoop’d within the Hogshead’s Womb, / 

Were tumbled furious thence [from Snow-hill], the rolling Tomb / O’er the Stones 

thunders, bounds from Side to Side” (3.331-334). The text constantly indexes women by 

place names, associating them with streets that descend and drain viscous waste 

downward. 

Female labor the poem does not explicitly identify as sexual trade is often 

implicitly linked to it. Margaret Hunt suggests that Gay draws on the association of fish-

and oyster-eating with sexual excess and Buis et al. note the association of female fish 

sellers with prostitution.254 Gay yokes sex and waste as excesses to map spaces of sexual 

254 See Margaret R. Hunt, “The Walker Beset: Gender in the Early Eighteenth Century 

City,” Walking the Streets of Eighteenth-Century London, ed. Clare Bryant and Susan E. 

Whyman (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 121. Buis et al. establish the 

association of “fishwives” with instability in their mobility, the alien nature of their 

product, and their place alongside prostitution within the informal economy. See Alena 
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trade while also, through its associations with drains and sinks, emphasizing its 

downward vector. This fall is moral and economic. 

Gay’s poem addresses markets and marketing beyond prostitution; however, 

women sellers have no place in these markets. No episode represents this better than that 

of Doll’s decapitation at the holiday market. This market was part of the annual Frost 

Fair, held when the Thames froze solid. Here Gay narrates Doll’s accidental fall through 

ice into the frozen Thames: 

Ah Doll! All Mortals must resign their Breath, 
And Industry it self submit to Death! 
The cracking Crystal yields, she sinks, she dyes, 
Her Head, chopt off, from her lost Shoulders flies: 
Pippins she cry’d, but Death her Voice confounds, 
And Pip-Pip-Pip along the Ice resounds. (2.386-391) 

The bulk of Doll drains into the Thames (“she sinks, she dyes”). Gay explicitly tells us 

that her “industry” is at an end but, strangely, animates her corpse with a spasmodic 

economic energy, as her head, presumably above water, continues to advertise her wares 

in an unintelligible paroxysm of language (“Pip-pip-pip”). Doll’s error is misreading the 

literal foundations of the market. Believing in its static solidity, she falls victim to its 

fluctuating nature. Gay’s subsequent comparison of Doll to Orpheus makes her that much 

more pathetic through its sheer incongruity and the distance between the high phrasing of 

myth (“down the silver Tide, / His yet warm Tongue for his lost Consort cry’d”) and the 

Buis, Christi Spain-Savage, and Myra E. Wright, “Attending to Fishwives: Views from 

Seventeenth-Century London and Amsterdam,” Mapping Gendered Routes and Spaces in 

the Early Modern World, ed. Merry E. Weisner-Hanks (Abingdon: Ashgate Publishing, 

Ltd, 2015), 177-199. 
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mangled, hyphenated cry of Doll, as well as the distance between the mythic male poet 

and the female laborer (2.394-5). Association of women laborers with drains 

symbolically removes them from the market while also revealing that their labor is 

nonproductive. Gay reveals this while both foregrounding the materiality of London 

while also being classically allusive. 

This association of urban women with drains, sinks, and the aquatic is typical. 

Seventeenth- and eighteenth-century authors frequently used “common-shore” as an 

idiom for both kennel and prostitute.255 Pike notes how in nineteenth-century’s 

literature’s moral maps of the city, “prostitutes become identified as the sewers of the 

city, transmitters of disease and immorality, disposal systems for excess libido, thresholds 

between above and below, between purity and filth.”256 “threshold” implies fixity in 

space. Gay’s women are of a place but not fixed in space. they are not totally yet 

regulated to “below” or the subterranean sewers (sewers were not covered in England 

255 Cockayne, 236-7. In the association with prostitutes with common drains, we can see 

Trivia’s participation in the movement toward what Federici describes as the masculine 

coding of women as a communal good: “women’s labor began to appear as a natural 

resource, available to all, no less than the air we breathe or the water we drink” (97). 

Federici, Caliban and the Witch. 

256 David L. Pike, “Sewage Treatments: Vertical Space and Waste in Nineteenth-Century 

Paris and London,” Filth: Dirt, Disgust, and Modern Life, ed. William A. Cohen and 

Ryan Johnson (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2005), 53. 
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until later), but traverse the same space as kennels, which occupied the middle of some 

streets. Gay writes them as mobile vectors of drainage. 

This draining is moral and economic. Gay warns his audience against prostitutes 

through the story of a yeoman who squanders his fortunes in the city through contact with 

a prostitute. The climax of this story is the fall of the yeoman’s nose from his syphilis 

ravaged face: “Thy ruin’d Nose falls level with thy Face, / Then shall thy Wife thy 

loathsome Kiss disdain, / And wholesome Neighbors from thy Mug refrain” (3.304-6). 

His wife and the larger public meet the yeoman with repugnance the yeoman. This 

repugnance counterpoints the story’s beginning where he gainfully profits in the city’s 

market by selling his livestock. Contact with London’s public women converts the 

attractiveness of his wares into the repulsiveness of his being. In Gay’s treatment, the 

metonymic chain of waste common-woman does not simply dehumanize women by 

framing them as receptacles of waste. Gay’s unique contribution to this misogynistic 

discourse is his suggestion that these mobile women actively drain the city of its 

economic capacities. 

The memorable figure of Cloacina, the goddess of the sewer, reveals the limit at 

which Gay finds economic use for mobile women. Gay includes Cloacina in Book 2 as a 

mother who provides her son, the shoehine, his trade. Gay does not relate Cloacina in the 

register of feverishly intense moral opprobrium that marked many other misogynistic 

representations (“common shore”) of the public female laborer at the time; however, he 

does present her as an abject, ridiculous figure who is inseparable from the pollution of 

Fleet Ditch, transforming from goddess to scavenger of waste commons (“cinder-

wench”) to a figure decked in the slimy stuff of this uncovered sewer: “With wither’d 
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Turnip Tops her Temples crown’d; /… / Around her Waste a circling Eel was twin’d, / 

Which bound her Robe that hung in Rags behind” (2.196-200). This abject feminine 

figure blurs the boundary between life and death in her garb as she is decked in waste 

(turnip, rags) and writhing life (the circling eel) and as she is emerging from a sink for 

waste to make possible the labor of the shoeshine. Where the shoeshine seems to take his 

place within the economically useful order of the city streets, Cloacina disappears into the 

horizons of legibility: “The Goddess plunges swift beneath the Flood, / And dashes all 

around her Show’rs of Mud” (2.211-2). Gay makes female labor indistinguishable from 

the matter of these waste commons and their pollution of public space through images of 

female bodies plunging into the opaque depths of these waste commons. 

A footnote in the 1720 edition reveals Cloacina’s tenuous publicity: “Cloacina 

was a Goddess whose image Tatius (a King of the Sabines) found in the common shore, 

and not knowing what Goddess it was, he called it Cloacina from the place in which it 

was found, and paid to it divine honours.”257 The footnote reminds us that Cloacina’s first 

follower salvaged her from an excremental ditch and named her in an impromptu fashion 

after this ditch. Though transported out of it, she does not escape its resonance. The 

passage burnishes Cloacina’s reputation, tying her to Roman foundation myths and 

reminding the reader they paid her divine honors. Without the footnote reminding readers 

of Cloacina’s origins, Gay might seem like the Tacitus figure giving a new goddess a 

name. 

257 John Gay, Poems on Several Occasions (London: 1720), 157. 
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That Cloacina does not appear in all manuscripts underscores the phantasmagoric 

presence of the female waste commoner and her labor in Trivia. Over the course of the 

poem’s publication, she was introduced in the 1720 Royal Quarto Poems on Several 

Occasions, four years after the initial publication of Trivia. Both editions of Gay’s Trivia 

are undoubtedly misogynous in their refusal to find a voice for women and their perpetual 

association of them with filth, draining, and uneconomic labor. Through its inclusion of 

Cloacina, the 1720 edition decidedly genders his representation of economic filth and 

cements readings such as Hunt’s that read the climax of the poem as the city swallowed 

by the filthy feminine abyss that engirds it. Gay likens London to Naples in flames and 

ends the comparison with an apocalyptic image of London’s many flows becoming a 

fatal “flood”: “Earth’s Womb at once the fiery Flood shall rend, / And in the Abyss her 

plunging Tow’rs descend” (3.391-2).258 Here the verse itself unsprings in the extra 

syllable of the final line. 

Through personifying sewers in the figure of Cloacina and his characterization of 

female traders, Gay metonimizes women with the sloping liquid infrastructure that 

constitutes the waste commons. Gay writes the embodied labor of women as creating 

downward vectors, a drag that removes them from the market, threatens to disorder and 

sicken the space and labor of others, and, ultimately, to swallow the city itself. 

Whereas Neeson notes the commons as both a safety net and method of economic 

rising and autonomy in the happy image of the milkmaid whose dairy cow allows her to 

accumulate wealth, Gay’s urban negative common, associated as it is with waste and the 

258 This reading thanks to Hunt, 128-9. 
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prostitute, is a space of paroxysmal commoning, an expenditure of self that produces not 

subsistence but one’s own social death. When we return to Pocock’s insight that this was 

an age where economic value became an immaterial fiction, through Gay we can see that 

one facet of this shift is the concomitant devaluation of women’s embodied labor and 

urban water infrastructure.259 

Pleasure and capitalist advancement in Gay’s liquid waste commons 

Through Pope, we can see that urban mire was a prominent figure for the 

contamination of value and markets through hack writers’ work. Beyond Trivia’s 

gendered anxiety over contamination, the poem also sees waste flows as a possible source 

of play and economic value. This section will argue that through Gay’s poetics, narration 

of fascination and pleasure in waste spaces, and celebration of the shoeshine, he writes 

London’s streets as sites of happy potential interrelations and transformations. 

Pope’s in-poem poetics work to exclude him from the production of polluted 

flows he critiques.260 For Pope, bad poetry fatally impedes the public progress of the 

poet, causing him to sink in reputation and in space, fixing his place in the city as 

fundamentally of Fleet Ditch, inseparable from this infrastructure through images of 

259 We might also consider how the period’s metonymy of woman-waste-infrastructure 

relates to the gradual shift in understanding of “common” from a use right (common 

right) to a place (the commons). 

260 This is not to say that he is successful. Certainly, as Stallybrass and White note, Pope 

was often accused of everything he was disgusted at in others (116). 
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bodies saturated by mire and the allegorical competitive dive to the bottom. Where 

Pope’s peer Gay writes convivial, metrically unflashy verse that commits to a kind of 

excess through the comic tortuous progress of his miscarried allusion, within his verse 

itself, Pope maintains a characteristic economy and precision in his heroic couplets. 

While Gay’s lines amble along, Pope’s frequent alliteration, monosyllabic end-rhyme, 

and initial trochees make his verse slow, solid, and stentorian. They relentlessly perform 

containment. These techniques also call attention to his verses as ingeniously made 

things. Pope’s excess, asymmetry, and torqued comparisons are quarantined in his 

voluminous footnotes. Readers may choose to dally in them, suspending the poem’s 

movement toward predication, or forgo the footnotes and experience’s Pope’s palpable 

mastery of language in an uninterrupted fashion. 

Gay was averse to pomp in his own work. He does not merely represent humble 

subjects but self-consciously performs bad writing through digression, bathetic 

description, and mangled allusions. The self-consciousness of this performance of 

badness redeems it in the eyes of the reader. If Pope mocks hacks writers, Gay puts on his 

rags and winks, simulating for his reader an encounter with both the mire of the streets 

and abysmal writing. The poem’s motto, a quotation from Virgil, is our first taste of 

Gay’s playful stance, “Non tu in triviis, indocte, solebas / Strident miserum stipula 

disperdere carmen?”261 As Gay begins to “murder” tunes via allusion bungling, he 

reminds the reader that he does so on purpose. Through his poetics, Trivia’s narrator 

261 Translation: “Was it not you, Master Dunce, who at the crossroads, used to murder a 

sorry tune on a scrannel straw?” 
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positions himself among the strivers of London in its bustling public spaces. He sees the 

comedy in his stations but has, ultimately, also, an affectionate relation to his milieu. 

Accordingly, Gay often represents waste as a tolerable byproduct of useful 

production. The poem is alert to the porousness boundary between solid commodities and 

liquid byproducts. A passage on Thames Street, which is adjacent to Fleet Ditch: 

…Here Steams ascend 
That, in mix’d Fumes, the wrinkled Nose offend. 
Where Chandlers Cauldrons boil, where fishy Prey 
Hide the wet Stall, long absent from the Sea; 
And where the Cleaver chops the Heifer’s Spoil, 
And where huge Hogsheads sweat with trainy Oil, 
Thy breathing Nostril hold. (2.245-53) 

Thames Street is a place of candle-making, butchering, and fishmongering—production 

and marketing—defined by both the river Thames and the famously filthy drainage ditch, 

Fleet Ditch. Gay’s images emphasize active contact between bodies and their viscous, 

porous nature, all of which is compounded in the reader’s nose. This mixture alerts the 

reader to the ways in which production and waste touch and how, in turn, bodies—soaked 

wigs, spattered shoes, sweating barrels—hover between utility and ruin. In tandem with 

these images, the poem’s constant tracing of downward flows compresses the distance 

between spaces of production and marketing and spaces of waste. In lingering on the 

viscous, that which moves only sluggishly, Gay is not so clear on what production 

produces. It is something between excremental residue of Fleet Street (waste) or the 

happy product. It produces contact between the space of production and sale, waste 

commons, walker, raw matter, and laborer. 

These indeterminate, thing-ly byproducts are for Gay a site of poetic liberty. Here 

Gay has fun with bathos, devoting seven lines to the source of odors among a series of 
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displacements—fish from the sea, meat from the animal, scent from its source. There is 

sonic intensity rare for Gay here as the anaphoric structure sets up a tantalizing sequence 

of near alliterations. “Where Chandlers Cauldrons” and “where the Cleaver chops” recall 

each other before resolving into the full alliteration and slant rhyme of “where huge 

Hogsheads sweat.” Here a sonic excess beads the denotational value of his language. 

Fleet Ditch, as a space where market and waste meet, reveals the conditions in 

which Gay savors the charged, transitory nature of the porous city. The response to this 

space would seem to be disgust, but he is always more inclined to these spaces than it 

first appears to the modern reader. By Fleet Ditch, piles of Cornavian cheese, a common, 

crumbly cheese, waylay the Walker. He remarks, 

…How shall I 
Pass, where in Piles Cornavian cheeses lye; 
Cheese, that the Table’s closing Rites denies, 
And bids me with th’ unwilling Chaplain rise. (2.254) 

The mixture of feelings in this passage is remarkable. On one hand, we might read “How 

shall I / Pass” in the conventional way. Gay dislikes the cheese and so would rather avoid 

the street market altogether. On the other hand, the inexact phrasing allows us to also 

consider that the speaker lingers over this ordinary cheese because it fascinates him as a 

class marker. Indeed, his poetry could simply move on but, rather, it lingers as the cheese 

reminds him of the limits of his own middling station. Gay, at the time of writing Trivia, 

was a secretary and domestic steward in the house of the Duchess of Monmouth. As 

such, he was excluded from the desert course in which cheese was served. Here, amid the 

stink, is piled what has been denied but wanted because of social rank and what he denies 

he wants because of its taste. Through the abundance of the cheese, his desire to stay 

longer in privileged space causes him to stay put in a space where waste and the market 
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pungently mix. It turns out that the dirty market is not Pope’s hell of Sisyphian striving 

but a strangely heterotopic space where desires reach their impasse and the low and high 

touch through Gay’s heterogeneous associations with a market product. If the financially 

independent Pope works toward a transcendent authorial identity, Gay, laboring in a 

patronage economy, implicates himself in middling striving against practical limitations. 

Further, one of the surprises of the third section of Gay’s poem is that among the 

thieves and foot-crushing coaches, the speaker returns to the excremental Fleet Ditch to 

delight in mixtures of matter. Against the backdrop of its muddy current the Walker 

recommends the pleasures of the oyster. Whether “With the sav’ry fish indulge thy taste” 

doubles as a reference to hiring a prostitute (given the persistent link between prostitutes, 

fish sellers, and fish), this doubleness gives way to the exactness of the following lines: 

“The damsel’s knife the gaping shell commands, / While the salt liquor streams between 

her hands” (3.194-5). These lines conclude the stanza. Unlike many others, this exact 

description of the urban scene does not end with a ridiculous neo-classical amplification 

or with its subjects losing their form in the muck of London; rather, an image that 

precisely balances the solid, liquid, and viscous replaces the previous uneasy contact 

between matter, laborer, and the walker. The liquid is rendered as an energetic flow both 

by the novelty and sensual appeal of the image and the rhythmic variation represented by 

the double stress of “salt liquor.” This energetic flow is delivered to the Walker’s throat 

and is of the Walker’s throat through musical description. Elsewhere, Gay represents the 

female laborer as duplicitous and metonymically linked to drains and waste; here, the 

Damsel is commanding and Gay is put in the position of the drain, receiving, “the living 

Morsel down his Throat” (3.198). The space of waste becomes a space of ordinary 
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delight. This moves Gay into a synthesizing mood. He turns to a bemused list of porous 

or viscous foods that the British and French desire, finding kinship between nationalities 

in their appetites: “Blood stuff’d in skins,” “the croaking brood” (3.201-2). This passage 

ends, as so many do, with inundation, the soaking of one of its subjects, but here it is 

micro and tasty: “Spungy Morells in strong Ragousts are found” (3.203).262 

Gay enjoys his city and its porous places when they appear unexpectedly 

networked. The oyster tastes of elsewhere (“Wallfleet”). Gay coordinates this space of 

liquid waste, Fleet Ditch, with Wallfleet, excrement streams and “salt liquor streams.” As 

with the Cornavian cheese, Gay knits waste spaces with elsewhere through the circulation 

of a commodity. 

This possibility of present, strictly masculine bodily pleasure in liquid waste 

spaces is not present in, say, Defoe’s Tour, where Fleet Ditch only represents a failed 

project in improving London’s shipping infrastructure.263 Nor is it in Pope, where Fleet 

262 This passage has been read as an instance of typical English distaste for French 

cuisine. However, this ignores the obvious likeness of oysters with the viscous, French 

foods described. 

263 Defoe: “The canal or river, called Fleet-ditch, was a work of great magnificence and 

expense; but not answering the design, and being now very much neglected, and out of 

repair, is not much spoken of, yet it has three fine bridges over it, and a fourth, not so 

fine, yet useful as the rest, and the tide flowing up to the last; the canal is very useful for 

bringing of coals and timber, and other heavy goods but the wharfs in many places are 

decayed and fallen in, which make it all look ruinous.” See A Tour, 302. 
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Ditch is the nadir of imbecilic poetic competition that leads only to the exhaustion of the 

competitors. Here it is a place of covert position switching and synthesis, as—at night—it 

is symbolically out of view of the public and ordinary markets of trade. Considering these 

passages, the spaces of mire offer their own unexpected pleasures and fascinations. 

The oyster scene is a major turn in the poem. After embracing the materiality of 

his body, rather than struggle with the crowd for the cleanest passage, The Walker 

reconciles himself to soaking. He advises the reader to “bear the show’r, and toils of 

mud” (3.205-36). While the goal of Gay’s poem is to communicate “The Art of 

Walking,” the poem’s diversions culminate in it recommending the opposite of 

artfulness. If Pope’s poem is a critique of finance via its representation of the poetry 

market where imaginative work has negative value and poets are gross tubes of toxic 

debt, Gay’s poem performs this long failure to pay what it promises as itself a delightful 

interval. 

Gay risks his own credibility by embracing the mire while revealing that this 

source of so many diversions itself provides livelihoods. Waste workers abound in Trivia. 

The second figure introduced by the poem is the “scavenger,” the term for a street cleaner 

whose living is made possible by street mire and who embodies the fact that tenants used 

the street as a common drain for household waste and excrement. The shoeshine, so 

central to the Cloacina episode, reveals waste as a source of profit. Often the rain and 

mire of the city creates an inconvenient delay for the walker and his fellow genteel 

travelers. The shoeshine’s trade depends on the city’s leaky materiality. 

Where the Walker’s scant social interaction releases him from being marked as of 

the streets, the shoeshine’s labor slowly elevates him. He begins the poem as “the Black 
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Youth,” is later referred to as “the Sable race” (1.23, 2.106). The shoeshine’s 

subordination to genteel needs define his social position (“him useful to the walking 

Croud”) and his otherness (“black youth,” “sable race”) (2.154). Yet his bodily labor 

moves him away from the feminized, excremental East End to the thresholds of 

privilege.264 

Gay’s shoeshine portrait reflects the long duration of the vision of the urban 

subaltern as an energetic innovator. This animation issues from the city’s waste 

commons, which are adjacent to and constitute its spaces of poverty. Gay asserts that 

work in these spaces makes the shoeshine robust. Of course, the opposite was true. Gay’s 

recognition of the economic value and invention in subaltern practice is a reduction of the 

subaltern to what the capitalist can recognize: a make-do entrepreneurial spirit. What Gay 

finds in the practice that seems to constitute subaltern identity is actually the practice he 

himself wishes to take up.265 On one hand, the mire would seem to mark social divisions 

264 Here the shoeshine to spaces of privilege: “The Youth strait chose his Post; the Labour 

ply’d / Where branching Streets from Charing-cross divide; / His treble Voice resounds 

along the Meuse, / And White-hall echoes—Clean your Honour’s Shoes.” Gay, Trivia, 

2.213-6. 

265 Roy outlines the prevalence of this discourse of the energetic urban subaltern in 

contemporary postcolonial studies, noting how practices that seem to constitute subaltern 

identity “can be taken up by various social classes and deployed in quite differentiated 

ways”; accordingly, “the subaltern marks the limits of archival and ethnographic 

recognition.” Critiquing essentialist representations of subalterns, Roy demands 
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such as that between the genteel walker and the urban laborer. On the other hand, mire 

unites the shoeshine and the writer as manager of this matter. The shoeshine cleans mire 

from the genteel poet’s shoes; the genteel poet pumps so much gabble from the subject of 

the mire and, as a poet in the patronage economy, tongue-cleans the prospective patron. 

The city muddies and delays the Walker yet it is these diversions that constitute the 

poem. Gay, at an ironic distance, appropriates the strategy of the shoeshine. He provides 

a guide for the reader to stay clean while symbolically performing the abjection of The 

Walker in the city. It is John Gay crying to the reader: “Clean your Honour’s Shoes.” 

Gay identifies with the lowly shoeshine at the center of the Cloacina episode. The 

narrator-shoeshine’s useful labor with waste—bad verse and mire—makes them 

redeemable social subjects. This work with waste reforges from low spaces routes to the 

market and spaces of privilege, which, in turn, recasts waste-commons (and comically 

mediocre writing) as a possible beginning point of an uphill route into respectability 

defined against the downward trending labor of the sexual trader. 

This play of earthy verse and social positioning characterized much Augustan 

writing. This is Lady Mary Wortley Montagu’s reply to Swift’s “Lady’s Dressing 

heterogeneity, contradiction, and performativity as terms through which subalternity can 

be represented. Ananya Roy, "Slumdog Cities: Rethinking Subaltern Urbanism," 

International Journal of Urban and Regional Research 35, no. 2 (2011): 231. 
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Room”: “‘I’m glad you’ll write, / You’ll furnish paper when I shite.’”266 In employing 

vulgar forms of poetry, Montagu and Swift, like Pope, materialize the poem as another 

low kind of commodity. In expressing the vulgarity of Pope’s poems in base language 

(“shite”), Montagu simultaneously claims her place as a peer in the outrageous. Trivia, 

too, equates poetry to wrapping paper in one of its concluding images of literature 

wrapping custards and fireworks (3.411-4). The base poem is not useless. It is 

prophylactic, protecting the reader from the touch of the street through the 

dematerializing medium of language while simulating pleasurable play in common 

spaces. 

A remarkable passage toward the end of the poem codes the entanglement of 

class, space, and mire into a long simile comparing the crash of a coach into a ditch with 

ships running aground: “Fleets bulg’d their Sides against the craggy Land, / And pitchy 

Ruines blacken’d all the Strand” (3.349-50). “Pitchy” establishes the sticky, viciousness 

of the ruins. It is the adhesive quality of the ruins that causes it to mix with and alter the 

strand. “Fleet” and “Strand” at this point in the poem have already appeared several times 

as street names. Fleet Street, the home of booksellers and publishers, contaminates the 

Strand, which it was directly connected to. This is a highly charged image. On one hand, 

this wreck seems to foreshadow the extremely anxious image of the city swallowed by a 

feminine abyss, losing its definition and order in the excess of sexual labor. On the other, 

266 Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, “The Reasons that Induced Dr. S[wift] to Write a Poem 

Called the Lady’s Dressing Room,” British Literature (1640-1789): An Anthology, 3rd 

ed., ed. Robert DeMaria, Jr. (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2014), 703. 
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it can represent Gay’s messy but successful climb into bourgeois spaces. After all, the 

composition of Trivia coincided with his ascension into the coach-riding classes.267 

Perhaps there is Schadenfreude here for the Walker at the destruction of the coach which 

previously terrorized the city’s walkers. Perhaps there is anxiety from Gay that to move 

toward privileged spaces through the publication of his poems will result in the 

destruction of the instruments which delivered him there; or, the reverse: that upon 

publication Gay will be lumped in with other Fleet-street strivers, his works seen in 

public as a ruin. Perhaps there is the strange satisfaction of polluting the Strand. To 

pollute something is to lay claim to it, though in attenuated form. The fact is, this is an 

image with many valences. Among them is a fraction of satisfaction at Gay having made 

his way into the market where he would capitalize on writing about urban waste in an 

elegantly inelegant way. The humble buffoonery of Gay’s poem, his bathos, and mangled 

allusions, as so painstakingly documented by Ames and Sherbo, represents a poetics of 

self-abjection that the relentlessly precise Pope could never stoop to. In his aesthetic 

gambit, Gay risks waste as both a subject and a poetics. Gay’s poem is diverted by the 

mire and is a diversion from more useful (though perhaps less charming) reading. After 

all, it fails to deliver: the “artfulness” of Walking never emerges. 

267 The anonymous introduction to the 1784 edition of Gay’s collected works asserts that 

the Duchess of Monmouth’s appointment of Gay as her secretary in 1712 “seat[ed] him 

in a coach” (vii). The Poetical Works of John Gay. Including his Fables. In Three 

Volumes. With the Life of the Author. From the Royal Quarto Edition of 1720. 2nd edition 

(Edinburgh: Apollo Press, 1784). 
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Further, this messy arrival in the Strand presages the poem’s conclusion where the 

narrator positions his work in another public space, Fleet Street. Gay imagines his work 

“High-rais’d on Fleetstreet Posts, consign’d to Fame” (3.415). He doubly marks the place 

of the book’s sale through the emblem of crossed keys on the title page, which points to 

the location of Bernard Lintot’s shop at the Cross Keys. Earlier, he imagines his book 

prominently displayed in Lintott’s stall, where “the Poor these Precepts gratis know” 

(3.567). The poem’s speaker hopes his bookseller will prominently display his work such 

that the urban poor can access it. Gay takes pains to put Trivia in a middle position on the 

map of the city. This is a highly ambivalent position: it makes public a work which 

reflects on quotidian realities and experiences shared by many Londoners, what Negt and 

Kluge argue is the proletarian context of living left out of the bourgeois public sphere.268 

Through these instances of the poem materializing itself within the poem itself in specific 

public spaces, Gay imagines himself as producing a popular entertainment that shapes 

these public spaces. However, the fact of the book itself in the reader’s hand reflects the 

reality that Gay reflects on proletarian experiences in commodity form, assimilating these 

expressions of social experience back to the capitalist production of an object of private 

consumption and reflection. Accordingly, Trivia and its play with mire reads as a humble, 

268 The very act of bourgeois assimilation of the working class’ context of living may 

itself help define the division between the two public spheres in the early eighteenth 

century. Oskar Negt and Alexander Kluge, Public Sphere and Experience: Toward an 

Analysis of the Bourgeois and Proletarian Public Sphere, trans. Peter Labanyi et al. 

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993), 32. 
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comic entrance into the bourgeois public sphere through the appropriation and 

dematerialization of proletarian matter.269 

In transforming turbulent urban flows into poetry, Trivia emblematizes the new 

financialization of England’s economy. Gay transforms a limitless material excess that 

connects every space of the city into an immaterial, valuable piece of intellectual 

property. He makes something from almost nothing. If we consider Gay’s relation to 

commons within the broader context of this dissertation, we see that where Winstanley 

celebrates the production of the commons through the flow of commoners’ bodies, Gay 

celebrates both the commons as both a site of nonpurposive play and a source of 

economic and social capital. 

Overall, Trivia is conflicted in its evaluation of the circuit that laborer and waste-

flows form. The city with its liquid waste commons running down the center of every 

street effects contacts and saturations between heterogeneous bodies; these create vectors 

with multiple values: water and waste flows and sinks become boundaries that define 

urban order and provide subsistence for laborers, yet they are also implicated in the death 

of the laborer and social disorder. The difference depends on the waste laborer’s gender 

and the perceived utility of their labor to the larger economic activity and the city’s class 

structure. Gay’s female laborer, associated with liquid waste infrastructure, drains the city 

of its economic energy; the shoeshine and writer work waste into profit and spatial and 

269 This interchange of matter between high and low which reveals their mutual 

dependency is a subject of fascination for Gay. The Beggar’s Opera stages the double-

thefts of Peachum from the bourgeois of London and his proletarian employees. 
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social mobility. Energetic masculine labor recuperates value and mobility from viscous 

waste commons, moving these men on the map of the city—above Fleetstreet, toward 

Whitehall—into markets, legibility, and the bourgeois public sphere. Overall, Gay makes 

powerful and particular differentiations about the value of these places and the people 

and matter within them while also representing these spaces as the function of their often 

hybrid relationship with each other. 

This reading of Gay’s London as one of flux and turbulent contact in regard to its 

material conditions and its citizens’ economic and social fortunes is at odds with Wall’s 

Gay, who is involved in the Augustan project of reliably resignifying the city. Gay’s 

London is not a grid of fixed places but of dynamic pathways that bring people and 

matter in turbulent contact, mixture, and transformation: the shoeshine finds his trade 

servicing the elite and rises, the rural yeoman loses his fortune trading with a prostitute 

and falls. Through the mobility of the Walker, the shoeshine, and flows of water, the city 

becomes a networked thing in which places are defined by hybrid relationships. One 

result of this is that the water-waste becomes inextricable from marketable productions 

and so becomes not intolerable but inevitable and assimilable into the city as a system. 

Conclusion: London’s remaining liquid commons 

This chapter has shown how Augustan poets found a fountain of inspiration in the 

gutters of London. They defined urban life through turbulent waste flows. Through these 

flows, Pope and Gay both relate a material fact of the city and find a symbol for the status 

of language and the writer in London’s new economic milieu. In mire, Pope finds the 

degraded status of language and the emptiness at the heart of much furious market 
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activity. His incontinent flows of virulent linguistic waste ultimately threaten to 

contaminate the whole city, bolstering arguments for the enclosure of these language 

markets and the waste-commons themselves. Pope’s relation to heterogeneous public 

space is hostile. In turn, it is not surprising that Pope feared the reaction of others to his 

verse. Gay’s waste-flows are not negative as Pope’s are; rather they represent an urban 

excess—not to be entirely recuperated into or expelled out of the order of the city, but, 

rather, a chaotically fluctuating byproduct that is neither fully public or private whose 

proximity to production and sale puts into motion processes of discernment of one’s own 

place in the complex social structure of the city. 

These highly self-conscious texts also reflect on their authors’ relations to the 

market as producers of culture. Off the page, Pope and Gay both embraced the market-

producer relation (indeed, they were both masters of manipulating the publishing market, 

particularly Pope in his public relations stunts); yet their works construct divergent 

authorial identities. The Dunciad seeks to exclude its author from its critiques so Pope 

may occupy a transcendent position and remain independent from the flux of the market 

through sheer projection. Gay’s Walker self-consciously, if somewhat ironically, 

embraces the market-producer relation through the Walker’s immersion and Trivia’s 

materialization in the mire of the streets. 

In narrowing this chapter’s focus to London’s waste-commons, much research 

and literature on London’s conduits, wells, and washer-women was placed to the side. A 

full account of representations of liquid commons in Long Restoration urban spaces 

remains to be written to match that of the rural commons. Ellen Meiskins Wood’s 

Marxist account of the transition to capitalism places great emphasis on English, agrarian 
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shifts in the social relations of production in what she terms the “agrarian triad of 

landlord, capitalist tenant, and wage laborer.”270 What occurred over centuries was a 

compulsory relationship to the market by rural producers such that direct producers no 

longer had control over the means of their self-reproduction. Social and economic writers 

have admirably documented the origins of capitalism and traditional forms of resistance 

to capitalism in protests against rural enclosure and the market. However, what these 

accounts miss is that which arises in cities as capitalism’s other that does not fit the mold 

of traditional subsistence agriculture, the new forms of subsistence and commoning that 

arise in urban centers, particularly urban spaces of water and waste-water. These 

paracapitalist commons are not revisions of traditional commons as Winstanley imagines 

them, nor the colonial frontier commons of Locke, Heyrick, and Burnet; rather, these 

liquid and waste commons exist as a consequence of systems of production and trade that 

compose the city. They do not exist without but within the interstitial spaces of the city. 

They do not support traditional subsistence labors but new forms of subsistence and 

material and immaterial production. 

270 This compulsory market relation coincided with competitive market forces that 

pressured producers to increase yields. Tenants could not live off the food they grew 

because it had to be sold on a volatile market to pay for rent. Under these pressures, 

landlords and tenants agonistically convert multi-use commons into mono-cash-crop 

fields, reducing for the poorest direct access to the means of subsistence, which, in turn 

made them increasingly dependent on wage relations. Ellen Meiksins Wood, The Origin 

of Capitalism: A Longer View (London: Verso, 2002), 60. 
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Yet scholarship treats urban commons as a strictly modern phenomenon. As we 

move into the twenty-first century, the commons suddenly reappear everywhere in new 

forms, from “ecological spaces” to “computational-informational manifolds.”271 Among 

this modern proliferation of the definition and study of commons, scholars have taken up 

the study of urban commons with renewed intensity. At the heart of debates in this field 

is the question of subsistence: who or what do commons feed? Silvia Federici argues for 

the special significance of urban gardens in this movement, particularly since they 

represent a means of their self-reproduction.272 This valorization of urban gardens is 

underwritten by a cynicism in regard to other kinds of commons, best manifested by 

George Caffentzis, who argues that neoliberalism increasingly turns to commons to 

sustain itself. Rather than representing an alternative to capitalism, commons are created 

as new sites of efficient and virtuous resources for production to feed the capitalist 

market. Accordingly, we must see the bright line between capitalist and anti-capitalist 

commons depends on how tightly they bind their users and their output to the market, 

whether they create self-subsistence or commodities, precariatized individual laborers or 

relatively autonomous communities within which a relation to the market is not 

compulsory. This chapter has unsettled presumed binaries between the traditional 

commons and forms of commoning of the past and the legible urban commons and 

271 George Caffentzis, "The Future of 'the Commons': Neoliberalism's 'Plan B' or the 

Original Disaccumulation of Capital?" New Formations 69 (2010): 24. 

272 Silvia Federici, “Feminism and the Politics of the Commons,” The Commoner 24 Jan. 

2011. Online. 
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commoning of the present by identifying the muddy urban commons of the Long 

Restoration. The vision of urban liquid waste commons that emerges hovers between the 

old conception of a subsistence commons and a modern urban neo-liberal common. This 

commons and its commoners haunted the market as a grotesque figure, perpetually 

secreted from and seeking to both rejoin and destroy the market, hovering between being 

potentially useful subaltern citizens, sources of disorder, or, in a sense, uncanny 

paroxysmic bodies. 

The story, then, is that the commons are not destroyed by rural enclosure but were 

always already elsewhere, such as the city, in more limited forms. Urban commons 

cannot provide the comprehensive economic and communal functions that traditional 

rural ones do. They cannot support a subject who is largely free from the market, nor do 

they always represent an alternative polis. Rather, they exist in a dynamic space between 

the public and the private. As Michael Rubenstein notes, public works are founded, often, 

as a space outside of the neo-liberal order yet find themselves constantly appropriated— 

folded back into this order much as Gay’s poetic play in the mire is converted into an 

advertisement for the book.273 Yet as improperly public spaces just outside of the regime 

273 In their largest forms, these urban commons could be considered early public works or 

utilities. Michael Rubenstein notes the conception of public works as supplement to 

capitalism, theorized as early as Adam Smith: “[who] assumes a domain within the 

system of capitalism that is at once outside of capitalism...and one of the most basic 

enabling institutions of capitalism” (4-5). Michael Rubenstein, Public Works: 
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of private property, the liquid commons and commoners potentially slip into disordering 

this regime or achieving a discomforting distance from the market. Here, this takes the 

form of Pope’s legion of hack writers and Gay’s sexual traders represented as part of 

waste infrastructure or exercising the right to use it through public excretion. 

These distinctions were utterly opaque to Augustan observers of London. What 

they saw in waste was a commons, a free resource for poetic play, but what it meant was 

unclear and their language to signify them uncodified. As Scriblerians tried to map the 

city of London, water and water-waste commons represent an intensely turbulent object 

of study. They were both drawn to it as embodying utopic and apocalyptic potentialities 

in regard to the material conditions of the city, the life of its citizens, and the relations of 

both Londoners and writers of London to the market. 

However, these urban commons and commoning neither resembled traditional 

common fields and the rights exercised in them not the virtuous commons or 

cooperatives of the modern neoliberal order. From the perspective of the Augustan writer 

they represented a volatile, debased relationship to this order. This order could not easily 

reintegrate the waste commons into their vision of London. Rather, labor in the water-

waste commons was necessarily at the bottom of the hierarchy of legitimate labor and 

sometimes excluded from it altogether. It represented a fluctuating horizon of legibility, 

value, and subjecthood. This requires further study. 

One reason this study has not happened and scholars do not apply the discourse of 

Infrastructure, Irish Modernism, and the Postcolonial (Notre Dame: University of Notre 

Dame Press, 2010). 
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the commons and commoning to long eighteenth-century urban space is that they often 

subsume urban commons into discussions of the more general public space. This 

designation often emphasizes the social, political, and commercial nature of this space 

but not its role in the subsistence of those who use it. In their introduction to Making 

Space Public in Early Modern Europe, Mullaney and Vanhealen claim that they are 

interested in “the processes by which a place or space could be rendered accessible, open 

or available to a general collective entity called ‘the public.’” Yet, curiously, what occurs 

in public space is the production of information: “We can (and do) talk about making 

information public, or buildings, books, laws and ordinances, and so forth.” In other 

terms, public space is for minds, not tired, hungry or laboring people.274 Mullaney and 

Vanhealen are laminating a modern experience of digital, informational public spheres 

onto the streets of the eighteenth-century and so the eighteenth-century public space they 

describe becomes not public space but the bourgeois public sphere which excludes the 

experiences of the proletariat. In their public space paradigm, water and water-waste 

commons are “improper” public spaces as opposed to spaces of conversation, coffee 

houses and salons, which were modeled after the courtly forms of publicity. 

Designating some urban spaces as not generically public but specific commons 

emphasizes use rights beyond simply their availability to discourse and the production 

and marketing of products and symbols. Considering some urban spaces as commons and 

274 Steven Mullaney and Angela Vanhaelen, “Introduction,” Making Space Public in 

Early Modern Europe—Performance, Geography, and Privacy (New York: Routledge, 

2013), 1. 
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waste commons allows us to meditate on what was available to the poorest of London’s 

populations, that which is at the privileged boundaries of “civilization” by being both its 

other and that which still retained its trace. Considering waste commons also allows us to 

consider that which represented the boundaries of bourgeois discourse. Public sphere 

theorists of the eighteenth-century have yet to fully account for Augustan use of waste 

commons as a polluted Helicon, an emblem of language gone wrong, that casts doubt on 

the very capacity of Londoners to conduct reasonable discourse, but also serves as a 

potential tool to enter the market through playful performance of rank language. 

Ignoring the commons that urban waste spaces constituted reinforces notions of 

commons as strictly spaces of pastoral production, when, in fact, commons, urban and 

rural were historically also spaces for the digestion of waste. Scholars like Jennifer 

Gabrys, who calls such waste commons “sinks,” reminds us that the collective failure to 

understand the location and operations of sinks—particularly the global ones (the oceans, 

the atmosphere) has led us to our current, precarious natural-cultural ecologies.275 

Examining these early representations of waste commons and their laborers allows us to 

understand how writers claim to disown waste, how they identify with or other waste 

commoners. They all affirm the potentialities of circulations of commonable mire, but 

read these potentialities differently: as a nightmarish, revolutionary force that threatens to 

fatally disorder the city and as a utopic excess that provides play and subsistence and is 

275 Gabrys, 668. Mies and Bennholdt-Thomsen argue that the Global North have been 

using the commons of the Global South as sinks for industrial production. See Mies and 

Veronika, “Defending, Reclaiming, and Reinventing the Commons,” 141-164. 
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also an unexpected loci of capitalization. Depending on whether a Londoner was reading 

The Dunciad or Trivia, urban waste commons were sources of deathly or life-

provisioning commoning labor. 
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Conclusion: 

Further water work 

This study has demonstrated that English authors used common waters, whether 

global oceans or London’s puddles, to reflect on the nature of property in their historical 

moment. This often meant using waters to narrate transformations in property and 

property relations. Through fluvial bodies, authors like Winstanley and Milton 

envisioned the fundamentally transcorporeal nature of being. These waters tie nature to 

culture in densely intersecting circulations that reproduce each other. In Winstanley’s 

fluvial ontologies, private property ends this reproduction by stopping up these flows. For 

Milton, this happy cycle is desynchronized by The Fall. After this event, mutual 

destruction and a final individual spiritual regeneration eclipses communal social 

reproduction of the commons. For Lucy Hutchinson, a transcorporeal, fluvial body politic 

cannot abide the effects of sin and so in her biblical narrative the drying out of the 

symbols she uses to express this body accompanies the recession of the Flood’s waters. 

In this newly divisible social body marked by hierarchical difference bodies become 

property. 

For imperial authors like Thomas Burnet and Thomas Heyrick, reflection on the 

liquid unsettles their ideas about the place of England in relation to the planet, revealing 

the body of their nation as dangerously porous and imperial projects as utterly contingent. 

Rather than accept the flux and flow of waters that make England contingent, they crafted 

narratives in which to envision England’s intensified material and symbolic mastery and 

division of liquid global space. These narratives of liquid mastery rested on premises that 
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did not match the realities of the Long Restoration. Burnet intuits geohistory from an 

impossible gaze at a planet drained of oceans. Heyrick imagines English bodies could 

rapidly move through the depths and breadths of all the world’s waterways. Together, 

they reveal the fictions about the relationship between England the liquid planet that 

propelled English endeavor. Pope too saw danger to property in liquid mixes, but in the 

streets of London where he synonymizes liquid waste with unmarketable language which 

he seeks to flush from the public sphere. 

It would seem we have two camps. One for which waters express communal 

property relations, one for which water’s power to engulf and mix solid bodies is a 

perpetual threat to the possibility of property itself. Over the course of the Long 

Restoration and even over the course of these texts, the former camp gives way to the 

latter, reflecting how republican egalitarian ideals gave way to a Whig world of violent 

property enclosure and accumulation. 

Yet against these visions of the mastery of liquid space to make solid bodies, 

there is a third strand in the weave of how English authors used water to reflect on 

property. In Locke and Gay, liquid represents the inexhaustible common. For Locke, of 

course, this common serves the purpose of securing the possibility of the endless 

generation of private property; yet the unique difficulties of transforming liquid bodies to 

divisible private property disrupts Locke’s rational-progressive account of property 

formation in ways he does not fully account for. Similarly, for Gay, the liquid waste 

commons of London would seem to provide an unexpected object of labor and social 

mobility, moving Gay and the entrepreneurial shoeshine closer to the respectable classes; 

however, the same common itself also a site of fascination, pleasure, and free, if 
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disreputable, play. In this sense, Gay’s liquid commons serve to produce private property 

but also invite long delay. In these texts, the liquid both feeds and perpetually escapes 

systems of private property toward spaces of difference. 

Indeed, liquid sinks also mark economic activity that occupied a liminal space in 

the English imagination. Whether the doubtful sea-floor salvage of Heyrick, the hack 

writing of Pope, or prostitution of Gay, sinks are often stages for thinking through 

economic activity writers considered volatile or in a space between the legitimate and 

illegitimate. 

In total, the location of liquid and liquidity represents both chronological and 

geographic utopic or dystopic property horizons. It matters a great deal whether authors 

placed this either in the past or the future. For instance, Milton’s irriguous Eden of 

communal labor is consigned to a mythic past. His future Eden is strictly a mental place. 

Winstanley frames the flood of flowing bodies reproducing the commons as immanent. 

For Burnet, the fluvial, interconnected nature of his contemporary world is its very 

problem and his future geohistory tends toward an earth drained entirely of oceans. In the 

literature of the Long Restoration, the swirl and gurgle of water marks the beginning and 

end of both property forms and the ontologies that underpin them. 

This dissertation has spent a few hundred pages attempting to forge a connection 

between Long Restoration literary representations of water and understandings of 

property, yet, whether through lack of time or ability, it has left a great deal of work 

undone along the way. 

It has not proven the prevalence of literature that takes up liquid commons. It has 

treated only a handful of Long Restoration texts and correlated them with a select few 
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concurrent struggles over liquid commons such as fen drainage. Further study needs to 

identify more texts in this period and at its boundaries and provide further evidence of 

their relation to local and global issues of liquid property or identify the liquid tropes in 

crucial, historical commentaries on the nature of property and value such as those that 

surrounded the 1690s Coinage Crisis or the bursting of the South Sea Bubble. 

This dissertation has also not adequately examined liquid enclosure in literature 

from below. One of this study’s premises is that liquid commons deserve attention 

because they are fundamental to subsistence. Any treatment of enclosure literature should 

examine the alienation of commoners from their right to water. This study began by 

turning to the 1630 ballad “Powte’s Complaint” which arose from that era’s anti-

enclosure struggles. It is possible this ballad was in the mouths of fenland protestors. 

However, I have not proven that “Powte’s Complaint” is a representative work within the 

genre or identified further anti-enclosure literature written by those whose subsistence 

was directly threatened. Further study of seventeenth and long eighteenth-century 

broadsides, ballads, and pamphlets is needed to understand how commoners themselves 

articulated their relation to liquid commons. Such study tests the degree to which the 

liquid commons were an issue in the popular conscious of the time or to which this study 

has laminated its own modern concerns onto this period and its literature. Along these 

lines, these works are distinctly English. They can be mobilized, like Locke, Burnet, and 

Heyrick for colonial purposes; however, they are not works where the authors have 

empirical experience of colonialism and this experience shapes their words, or where the 

indigenous or colonized subject writes waters. This study needs to be expanded, as 

Anglophone literature expands with the English empire, to Irish, transatlantic, and global 
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contexts. Doing so would provide a historical scaffold for studies of contemporary 

rhetorics evoked in contests over liquid commons. 

If who writes on liquid as commons is still unarticulated, how they write these 

commons demands investigation as well. Within its texts, this dissertation has identified 

individual linguistic maneuvers authors employ when taking up liquid and property. 

These range from Winstanley’s metaphorization of the body as a river and relentless 

synonymizing to Milton’s riverine, intercorporeal syntax to Pope’s images of hack-

writers leaking linguistic mire in precise heroic couplets. We might consider these moves 

a Long Restoration repertoire in only the loosest sense. Certainly, the relationship 

between form and content is not accidental in these texts. However, it is not wise to arrive 

at more general conclusions from what is ultimately sparse evidence such as “In this 

period so and so kind of sentence writing expresses an ontology of liquid being” or “To 

write England’s mire was inevitably a comment on the state of language” or “The heroic 

couplet performed linguistic enclosure in opposition to the leaky writing these couplets 

described.” It remains to be seen if the tropes these authors take up are taken up with 

similar enough purposes in the seventeenth and long eighteenth centuries in order to 

determine if there is a distinct, evolving English poetics of the liquid. 

Finally, this dissertation’s insistence that all manner of bodies should be described 

as commons is a sort of knight’s move. Long Restoration authors did not consistently use 

the word ‘commons’ to describe liquid bodies. Accordingly, there is not much existent 

scholarship on waters as commons in English literature. If centuries of scholars have not 

treated this literature in these terms, why continue this study? Establishing a long history 

of the treatment of liquid as property in literature is crucial given that flowing matter has 
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emerged as a major site of struggle in Post-Crisis America. As states and corporations 

have accomplished land partitioning and enclosure on the largest scales and, in many 

places, access to land for subsistence is not considered a general right, access to water, 

the foundation of subsistence, has erupted at the heart of contemporary environmental 

struggles. Across Western New York, activists are engaged in ongoing campaign to keep 

hydraulic fracturing out of the state based largely on how the practice creates waste water 

laden with radioactive compounds and heavy metals.276 The Standing Rock protests, the 

largest American indigenous protest in the last century, were ignited over the threat 

pipelines represented to Lake Oahe, a major drinking water source for the Standing Rock 

Sioux. In the still unresolved Flint Water Crisis, residents found their drinking water 

supply both extremely expensive and dangerously polluted through ageing infrastructure 

and governmental malfeasance. A common sentiment links these protests: access to clean 

drinking water should be a right. It is true that all of these respective water systems may 

not be commons in the truest sense—Flint’s residents pay the city for their water 

supply—yet the rights discourse these groups employ evoke a horizon of returning to 

water as a commons. The case of Flint is not an exception. For years, citizens have lost 

and continued to lose access to reasonably clean, affordable water and had to turn to a 

more expensive private market and water transported by containers. National outrage, a 

series of lawsuits, and criminal convictions reveal that many thought access to drinking 

276 Mireya Navarro, “Wastewater Becomes an Issue in Debate on Gas Drilling,” The New 

York Times, May 3, 2012. 
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water was a right and a right worth defending.277 Finally, struggles between the exercise 

of traditional liquid common rights and capitalist projects continue outside of the United 

States, in supposedly environmentally enlightened countries such as Justin Trudeau’s 

Canada where construction of a hydroelectric dam on Peace River threatens the water 

rights of the Doig River, Halfway River, Prophet River, and West Moberly First 

Nations.278 More recently, The Trump administration’s and the political Right are 

threatening to repeal the Clean Water Act and loosen restrictions on toxic pesticides.279 

These instances are merely parts of a larger trend of enclosing and/or polluting public 

waters. This, and the continued American paralysis in regard to the carbon emissions that 

cause climate change, are and will continue to intensify century old struggles between 

polluters, indigenous groups, and communities dependent on aquaculture. 

These crises are causing residents to rethink the relationships between 

subsistence, rights, and ownership in ways that echo discourses that have long surrounded 

277 For an adequate, updated timeline, see “Flint Water Crisis Fast Facts,” CNN, accessed 

October 1, 2017. 

278 See “Site C: Statement by Concerned Scholars,” accessed October 1, 2017, 

https://sitecstatement.org/; Treaty 8 Tribal Association, “About Site C,” 

http://treaty8.bc.ca/about-site-c/. 

279 Tom Philpott, “Trump’s EPA Greenlights a Nasty Chemical. A Month Later, It 

Poisons a Bunch of Farmworkers,” Mother Jones, May 15, 2017. 
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liquid commons.280 These crises also allow us to understand that it is not the human race 

sprinting toward what Rachel Carson terms “the contamination of man’s total 

environment”; rather, energy companies and racist state and city administrations are often 

leading the charge against the will of diverse coalitions of environmental, indigenous, and 

anti-racist groups.281 

Both sides are mobilizing language and rhetoric to achieve their goals. Both have 

framed it as a matter of life and death. One often repeated Standing Rock slogan is “Mni 

Wiconi – Water is Life.” Yet versions of this slogan can be weaponized against 

indigenous groups. Over the past decade, neo-liberalism’s water managers have 

embraced a worldview of water scarcity in order to both privatize and securitize water as 

a state resource. As Jeremy J. Schmidt argues, the securitization of water allows national 

and international organizations to manage without reference to its specific cultural 

meanings and relations. Of the “Water for Life” slogan adopted as the title for the UN 

Decade for 2005-2015, Schmidt argues that “It is a self-effacing slogan designed to 

encompass any meaning for water while appealing for legitimacy to none.” The slogan’s 

280 Further inquiry is needed in regard to how declarations of rights to clean water leads 

to or prevents understanding of bodies of water and water systems as commons, 

particularly when local expressions of rights are then universalized by advocate groups. 

The strongest expression of these declarations is the United Nations’ Resolution 64/292 

(The Human Right to Water and Sanitation). See United Nations, General Assembly 

resolution 64/292, Human Right to Sanitation and Water, A/RES/64/292, July 28, 2010. 

281 Carson, 8. 
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vacantness allows global managers to enact local changes that effect local cultures in 

reference to a larger imagined human society.282 

Though these intense concerns swirl around water, we continue to have difficulty 

conceptualizing the nature of water and flood. Writing on Serres, David Webb writes, “In 

spite of the many examples of complex flows in the world around us, the idea of 

movement without finality can still strike us as strange.”283 Jennifer Gabrys would argue 

that even when we do conceptualize systems as flow, we persistently under theorize the 

role of sinks in these systems. We lose track of the unexpected places where matter falls 

out of the flow and often mixes and transforms. What is at stake in this? Dealing 

accurately with issues of complex flows in drinking water-system and waterway pollution 

means confronting the unique qualities of liquid bodies—flow, flux, spill, sink, and 

mix—and how these define, transform, and cross official boundaries and property lines. 

They complicate our idea of what constitutes property. 

Attention to Long Restoration liquid enclosure and its literature allows us to see, 

as they emerge, English rhetorics make the case for enclosing complex flows, ecologies, 

and even the globe. Understanding the language that first takes up this subject may allow 

us to recognize how subsequent imperial and capitalist formations’ adoption or alteration 

of these discourses preserves or transforms their content. If we struggle to conceptualize 

water now, we should understand why. Further, study of the linguistic repertoires of 

282 Jeremy J. Schmidt, “The Globalization of Normal Water,” 141-165. 

283 David Webb, “Introduction,” The Birth of Physics (Manchester: Clinamen Press Ltd, 

2001), xi. 
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liquid commoning, whether the remaking or maintenance of the commons in Winstanley 

or Milton or the self-interested salvage of waste in Gay, allows us to see how authors 

position the commons at the center of margins of communal life and social relations. 

Such study may help ground re-imaginings—and re-identifications—of the place of the 

commons and practice of commons in our own, unfolding moment. 

This study may also allow us to put in context contemporary literature that 

attempts to conceptualize water and water rights. The material and cultural dramas of 

floods and the imagination of systems of global environmental management define the 

burgeoning genre of cli-fi. The Flint Water Crisis and Standing Rock protests have 

sparked a profusion of poetic and spoken-word responses. There is a growing body of 

environmental justice nonfiction critical of water infrastructure projects. These include 

landmark essays such as Ananaya Roy’s “The Greater Common Good.” Or we might turn 

to the language of Trump-era newspaper headlines. The United States’ executive 

branch’s response to the devastation caused to Puerto Rico by Hurricane Maria has been, 

by turns, muted, hostile, and self-congratulatory. Blaming Puerto Rico for creating the 

conditions which allowed it to be devastated by a category 5 hurricane is wrenching 

instance of the incredible acts of rhetoric that states perform in disavowing responsibility 

for the effects of environmental and, in this case, colonial malfeasance in regard to water 

systems. 

The rhetoric of San Juan’s Mayor Carmen Yulin Cruz days after Hurricane Maria 

devastated Puerto Rico is straight-forward: “We are dying, and you are killing us with 
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inefficiency.”284 She posits that governmental malfeasance has multiplied the harm 

caused by hurricanes. The immediate sources of post-hurricane harm were multiple, with 

water being a key contributor. For weeks following the hurricane, substantial parts of the 

island were without clean water, forcing citizens to drink water from risky sources or not 

drink at all. 

Hurricanes Maria and Jose did not create a lack of clean enough water in Puerto 

Rico. They crippled an already embattled system. Environmentalists have been ringing 

the alarm in regard to the performance of Puerto Rico’s water infrastructure, reporting 

that 99.5% of the population are served by systems in violation of the Safe Water 

Drinking Act.285 Instead of working to bolster this crucial infrastructure, the federal 

government has threatened to shutter 177 water monitoring stations operated by the 

USGS (United States Geological Survey), a move which would severely hamper Puerto 

Rico’s ability to provide clean water. This seems to have been part of an attempt to 

recoup some of Puerto Rico’s debt—by threatening to end life-sustaining services. 

Full analysis of the relationship between colonialism and the Puerto Rican debt 

crisis is complex and outside of this author’s capacity. However, it is clear that what is 

news to many of us now, was a consequence of the debt crisis and a decades long failure 

the United States to ensure that one of its territories was in a position to provide its 

284 “‘Close to Genocide’: San Juan mayor’s dire appeal to US for Puerto Rico relief,” The 

Guardian, September 29, 2017. 

285 Asociación Nacional de Derecho Ambiental El Puente, “Threats on Tap: Drinking 

Water Violations in Puerto Rico,” May 2017. 
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citizens this most basic service. In 2015, then President Obama warned that unless Wall 

Street relieved Puerto Rico’s debts, it would cause a “humanitarian crisis.”286 

That crisis has arrived in the form of water shortages. Pleading for aid, Yulin Cruz 

said the situation was “Close to genocide.” Whether it is genocide or not, it is certainly 

part of an American necropolitics that centers around the active destructive or repeated 

abandonment of water infrastructure. The destruction of Iraq’s civilian water supply was 

policy during the First Gulf War. This destruction is implicated in the deaths of over 

500,000 Iraqi children.287 The United States has been making civilian die indirectly 

though the destruction of water infrastructure in the Middle East. It has not taken a strong 

stand against its allies doing the same.288 

At home, making die continues through the abandonment of water infrastructure, 

from Flint to Puerto Rico. If for John Gay the vibrant, ever circulating, excess of 

London’s waters represented the possibilities for social rising in a financialized market, 

the thirst for clean water of Puerto Ricans may signify the utter violence of these 

instruments of credit and debt and the guilt of those who wield them. 

286 “Obama calls on Congress to avoid ‘humanitarian crisis,” BBC, October 22, 2015. 

287 See Thomas J. Nagy, “The Secret Behind the Sanctions: How the U.S. Intentionally 

Destroyed Iraq’s Water Supply,” The Progressive, Sept. 2011, 22-25. 

288 For Israeli pollution of waters and destruction of water infrastructure in the West 

Bank, see Joseph Hall, “Shared Sorrow, Shared Abundance: Water-Waste Flows in 

Palestinian Literature,” Postcolonial Studies 18, no. 3 (2015): 257-278. 
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As in the Long Restoration, new literature responds to these water crises in novel 

ways. Raquel Salas Rivera’s ““through the opposite act of circulation, or the inverse 

metamorphosis” asserts the power of queer Puerto Rican solidarity in the face of Puerto 

Rico’s water crisis: 

but still g. m. and l. cleansed 
and lit their wax dildos 

in puerto rico there will be no clean water 
today june 12 
today june twelfth 
but still gaddo max and leone 
diminish their nailless fingers 
cleaning their hands in mouths 
cleansing ritual with the saliva incense of our mass 

in puerto rico 117 hydrological stations 
will cease operating 
but we keep operating 
the jevxs of alterity 
lacrimals of pigeons 
turning in our grime 
to heal this world of its purity 

i bathe [with water] i adjust my tie 
the eyeliner runs my hands [in the water] 
my lipstick [in the water]289 

The poem juxtaposes the systemic problem represented by the closing of hydrological 

stations with the queer body that cleanses itself with holy spit. Though the stations will 

close that is not the only problem the poem confronts. It also rejects state-sanction 

289 Raquel Salas Rivera, “mediante el acto de circulación opuesto, o la metamorphosis 

inversa / through the opposite act of circulation, or the inverse metamorphosis,” The 

Wanderer, accessed October 1, 2017. 
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privatization of these stations as a resource. Salas-Rivera claims the poem is written “to 

cluster us to arm us / (against the state) and its privatized agents / to love us against the 

state.” The poem, while relentlessly celebrating queer solidarity and autonomy, also 

provocatively rejects purity ideals in favor of suggesting that achieving autonomy over 

the liquid is just as important as holding onto clean water, an act of defiance of the threat 

the USGS wielded against the Puerto Rican peoples: “my queer future hates the u.s. 

geological survey.” This is a poetics of immediacy, pointed, unambiguous, and brilliant 

in its overlapping rejections. Within it, Rivera articulates a fluvial, queer, decolonial 

identity with a twist in its embrace of grit. Unlike, say the purifying function of the 

commoners’ body in Winstanley, Rivera splits holiness and healing from purity in 

articulating a fluvial being that carries sediment (think, history) with it. 

One of this dissertations’ goals is to establish a historical baseline in Anglophone 

poetics as it relates to liquid commons. We might only understand what makes modern 

eco-poetics and poetry of environmental justice unique if we can define it against other 

formulations. We may also discover what endures across centuries in claims about water. 
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